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Background 
I am a registered and practising architect in Sydney who is passionate about my 
city, the design of denser forms of housing and what goes towards making better 
urban environments for us all to live in. Affordable housing lies at the intersection 
of these interests. 
As an active professional engaged in the design of such housing for local 
governments and State government as well as not-for-profit providers, I am 
particularly concerned with the ‘shape’ these buildings will take. Their dimensions 
and arrangements are paramount to the way they will relate to their context and 
provide good amenity for their occupants. This has influenced the perspective of 
my thesis and the kinds of information I have prioritised. My involvement as a 
lead architectural consultant to the NSW Department of Planning  on the review 1
of the SEPP 65  Apartment Design Guide,  as well as acting as an urban design 2 3
expert witness in the NSW Land and Environment Court, has also given me a 
keen appreciation of the importance of the legislative dimension to housing. This 
theme has also become significant in my research. 
I have been drawn to the topic of affordable housing design for some time. After 
completing my Architecture degree,  I was awarded a Byera Hadley Travelling 4
Scholarship to undertake research comparing twentieth-century affordable 
housing in Sydney to that in Amsterdam.  On reflection, my unexpected findings 5
were that, although Dutch housing design is truly remarkable, many cultural and 
legislative aspects made it difficult to translate its features to a Sydney context. 
Instead, the most compelling design precedents seemed to be the local projects, 
with the pre-World War II workers’ housing resonating most strongly. The 
motivation for this thesis became to understand these buildings in more detail, and 
 Consultancy in association with Deena Ridenour and Libby Gallagher 2011-2013.1
 State Environmental Planning Policy No 65 - Design Quality of Residential Apartment Development.2
 Previously called the Residential Flat Design Code. The Apartment Design Guide influences the design of 3
every new apartment building in New South Wales (www.planning.nsw.gov.au/Policy-and-Legislation/
Housing/Better-Apartments).
 A formative piece of work was my final year Urban Studies project investigating the buildings of the 4
Housing Commission of New South Wales in the nineteen-sixties. Michael Zanardo, Olivia Napoli and 
Michael Hala, “The NSW Housing Commission Sydney 1960-1970” (BAArch project, University of 
Technology, Sydney, 2002).
 Michael Zanardo, “Affordable Housing” (Byera Hadley Travelling Scholarship report, NSW Architects 5
Registration Board, 2006).
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to see how these projects might purposefully and practically inform the design of 
affordable housing today, as well as to provide a window into this little-known 
aspect of Sydney’s built history. 
Publications during candidature 
None of these publications have been reproduced in this thesis. Where these 
papers have been referred to, they are cited as per the work of other authors. 
Zanardo, Michael. “The Strickland Building: A Landmark Project at a Crossroads 
of Affordable Housing Design in Sydney.” In Cultural Crossroads: Proceedings 
of the 26th International SAHANZ Conference, edited by Julia Gatley. Auckland: 
Society of Architectural Historians, Australia and New Zealand, 2009. 
Zanardo, Michael. “Future Affordable Housing Typologies for Sydney: Learning 
from Local Precedent.” In Refereed papers presented at the 4th Australasian 
Housing Researchers' Conference, Sydney 5th-7th August 2009, edited by Bill 
Randolph et al. Sydney: City Futures Research Centre, University of New South 
Wales, 2010. 
Zanardo, Michael. “The Sydney Municipal Council Workers’ Dwellings 
1914-1927: Four Typological Case Studies in Urban Affordable Housing.” In 
Green Fields, Brown Fields, New Fields: Proceedings of the 10th Australasian 
Urban History, Planning History, Conference, edited by David Nichols et al. 
Melbourne: The University of Melbourne, 2010. 
Zanardo, Michael. “What early workers’ housing in Sydney can teach us.” 
Architecture Bulletin (Autumn 2014): 12-15. 
Zanardo, Michael. “Erskineville Re-Housing Scheme.” In Modern: Australian 
Modernism in Architecture, Landscape and Design, edited by Philip Goad and 
Hannah Lewi. Melbourne: Thames & Hudson, 2018 (forthcoming). 
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ABSTRACT
Affordable housing is one of the most pressing societal issues in Australian cities 
today. Whilst initiatives in the policy and planning spheres are attempting to 
increase the delivery of new affordable housing, one intrinsic question remains 
largely unaddressed, ‘what shape should this housing take?’ 
 In designing affordable housing for the future, it is instructive to look at the 
examples that have come before. To do that, this research draws together a largely 
untold story of the beginnings of affordable housing in Sydney, making the 
buildings themselves central to the telling. Set against a broader political, 
economic and social backdrop, the pre-World War II State workers’ housing of the 
Sydney Harbour Trust, Department of Public Works, Housing Board and Housing 
Improvement Board is explored in detail with the aid of archival sources, 
documenting and investigating its architectural shape and linking it to the context 
of its production. 
 Valuable dormant knowledge is brought to light and inspiring architectural 
attributes are revealed for selective use by practitioners in the design of new 
affordable housing today.  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CHAPTER 1   INTRODUCTION
Affordable housing in Sydney 
The provision of affordable housing is one of the most pressing societal issues in 
Australian cities today. This is especially true for Sydney, which is the least 
affordable city in the country  and by some measures ranks amongst the most 1
unaffordable cities in the world.  The breadth and depth of this problem  means 2 3
that housing affordability has very real and ongoing consequences for the 
population, affecting our quality of life.  The conundrum of affordable housing in 4
Sydney warrants serious further consideration. 
The term ‘affordable housing’ is understood in this thesis to mean housing that is 
affordable for its occupants. It is therefore a relative term. Housing is only 
affordable if a household can pay for the cost of its basic necessities after it has 
met the cost of its accommodation.  In Sydney, with its record house prices  and 5 6
hefty market rents  relative to average income,  this almost always means that the 7 8
provision of affordable housing must be rental in tenure and in some way 
subsidised.  Historically, and most commonly, affordable housing has taken the 9
form of ‘social’ or ‘public’ or ‘worker’ housing  provided by the State,  but 10 11
 Domain, 24 January 2017.1
 The Sydney Morning Herald, 24 January 2017.2
 Over five hundred thousand households in New South Wales, approximately one in seven, are in a state of 3
housing need. See Steven Rowley and Chris Leishman, “Affordable Housing shortfall leaves 1.3m 
households in need and rising - study” The Conversation (August 2, 2017).
 Housing is the single largest investment made by a typical household over the course of its life. See 4
Vivienne Rae Milligan, “How different? Comparing housing policies and housing affordability consequences 
for low income households in Australia and the Netherlands” (PhD Thesis, Universiteit Utrecht, 2003), 58. 
Households which are struggling to pay housing costs are faced with a range of issues that further erode their 
ability to meet costs. These include living with unmanageable levels of debt exacerbating housing 
vulnerability, working long hours to pay for housing, travelling long distances to work or services, living in 
overcrowded or substandard housing, going without essentials such as adequate food, heating, medication or 
education, and missing out on other opportunities because housing costs are too high relative to income 
(www.housing.nsw.gov.au/centre-for-affordable-housing/about-affordable-housing/why-do-we-need-to-be-
concerned-about-housing-affordability).
 For very low to moderate income households, a common benchmark of whether housing is affordable is 5
whether or not housing requires more than thirty percent of the gross household income 
(www.housing.nsw.gov.au/centre-for-affordable-housing/about-affordable-housing).
 Domain, 20 April 2017. In early 2017, the median house price in Sydney was a record $1,151,565.6
 Domain, 17 May 2017. The average tenant in Sydney spends almost 30 per cent of their household income 7
on accommodation.
 SMH, 15 April 2017. The median house price is fourteen times the average income.8
 Rental tenure in perpetuity through an institutional landlord allows for multi-generational benefit, whilst 9
private sale at a reduced cost is usually a single generational solution, or simply ‘cheap’ market housing.
 These terms have been used interchangeably throughout the thesis.10
 The NSW Land and Housing Corporation, formerly Housing NSW, owns and manages 130,000 social 11
housing properties in the State (www.facs.nsw.gov.au/about_us/land_and_housing_corporation).
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increasingly it is also being delivered as ‘community’ housing provided by a range 
of not-for-profit organisations.  12
However, housing affordability is not solely an economic equation. The other 
fundamental aspect is that the dwelling itself must be appropriate for its 
household.  The financial benefit of cheaper rent is undermined if the household 13
is forced to live in a standard of housing that is inadequate. For example, if the 
dwelling is too small, poorly-built, badly-maintained or lacks amenity, the 
accommodation may be unacceptable, regardless of its cost. Housing must also be 
in close proximity to employment, education and services, or good public 
transport to these, otherwise it may be unsuitable for this reason too.  In 14
metropolitan Sydney, this proximity generally demands that affordable housing 
must be situated within existing urban areas or along primary public transport 
corridors, yet these are the same areas which have limited sites available and steep 
premiums on land value. With the false economy of suburbia no longer able to be 
sustained as it was last century,  the future of affordable housing in Sydney must, 15
it is argued, inevitably be higher-density housing types. 
Given these inherent, but often over-looked, built-form variables of housing 
affordability, urban design and architecture can be seen as having a central role to 
play in its realisation. But whilst initiatives in the policy  and planning  spheres 16 17
are attempting an increased delivery of new affordable housing, one intrinsic 
question remains largely unaddressed, ‘what shape should this housing take?’ 
 Community housing provides affordable rental housing for over 29,000 households in New South Wales. 12
There are three main types of community housing organisations, namely housing associations, co-operative 
housing and church-based agencies (www.communityhousing.org.au/C1_CH_in_NSW.html).
 Housing affordability is a function of the relationship between housing costs, household incomes and the 13
standards of housing provision. See Milligan, “How different?”, 70.
 The cost of travelling and the concept of ‘time poverty’ are relevant to measuring housing affordability. 14
 See Chapter 3 regarding the Royal Commission for the Improvement of the City of Sydney’s 15
recommendations to build workers’ housing in suburban areas, and Chapter 4 regarding the development of 
Dacey Garden Suburb for a discussion of the costs associated with suburban development versus urban.
 Currently, social housing policy is guided by State Government's Future Directions for Social Housing in 16
NSW. Initiatives include Communities Plus, which seeks to redevelop existing social housing properties as 
mixed social, affordable and private housing in partnership with the private sector, and the Social and 
Affordable Housing Fund, which attempts to deliver social and affordable housing on private land 
(www.facs.nsw.gov.au/reforms/social-housing).
 Michael Zanardo, “The rise of the not-for-profits.” Architecture Bulletin (Winter 2017), 22-23. Current 17
planning initiatives include State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental Housing) 2009 which 
provides floor space ratio bonuses for inclusion of affordable housing, and State Environmental Planning 
Policy No 70 - Affordable Housing (Revised Schemes) which provides an inclusionary zoning mechanism 
requiring financial or built contributions towards affordable housing.  
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Looking back in order to move forward 
Broadly speaking, new affordable housing has not been produced in Sydney in 
any great quantity for the best part of thirty years.  So whilst our architectural 18
industry may be extremely skilled in the delivery of private and speculative 
housing for the market, the brief for urban affordable housing has rarely been 
encountered in the full span of a generation. It is posited here that the design of 
affordable housing is a specific architectural proposition distinct from other 
housing types. Whereas market housing stereotypically would take a short-term 
view and seek to maximise profit for minimum investment and quick sale, 
affordable housing takes a longer-term view as it will be an asset that is retained 
and maintained by its landlord for many years. Where market housing might 
include additional lifestyle features to attract buyers, inflating strata levies in the 
process, affordable housing generally seeks to minimise expenses attached to 
‘optional extras’, in order to reduce rents. And where market housing might 
choose to deliver larger apartment sizes and supplementary car parking, affordable 
housing usually keeps dwelling sizes and vehicle numbers to a comfortable 
minimum so that unnecessary construction costs are avoided and more people can 
be housed. These nuances, and others, all have design implications which can 
significantly influence the architecture of affordable housing. 
When searching for precedents to inform the design of new affordable housing in 
Sydney, it is obvious that recent market examples, although the most accessible, 
are not the most appropriate. It is therefore tempting to look further afield, seeking 
inspiration from ‘state-of-the-art’ housing projects abroad. However, whilst these 
international models have the potential to provide exciting and fresh perspectives, 
often aspects of their designs are quite alien to the context they are imported into. 
Differences in climate, topography, legislation, procurement, construction 
methods and cultural expectations, can all make it difficult to transfer these design 
ideas to the local condition. 
 Michael Zanardo, “Affordable Housing.” (Byera Hadley Travelling Scholarship report, NSW Architects 18
Registration Board, 2006), 57. The revision of the Housing Act in 1985 resulted in major governmental 
restructure with the Housing Commission of New South Wales being amalgamated with other government 
functions to create the Department of Housing. Under this new structure, the Department began to 
concentrate on housing provision for vulnerable households and maintenance of existing stock rather than the 
development of new urban housing. A notable exception was the Commonwealth initiated Building Better 
Cities programme in 1991, which set up City West Housing to build new housing in Ultimo and Pyrmont.
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An alternative then, is to reach back into our own rich history  of affordable 19
housing in Sydney for more congruent exemplars to draw from. These buildings 
have been shaped by the political, economic and social landscape of our own city, 
and it is these projects which potentially hold the greatest relevance to the design 
of new affordable housing in Sydney today.  20
Making history 
When one looks for a record of the built history of urban affordable housing in 
Sydney, there is, surprisingly, relatively little that has been documented. There is 
certainly no authoritative reference text on the subject,  nor does there appear to 21
be even a thorough listing of the affordable housing projects that have been built. 
Of the projects that have been captured by published histories,  the architectural 22
characteristics of those buildings are rarely given more than a cursory description. 
Instead, the buildings are usually treated as ‘souvenirs’, symbols used to illustrate 
intangible facets of history rather than being appreciated as objects for 
investigation in their own right. These same buildings are also most commonly 
those which have survived and are still standing in our city today. Demolished 
projects are frequently overlooked, and any proposed but unbuilt schemes almost 
never mentioned. In many ways it is confounding that the design of affordable 
housing in a city which is so notoriously unaffordable, has not previously been 
researched in more depth. 
Therefore, in order to access and utilise the architectural knowledge embedded in 
the legacy of prior Sydney affordable housing projects, a comprehensive history 
of those buildings must first be prepared. One of the two major outcomes of this 
thesis has been to gather together for the first time such a history, one that places 
 John Gregory and Jennifer Campbell, New South Wales Public Housing Design: A Short History 19
(Liverpool, NSW: New South Wales Department of Housing, July 1996), Foreword. “The design of public 
housing has evolved over time, resounding to economic and social trends, technical innovation and 
architectural and planning theory. The Department’s portfolio of housing is thus rich in diversity and history, 
providing many examples of innovative and effective ways of meeting housing need.”
 Michael Zanardo, “Future Affordable Housing Typologies for Sydney: Learning from Local Precedent”, in 20
Refereed papers presented at the 4th Australasian Housing Researchers' Conference, Sydney 5th-7th August 
2009, Bill Randolph et al eds. (Sydney, City Futures Research Centre, University of New South Wales, 2010), 
2.
 Noni Boyd, “No Sacrifice in Sunshine: Walter Liberty Vernon Architect 1846-1914” (PhD thesis, RMIT, 21
2010), 48.
 As opposed to unpublished theses, dissertations and reports.22
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the housing itself at the centre of the narrative. This emphasis then allows the 
architectural design aspects to come to the fore.  
In determining the scope that the history should cover, it seemed logical that the 
best place to start should be at the beginning. Research revealed that the first 
purpose-built affordable housing project constructed in Sydney appeared to be the 
Napoleon Street terraces built by the Sydney Harbour Trust in Darling Harbour in 
1903. This little-known, and now demolished, project came to mark the starting 
point for the collection of affordable housing projects investigated. Several of the 
more familiar projects were then able to immediately find their place on the 
timeline. The Lower Fort Street tenement by the Department of Public Works in 
1910, Dacey Garden Suburb by the Housing Board in 1912, the Strickland 
Buildings by the Sydney Municipal Council in 1914, and the Erskineville estate 
by the Housing Improvement Board in 1938, are all relatively prominent projects 
that are mentioned in existing histories. In researching these in more detail, and 
finding that a strictly chronological narrative would jump back and forwards 
between different spheres of influence, it was decided that the history should be 
organised by government delivery body. This also aligned with the most accurate 
and detailed source of information, the Annual Reports of the respective bodies, 
which enabled the complete built works of each agency to be confidently 
catalogued and from there expanded upon. Due to the volume of information that 
came to light, it was further decided that the focus should be narrowed to cover 
State workers’ housing of the New South Wales Government exclusively. This 
bracketing effectively removed discussion of Sydney Municipal Council with its 
own separate local-government level concerns and projects.  Therefore, the final 23
focus of the research came to rest on the work of the Sydney Harbour Trust, 
Department of Public Works, Housing Board and Housing Improvement Board, 
which represents the entire output of State affordable housing from its very first 
project up to World War II. After this, all State housing was undertaken entirely by 
the Housing Commission of New South Wales, established in 1942.  24
 The projects of the Sydney Municipal Council are still discussed briefly at the beginning of Chapter 6. 23
Further investigation of these projects is suggested as a subject for further research. See Chapter 7.
 The Housing Commission of New South Wales is also suggested as an area for further research. See 24
Chapter 7.
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To ground the subject matter and understand the projects as a product of their time 
and place, the development of pre-World War II State workers’ housing has been 
situated squarely within the broader political, economic and social context of its 
production. In this way this history serves to extend, and perhaps in some respects 
challenge, existing histories, augmenting them with an additional layer of 
information derived from the built environment. Reciprocally, understanding the 
reasons and methods by which projects came into being assists appreciation of the 
forces at play that ‘shaped’ the architecture, thereby making connections between 
the buildings and their genesis. 
Learning from the past 
With the compendium of Sydney’s early workers’ housing identified and carefully 
located within its wider history, it becomes possible to view these projects through 
an architectural lens to consider what design lessons they may offer to current 
practitioners. The other main outcome of this thesis has then been the close 
critical analysis of these buildings to bring to light dormant architectural 
knowledge which may better equip us to design new affordable housing today. 
With the advantage of hindsight and the caution of professional judgement, 
architects can selectively bring these ideas to bear on the design of site-specific 
projects, assisting them to answer the question ‘what shape should this housing 
take?’ 
It should be stated that the findings in this thesis derive directly from the 
investigation of the projects themselves, using close examination of architectural 
plans, photographs and textual descriptions of particular buildings, to distil and 
extract the ideas presented. Given this, it is important to note that the analysis 
does not attempt to assess the projects within the lineage of their own precedents 
as a traditional heritage study might, although obvious influences and references 
have been acknowledged in passing, where appropriate. Nor has a ‘stylistic’ 
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emphasis been given to the evaluation.  Instead, as the thesis title suggests, this 25
research has been focused on the ‘architectural’ qualities of pre-World War II 
State workers’ housing, how affordable housing has been ‘shaped’ in the past and 
connoting how it might come to be ‘shaped’ in the future. 
Brick by brick 
This present investigation is built on the work of previous scholars. Their books, 
chapters, articles, papers, theses and reports laid the groundwork for this research 
and opened many productive avenues of inquiry. Only limited tertiary materials 
were available, however all have influenced the content and trajectory of this 
thesis. These sources can be generally grouped into three types of histories, 
namely social, political or economic, and architectural. 
Initially, several well-known published sources on the history of Sydney were 
consulted to assist with orientation in the subject matter. Whilst many dealt with 
the topic of housing, most relegated affordable housing to the margins, or ignored 
it altogether. Spearritt  however, provided a broad and accessible overview of the 26
growth of metropolitan Sydney through the twentieth century, including distinct 
thematic treatments of planning and housing. The Hale & Iremonger series of 
local history publications, particularly those by Fitzgerald and Keating,  provided 27
a similar but more detailed, multifaceted account focused specifically on inner-
city Sydney. This type of broad history set out useful overarching narratives that 
intertwined people, places and events. The engaging ‘storytelling’ style of writing 
was eminently readable and inspired the attempt at a similar style for this thesis. 
These sources also enabled identification of those government housing bodies 
which produced affordable housing and pointed towards the most conspicuous 
built projects. From here, more specialised sources were pursued.  
 Peter John Cantrill and Philip Thalis, “An Urban Laboratory” in Form Technique Content 2 ‘Housing & 25
City’ (1996), 127. “Stylistic preoccupation has led to superficial contextualism that lacks a thorough historical 
grounding… Australian architectural historians have tended to be promoters of history as a history of style. In 
place of the essential rigours of plan and section in the project, their predilections have been the picturesque, 
the fashion disputes and the biographical… As a direct result of the absence of architectural and urban 
analysis on which to draw, professional historians lack the specific tools to grasp concepts of the city”.
 Peter Spearritt, Sydney’s Century: A History (Sydney: University of New South Wales Press, 2000).26
 See for example Shirley Fitzgerald, Sydney: 1842-1992 (Sydney: Hale & Iremonger, 1992) and Shirley 27
Fitzgerald and Christopher Keating, Millers Point: The Urban Village (Sydney: Hale & Iremonger, 1991). 
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The site of most of the early affordable housing activity was The Rocks and 
Millers Point areas that comprise the north-westernmost peninsula of Sydney city. 
This was one of the first areas of the city centre to be settled and has thus had 
much published social history literature devoted to it. Karskens  provides one of 28
the most authoritative insights into the place, drawing directly on archeological 
findings to recreate early Sydney community life, including the inhabitants’ work, 
shops, homes and family relationships, all of it useful to understanding the 
prehistory of affordable housing. Kelly  has produced numerous well-illustrated 29
books and essays on this part of Sydney too, with particularly graphic description 
of the poor housing conditions, occurrence of plague and ensuing slum clearances 
leading up to the construction of State housing. Painting the Rocks  covers 30
similar ground, at the same time as providing some specific accounts of the 
development of workers’ housing and government bodies, as does Blackmore  31
who discusses urban change in The Rocks since the 1850s. References to 
affordable housing located outside of The Rocks and Millers Point are fewer and 
farther between, with only the Dacey Garden Suburb project prominent, and 
usually discussed in texts on the ‘garden suburb’.  While the broader histories 32
provided the outline to the narrative, these types of texts provided some of the 
colour and texture. Being more focused, they provided a better coverage of 
affordable housing and more detail on the projects, but overall, discussion of the 
buildings was still subservient to other issues. These texts also provided important 
footnotes and bibliographies that led to a wide range of secondary sources. 
To gain an appreciation of the political and economic dimensions of early State 
workers’ housing, another range of sources was reviewed. Hayward  provides a 33
 Grace Karskens, Inside The Rocks: The Archaeology of a Neighbourhood (Alexandria, NSW: Hale & 28
Iremonger, 1999).
 See for example Max Kelly, Plague Sydney 1900: A Photographic Introduction to a Hidden Sydney, 1900 29
(Sydney: Doak Press, 1981) and Max Kelly, Anchored in a Small Cove: A History and Archaeology of The 
Rocks, Sydney (Sydney: Sydney Cove Authority, 1997).
 Paul Ashton, Caroline Butler-Bowdon, Anna Cossu and Wayne Johnson, Painting the Rocks: The Loss of 30
Old Sydney (Sydney, NSW: Historic Houses Trust of New South Wales, 2010).
 Kate Blackmore, “A Good Idea at the Time: The Redevelopment of the Rocks” in Peter Webber ed, The 31
Design of Sydney: Three Decades of Change in the City Centre (Sydney: The Law Book Company Limited, 
1988) 118-139. 
 For example Robert A.M. Stern, David Fishman and Jacob Tilove, Paradise Planned: The Garden Suburb 32
and the Modern City (United States: The Monacelli Press, 2013) or Robert Freestone, “The Great Lever of 
Social Reform: The Garden Suburb 1900-30”, in Max Kelly ed, Sydney: City of Suburbs (Kensington: New 
South Wales University Press, 1987) 53-76.
 David Hayward, “The Reluctant Landlords?: A history of public housing in Australia”, in Urban Policy and 33
Research 14:1 (1996). 
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useful summary of housing policy in the context of economic conditions in New 
South Wales. The prolific output of Troy  comprehensively explores the 34
evolution of State housing policy over time, demonstrating connections between 
housing conditions and governmental responses, and also citing specific 
legislation as points of change. Pugh  makes similar correlations but with an 35
economic slant. Pettigrew  deals briefly with pre-World War II affordable 36
housing from a political perspective, but usefully begins to tie specific projects to 
policy initiatives. Briggs  identifies the affordable housing projects too, but more 37
thoroughly and in some detail, tracing social concerns through to politics and 
legislation and on to outcomes. Keane  looks at the housing reform movement 38
from an economic viewpoint but integrates substantial social and political content, 
such that a well-rounded understanding can be formed and related back to the 
built product. Volke  takes a policy perspective, investigating three affordable 39
housing case studies in great depth to provide insight into their origins, political 
procurement and delivery. The theses of Briggs, Keane and Volke are particularly 
attractive for the causal relationships their research suggests exists between 
factors influencing the development and the project itself, however in each case 
their analysis stops short of addressing the design aspect, an aspect which this 
thesis ventures to offer. 
In terms of architectural histories which cover early affordable housing in Sydney, 
there are remarkably few published texts. The only dedicated text appears to be 
Gregory and Campbell,  whose ‘short’ history defines the arc of public housing 40
 See for example Patrick Troy, “Government Housing Policy in New South Wales 1788-1900”, in Housing 34
Studies 3:1 (1988) and Patrick Troy, “The Evolution of Government Housing Policy: The Case of New South 
Wales 1901-1941”, in Housing Studies 7:3 (1992).
 Cedric Pugh, Intergovernmental Relations and the Development of Australian Housing Policies (Canberra: 35
Centre for Research on Federal Financial Relations, Australian National University, 1976).
 David Pettigrew, Homes for the People: Public Housing in New South Wales, 1940-1990 (Hamilton Hill: 36
David Pettigrew, 2005). Pettigrew deals primarily with Dacey Garden Suburb by the Housing Board and the 
Erskineville estate by the Housing Improvement Board.
 Phillip James Briggs, “Public Housing in Sydney: Past, Present and Future” (PhD thesis, University of 37
New South Wales, 1972). Briggs looks at the work of the Housing Board and the Housing Improvement 
Board.
 Christopher John Keane, “Darling Harbour to Daceyville: The Housing Reform Movement in Sydney 1900 38
to 1915” (PhD thesis, University of Sydney, 1993). Keane discusses the work of the Sydney Harbour Trust 
and the Housing Board. 
 Harvey Volke, “The Politics of State Rental Housing in New South Wales, 1900-1939: Three Case Studies” 39
(MPhil thesis, University of Sydney, 2006). The case studies are workers’ housing in The Rocks by the 
Sydney Harbour Trust, Dacey Garden Suburb by the Housing Board, and the Erskineville estate by the 
Housing Improvement Board. 
 Gregory and Campbell, New South Wales Public Housing Design.40
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design in New South Wales over its century of development. This booklet 
contains a broad sample of the pre-World War II projects, organising them by 
housing type and setting them side-by-side with more modern examples, with the 
stated objective that there is value in revisiting the design content of these 
buildings.  Cantrill and Thalis  also provide an intensive investigation of the 41 42
development of The Rocks promontory through both drawings and text, with a 
particular focus on housing, and underpinned by a powerful theory for 
architectural practice. The designs of several affordable housing projects are 
analysed, the findings of which are furthered in this thesis.  Homes in the Sky by 43
Butler-Bowdon and Pickett  is notable for being the first comprehensive study of 44
Australian apartment buildings as a cultural phenomenon, charting the course of 
their development in the capital cities. A chapter devoted to affordable housing 
gives a summarised account of the first projects in Sydney and imparts a strong 
impression of the debate and controversy surrounding their development. These 
three texts are benchmarks in their genre and it is was an ambition of this thesis to 
build on these past efforts. 
Due to the paucity of published information available on the design of early 
affordable housing in Sydney, much of the background research for this thesis 
ultimately came from previous theses, dissertations and projects produced in 
universities in Sydney and located in their respective libraries. Many disparate 
aspects are covered by these works and these have been pieced together as 
required. Thompson  traces the historic change from houses to flats in Sydney 45
and the resultant impact on urban areas, incorporating a discussion of early public 
 ibid, Foreword. “Much can be learned from the way in which public housing has developed. It is important 41
for the planners and designers of today's housing to reflect on that history. Understanding the circumstances 
in which housing has been provided, and learning from the successes and mistakes of the past will ensure the 
continuation of a proud history of public housing achievement in New South Wales.”
 Cantrill and Thalis, “An Urban Laboratory”. “‘A science of the city has the city as its object.’ Such a study, 42
from the point of view of the architectural and planning professions, requires the reconstruction of the 
processes that physically form the city, those processes that respond to the political, social and economic 
environments.”
 The article analyses the High Street Flats by the Sydney Harbour Trust, the Windmill Street terraces and 43
Lower Fort Street tenement by the Department of Public Works, and the Cumberland, Little Essex and 
Gloucester Street tenement by the Housing Board.
 Caroline Butler-Bowdon and Charles Pickett, Homes in the Sky: Apartment Living in Australia (Carlton, 44
Victoria: Miegunyah Press, 2007). Butler-Bowdon’s own thesis is along similar lines to the book, however is 
generally focused on market housing.
 Ruth Thompson, “Sydney’s Flats: A Social and Political History” (PhD thesis, Macquarie University, 45
1986).
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housing. Cox  surveys the progression of building regulation in New South 46
Wales, including that which influenced housing design and construction. Boyd  47
illuminates the concerns for design quality and amenity of Government Architect 
Walter Liberty Vernon and his Branch of the Department of Public Works. 
Elsewhere, Boyd  undertakes a forensic temporal investigation of the Gloucester 48
Street precinct in The Rocks, the site of two built and two unbuilt affordable 
housing projects. Conlon  provides a thorough account of the Housing 49
Improvement Board’s Erskineville estate, including its architects, the influence of 
European precedents on its design and an interesting interpretation of the project 
as a political tool. Carpenter,  Block,  and Kay, Origlia and Rigoli  each 50 51 52
explore specific architectural attributes of affordable housing projects, such as 
building circulation and street setbacks. These observations have helped inform 
the findings of this study. Adcock  provides a constructive discussion of 53
nineteenth-century tenement proposals, as well as extensive dimensional and 
constructional description of a number of Sydney’s first apartment buildings, 
including several affordable housing projects. And lastly, Burgess’  historical 54
investigations reflect a similar scope to this thesis, however only extend up until 
1914 and do not place significance on design aspects. Apart from advancing their 
own ideas and findings, these texts provided a multitude of valuable citations of 
secondary sources, as well as leads for select primary sources. The author also 
 Thomas Wesley Cox, “A History of the Regulation of Building in New South Wales” (MSc thesis, 46
University of New South Wales, 1986).
 Boyd, “No Sacrifice in Sunshine”.47
 Noni Boyd, “Gloucester Street, The Rocks (from the Argyle Cut to the Cahill Expressway): A Study of its 48
Development and Conservation” (MSc thesis, University of Sydney, 1998).
 Matthew Conlon, “Funkis Sydney: Architecture from Sweden’s Welfare State for Sydney’s Mid-Twentieth 49
Century Slum Clearance-Rehousing Projects” (PhD thesis, University of Sydney, 2010).
 Elizabeth Mary Carpenter, “The Urban Apartment: A Study of Multi unit Dwelling in the City of 50
Sydney” (BArch advanced study report, University of Sydney, 1990). Carpenter analyses the Lower Fort 
Street tenements by the Department of Public Works and the Erskineville estate by the Housing Improvement 
Board.
 Camilla Block, “Living Apart” (BArch advanced study report, University of Sydney, 1991). Block analyses 51
the High Street flats by the Sydney Harbour Trust, the Lower Fort Street tenements by the Department of 
Public Works and the Erskineville Estate by the Housing Improvement Board.
 Fleur Kay, Cathy Origlia, and Sam Rigoli, “Apartment Buildings in Sydney 1900-1912” (BArch project, 52
University of Technology, Sydney, 1999). This project explores the High Street flats by the Sydney Harbour 
Trust and the Lower Fort Street tenements by the Department of Public Works.
 James Adcock, “Residential Flats In Sydney: Development of a Building Type, 1887-1914” (MArch thesis, 53
University of Technology Sydney, 2006). Adcock discusses the speculative tenement proposals by Harry 
Chambers Kent and John Leck Bruce. The Dalgety Road flats, Munn Street flats and High Street flats by the 
Sydney Harbour Trust are described, as is the Lower Fort Street tenement and Gloucester Street tenement by 
the Department of Public Works. 
 Amanda Burgess, “Public Housing in Sydney 1900-1914” (BArch dissertation, University of New South 54
Wales, 1987). Burgess covers the historical aspects of the Sydney Harbour Trust and Department of Public 
Works housing as well as the Dacey Garden Suburb by the Housing Board. 
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produced three refereed papers  during the course of the candidacy, which 55
developed arguments, practised narratives, experimented with analysis techniques 
and tested approaches to the discussion of design attributes. A short entry on the 
design of the Erskineville estate was also prepared for a forthcoming 
publication.  56
In the main, every effort has been made to return where possible to the secondary 
sources referenced in tertiary sources to inspect them afresh. This has enabled 
conflicting descriptions to be clarified, attributions of projects to be verified, 
architectural information that had been omitted to be included and, on occasion, 
subtle differences in interpretation to occur. The use of Trove,  the online 57
repository of the National Library of Australia, has been indispensable for this 
purpose, particularly for retrieving digitised newspapers, but also for accessing 
journals and pictures as well. In addition, Trove was used extensively to perform 
keyword, date and illustration searches which resulted in approximately twice the 
number of useful references.  
Newspaper articles proved to be an essential resource for determining and 
assembling the historical sequence of facts. Given the localised nature of the 
study, newspapers were often the most accessible place to ascertain the date of an 
event, the people involved or the location of a site. At times articles were also able 
to offer detailed physical descriptions or photographs of affordable housing 
projects that could then be read in concert with the architectural plans or even, in 
the absence of drawings, become the primary source of information. This day-to-
day journalism was also crucial to understanding the competing social perceptions 
 All three papers focused on the work of the Sydney Municipal Council. Michael Zanardo, “The Strickland 55
Building: A Landmark Project at a Crossroads of Affordable Housing Design in Sydney” in Julia Gatley ed, 
Cultural Crossroads: Proceedings of the 26th International SAHANZ Conference, (Auckland: Society of 
Architectural Historians, Australia and New Zealand, 2009); Michael Zanardo, “The Sydney Municipal 
Council Workers’ Dwellings 1914-1927: Four Typological Case Studies in Urban Affordable Housing” in 
David Nichols ed, Green Fields, Brown Fields, New Fields: Proceedings of the 10th Australasian Urban 
History, Planning History, Conference (Melbourne: The University of Melbourne, 2010) and Michael 
Zanardo, “Future Affordable Housing Typologies for Sydney: Learning from Local Precedent”, in Refereed 
papers presented at the 4th Australasian Housing Researchers' Conference, Sydney 5th-7th August 2009, Bill 
Randolph et al eds. (Sydney, City Futures Research Centre, University of New South Wales, 2010). None of 
these publications have been reproduced in this thesis. In the limited instances where these papers have been 
referred to, they are cited as per the work of other authors.
 Michael Zanardo, “Erskineville Re-Housing Scheme”, in Philip Goad and Hannah Lewi eds, Modern: 56
Australian Modernism in Architecture, Landscape and Design (Melbourne: Thames & Hudson, 2018, 
forthcoming).  
 http://trove.nla.gov.au57
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of affordable housing, recording as it did the ongoing stream of opinions and 
criticisms. Giving prominence to newspaper quotations within the historical 
narrative allowed for a variety of voices to be heard and different sides of the 
arguments to be presented. As could be expected, each of the news publications 
had its own character and bias. The Sydney Morning Herald was utilised most 
frequently, its mainstream but progressive leanings being sympathetic to the 
subject matter, whilst The Daily Telegraph often but not always provided the 
counter, conservative viewpoint. Some newspapers published colourful 
sensationalised accounts, whilst others gave overtly politically-aligned reports. 
Regional newspapers were utilised primarily for their local news, however 
occasionally they delivered more detail on city news stories than the main 
newspapers. Journal articles, frequently accompanied by illustrations, also yielded 
useful contrasting standpoints and insights, though were often more forceful in 
stance and greater in length. Building magazine, focused on the architecture and 
construction industries, was available online through Trove,  however less 58
prominent journals could only be accessed via traditional methods.  59
A key achievement of this thesis has been the identification of what is believed to 
be a complete built history of State workers’ housing in Sydney prior to World 
War II. Vital to this outcome was the assiduous review of the Annual Reports of 
the four Government bodies which delivered the housing. Only by this process 
could it be certain that every built State affordable housing project was accounted 
for. This exercise is one that does not appear to have been undertaken before. 
Whilst the Annual Reports of the Department of Public Works are readily 
available online,  those of the Sydney Harbour Trust, Housing Board and 60
Housing Improvement Board appeared to be available in the catalogues of only a 
select few archives. However, another copy of all these reports was discovered 
within the University of Sydney Law Library collection, contained in the Joint 
volumes of papers presented to the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly. 
 http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-7948317058
 The Australasian Builder & Contractor News and Art in Australia: Art and Architecture were viewed at 59
Rare Books and Special Collections, University of Sydney; The Australian Quarterly and The Lone Hand 
were viewed on microfiche at Fisher Library, University of Sydney, and Art and Architecture and Architecture 
were viewed at the State Library of New South Wales. 
 http://www.opengov.nsw.gov.au60
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Once located, access to these documents for scanning was straightforward. The 
Annual Reports provided detailed accounts of that body’s yearly activities, 
financial operating statements, project progress, announcements of successes, 
discussions of setbacks, and often contained plans and images many of which are 
included in this thesis. Affordable housing projects were sometimes described at 
length, at other times mentioned only as a line item. However, once identified, 
newspaper articles could again play a role in supplying further information. The 
Annual Reports were also able to clarify or confirm any attributional 
inconsistencies in the tertiary-source references. 
Reports for the City Improvement Advisory Board, Homes for Unemployed Trust, 
Housing Conditions Investigations Committee and Bertram Stevens’ report were 
all found within the Joint Volumes. The reports of the Sydney City and Suburban 
Sewage and Health Board and the Royal Commission for the Improvement of the 
City of Sydney and its Suburbs were viewed in the University of Sydney Rare 
Books and Special Collections library, whilst Irvine’s report was available online 
through the University of Sydney library catalogue. The Sydney Municipal 
Council Vade Mecum ‘pocket-sized’ almanacs were viewed at the City of Sydney 
Archives. The reports of the Housing Commission of New South Wales were 
provided digitally by the FaCS Library Evidence Repository. With the exception 
of Vade Mecum, all are State Government reports either recording the proceedings 
of government agencies or undertaking official inquiries into aspects of affordable 
housing. All contributed significant relevant background and context associated 
with the development of State workers’ housing in Sydney and are used 
throughout the thesis as devices to explore the philosophy and motivations around 
the delivery of affordable housing. 
Websites supplied several sources of information, generally as online portals 
giving access to digitised versions of printed material. The Australian Legal 
Information Institute  website provided copies of New South Wales legislation 61
‘as made’ at the time of its gazettal. As a source, these State Government Acts 
 http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdb/au/legis/nsw/num_act/61
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were distinctive for the way they firmly pinpointed moments of change, serving as 
useful orientation points in the narrative. The detail of the legislation itself was 
also inspected to gain insight into the workings, limitations and implications of 
the laws made. A number of websites assisted with collating biographical 
information about the politicians, reformers, architects, engineers and bureaucrats 
involved with the making of affordable housing.  The encyclopaedic Australian 62
Dictionary of Biography  was a major source, supplemented by newspaper 63
articles in Trove, the Dictionary of Sydney,  the ‘Former Members’ section of the 64
Parliament of New South Wales website,  and dates from Registry of Births 65
Deaths and Marriages.  The Encyclopedia of Australian Architecture by Goad 66
and Willis,  however, was essential for the biographies of architects. Heritage 67
reports, specifically conservation management reports, were generally accessed 
via the Office of Environment & Heritage website  and Property NSW website.  68 69
The purpose of these reports is to manage the heritage significance of particular 
buildings. They often provided a detailed picture of a site and building’s history, 
but their attention was usually directed on the fabric of the building, with detailed 
information regarding construction and architectural details. Design attributes 
were rarely discussed in a way that could be generative of future designs, however 
the heritage reports were useful for having many well-referenced leads to primary 
sources. 
The primary sources used to study the design of the affordable housing projects 
themselves include the original architectural drawings of the buildings, other 
types of drawn plans and perspectives, and photographs. Every opportunity has 
been taken to integrate this illustrative material into the thesis. These drawings 
and images lay at the heart of the research and were interrogated in depth to 
deduce and derive the architectural design findings. This analysis was 
 Biographical information that is not essential to the narrative, but may be of interest to understanding an 62
individual’s perspective or persuasion, has generally been located in the footnotes at the first mention of the 
person’s name. 
 http://adb.anu.edu.au63
 http://home.dictionaryofsydney.org64
 http://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/members/formermembers65
 http://www.bdm.nsw.gov.au66
 Philip Goad and Julie Willis eds, The Encyclopedia of Australian Architecture (Port Melbourne, VIC: 67
Cambridge University Press, 2012).
 http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au68
 http://www.shfa.nsw.gov.au69
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supplemented by a review of written material about the projects, as well as site 
visits to those projects still standing, although access within buildings was 
generally not possible given that they were occupied. For the sake of accuracy, 
every attempt has been made to only utilise drawings and images 
contemporaneous with the date of production  so as to understand the buildings 70
as they were designed. It was discovered, for instance, that more recent drawings 
such as measured drawings made for renovations, could not be relied upon as they 
included subsequent changes to the building over time that could not be readily 
discerned. Similarly, latter-day photographs, it was felt, did not portray the 
projects appropriately as they inevitably highlighted the disparity between the 
buildings as designed and their current condition, as well as their changed context. 
In any case, it is believed that ample original material was found to enable the 
investigation required, with only a handful of project plans unable to be located.  71
In these instances, description and analysis of the project is intentionally limited 
to what could be ascertained from other reliable sources, rather than trying to 
extrapolate from unknowns. Architectural plans were procured from a number of 
sources, however being State Government buildings, all originals are held by 
State Archives NSW and have been referenced as such. The FaCS Library 
Evidence Repository  was able to provide the plans of many of the buildings in 72
their custodianship in a high-resolution digitised format. Noni Boyd kindly 
provided further select scans, and the remaining plans were photographed 
personally at the Archives. Photographic images necessarily came from a wider 
variety of locations, including the State Library New South Wales website,  State 73
Archives NSW website  and the City of Sydney Archives ArchivePix website.  74 75
The FaCS Library Evidence Repository again provided digitised versions of some 
 Exceptions are Figure 3.6 dating from 1932 being the only photograph found of the Napoleon Street 70
dwellings, the first public housing in Sydney; plans of the Agar Street flats at Figures 3.44 and 3.45 which 
appear to be 1940s retracing of original plans; Figures 4.13 and 4.14 being photographs of the Upper Fort 
Street groups which date from 1927, taken just prior to their demolition for the Sydney Harbour Bridge 
approach; Figure 4.22 dating from c1930s being a photograph showing Lower Fort Street; and Figure 4.24 
dating from c1930s being a photograph of the Gloucester Street tenements from a particularly useful high 
perspective. 
 Day Street terraces by the Sydney Harbour Trust and Windmill Street terraces, Upper Fort Street terraces 71
and Gloucester Street tenements by the Department of Public Works. These may be contained within cartons 
of unaccessioned material at State Archives NSW.
 The FaCS (Family and Community Services) Library Evidence Repository is the inheritor of the contents 72
of the previous Housing NSW library under a recent government restructure. Housing NSW is now called the 
NSW Land and Housing Corporation.
 http://www.sl.nsw.gov.au73
 http://www.records.nsw.gov.au74
 http://www.photosau.com.au/cos75
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of the images, as did Noni Boyd, however these have been referenced, like the 
plans, by the public institution in which they are held. Property NSW provided 
digital copies of several images which could not be traced back to other 
institutions, so have instead been referenced to them. The balance of the 
photographs, cartoons, plans, diagrams, perspectives and maps were by and large 
sourced from newspaper articles, journal articles and from the government body 
reports as previously described. 
Piecing it together 
This introductory chapter has described the critical state of housing affordability 
in present-day Sydney. It has defined the topic of affordable housing and outlined 
the way in which architecture can participate in the ‘shaping’ of new housing. The 
case has been made for studying the design of Sydney’s earliest workers’ housing 
projects, seen as worthy, culturally-appropriate precedents which could impart 
architectural knowledge germane to practice today. The absence of an existing in-
depth ‘built history’ of these projects has been identified and the framework for 
developing such a history set out. A combined methodology and review of the 
relevant literature has then shown the gaps present in the existing literature, 
located the contribution of this study within the research context, and detailed the 
activities and approaches undertaken to produce this thesis. 
Following are five body chapters and a conclusion chapter. Chapter 2 is a 
prologue that paints a backdrop of the state of affairs in early Sydney, setting the 
scene for an understanding of the first provision of affordable housing. Chapters 
3, 4, 5 and 6 are then devoted respectively to the work of the four State 
Government bodies which delivered public housing, namely the Sydney Harbour 
Trust, Department of Public Works, Housing Board and Housing Improvement 
Board, and organised in sequential order of housing delivery. Each of these 
chapters opens with a short ‘introduction’ passage that nominates the delivery 
body and historical timeframe of the chapter. Next comes a ‘synopsis’, which 
gives a summarised overview of the chapter with reference to all of the significant 
dates, events, people and projects. Read together, these summaries could be 
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considered an abridged version of the historical content of the thesis. The content 
of each chapter is then presented generally chronologically, furnished with a rich 
tapestry of political, economic and social happenings to elucidate the context, and 
organised into thematic sections under subtitles. Within these sections, the 
buildings which comprise pre-World War II State workers’ housing in Sydney are 
examined in detail with the aid of archival primary sources. These images always 
follow immediately the paragraph they relate to, often illustrating the information 
described in the text. A concerted effort has been made to keep the presentation of 
the history unencumbered by modern analysis, instead recounting actual debates 
of the time in order to explore the many facets of affordable housing. It is hoped 
that by doing this the history can stand alone, allowing others to make their own 
interpretations and draw conclusions for other purposes. Following the body of 
the chapter, an ‘analysis’ section then revisits significant elements from a 
contemporary perspective to make critical observations, connections and 
speculations. Particular attention is directed to the notable architectural qualities 
and features of the subject buildings, with an eye to their relevance for use in the 
design of modern affordable housing today. The chapters end with a short 
‘conclusion’ passage which take stock of the achievements of the government 
body under discussion and foreshadows the contents of the next chapter. Each of 
the chapters has its own ‘character’, lent by the particularities of the agency, the 
extent of its activities, the circumstances surrounding its contributions and the 
type of information available.  
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis. Here, the specific findings of each of the chapters 
are collected together, further expanded and discussed under a series of 
overarching themes which encapsulate wider concerns about the design of new 
urban affordable housing. Architectural insights, ideas and suggestions are 
advanced, offering an approach that looks productively and optimistically to the 
future.  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 Introduction 
 This second chapter serves as a prologue to the following four chapters, and sets 
the scene for state workers’ housing in Sydney up to the point where the task of 
affordable housing provision is first taken up by Government through the Sydney 
Harbour Trust.  
Synopsis 
Inner-city working class living conditions in Sydney around the time of 
Federation were very poor. Rents were high, dwellings were overcrowded, 
sanitation was deficient and buildings were shoddily constructed. Legislation, 
conspicuous by its absence, had contributed to the creation of these ‘slum’ areas. 
The Sydney Police Act of 1833 and the Sydney Building Act of 1837 could be 
seen as the first attempts at some sort of regulation, but proved to be largely 
ineffectual. Sydney suffered from a worsening in housing conditions until well 
into the 1850s, at which time the first rumblings for reform began to occur. The 
Government, in response, set up the Select Committee on the Working Classes of 
the Metropolis in 1860, which was tasked with reporting on housing conditions, 
but its recommendations were ignored. However, by 1875, the political climate 
had changed and the extensive and rigorous investigations of the Sewage and 
Health Board inspired the development of the landmark City of Sydney 
Improvement Act of 1879, a piece of legislation which is to have a positive and 
measurable effect on housing amenity. Two built examples of philanthropic 
boarding houses from the period, the Sailors’ Home and the Model Lodging 
House, attempted to provide improved forms of accommodation. A further two 
speculative proposals for workers’ flats in the late 1880s, although they did not 
eventuate, gave further indication of the potential for a denser type of urban 
affordable housing.  
 The construction of the first apartment building in Sydney in 1900, the Stevens’ 
Buildings, marked a turning point in housing, ushering in a new era of flats. 
When, disastrously, bubonic plague struck Sydney in that same year, a series of 
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events was set in motion that changed the face of The Rocks forever. Government 
moved immediately to resume all land affected by the plague, in order to cleanse 
it, but in doing so, also created for itself an irresistible redevelopment opportunity. 
A new City Improvement Advisory Board was installed to decide on demolitions 
and consider reconstructions. Many houses were demolished, and large numbers 
of workers lost their homes and their waterside employment. The renewal plans 
developed by the Board were on an unprecedented and grandiose scale, including 
a proposal for a huge tenement building to house displaced workers. However, the 
plans went unrealised. Deterred by the commitment involved, the Government of 
the day baulked at the achievability of such an enormous intervention and evaded 
direct action by passing on responsibility to the newly-formed Sydney Harbour 
Trust. 
 
 The sorry state of urban workers’ housing in Sydney 
 At the turn of the twentieth century, Victorian Sydney was just beginning to 
emerge from the dire effects of the 1890s Depression. Amongst other contributing 
factors, the end of the gold-mining boom of the previous decade saw many 
unsuccessful prospectors return to the cities for work. The number of people in 
Metropolitan Sydney grew more than three-fold, from 138,000 in 1871 to 496,000 
in 1901.  The need to house this rapidly expanding population created significant 1
urban pressures.  2
 The only dwelling options available for working-class households in Sydney were 
home ownership, which was unattainable for most, or private rental at the mercy 
of the market. Landlords were in a powerful position, with the authority to eject 
tenants and take their property as payment if rents were not delivered on time.  3
The rent levels in inner Sydney were exorbitant in comparison to the incomes 
earned by unskilled workers. These higher rents were driven by an increase in 
demand, a falling supply of new housing construction, and a propensity to convert 
 Max Kelly, Plague Sydney 1900: A Photographic Introduction to a Hidden Sydney, 1900 (Sydney: Doak 1
Press, 1981), 20.
 Max Kelly, “Picturesque and Pestilential: The Sydney Slum Observed 1860-1900”, in Max Kelly ed, 2
Nineteenth-Century Sydney: Essays in Urban History (Sydney: Sydney University Press, 1978), 76.
 David Pettigrew, Homes for the People: Public Housing in New South Wales, 1940-1990 (Hamilton Hill: 3
David Pettigrew, 2005), 19. 1899 Landlord and Tenant Act.
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residential land to more valuable commercial and retail uses, thus resulting in a 
loss of housing.  No governmental system of public housing was in place to 4
provide an alternative means of shelter for those in need of it. Tens of thousands 
of urban working-class people had to make do in the open housing market, often 
leading to overcrowding and a subsistence level existence in poor housing 
conditions.  Newspapers of the day frequently reported along the lines that “it is 5
painfully evident that private enterprise, whilst taking full advantage of the heavy 
and increasing demand for houses by the working classes, has not shown much 
consideration in the matter of rents, nor much liberality in the kind of provision 
made for the health and comfort of tenants.”  6
  
 To increase the profit from existing properties, rooms were rented out individually 
and external spaces such as verandahs were enclosed to make more rooms. 
Alternatively, houses and terraces were partitioned into apartments or converted 
into boarding rooms,  often with as many as twenty people sharing the original 7
dwelling.  Cramped conditions, reduced hygiene and the consequent social issues 8
of living in close quarters, all contributed to a negative perception of dense inner-
city living by the more well-to-do classes. 
 ibid, 19-20. Select Committee on the Increase in House Rents 19124
 Kelly, “Picturesque and Pestilential”, 67.5
 The Sydney Morning Herald, 7 June 1911, 16.6
 James Adcock, “Residential Flats In Sydney: Development of a Building Type, 1887-1914” (MArch thesis, 7
University of Technology Sydney, 2006), 42.
 Elizabeth Mary Carpenter, “The Urban Apartment: A Study of Multi unit Dwelling in the City of 8
Sydney” (BArch advanced study report, University of Sydney, 1990), 65.
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FIGURE 2.1   A rear view of houses in Cumberland and Gloucester Streets, The Rocks, 1901 
State Archives NSW. 4481_a026_000029 
 New investment dwellings were built to a far lower standard than owner-occupied 
housing. The practice of ‘land sweating’ saw existing land parcels divided up into 
tiny individual lots. Small attached houses were then crowded along narrow 
unformed lanes with poor drainage, or even packed into the backyards of larger 
dwellings.  These dwellings could be ‘jerry-built’ and meanly-proportioned, 9
providing only limited access to the essential amenities of daylight and fresh air. 
Floors were often of bare earth and windows were small and sometimes without 
glass. Adequate sanitation was severely lacking and the sharing of single closets 
between many households was the norm.  Construction of further speculative 10
substandard terrace housing only served to expand and exacerbate the problem. 
The negligence of absent proprietors meant there was no upkeep or maintenance. 
This self-perpetuating situation saw certain pockets of inner-city Sydney sink into 
a deep slum condition. 
 Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health Board, “Eleventh Progress Report” (Sydney: Government 9
Printer, 16 August 1876), 6.
 Kelly, Plague Sydney 1900, 22.10
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FIGURE 2.2   ‘Meanly-proportioned houses’ with one room up and one room down 
Kelly, Plague Sydney 1900, 24 
 
 The beginnings of building legislation 
 The first legislation to influence the shape of buildings was, maybe surprisingly, 
the Sydney Police Act of 1833. In looking to “maintain the public peace and good 
order… within the town and port of Sydney”,  it made provisions for setting out 11
and marking the limits of the town by survey,  defining its carriageways and 12
footways,  and controlling the relationship of buildings to the new streets.  13 14
However, its main purpose had been the formalisation of the public domain for 
policing rather than improvement in the quality of housing. 
 
 It was the Sydney Building Act of 1837 which first affected the design of 
buildings directly. Largely based on the law in London at the time, the provisions 
were transposed to Sydney with only a few minor changes.  As indicated by its 15
subtitle “An Act for regulating Buildings and Party-walls and for preventing 
 Sydney Police Act, 1833, ¶1.11
 ibid, ¶46.12
 ibid, ¶49-52.13
 ibid, ¶18.14
 Thomas Wesley Cox, “A History of the Regulation of Building in New South Wales” (MSc thesis, 15
University of New South Wales, 1986), Precis.
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mischiefs by Fire in the Town of Sydney”,  it was brought into being due to fears 16
of the spread of fire in an increasingly dense townscape. Whilst this may have 
improved safety, no attention was given to the question of residential amenity. The 
Act worked by classifying buildings based on their use, height, size and 
separation from other buildings, and proposing a minimum standard of 
construction suitable for each.  Requirements included specifications for the 17
construction of walls and their footings, the design of chimneys, the appropriate 
use of building materials, and the recessing of window and door frames. An 
amendment to the Act confined its operation “to certain parts of the Town of 
Sydney”,  while a further amendment  made the Act the responsibility of the 18 19
City Council which had been incorporated in 1842.  Due to the framing of the 20
legislation, however, the City Council had great difficulty in enforcing the rules as 
it would not be able to secure convictions against those breaching the new 
building standards.  Unfortunately this meant that the legislation could be, and 21
often was, ignored. Sydney was to endure much unregulated construction and 
poor housing standards for several more decades. 
 Slum dwellings ‘on the nose’ 
 By mid-century, concerns around the impacts of slum housing on the broader 
community were entering into public awareness. The Sydney Morning Herald 
published a lengthy series of ten investigatory articles on the “Sanitary State of 
Sydney” devoted to detailing street by street the poor condition of housing 
“principally occupied… by the lower ranks of society.”  Such was the condition 22
of these places that William Stanley Jevons,  conducting his personal “social 23
survey” of parts of Sydney in 1858, was able to compare the miserable shanties of 
Sydney’s Rocks with some of the most unhealthy parts of London, Liverpool and 
 Sydney Building Act, 1837, ¶1.16
 ibid.17
 Sydney Building Act Amendment, 1839, ¶1. The effect of this was to leave the rest of New South Wales 18
without regulation. 
 Sydney Building Act Amendment, 1845, ¶3.19
 Sydney City Incorporation Act, 1842.20
 Cox, “A History of the Regulation”, 63-64.21
 SMH, 1 February 1851, 2. Articles ran weekly until Saturday 5 April 1851. They are full of elaborate and 22
colourful descriptions of the poor state of different parts of Sydney describing the streets, houses and lives of 
the people who live in them.
 William Stanley Jevons (1835-1882) born Liverpool, England. Economist and logician. Moved to Australia 23
in 1854 to take up position as assayer at Sydney Mint. Pioneer in scientific meteorology. Scientific concern 
for social and housing conditions. Returned to England in 1859. Became leading figure in political economics 
(ADB).
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Paris.  Reports on the efforts of British slum reformers began to appear in the 24
local press, introducing the upper and middle classes to the concept of disease 
being spread via ‘miasma’ or noxious vapours.  From then on, the odours 25
emanating from the crowded and unserviced housing of the lower classes took on 
a new, more sinister association. Fears grew that nearby houses, previously 
thought of as only uncomfortable neighbours, might now prove to be hotbeds of 
infectious diseases.  This prompted a limited yet vocal push for housing reform 26
amongst middle-class interest groups.  27
 
 In 1860, the Select Committee on the Working Class of the Metropolis, put in 
place by Premier Henry Parkes,  reported that “the house accommodation of the 28
working classes of Sydney is admitted on all hands to be deplorably bad; even in 
the more recently erected dwellings the means of drainage and ventilation are 
almost entirely neglected, and many of the older tenements are unfit for the 
occupation of human beings.”  Their recommendations included the development 29
of controls for stringently regulated housing construction which would set 
minimum room sizes and ventilation, as well as require the provision of sufficient 
sanitary facilities and a quantum of open outdoor space.  The Committee also put 30
forward the proposition that government should lead by example through building 
“a model group of labourers’ cottages… as an example to private capitalists”.  31
When Parliament failed to take on board the suggestions of the report, workers 
took to the streets in protest.  32
 Noni Boyd, “Gloucester Street, The Rocks (from the Argyle Cut to the Cahill Expressway): A Study of its 24
Development and Conservation” (MSc thesis, University of Sydney, 1998), 106.
 Patrick Troy, “Government Housing Policy in New South Wales 1788-1900”, in Housing Studies 3:1 25
(1988), 22.
 Cox, “A History of the Regulation”, 57.26
 Troy, “Government Housing Policy”, 23.27
 Henry Parkes (1815-1896) born Warwickshire, England. Journalist and politician. Emigrated to Sydney in 28
1839. Worked as a labourer. Set up as an ivory turner and importer. Wrote on political and literary topics for 
various publications. Editor and proprietor of Empire, a liberal newspaper. First became member of Upper 
House in 1854. Became Colonial Secretary in 1866 in coalition with Martin and passed the Public Schools 
Act. Became Premier in 1872 and a further four times up to 1891. Vigorous public works programme. 
Promoted free trade and Federation of the States. Passed Lands Act, Public Instruction Act and Electoral Act. 
Knighted in 1877 and 1888 (ADB).
 Quoted in Kelly, “Picturesque and Pestilential”, 74. 29
 Cox, “A History of the Regulation”, 58.30
 Amanda Burgess, “Public Housing in Sydney 1900-1914” (BArch dissertation, University of New South 31
Wales, 1987), 6.
 Patrick Troy, Accommodating Australians: Commonwealth Involvement in Housing (Sydney: The 32
Federation Press, 2012), 18.
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Filth and wretchedness 
In response to continuing public agitation and anxiety over an increase in 
infectious diseases and deaths, the Government established the Sydney City and 
Suburban Sewage and Health Board, in 1875.  Its express purpose was “to 33
inquire into and report as to the best means of disposing of the sewage of the City 
of Sydney and its suburbs, as well as of protecting the health of the inhabitants 
thereby”.  The Board found “a state of things… so revolting and dangerous” that 34
immediate attention was demanded. They considered that the subject was “not a 
pleasant one”, but that it was well worth dealing with the matter “in all of its 
revolting details, for the purpose partly of exciting in the public mind a 
wholesome state of dread and disgust”.  The link between the polluted water 35
supply and the spread of infectious and fatal diseases was publicised in no 
uncertain terms. The solution was to incorporate a cistern between the mains pipes 
and the water closet.  The construction, management and emptying of cesspits 36
was also identified as a crucial issue requiring remedy.  37
The Board went on to deliver no less than twelve reports, with extensive sub-
reports and evidence, presenting a thorough, though dismal view of the state of 
housing where the lower classes were forced to live.  Their seventh, tenth and 38
eleventh reports inquired into “the state of crowded dwellings and areas in the city 
of Sydney and suburbs, so far as it affects public health”.  The Board could not 39
but “refrain from expressing our surprise… that the state of things disclosed in 
this Report, should have been so long suffered to exist in the midst of a wealthy, 
civilized, and humane community”.  They were confronted with “repulsive moral 40
and physical degradation, and with scenes of filth and wretchedness of which it is 
impossible to convey any adequate idea by mere verbal description however 
 Cox, “A History of the Regulation”, 58.33
 SCSSHB, “Progress Report” (Sydney: Government Printer, 6 May 1875), Cover.34
 ibid, 5.35
 ibid, 7.36
 SCSSHB, “Second Progress Report” (Sydney: Government Printer, 25 June 1875), 4.37
 Cedric Pugh, Intergovernmental Relations and the Development of Australian Housing Policies (Canberra: 38
Centre for Research on Federal Financial Relations, Australian National University, 1976), 7.
 SCSSHB, “Tenth Progress Report” (Sydney: Government Printer, 4 July 1876), 3. The Seventh Report 39
dealt with ‘watch-houses.’ The Tenth Report dealt with ‘common lodging-houses.’ The Eleventh Report dealt 
with slum areas more generally.
 SCSSHB, “Seventh Progress Report” (Sydney: Government Printer, 3 March 1876), 3.40
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forcible”.  Right across the city, they witnessed the severe overcrowding of 41
dwellings on lots, and the severe overcrowding of people into these dwellings. 
Houses were ‘filthy’ or worse, ‘unfit for habitation’ due to poor drainage, the 
accumulation of refuse, and a general lack of repair by their owners. Ventilation 
and solar access was deficient with houses built back-to-back, built up against an 
existing wall or within the shadow of much taller buildings. Rooms were small, 
with low ceilings, and had poor natural light and air. There was also often a severe 
shortage of water closets for the number of people they needed to serve.  42
!   
FIGURE 2.3   Severe overcrowding of dwellings onto lots in Rowe Street, Sydney. 
“The houses contain for the most part four rooms each, of very moderate size, and in very many instances 
each room is occupied by a family who wash, cook, eat, drink, and sleep in the same apartment, all their 
family arrangements being confined within four walls, which is seldom more than 10 or 12 feet apart.” 
SCSSHB, “Eleventh Progress Report”, 7 and Separate Appendix B 
Rare Books and Special Collections, University of Sydney Library. RBBF 274 
Scientific in approach, the reports echoed and amplified previous observations 
highlighting how problems of sanitary provision and general health were 
intrinsically related.  The Board emphasised that regulation through the passing 43
of a Building Act was urgent to improve the physical aspects of the housing, as 
was the appointment of a Board of Health to compel the observance of sanitary 
laws.  It recommended too that the Government should commit to the 44
 SCSSHB, “Eleventh Progress Report”, 6.41
 ibid, 6-11.42
 Cox, “A History of the Regulation”, 58.43
 SCSSHB, “Twelfth and Final Report” (Sydney: Acting Government Printer, 16 May 1877), 8.44
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construction of a comprehensive sewerage system for Sydney.  The Board 45
foresaw that an improvement in standards might lead to a shortfall in housing, so 
also put forward the suggestion that the government itself directly provide 
“improved dwellings for the working classes”.  This was the first time that an 46
official government body had endorsed the provision of public housing.   47
 Real improvements 
 Acting on the clear advice of the Sewage and Health Board, in 1875, the 
Government immediately passed two new pieces of legislation.  The first was the 48
Water Pollution Prevention Act that prevented the direct connection of closet-pans 
to mains pipes, thereby protecting fresh water supply to properties.  The second 49
was the somewhat amusingly named Nuisances Prevention Act that enabled 
Councils to make by-laws governing cleansing, connection and location of 
cesspits. Both Acts were short and sharp, designed to immediately address 
obvious and serious health issues. 
 Four years after these two Acts came the long-awaited City of Sydney 
Improvement Act of 1879, “an Act to make better provision for the construction 
of Buildings and for the safety and health of the Inhabitants within the City of 
Sydney”.  This substantial Act repealed the Sydney Building Act of 1837 and 50
remedied many of the concerns held by public health campaigners and sections of 
the building industry, who sought to have new dwellings built to higher standards. 
 The City of Sydney Improvement Act spelled out many new measures, including 
minimum standards for the design of all new dwelling houses, as well as for other 
building types. Connection to drainage and sewerage was mandated and was to be 
performed only by a licensed tradesperson. Every building required sufficient 
privy or closet accommodation for the sole use of its occupants.  These 51
 Alan Mayne, “City Back-slums in the Land of Promise: Some Aspects of the 1876 Report on 45
Overcrowding in Sydney”, in Labour History, 38 (May 1980), 29.
 SCSSHB, “Eleventh Progress Report”, 14.46
 Troy, “Government Housing Policy”, 25-26.47
 Mayne, “City Back-slums”, 28.48
 Water Pollution Prevention Act, 1875, ¶2.49
 City of Sydney Improvement Act, 1879, Title.50
 ibid, ¶13, ¶32, ¶14 and ¶15 respectively.51
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provisions reinforced the 1875 Acts. To curtail the practice of ‘land-sweating’, the 
Act stated that all land subdivisions and proposed new streets required Council 
approval before construction. Additionally, dwelling-houses were not permitted to 
front lanes with a width less than twenty feet (6.1m). 
 As with the Sydney Building Act, proposed buildings were placed into classes, 
each with a construction specification to suit. Controls dealt extensively with the 
erection of party-walls and external walls based on their height, length and 
material, as well as the footings to support them. Parameters were set regarding 
the recessing of lintels, windows and door frames to prevent fire travelling 
vertically, and also set for the height of parapet walls above roofs to prevent fire 
travelling horizontally. Similar to the Sydney Police Act, elements projecting 
beyond the building line, such as awnings, bay windows and cornices were 
assigned dimensional limits depending on the width of the street. Chimney, roof 
and basement construction was also specified.  52
 Key to lifting the quality of living within the housing of the time, the City of 
Sydney Improvement Act for the first time set rules to guarantee natural 
ventilation and daylight to habitable rooms. It specified “every room not being a 
store-room or bath-room in any dwelling-house… shall be ventilated by means of 
an opening communicating with the external air… and all window-sashes 
casements shall either be double hung made to slide horizontally or hung with 
hinges”.  Prior to this, there had been no legal requirement to provide an 53
openable window for light and air to rooms in a dwelling. Furthermore, the Act 
required that floor-to-ceiling heights could be no less than eight feet (2.4m) high, 
with the exception of roof spaces, where a minimum of seven feet, six inches 
(2.2m) was acceptable.  These two provisions alone made a significant 54
improvement over the dark and cramped conditions of previous substandard 
workers’ housing. 
 
 ibid, ¶16, Schedules A-B.52
 ibid, Schedule F(4).53
 ibid, Schedule F(5). These ceiling height standards remain as minimums today under the National 54
Construction Code 2016 Volume One F3.1 (www.abcb.gov.au).
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 To aid its administration, the Act put in place a City of Sydney Improvement 
Board consisting of five members, which was to include an architect, a builder, 
and a medical practitioner, who had the “power to determine any question 
concerning the execution of the Act”.  It also necessitated that a surveyor be 55
appointed to inspect works and “cause all rules and directions” of the Act “to be 
strictly observed”.  This checking mechanism was a new feature for building 56
regulations and increased the practical strength of the legislation. In addition, 
penalties were put in place for letting rooms or buildings that were, in the opinion 
of the Mayor, Surveyor, Health Officer or Inspector of Nuisances, “unfit for 
human habitation”.  Further, if the identified deficiencies of the building were not 57
rectified, the building could be condemned and ordered to be demolished. In this 
way, a direct provision for dealing with the worst of living conditions in existing 
buildings was created.  
 
 Whilst the City of Sydney Improvement Act of 1879 provided a step-change in 
housing quality and amenity over subsequent years, the minimums specified 
quickly became maximums, and were generally not exceeded. The Act also had 
limited effect on the vast majority of existing substandard housing. Its impact was 
therefore less far-reaching in improving the intolerable housing conditions than 
the reformers had hoped for.   58
 
 Philanthropic intentions 
 Boarding houses were a common form of accommodation in the late 1800s, 
providing housing for up to twenty percent of the urban population.  This type of 59
dwelling was particularly prevalent in The Rocks, where workers and sailors 
needed a domicile close to their waterside employment. While most of the 
boarding houses were run by private landlords, and were “anything but 
comfortable abodes”,  occasionally philanthropically-motivated reformers took 60
provision of this type of housing into their own hands.  
 ibid, ¶6.55
 ibid ,¶21.56
 ibid, ¶31.57
 Troy, “Government Housing Policy”, 21-22.58
 Max Kelly, Anchored in a Small Cove: A History and Archaeology of The Rocks, Sydney (Sydney: Sydney 59
Cove Authority, 1997), 54.
 SMH, 25 December 1866, 3.60
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One particular instance of philanthropic housing, dating back to the 1860s, had 
been the ‘Sailors Home’ in George Street North, The Rocks, specifically 
developed to provide seamen with safe and clean accommodation whilst on shore. 
The important trade and communications role that seafaring played in the young 
colony of Sydney had inspired this idea and consequently a committee of 
distinguished citizens was formed to solicit donations for the project. Having 
acquired a grant of land from the Government in 1860, the committee then 
engaged architects Weaver and Kemp to prepare plans for the building  to serve 61
along the lines of similar institutions in other ports around the world. However, in 
bringing the project to life, the ambitious scale of the proposal by William Edward 
Kemp  was reduced due to the lack of sufficient funds and it was decided that 62
only the northernmost wing should be built. The Sydney Sailors’ Home was 
opened in 1865 on the site adjacent to Cadman’s cottage fronting Circular Quay.  63
Comprising four storeys, the kitchen, smoking-room and dining facilities were 
located at the lowermost level facing the water. A large reading room was 
provided at ground level facing George Street and fifty-four “sleeping cabins” or 
lodging rooms were arranged around a gallery and central void at the upper floors. 
Because it was constructed before the City of Sydney Improvement Act of 1879, 
most of the seven-by-four feet (2.1m by 1.2m) lodging rooms contained separate 
windows, but ten did not. Also, bathrooms did not feature in the plans, however 
multiple basins and lavatories provided decent ablution facilities.  The institution 64
was intended for a “better class of men who, for the most part, unless in distress 
from shipwreck or illness, would be the last to shrink from paying their way”.  65
 Jan Bowen, The Sydney Sailors’ Home 1859-2009: 150 Years of Caring for Seafarers (Ingleburn, NSW: 61
The Australian Mariners’ Welfare Society, 2009), 13.
 William Edmund Kemp (1859-1946) born Stroud, New South Wales. Architect. Articled to Edmund 62
Blacket. Employed in Colonial Architect’s Office. Began private practice with William Weaver in 1856. 
Returned to Colonial Architect’s office under James Barnet in 1872. Became Architect to Department of 
Public Instruction in 1880, designing public schools in metropolitan, suburban and country areas including 
Sydney Technical College, Ultimo (EAA, 380-381).
 Bowen, The Sydney Sailors’  Home, 15-16. Cadman’s cottage also became a part of the complex.63
 SMH, 25 December 1866, 3.64
 ibid.65
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FIGURE 2.4   The Sailors Home, 124 George Street, The Rocks 
State Archives NSW. 4481_a026_000054 
 A later initiative to house working men in clean and comfortable accommodation 
was delivered through the Model Lodging House. In 1878 the Model Lodging 
House Company of Sydney was incorporated by a group associated with the 
Health Society of New South Wales, headed by their secretary Henry Burton 
Bradley.  Based on a similar project in Melbourne, the object of the company 66
was to “furnish in Sydney accommodation for the poor of the hard-working 
classes, who have no homes of their own, a shelter at night, both healthful and 
decent, at a cost which will make the Institution self-supporting”.  The company 67
bought land via auction in Kent Street North in The Rocks and engaged architect 
William Wilkinson Wardell  to prepare plans. The project was opened in 1882 68
and was “a substantial looking structure with a ground floor, three upper stories 
 SMH, 23 May 1882, 3.66
 SMH, 23 February 1878, 11.67
 William Wilkinson Wardell (1823-1899) born London, England. Engineer and architect. Designed churches 68
in Gothic Revival style. Emigrated to Australia in 1858. Designed St Patrick’s Cathedral, Melbourne. Became 
Chief Architect and Inspector-general of the Victorian Public Works Department in 1861, responsible for all 
new public buildings in the State. Established private practice in 1878 in Sydney, where he had already 
designed St Mary’s Cathedral. Partnership with Walter Liberty Vernon 1884-1889. Enjoyed successful 
practice across many building types (EAA, 748-750).
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and a basement, and though it has no pretension to elegance of architecture, it is a 
model of sound construction, perfect ventilation, and general comfort”.  The 69
building complied with all the recent improved sanitary laws, had very high 
fifteen feet (4.6m) ceilings and windows in all four walls which afforded abundant 
air and light. Two hundred and sixty beds could be arranged in a dormitory format 
providing sleeping space for as many men, while lavatories were available on 
each floor, and a large reading room at entry level. Kitchens and storerooms were 
placed in the basement, and the washhouse and smoking-sheds were located 
externally.  This forward-thinking project was intended as a demonstration 70
project, the purpose being that “the Health Society should lay its hand to 
something practical which would show the public that there was something to be 
done with public health” and to prove its motto that “prevention was better than 
the cure”.  71
!  
FIGURE 2.5   Model Lodging House, Kent Street, Sydney 
Top left Exterior, Top right Reading Room, Centre Dormitory, Bottom left Kitchen, Bottom right Lavatory 
Illustrated Sydney News, 5 August 1883, 9 
 
 SMH, 20 June 1882, 3.69
 ibid.70
 ibid.71
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 A sign of things to come 
 Although progressive, the new building regulations of 1879 had failed to 
anticipate the possibility of flats in Sydney. Encouraged by the British Artizans’ 
and Labourers’ Dwellings Improvement Act of 1875,  the idea of constructing 72
apartments to accommodate workers was fast gaining traction, with advocates 
amongst both politicians and architects. Such dwellings had existed successfully 
in London since the 1840s.   73
 Following his official inspections of premises deemed “unfit for human 
habitation”, in 1887, the Mayor of Sydney, Alban Joseph Riley,  called together a 74
committee interested in pursuing a solution for improved workers’ housing. It had 
become apparent to him that “there were a large number of persons with families 
depending upon them who were obliged to live in close proximity to their daily 
work in the city, particularly in the case of lumpers and others connected with 
shipping”.  Since the introduction of the City of Sydney Improvement Act of 75
1879, one thousand, five hundred and seventy-nine dwellings had been 
demolished and as a result, Riley suggested that it was necessary to provide new 
housing for those who had been turned out of their homes.  He was certain that 76
the construction of model dwellings for artisans would be of benefit both to 
private investors as well as to the community of workers, along the lines of the 
Peabody Trust in London.  Shortly after, in 1888, a report was prepared, 77
accompanied by drawings of a scheme for a speculative site designed by architect 
Harry Chambers Kent.  The report recommended that “the flat system was open 78
to objection, and by some was opposed; but under existing circumstances, it was 
considered the best system for adoption”.  Informed by plans of “workmen's 79
homes” in London,  the scheme included accommodation for seventy-four 80
families in tenements of three or four rooms with all of the latest sanitary ideas 
 Mayne, “City Back-slums”, 35.72
 Adcock, “Residential Flats in Sydney”, 274.73
 Alban Joseph Riley (1844-1914) born Balmain, New South Wales. Draper and politician. Magistrate from 74
1883. Alderman of Sydney Municipal Council 1885-1891. Mayor 1887-1899 (ADB).
 SMH, 15 December 1887, 5.75
 ibid.76
 ibid.77
 Kent78
 SMH, 22 June 1888, 4.79
 The Daily Telegraph, 22 June 1888, 7.80
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exhibited. Each unit had a balcony, water closets were located off a “balconette” 
allowing them to be “cut off” from the dwelling by fresh air, and shared laundry 
sheds and “shower-baths” were provided on the roof. Ceilings were to include a 
“felting” layer to lessen transferred noise between floors.  The plan had been 81
intentionally broken down into separate blocks “in order as far as possible to 
obviate the idea of a barrack system” and also to give “ample scope for thorough 
ventilation and air space round every part of the buildings”.  The flats were 82
arranged around two generous green courtyards which provided building 
separation and outlook. Twelve shops were provided at the ground floor facing the 
street. A feature of the design was the ability for the layout to expand or contract 
to fit different sites.  The proposal was criticised on the grounds that “its purpose 83
was more of a commercial than a social character” and that “from first to last the 
working men took no part whatever in the movement that was ostensibly 
promoted in their welfare”.  The committee was disbanded and despite the 84
considerable time and intellectual effort expended, no further action was taken to 
bring the scheme to fruition. 
!   
FIGURE 2.6   The Proposed Artisans’ Dwellings in Sydney 
DT, 12 June 1888, 3 
 DT, 12 June 1888, 3.81
 ibid.82
 ibid.83
 SMH, 24 December 1888, 4.84
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 Another advocate of ‘tenements’ or flats was John Leck Bruce, a Scottish sanitary 
engineer who had designed tenement buildings in Glasgow. Equipped with the 
advantage of an outsider’s view of the local situation, Bruce was able to see that 
the practice of sub-letting of terrace houses actually lead to “the practical adoption 
of the flat system in a most miserable and undesirable form; that is to say, it leads 
to the subletting of large terrace houses to an extent, which actually turns them 
into flats… without privacy, and without separate conveniences of any kind”.  He 85
believed that purposefully and well-designed flats could overcome these issues. 
He thought that providing separate laundries to each dwelling would be beneficial 
to reduce the spread of disease. He also speculated that design adjustments could 
be made to reflect the local climate and social expectations, including provision of 
an outdoor space in the form of a verandah for each flat and a shared roof-garden 
space with crêche to supervise children whilst parents were at work.  In many 86
respects, Bruce’s ideas were ahead of their time and would come to be included in 
apartment buildings with the passage of time.  
 Sydney’s original apartment building 
 The first purpose-built flats in Australia were to be built twelve years later in 
1900. They were called the Stevens’ Buildings and were located in Windmill 
Street, Dawes Point.  These ‘tenements’ were built on the site previously 87
occupied by the Live and Let Live Hotel, owned by John Michael Stevens, which 
had burnt down two years earlier.  The new building had been designed by 88
architect Joseph Alexander Kethel and was opened by politician and architect 
Varney Parkes.  This “commodious and elegant structure”  was built to the front 89 90
of the site and to both party walls to a height of four storeys. The eight ‘divisions’ 
or units, had four rooms each and resembled single-level semi-detached dwellings 
stacked four high.  They were paired around a generous central stair and void 91
which was covered by a skylight. Small triangular lightwells on both side 
 Australasian Builder and Contractors News, 4 February 1888, 78.85
 ABCN, 3 March 1888, 150.86
 Caroline Butler-Bowdon, “Sydney Apartments: The Urban, Cultural and Design Identity of the Alternative 87
Dwelling 1900-2008.” (PhD thesis, University of New South Wales, 2009), 146.
 Adcock, “Residential Flats in Sydney”, 51.88
 ibid, 62.89
 The Sydney Mail, “Stevens’ Tenement Buildings”, 8 December 1900, 136190
 John Gregory and Jennifer Campbell, New South Wales Public Housing Design: A Short History 91
(Liverpool, NSW: New South Wales Department of Housing, July 1996), 13.
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boundaries permitted light and air to the central bedrooms on each floor. The 
rooms were arranged so that they could be let either together or separately, with 
the baths and copper tubs accessed via the rear “under cover… back yards” or 
balconies. Each flat was consciously designed with privacy in mind to be 
“isolated from the others, and having its own lookout windows in front and 
rear”.  A single north-facing balcony off the common circulation on each floor 92
provided panoramic views of the harbour for all residents.  The flats were 93
privately owned by Stevens but were rented to local workers and their families.  94
The project was a private version of the publicly-owned workers’ housing that 
was soon to follow.  
!  
FIGURE 2.7   Stevens’ Tenement Buildings, Windmill-street, Dawes Point 
Sydney Mail, 8 December 1900, 1361 
 The Freeman’s Journal, 15 December 1900, 17.92
 Robertson & Hindmarsh, “69 Windmill Street Miller Point (Formerly the Hit or Miss Hotel) Conservation 93
Management Plan” (March 2011), 38.
 Adcock, “Residential Flats in Sydney”, 64.94
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FIGURE 2.8   The ‘Hero of Waterloo’ on Windmill Street, The Rocks, 1901 
Stevens’ Buildings at centre, two doors down from the Hero of Waterloo 
State Archives NSW. 4481_a026_000170 
 More breathing space 
 It had taken just over one hundred years since settlement, but with the gazetting of 
the Public Health Act in 1896 and its subsequent consolidating Act of 1902, 
Sydney finally came to benefit from legislation that governed health and hygiene. 
New South Wales was the last colony in Australia to introduce such regulations.  95
The Public Health Act, modelled on the English health Acts,  applied to all of 96
New South Wales and defined the powers of the Board of Health and those of 
local authorities. Amongst its many provisions, it dealt with the notification and 
prevention of infectious diseases, public nuisances dangerous to human health, 
polluted water supplies, sale of unfit food and drugs, the operation of dairies, and 
cattle-slaughtering.  Specifically in relation to residential accommodation, it 97
contained a few provisions concerning the design of common lodging-housing, 
 Patrick Troy, “The Evolution of Government Housing Policy: The Case of New South Wales 1901-1941”, 95
in Housing Studies 7:3 (1992),  221.
 Phillip James Briggs, “Public Housing in Sydney: Past, Present and Future” (PhD thesis, University of 96
New South Wales, 1972), 11.
 Public Health Act, 1896.97
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thus allowing local authorities to make by-laws “prescribing the air space to be 
provided for each lodger”,  “for enforcing cleanliness, drainage, and ventilation 98
in such houses” and “providing separate privy accommodation for the sexes”.  In 99
relation to building more generally, the Act contained clauses preventing 
construction on land whose condition was considered prejudicial to health and 
required local authorities to inspect dwelling houses in their districts to ensure 
they were fit for occupation. Houses judged unfit for human habitation had to be 
either rendered fit for purpose or be demolished.  These provisions were similar 100
to, and to some degree duplicated those enacted under the City of Sydney 
Improvement Act of 1879, however they did not go as far. Although they 
contained significant potential for uncovering and remedying public health 
problems, they offered comparatively little with respect to influencing the 
improvement of future built form outcomes. 
 ‘A plague on both your houses’ 
 Finally, in 1900, the Government was galvanised into action by crisis. On 13 
January, a van driver named Arthur Payne who lived in Ferry Lane, Dawes Point, 
was diagnosed with bubonic plague.  By August, three hundred and three 101
citizens were recorded as having contracted the plague and, of these, one hundred 
and three had died.  The disease had been carried by fleas on the backs of rats, 102
which had arrived at the docks of Sydney from cities like Hong Kong and 
Adelaide, which had already been afflicted by the plague.  The areas in closest 103
proximity to the wharves, such as Darling Harbour, The Rocks and Millers Point, 
were the most vulnerable areas and the worst affected. 
 To address the problem ‘on the ground’, the Government engaged the services of 
architect and consulting engineer George McCredie,  who set about quarantining 104
 The Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health Board had recommended 300 cubic feet (8.4m3) for 98
each person. See SCSSHB, “Tenth Progress Report”, 7.
 Public Health Act, 1896, ¶35.99
 ibid, ¶37-39.100
 Kelly, “Picturesque and Pestilential”, 78.101
 Kelly, Plague Sydney 1900, 6.102
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 George McCredie (1859-1903) born Pyrmont, New South Wales. Architect and engineer. Educated at Fort 104
Street Public School. Member of Lower House (www.parliament.nsw.gov.au).
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those areas known to be affected by plague.  Whole areas of the city were 105
cordoned off to prevent further contamination. In order to provide work for those 
who lived in the affected area and could not leave, McCredie employed local 
residents to assist him in his duties. By July 1900, the entire infected area had 
been thoroughly disinfected with lime-washing and cleansed by fumigation.  106
Houses were demolished where necessary, rats were caught, rubbish was 
removed, yards were asphalted and materials were burnt.  107
!  
FIGURE 2.9   264. Professional Ratcatchers, 1900 
Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales. IE1087629 FL1087836 
 Sydney soon discovered the fact that the plague did not abide by class boundaries. 
Slum areas were now seen as posing a direct health threat to the upper classes. 
Reformers came to despise the physical form of the housing itself and to blame it 
as being the main reason for the detrimental lifestyles of the inhabitants,  even 108
though it could be said that sections of the upper class themselves were in part 
 Kelly, Plague Sydney 1900, 6-8.105
 Kelly, Anchored in a Small Cove, 91.106
 Kelly, Plague Sydney 1900, 10.107
 Peter Spearritt, “Sydney's ‘Slums': Middle Class Reformers and the Labor Response”, Labour History, 26 108
(May 1974), 66.
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culpable. They were constructing and profiting from, these very dwellings.  The 109
outbreak of bubonic plague became a source of widespread social and political 
concern. It spurred rapid and drastic reform. 
   
 Resumption or land grab? 
 Responding to a handwritten petition signed by both sides of Parliament,  the 110
Government swiftly resumed the land of the whole offending area. On 3 May 
1900, under the dubious auspices  of the Land for Public Purposes Acquisitions 111
Act,  the Government proclaimed that the wharves and associated land fronting 112
the length of the foreshore, from the north-western tip of Dawes Point to the 
south-easternmost point of Darling Harbour, with the exception of the Gas 
Company site, had been resumed for public purpose.  The effect was immediate. 113
The ownership of all private property was transferred to the Government. All 
leases were cancelled.  114
!  
FIGURE 2.10   Land resumed by Government on 3 May 1900 shown hatched 
SMH, 4 May 1900, 3 
 These hasty actions were formalised and confirmed later that year through the 
passing of the Darling Harbour Wharves Resumption Act in September. This Act 
retrospectively validated the proclamations that had already occurred. It also 
allowed for further resumptions in a much-extended area covering most of the 
peninsula, being the remainder of land generally to the north of Grosvenor Street 
 Kelly, Anchored in a Small Cove, 91.109
 Harvey Volke, “The Politics of State Rental Housing in New South Wales, 1900-1939: Three Case 110
Studies” (MPhil thesis, University of Sydney, 2006), 9.
 Darling Harbour Wharves Resumption Act, 1900, ¶2.111
 Boyd, “Gloucester Street, The Rocks”, 136.112
 SMH, 4 May 1900, 3.113
 ibid.114
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and to the west of George Street.  Furthermore, the Act set out terms of 115
compensation, enabled governmental borrowings to undertake the land purchases, 
allowed for leasing of the resumed lands and authorised the construction of certain 
public works, amongst other provisions.   116
 Whilst the premise of these somewhat heavy-handed compulsory acquisitions had 
been to remove offending wharves and thus reduce the ongoing risk of plague, in 
actuality what they had done was wrest control of the land from City Council and 
deliver Government a vast ‘clean slate’ of prime land as a development 
opportunity. The Town Clerk regarded the resumptions as “the seizing of a 
political opportunity more than the safeguarding of the city’s welfare”.  The 117
scale of the resumptions was unprecedented. In the order of nine hundred 
properties were purchased. Of these, about half were wharves, bond stores, 
factories, workshops, offices and shops associated with the commerce and 
workings of the port. The other half were houses.  The scope for the 118
reconstruction of Darling Harbour, The Rocks and Millers Point now became far 
more ambitious than originally anticipated. The Premier, William John Lyne,  119
announced in 1900 “I am having a design made to submit to the House, with a 
proposition to deal with this part of Sydney - practically to take down the whole 
of that part and rebuild it.”  120
 Darling Harbour Wharves Resumption Act, 1900, Schedule 1. Schedules 2, 3 and 4 defined additional 115
blocks for resumption along Darling Harbour to the south of Grosvenor Street.
 ibid, Title.116
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FIGURE 2.11   (5) Bird’s-eye view of area as existing. By Mr. Norman Selfe, M. Inst. C.E. 
CIAB, “Remodelling of ‘The Rocks’ Resumed Area” (1901) 
 
 The grand plans of the Rocks Resumption Board 
 In February 1901, the Government appointed three Sydney Harbour Trust 
Commissioners to take charge of reconstructing the area vested in them along the 
foreshores in Darling Harbour, Millers Point, Dawes Point and also at Sydney 
Cove.  The following month, the Rocks Resumption Board was created under 121
the Department of Public Works and given jurisdiction over the balance of The 
Rocks area, bounded by George Street North, Lower Fort Street, Kent Street, 
Crescent Street, a small portion of Princes Street, and Grosvenor Street.  122
 See Chapter 3.121
 SMH, Friday 22 March 1901, 4.122
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FIGURE 2.12   Plan showing the Rocks resumption,  
bounded by Kent Street, Dawes Point, Sydney Cove, Grosvenor Street and Circular Quay, 1901 
The map matches the description of Schedule 1 of the Darling Harbour Wharves Resumption Act 
 with the exception of the south-westernmost blocks south of Crescent Street. 
State Archives NSW. 19348_25 
 The Rocks Resumption Board  had five members, namely Varney Parkes,  123 124
who was made President, Frederick Augustus Franklin,  John Randal Carey,  125 126
 City Improvement Advisory Board, “Report of Operations of the City Improvement Advisory Board”, in 123
Department of Public Works Report of the Department of Public Works, for the year ended 30 June, 1903 
(Sydney: Government Printer, 17 November 1903), 51.
 Varney Parkes (1859-1935) born Ryde, New South Wales. Architect and politician. Son of Sir Henry 124
Parkes. Cadet in Colonial Architect’s Office. Private practice with Charles Henry Edmund Blackmann 
1880-1884. Projects included bank buildings and the Marble Bar in the Adam’s Hotel (EAA, 524-525).
 Frederick Augustus Franklin (1834-1909) born England. Engineer. Engaged by Government on the 125
construction of railways and bridges. Practised independently. Involved with the design for Centennial Park 
(www.gracesguide.co.uk/Frederick_Augustus_Franklin).
 John Randal Carey (1834-1923) born Cork, Ireland. Businessman and newspaper proprietor. Emigrated to 126
Australia in 1853 to prospect on the Victorian goldfields, setting up as an agent, auctioneer and importer. 
Moved to Sydney in 1875 where he was involved with shipping. Member of the syndicate which started The 
Daily Telegraph (ADB).
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John Bede Barlow  and George McCredie. The Board was not given special 127
powers through legislation as the Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners had been, 
and soon changed its name to the City Improvement Advisory Board to reflect its 
purely advisory function.  All land remained in the control of the Department of 128
Public Works. The Board was charged with the duty to “advise the Government as 
to the best and most effective means of dealing with the properties resumed”.  129
The Board members’ initial task included making recommendations to either 
demolish or repair existing buildings, which the Government attended to 
immediately. Soon, however, they turned their minds to greater goals. They had 
also been asked to consider “a general re-designing of streets, squares, reserves”, 
“the allotment of frontages of streets for the purposes of residences, warehouses, 
stores or factories, retail businesses”, “the most desirable minimum widths of 
frontages and depths of allotments in each section of the area designed” and “the 
character, height and architectural style of all new buildings to be erected”.  The 130
area to be examined was huge, at approximately forty-eight acres (19.4 hectares) 
in size.  They commissioned a complete and detailed contour survey of the land 131
to guide the work.  132
 The recommendations of the Board to Government in May 1902 were in no way 
conservative. Their designs envisaged wholesale demolition within the area and a 
complete reconstruction. “Plans showing the whole of the work in the most 
exhaustive detail” had been prepared and “so far as humanly possible nothing has 
been overlooked. Provision has been made for every requirement in a model 
city.”  The proposed transformation was dramatic. The previous streets, lanes 133
and alleys of The Rocks, which had developed unevenly over time and followed 
the topography, were to be wholly overwritten with a strong grid of new, wide and 
regraded streets that would take vehicular traffic. Argyle Street was to be 
 John Bede Barlow (1860-1925) born New South Wales. Architect. Articled to Benjamin Backhouse. 127
Began private practice in 1883, focusing on ecclesiastical and institutional architecture. President of the 
Institute of Architects 1897-1902 and was the first Editor of the Journal of the Institute of Architects of New 
South Wales (EAA, 65-66).
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 SMH, 19 March 1903, 3.133
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completely cut through from east to west at the lower level with bridges extending 
over it, while a tunnel running beneath Observatory Hill was to link George Street 
directly with the Darling Harbour wharves. The scheme also allowed for the 
extension of the railway across a future ‘North Shore Bridge’, which was 
currently being contemplated.  A complete model of The Rocks was made of 134
plaster showing all of the new streets and blocks at a scale of 40 feet to one inch 
(1:480).  The Daily Telegraph enthused that “this part of Sydney… for the first 135
time” will be “made properly available for the requirements of a modern city. 
There will be elbow room, air, and light provided to as great a degree as is 
practically possible, so that the buildings erected will serve the purposes for which 
they may be intended better than the best which could be built on the site as it 
now stands.”  136
!  
FIGURE 2.13   (6) Proposed re-arrangement of area, scheme “B.” By City Improvement Advisory Board 
‘Scheme A’ was not published in the City Improvement Advisory Board’s Report 
CIAB, “Remodelling of ‘The Rocks’ Resumed Area” (1901) 
 ibid. Later known as the Sydney Harbour Bridge134
 CIAB, “Report of Operations”, 53.135
 DT, 7 January 1902, 4.136
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FIGURE 2.14   (2) Sketch plan of building areas as re-arranged. By Mr F. A. Franklin M. Inst. C.E. 
A three-dimensional depiction which appears to predate the ‘Scheme B’ plan, perhaps of ‘Scheme A’. 
The east-west street to the north (right) of the bridged Argyle Street (central) is not included in the plan.  
The elevated railway and tramway of the plan is not shown either. 
CIAB, “Remodelling of ‘The Rocks’ Resumed Area” (1901) 
 The work of the Board in identifying housing unfit for habitation had already 
resulted in displacing about three hundred people from their homes. Consequently, 
it recognised the importance of somehow accommodating these people, and others 
still, in the renewed area.  To address this, the Board proposed to build two, and 137
possibly three, huge tenement blocks. Each would be five storeys high, thus 
accommodating in total up to seven hundred families as well as about one 
thousand single-person households.  The facades were to be made of stone “as 138
architecturally imposing as the Victoria Markets or the Post Office”, such was the 
magnitude of the undertaking.  The primary tenement block was to be located 139
on the high land bounded by Windmill, Lower Fort, Argyle and Kent Streets, and 
the other on Kent Street backing onto Flagstaff Reserve.  Good views and 140
breezes would be available in abundance.  The tenements were to be “designed 141
 CIAB, “Report of Operations”, 52.137
 DT, 7 January 1902, 6.138
 ibid.139
 ibid.The third tenement was tentatively located at the corner of Kent, Crescent and Princes Streets.140
 DT, 3 May 1902, 10.141
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on the most improved plans”,  meeting and exceeding the standards set by the 142
latest developments in London “in full knowledge of what had been done 
elsewhere… the successes and the failures”.  The primary tenement block would 143
be broken down into six buildings, which together would make an enclosure of a 
one-and-a-half acre (0.6 hectare) ‘common recreation ground’ for children. A 
“great basement” beneath the building would house auxiliary functions such as a 
library, baths and shops.  The buildings would be “enormously superior in 144
several important respects.”  The flats would be accessed via lift and be 145
approachable from both the front and the rear from wide corridors, quite like a 
footpath. Just like a terrace house in the sky, each unit would be “shut off in every 
way from its neighbour”. Units would range from one room to five rooms and 
have their own ‘back yards’ or balconies, cold and hot water, garbage removal 
devices, ample storage, gas appliances, and the most up-to-date sanitary 
arrangements.  It was hoped that knocking down the old slums and replacing 146
them with these new, clean dwellings would “at once improve the physical 
condition of a considerable number of people, and abolish a source of danger to 
the whole community”.  This suggestion, if carried out, would have been the 147
“first experiment yet made by the Government of this… State in erecting 
tenements for hire”.  148
!  
FIGURE 2.15   The Rocks Resumption Board’s Plan for Buildings 
DT, 5 May 1902, 6 
 SMH, 19 March 1903, 3.142
 DT, 5 May 1902, 4.143
 The Evening News, 18 April 1906, 4.144
 DT, 5 May 1902, 4.145
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 Carriage of the project was placed with the Department of Public Works and 
reconstruction was scheduled to begin by 1903.  However, politics intervened. 149
The scheme did not eventuate and the promised workers’ tenements were not 
built. Perhaps the resolution of land acquisition and compensations stymied swift 
action. Perhaps the vision had been too radical. Certainly, parts of the plan clashed 
with the wishes of other authorities.  By March 1903 the City Improvement 150
Advisory Board was holding its last formal meeting and its affairs were passed 
into the hands of the Commissioners of the Sydney Harbour Trust.   151
Analysis 
 This prefatory chapter provided an insight into factors influencing the provision 
and shape of workers’ housing leading up to, and immediately preceding, the 
delivery of affordable housing for the first time by the Sydney Harbour Trust. 
 At the time of Federation, the state of urban workers’ housing in Sydney was 
abysmal. Decades of high housing demand, low construction rates, and minimal 
Government intervention through regulation, had yielded an incredibly poor 
standard of housing stock. Landlords had extracted maximum profit from minimal 
outlay with impunity, charging high rents for small, poorly-constructed dwellings 
that were crowded onto limited land without proper servicing. Whole swathes of 
the city had become slums, affecting the living conditions of thousands in the 
working-class demographic. It can be seen that improvements to workers’ housing 
only occurred through the compulsion of regulation. Without legislation there was 
no impetus. The Sydney Building Act of 1837 sought to increase the safety of 
buildings from fire by specifying minimum construction standards. However, the 
example of the Building Act shows that having the legislation in place is, in itself, 
not enough. It must also be strong and capable of being enforced, otherwise it will 
be ignored. Because the Sydney Building Act was weak and was not amended for 
some time, Sydney suffered from poor construction standards for at least the next 
forty years. 
 ibid, 6.149
 DT, 19 June 1901, 5.150
 SMH, 19 March 1903, 3.151
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 It can be argued that the pressure for change in housing conditions came through 
the advent of crisis. Miserable and squalid slum areas, coupled with the prospect 
of disease transfer via ‘miasma’, were the kinds of phenomena that created 
concern, even panic, in the community. They were the issues which captured the 
attention of Government and spurred on progress, simply because inaction was 
not an option. The Sydney Morning Herald exposé on the sanitary state of Sydney 
in 1851 and the reports of people of standing like William Stanley Jevons, played 
the important role of bringing these issues to the fore, both in the public mind and 
for the powers-that-be. The failure of Parliament to take on board the 
recommendations of the Select Committee on the Working Class of the 
Metropolis in 1860, suggests that the threat requiring action, must not only be 
real, but imminent. This is especially true when any action would likely affect the 
financial and business interests of the decision makers themselves. Change was 
hard won. 
 
 The twelve reports of the Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health Board in 
1875-76 were an important turning-point. The Board mounted a case based on 
exhaustive observation and investigation. Its findings were evidence-based and 
revelatory. In fact, the evidence collected by the Board was so explicit and so 
compelling, it convinced the Government to act immediately. The Water Pollution 
Prevention Act and the Nuisances Prevention Act, coming directly out of the 
Sewage and Health Board recommendations, were examples of strong and direct 
legislation designed to fix specific problems and have an immediate impact on the 
built outcome. The City of Sydney Improvement Act, following in 1879, was a 
landmark piece of legislation. It updated the construction standards and fire 
controls of the Sydney Building Act of 1837. It also introduced for the first time 
regulations for residential amenity. The minimum width of street that dwellings 
could be built on, daylight and ventilation to every habitable room, and minimum 
ceiling heights, were all provisions that directly improved workers’ housing. The 
City of Sydney Improvement Act proved to be successful because it was backed 
by administrative mechanisms that worked to monitor and uphold it, but also 
because it had consequences for those who did not obey its provisions. The 
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similarly effective Public Health Act of 1896 provided a retrospective solution for 
housing stock which had not met the new standards, by enforcing upgrades or 
demanding demolitions. It also addressed a broader, underlying contributor to 
poor housing conditions by preventing construction on contaminated land. 
 
It is clear that there was an intrinsic connection between workers’ housing and 
minimum standards. When there were no standards, the standard of workers’ 
housing could be atrocious. Government intervention through policy then became 
the crucial link between societal concerns and improvements in built form. Whilst 
minimum standards could always be exceeded, when the brief called for 
‘affordable housing’, minimums usually became the default maximums. Private 
housing initiatives delivered from a philanthropic, or altruistic, stance such as the 
Sydney Sailors’ Home or the Model Lodging House demonstrated better practice 
and higher living standards. However, as private initiatives, they suffered from 
being limited in extent, they could not be guaranteed in perpetuity and could be 
selective as to whom they accommodated. Ultimately, the standard of workers’ 
housing was dependent upon the strength and extent of the legislation. 
 Proposals that did not come into being, such as Mayor Riley’s Peabody Trust-type 
housing scheme, John Leck Bruce’s suggestions for tenement buildings for 
Sydney in the 1880s, or the more challenging proposal by the City Improvement 
Advisory Board, can be seen as having had a material role to play in progressing 
the affordable housing cause. In hindsight, these speculations served to test 
arguments and gauge reactions ahead of their time. One of the key aspects 
explored by these proposals was the palatability of inner-city apartment buildings 
versus the more commonly accepted suburban solution of free-standing houses. 
All proponents put forward cogent grounds to proceed on the basis of dense urban 
housing. They suggested design ideas and features that would counter negative 
perceptions and make this new type of dwelling more acceptable, including 
solutions to access, open space, ventilation, noise and sanitary arrangements. 
These propositions helped to ‘pave the way’ for future housing projects. In a 
similar way, the Stevens’ Buildings, the first built apartments in Sydney, provided 
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a physical precedent that could, and did, serve as a touchstone for the design of 
future workers’ housing.  
Conclusion 
 The threat of bubonic plague sweeping through the City of Sydney in 1900 could 
certainly be considered a calamity, the scale of which commanded the immediate 
attention of Government. It seems, however, that the propulsion to act was so 
great that the resultant reaction was precipitous and extreme. An entire peninsula 
of the city, the heart of Sydney’s maritime commerce, was resumed into public 
ownership after over one hundred years of private occupation. The ambition of the 
City Improvement Advisory Board to reduce this area of Darling Harbour and The 
Rocks to a tabula rasa and start from scratch was both impressive and 
intimidating. Whether it was because the scheme was not feasible, or because the 
Government did not have the political will to deliver a project so bold, the plan 
did not proceed. One outcome arising from the process though, was the first 
proposition for state workers’ housing to be provided by Government. This was 
soon to become a reality, albeit at a much smaller scale, through the interventions 
of the Sydney Harbour Trust.  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 Introduction 
 This third chapter traces the activities of the Sydney Harbour Trust, the first 
government agency to manage and build state workers' housing in Sydney, 
effectively making them the first public housing authority in New South Wales. 
Following the breakout of bubonic plague in 1900, the Government forcibly 
acquired the lands in Millers Point and The Rocks. Whilst the fate of the higher, 
inboard lands was initially given to the City Improvement Advisory Board  to 1
determine, the future of the lower lands along the water’s edge became the 
responsibility of the Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners. It was here that the 
Trust built its waterside workers’ housing between 1903 and 1917. 
Synopsis 
 The passing of the Sydney Harbour Trust Act of 1901 created the roles of the 
Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners and gave them broad authority and powers 
to completely remodel the entire waterfront area of Darling Harbour and Millers 
Point. They demolished existing outdated and dilapidated structures and replaced 
them with extensive new wharf facilities, warehouses, port machinery and wide 
access roads, all in the promotion of commerce. However amongst their extensive 
inherited portfolio were hundreds of residential properties, for which the 
Commissioners, somewhat reluctantly, assumed the mantle of landlord. After the 
plague, many of the dwellings found to be in bad repair had been razed, resulting 
in a significant loss of housing and displacement of the local work force. The 
Sydney Harbour Trust Act had not given the Commissioners an explicit mandate 
to replace the lost housing, however in 1903 they ventured to build a small group 
of dwellings in Napoleon Street, providing five terraces for rent to waterside-
worker families. These were the first purpose-built public housing dwellings in 
Sydney. Following the success of these, eight more terraces were constructed in 
Day Street in 1905. The Commissioners supported development of alternative 
forms of accommodation too, amongst them a ‘coffee palace’ in Sussex Street, a 
restaurant in Argyle Street, and two public houses, all with lodging rooms over. 
 Formerly the Rocks Resumption Board. See Chapter 2.1
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However, these were privately-owned operations and catered to all classes of 
residents. The Trust also had built a number of shops with attached dwellings 
above, a common type in Sydney, which provided yet another kind of 
accommodation in the area, but these were intended to be occupied by 
shopkeepers.  
 Political and community agitation to alleviate the deficiency of workers’ 
dwellings in Millers Point pushed the Sydney Harbour Trust to be more 
resourceful. Making the most of limited land clearly required a response that 
entailed a denser form of housing. The very first public housing to take the form 
of apartments was built in Dalgety Road in 1908, with twenty-two units organised 
over two storeys. In 1908, a Royal Commission into the “Improvement of Sydney 
and its Suburbs” investigated the issue of “slum areas and housing reform” in 
some detail. The findings strongly recommended against inner-city tenement 
buildings as the solution to housing, preferring instead free-standing houses in the 
suburbs on the grounds of reduced cost to construct and greater health benefits for 
residents. An exception, however, was made for waterside workers who were 
always on call and needed to live near the wharves. Perhaps prompted by this 
finding, from that point on, the Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners made it 
their official policy to provide housing for local maritime workers and continued 
enthusiastically with their programme of flat buildings. Modelled on the Dalgety 
Road flats, twelve more units were completed in Munn Street in 1910. Then, 
commencing in 1910, the Commissioners focused their housing efforts solely on 
their large-scale High Street project, producing a further seventy-two dwellings in 
a comprehensive urban project which also included the making of High Street 
itself, a rear-lane system, and Sydney’s first children’s playground. By 1917, the 
project had been extended to include an additional eighteen flats on a continuation 
of High Street. These completed the Commissioners’ major housing work and also 
concluded the Sydney Harbour Trust’s housing activities. Whilst the Trust 
ultimately demolished more dwellings than they constructed, they left behind a 
built legacy of good quality public housing that would provide homes for families 
for a century to come. 
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 Complete control 
 The outbreak of bubonic plague in 1900 provided a sharp stimulus for the 
Government to resume most of the land on the northwestern headland of the City 
of Sydney.  Up until that point, The Rocks and Darling Harbour had been largely 2
in private ownership and under the jurisdiction of the Municipal Council of 
Sydney. Whilst the City Improvement Advisory Board  had been established to 3
advise on what should be done with the higher areas located inboard from the 
foreshore,  the responsibility for the lower waterfront areas was placed with the 4
Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners. 
!  
FIGURE 3.1   Plan showing “Area under the Jurisdiction of the ‘The Rocks’ Resumption Board” outlined 
and “Area vested in Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners” hatched 
DT, 19 June 1901, 5 
 The Sydney Harbour Trust Act was gazetted in February 1901 with the purpose of 
making “better provision for and in connection with the management of the port 
of Sydney”.  To carry out this objective, the Act allowed for the Government to 5
appoint three commissioners and confer upon them the powers to purchase and 
resume lands.  The positions of Commissioners were designated promptly, with 6
Robert Rowan Purdon Hickson  serving as President, alongside Thomas Francis 7
 See Chapter 2.2
 The City Improvement Advisory Board was previously known as the Rocks Resumption Board.3
 See Chapter 2. 4
 Sydney Harbour Trust Act, 1900, Title.5
 ibid.6
 Robert Rowan Purdon Hickson (1842-1923) born County Kerry, Ireland. Civil engineer. Engineer and 7
harbourmaster in Ireland and England. Emigrated to Australia in 1876 as Engineer-in-Chief for South 
Australian Harbours and Jetties. Moved to New South Wales in 1881 to join the Department of Public Works 
becoming Engineer-in-Chief in 1895 and Under-secretary 1896-1901. Appointed President of the Sydney 
Harbour Trust in 1901. Member of Royal Commission into the Improvement of Sydney in 1908-1909. 
Retired in 1912. Hickson Road was named after him (ADB).
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Waller  and Lachlan Beaton.  Henry Deane Walsh was employed as Engineer-in-8 9
Chief.  They set about their work without delay.  10
 The Commissioners were granted complete control over the entire port and all of 
its operations.  Their legislated duties included the making of levies and 11
collecting of rates to do with shipping, the making and maintenance of proper 
roads and approaches to facilities, and keeping the condition of all public wharves 
fit and proper by dredging the port to ensure access for vessels.  Whilst the first 12
report of the Commissioners stated perfunctorily that “the establishment of the 
Harbour Trust was directly the outcome of the outbreak of bubonic plague in the 
port of Sydney”,  the wording of the Act itself did not make any reference to this 13
genesis, nor did it contain any specific actions or directions to redress the plague’s 
causes. The Commissioners were also empowered to “construct and enclose any 
wharf, dock, pier, jetty, landing-stage, slip, or platform,… construct such depôts 
and sheds for the reception of goods… erect such steam-engines, cranes, hoisting 
and weighing machines… and provide such other conveniences… as they may 
think expedient for the trade of the port”.  This was an Act purely designed to 14
drive the expansion of maritime commerce. Workers’ housing, or provision 
thereof, was not an explicitly stated objective. 
 The Commissioners were given authority over an enormous area of water, 
stretching from the North and South Heads of Port Jackson to the very mouth of 
the Parramatta River, including all of the “bays, coves, rivers, creeks, inlets, 
 Thomas Francis Waller (1844-1918) born Dublin, Ireland. Land valuer. Emigrated to Australia in the late 8
1860s. Arrived in Sydney early 1880s. Private  practice as land valuer performing work for the Government. 
Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioner from 1901 (SMH, 23 February 1901, 10, and SMH, 19 January 1918, 
14).
 Lachlan Beaton (1851-1930) born Inverness, Scotland. Shipping manager. Studied law. Emigrated to 9
Australia in 1878. Manager of shipping affairs for private line. Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioner from 
1901 (SMH, 10 July 1930, 15).
 Henry Deane Walsh (1853-1921) born Dublin, Ireland. Engineer. Emigrated to New South Wales in 1877. 10
Joined the Department of Public Works in 1879 as a surveyor for the Sydney water supply scheme. Promoted 
to District Engineer in 1895, responsible for northern New South Wales. Developed the harbour and 
dockyards at Newcastle. Became Engineer-in-Chief to Sydney Harbour Trust in 1901, then one of its 
Commissioners in 1913. Retired in 1919. Walsh Bay was named after him (ADB).
 Sydney Harbour Trust Act, 1900, ¶33.11
 Sydney Harbour Trust Act, 1900, Title, ¶59, ¶32.12
 Sydney Harbour Trust, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ First Report for the period 11th 13
February to 31st December 1901” (Sydney: Government Printer, 18 June 1902), 3.
 Sydney Harbour Trust Act, 1900, ¶46 (1) and (3). The ‘catch-all’ phrase “such other conveniences… as 14
they may think expedient for the trade of the port” appears to have been the only provision in the Act which 
may have allowed the construction of housing. 
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indentations, points, promontories, headlands” along the length of the Harbour as 
measured at high-water mark, but excluding islands. The extent of the foreshore 
measured about 200 miles (321.9km).  Their terra firma included the extensive 15
areas along the western side of the City of Sydney, which had been resumed under 
the Darling Harbour Wharves Resumption Act in 1900.  It was no accident that 16
these same lands were pivotal to the burgeoning national and international port 
industry. 
 A reluctant landlord 
 Apart from the many resumed commercial wharves and warehouses extending 
along the waterline, the original resumption area had also included one hundred 
and fifty-two individual business and residential properties. This portfolio was 
soon expanded in June 1901, when another six hundred and twenty-one properties 
from the area under consideration by the City Improvement Advisory Board were 
transferred to the Sydney Harbour Trust, under protest,  at the request of the 17
Commissioners.  Another smaller acquisition adjacent to Circular Quay brought 18
in thirty-six more properties. All in all, the Commissioners had a total of eight-
hundred and nine pieces of realty in their possession. Four hundred and thirty 
dwellings, and twenty-eight hotels, were amongst them.  The inclusion of these 19
sites within the Commissioners’ remit presupposed their future use for 
redevelopment as stores or warehouses that would serve the trade of the port. In 
the meantime however, the Commissioners held the buildings in their ownership, 
connected them to services, took responsibility for their maintenance and became 
landlord to those occupying them. In effect, these duties made the Sydney 
Harbour Trust the first Government housing authority in New South Wales.  The 20
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ First Report”, 50.15
 Sydney Harbour Trust Act, 1900, Schedule 2.16
 City Improvement Advisory Board, “Report of Operations of the City Improvement Advisory Board”, in 17
Department of Public Works  Report of the Department of Public Works, for the year ended 30 June, 1903 
(Sydney: Government Printer, 17 November 1903), 51. Significantly included some of the land intended for 
the City Improvement Advisory Board’s workers’ tenements.
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ First Report”, 27-28.18
 ibid. The report cites the number of separate properties as eight hundred and three, however the sum of the 19
individual properties listed totals eight hundred and nine.
 David Pettigrew, Homes for the People: Public Housing in New South Wales, 1940-1990 (Hamilton Hill: 20
David Pettigrew, 2005), 20.
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managed dwellings notably included the Model Lodging House in Kent Street  21
and the recently completed Stevens’ Buildings in Windmill Street,  amidst the 22
many one- and two-storey, Georgian and Victorian era terrace houses. The 
Commissioners did not relish their additional role as rent collector, however. It 
added a significant burden to their workload and they encountered difficulty with 
a number of their tenants, coming under criticism for taking legal action against 
them, or ejecting them, for not paying their rent.  But the Commissioners’ 23
position was firm. They saw themselves as “trustees for the public”, and had “no 
right to allow the property of the State to be non-productive”.  24
!  
FIGURE 3.2   Turning In 
The lodgers of the Model Lodging House in effect became public housing tenants 
Evening News, 13 July 1907, 3 
 Measured plans 
 The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners considered that the large-scale 
reconstruction scheme as championed by the City Improvement Advisory Board  25
was not the right course of action to take, primarily because of its “enormous 
 See Chapter 3. The Sydney Harbour Trust was unable to find a tenant for the premises after the Model 21
Lodging House Company decided it did not wish to compete against the Government as a landlord in the 
area. The property passed over to the Sydney Harbour Trust in October 1902 (SHT, “Third Report”, 7 and 
SHT, “Fourth Report”, 7) who operated it successfully, allowing it to perform “useful and necessary work,” 
until 1922 (SHT, “Twenty-third Report”, 6) when it was remodelled as a Police Traffic Office (DPW, “Report 
1925”, 4).
 See Chapter 3. The timing of the resumption occurred shortly after the building was completed. The 22
acquisition was controversial with the owner John Stevens taking his claim for fair compensation to the 
Supreme Court. Stevens leased his building back from Government and sublet his units to his own tenants. 
See Adcock, “Residential Flats in Sydney”, 65-66.
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ First Report”, 28.23
 ibid.24
 ibid, 7. The Sydney Harbour Trust referred to the City Improvement Advisory Board as the “Darling 25
Harbour Resumption Advisory Board”.
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cost”.  But work had already begun, with seventy-one buildings of those assessed 26
by the City Improvement Advisory Board having already been condemned and 
demolished due to their dilapidated state.  Many residents had been displaced and 27
it was clear that remodelling of the area was urgent. A new plan was required. 
Responsibility for the land was passed back to the Department of Public Works.   28
 By December 1903, a counterproposal had been authored by a committee 
comprised of Walter Liberty Vernon,  Joseph Davis  and Robert Hickson, 29 30
members of the Department of Public Works and the Sydney Harbour Trust. Their 
plan “shewing proposed rearrangement of Streets in ‘Rocks’ Resumed Area” was 
more conservative in its intervention and therefore more practical to execute. It 
necessarily altered and realigned several of the existing streets but by and large it 
kept the layout intact. This more measured approach made it possible to conserve 
many of the pre-existing buildings, which were by no means all decrepit. The 
remaining buildings were assessed as being in varying condition, “with 10 per 
cent… in good order and repair, 55 per cent… in fair order”, and only “35 per 
cent… in bad repair”.  Older buildings, typically single-storey and those without 31
adequate fire separation, were generally considered inferior and demolished.  32
Apart from foreshadowing the inclusion of a wide ‘elevated roadway’ and railway 
approach to a new North Shore Bridge, which had been the subject of a recent 
international design competition,  the plan saved the most drastic changes for the 33
areas lining the waterfront. Even so, the Commissioners still had ambitions to 
provide “everything needful… for the growing requirements of the trade of the 
 ibid, 17.26
 ibid, 27-28.27
 See Chapter 4.28
 Walter Liberty Vernon (1846-1914) born Buckinghamshire, England. Architect. Trained in England. 29
Emigrated to Sydney in 1883 due to ill-health. Introduced Queen Anne Revival style to New South Wales, 
which later became the Federation style. Went into partnership with William Wilkinson Wardell in 
1884-1889. Appointed Government Architect in 1890, a position he retained until his retirement in 1911. His 
Government Architects’ Branch designed hundreds of major and minor buildings throughout the State. A 
founding member of the Town Planning Association (EAA, 734-736).
 Joseph Davis (1854-1932) born Worcestershire, England. Civil engineer. Migrated to Australia in 1883. 30
Joined the New South Wales Department of Public Works as a surveyor and draftsman. Promoted to 
Engineer-in-Chief for sewerage construction in 1896 and became Under-secretary of the Department of 
Public Works in 1901. Chairman of the Sydney Harbour Bridge Advisory Board 1901. Returned to England 
in 1907 as consulting and inspecting engineer. Returned to Sydney in 1912 as Director-General of Public 
Works until his retirement in 1917 (ADB).
SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ First Report”, 27-28.31
 Noni Boyd, “Gloucester Street, The Rocks (from the Argyle Cut to the Cahill Expressway): A Study of its 32
Development and Conservation” (MSc thesis, University of Sydney, 1998), 154 and Noni Boyd, “No 
Sacrifice in Sunshine: Walter Liberty Vernon Architect 1846-1914” (PhD thesis, RMIT, 2010), 478.
 Caroline Mackaness ed, Bridging Sydney (Sydney: Historic Houses Trust of New South Wales, 2006), 60. 33
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Port… and of remedying insanitary conditions which may still exist” in The 
Rocks.  34
!  
FIGURE 3.3   Plan Shewing proposed re-arrangement of Streets in ‘Rocks’ Resumed Area, Sydney, 1903 
The plan shows “New and altered or re-arranged streets” in orange, “Building area available” in light green,  
“Land Sold” in dark red, “Land on long lease” in light red,  
“Buildings erected by Government lately” in dark green,  
“Buildings being erected or about to be erected by Government” in green,  
“Application to purchase” in blue,  and “Vacant Sites” edged in red. 
State Archives NSW. AO Map 6172 
 The task of reconstruction 
 One of the first tasks of the Sydney Harbour Trust was to undertake rat-proofing 
to prevent the spread of bubonic plague. Wharves were lined in “Monier plate” 
sheet piling,  and “ropes and chains were defended by metal discs”, so that rats 35
could not climb from ships to land.  Buildings were upgraded, floors and 36
basements were concreted, properties were connected to the ‘low-level’ sewerage 
system, and special efforts were “made to keep the foreshores of Darling Harbour 
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ First Report”, 17.34
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Sixth Report, for the year ended 30th June, 35
1906” (Sydney: Government Printer, 8 November 1906), 14. ‘Monier plate’ was a form of precast concrete 
which was technically advanced for the time.
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Second Report, being for the half-year ended 30th June, 36
1902” (Sydney: Government Printer, 9 July 1903), 6.
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free from offensive matter or rubbish”, all in the effort to eradicate vermin.  But 37
little time was lost in giving effect to the renewal plans proper. The Sydney 
Harbour Trust Commissioners were motivated and active. Their intervention in 
the built fabric was to be prolonged and considerable. Their efforts would come to 
transform the very shape of Darling Harbour, Millers Point and The Rocks. 
!  
FIGURE 3.4   324. Cleansing the Wharves, 1900 
State Library of New South Wales. IE1063966 FL1064167 
  
 Top priority was the large scale reconstruction of the waterfront. In drafting the 
Bill for the Darling Harbour Wharves Resumption Act, Premier Lyne had met 
with the shipping companies who had urged him to reconstruct the wharves with 
public funds and on a far larger scale than before, in order to service the 
increasingly larger ships and the international trade they would bring.  The 38
Sydney Harbour Trust followed through on Lyne’s promises. A slew of wharf 
projects commenced, some huge in scale, many designed to meet the specific 
needs of private operators. Jetties, warehouses, workshops, bonds and stores 
proliferated nearby in support of them. Commercial buildings were extended or 
rebuilt. Development in the name of commerce was zealous. One of the key 
interventions was the construction of Hickson Road behind the wharves, a one 
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Fifth Report, for the year ended 30th June, 37
1905” (Sydney: Government Printer, 7 December 1905), 13.
 Neil O’Flanagan, “The Sydney Harbour Trust: The Early Years” (Urban Research Unit, Australian National 38
University, November 1989), 2.
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hundred feet (30.5m) wide level road carved from the topography, that would 
service all the new structures and carry goods to and from the docks.  The 39
replacement of the demolished housing, primarily the dwellings of workers, did 
not however feature prominently in these early plans. 
!  
FIGURE 3.5   Sydney Harbour Trust. Birds Eye View Showing New Wharfage Scheme  
in course of construction. Dawes to Millers Point, Sydney 
Today known as Walsh Bay wharves. Hickson Road lines the foreshore serving the wharves. 
SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Eighteenth Report” (1918) 
 A tentative start 
 The Commissioners’ initial foray into workers’ housing was not to be the 
tenement edifice envisioned by the City Improvement Advisory Board. Instead, it 
was modest in scale and limited in extent. The first reported project of 
‘workmen’s housing’  by the Sydney Harbour Trust was for “five (5) two-storied 40
cottages, with bath, wash-house, etc” in Napoleon Street, Darling Harbour, 
completed in 1903 at a cost of £1,741 13s 5d.  The suggestions of the Sewage 41
 Peter John Cantrill and Philip Thalis, “An Urban Laboratory” in Form Technique Content 2 ‘Housing & 39
City’ (1996), 121-122.
 ‘Workmen’s housing’ as differentiated from ‘employee housing.’ For example, the Sydney Harbour Trust 40
built a residence for the Harbour Master and cottages for the crew of the fireboat ‘Pluvius’ on Goat Island in 
1903 too (SHT, “Third Report”, 20).
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Third Report, being for the year ended 30th June, 41
1903” (Sydney: Government Printer, 19 November 1903), 20. Now demolished. Today, the building would sit 
on the curve of the northern corner of Napoleon Street and Kent Street, with the Western Distributor passing 
overhead.
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and Health Board to provide dwellings for the working classes  had finally been 42
taken on board after almost thirty years. The first public housing in Sydney had, at 
last, been built. 
!  
FIGURE 3.6   Napoleon St 
City of Sydney Archives, ArchivePix. 034/034673 
Napoleon Street dwellings at right 
 The plans were drawn up by Walter Edward Adams  in November 1902. The row 43
of terraces he designed stood midway up the incline of Napoleon Street on the 
eastern side, replacing “four or five tumbledown cottages from which very little 
revenue was derivable”.  The quintet of dwellings was set on a plinth raised 44
above the street level, having stairs leading up to a shared verandah to access 
them. A continuous parapet collected the separate abodes together as a unified 
composition. Downstairs, the dwellings each had a sitting room off a small hall, a 
dining room, kitchen, laundry, WC and an ‘asphalted’ yard. Upstairs were two 
bedrooms and a balcony. Ceilings to the living rooms were ten feet (3.0m), whilst 
other rooms were nine feet, six inches (2.9m). External walls and party walls were 
nine inches (230mm) wide double-brick with no cavity. The designs would have 
met and exceeded the amenity standards contained in the City of Sydney 
 See Chapter 2.42
 Walter Edward Adams (1861-1939) born Albury, New South Wales. Engineer. Worked for Lands 43
Department and private railway company. Appointed as Chief Draftsman of the Sydney Harbour Trust at its 
inception in 1901. Retired as Engineer-in-Chief in 1926. Later designed wharves in Queensland and Tasmania 
(Evening News, 12 June 1901, 3, and SMH, I6 July 1939, 11).
 The Daily Telegraph, 23 June 1903, 6.44
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Improvement Act of 1879, although as a Government project outside the control 
of Council, the legislation would not have applied. 
!  
FIGURE 3.7   Five working mens dwellings Napoleon Street, City, 1902 
State Archives NSW. AO Plan 2980 
 The building was opened with ceremony by the State Treasurer, Thomas 
Waddell,  in late 1903. The dwellings were considered to be “extremely 45
comfortable, and suitable in every respect for waterside workers”.  Even though 46
the dwellings were criticised for their use of second-hand building materials,  47
over seventy rental applications were submitted for the five dwellings, 
demonstrating a pent-up demand that could not possibly be met by this single 
project.  The success of the “model dwellings” so impressed Treasurer Waddell, 48
that he was convinced to place a sum of £7,000 in the Additional Estimates to 
 Thomas Waddell (1854-1940) born Monaghan, Ireland. Pastoralist and politician. Family migrated to New 45
South Wales in 1855. Horse and cattle dealer. Became member of the Lower House in 1887 and moved to 
Sydney. Served as Colonial Treasurer under Premier John See 1901-1904, then briefly as Premier in 1904. 
Later Colonial Secretary, then Treasurer again under Wade in 1907 (ADB).
 The Evening News, 18 November 1903, 3.46
 The Sydney Morning Herald, 23 April 1904, 6. Criticism was by the Master Builders.47
 Amanda Burgess, “Public Housing in Sydney 1900-1914” (BArch dissertation, University of New South 48
Wales, 1987), 42.
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enable the Commissioners to undertake further projects along similar lines.  This 49
was the equivalent of another four Napoleon Streets. 
 Coffee break 
 Apart from the housing they were to build and operate for themselves, the Sydney 
Harbour Trust supported other forms of accommodation too. 1903 also saw the 
completion of a large ‘coffee palace’ and boarding house in Sussex Street, 
designed by Walter Edward Adams. Like the wharves, it was designed and 
constructed to suit the requirements of the lessee.  Like Napoleon Street, it was 50
built on a site that was “previously occupied by old houses” that had been 
“demolished by the Trust as being unfit for habitation”.   51
!  
FIGURE 3.8   Coffee Palace in Sussex-street erected by the Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners 
SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Third Report” (1903) 
 Named the ‘Exchange Coffee Palace’, the establishment was an impressive four 
storeys high plus basement and sported “all the latest improvements for a first-
class coffee palace”,  being “probably the most up-to-date structure of its kind in 52
Sydney”.  Coffee palaces were a phenomenon motivated by the Temperance 53
 SMH, 19 November 1903, 4.49
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Third Report”, 20.50
 SMH, 6 May 1903, 5.51
 The Australian Star, 21 July 1903, 6.52
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Third Report”, 20.53
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movement, offering a social drinking venue that did not serve alcohol.  The 54
ground floor contained a large, commodious ‘dining room’, well-lit and ventilated 
by a long skylight, with a kitchen and pantry to the rear fitted with modern 
appliances capable of catering for up to “one thousand persons a day”.  Upstairs 55
housed fifty-one  single sleeping chambers arranged around a twelve feet (3.7m) 56
‘central area’ or void, accessed by a balcony and overlooking the skylight to the 
dining room below.  Employees’ rooms, lavatories and sanitary accommodation 57
were provided to the rear. A smoking-room, reading room and proprietor’s 
bedroom were provided to the front overlooking the street. In many ways, the 
coffee palace paralleled the offerings of the philanthropic lodging houses  but did 58
so in conjunction with running a hospitality establishment and on a commercial 
basis. 
!  
FIGURE 3.9   Coffee Palace 77 Sussex Street, 1902 
State Archives NSW. AO Plan 2967 
 http://dictionaryofsydney.org/entry/coffee54
 Australian Star, 21 July 1903, 6.55
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Third Report”, 20. The plans show forty-four single 56
sleeping chambers.
 SMH, 6 May 1903, 5.57
 The Sydney Sailors’ Home and the Model Lodging House. See Chapter 2.58
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!  
FIGURE 3.10   Coffee Palace 77 Sussex Street, 1902 
State Archives NSW. AO Plan 2968 
!  
FIGURE 3.11   Coffee Palace 77 Sussex Street, 1902 
State Archives NSW. AO Plan 2969 
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 Another day another dwelling 
 The first workmen’s housing venture at Napoleon Street was followed by another 
in Day Street over a year later. “Eight (8) two-storied dwellings, with all modern 
conveniences” were completed in 1905.  They were located just one street back 59
from the wharves. Evidently they were popular, with the dwellings “all let at 
satisfactory rents immediately they were ready for occupation”.  60
!  
FIGURE 3.12   New Street (Day Street), From Erskine-street to King-street, Darling Harbour 
The Day Street dwellings are on the left hand side at crest of the hill in the background 
SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Fifth Report” (1905) 
 The procurement process for the dwellings, however, had been controversial. The 
Master Builders’ Association was furious that “an officer of the Harbour Trust is 
the lowest out of 13 tenderers” and that the Trust intended to “carry out the work 
on the day labour system… which had been tried and found wanting”. They saw a 
direct conflict of interest, arguing “could there be a more absurd trial than where 
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Fifth Report, for the year ended 30th June, 1905”, 14. 59
Resumed by the Department Main Roads in 1969. Now demolished. See James Broadbent and Joy Hughes, 
For the Public Good: Crimes, Follies and Misfortunes. Demolished Houses of New South Wales (NSW: 
Historic Houses Trust of New South Wales, 1988), 92. Today the building would be on Shelley Street just 
north of King Street on the land occupied by the Western Distributor.
 ibid.60
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the Trust is its own judge, jury, and advocate?”  Nonetheless, the project 61
proceeded and was completed to the satisfaction of the Commissioners. 
 
 The row of terraces was located on the western side of Day Street between 
Erskine and Slip Streets on a gently sloping parcel of land. The dwellings were 
paired and mirrored four times, with each duo stepping down slightly to meet the 
topography. The row was built hard to the street with front doors accessed straight 
off the footpath. As the site had no rear lane available, the facade was punctuated 
by arched ‘ginnels’ or passageways, which led between the pairs to service the 
small yards at the rear. Recessed upper-floor balconies with curved lintels also 
added visual interest. The “fine elevation”, composed of face-brick base and 
rough-cast render to the first floor with embedded pediments, made the “dwellings 
stand out in bold relief alongside many of the hovels that are used as dwellings in 
this part of the city”.   62
!  
FIGURE 3.13   Workmen’s dwellings: Day Street 
State Library of New South Wales. IE1799772 FL1799785 
 SMH, 23 April 1904, 6. The day labour system may have been used in an attempt to circumvent the 61
occurrence of collusive tendering.
 SMH, 16 January 1906, 8.62
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 Shop tops 
 As a part of their renewal efforts, the Sydney Harbour Trust also saw fit to 
construct shops that would be leased out to provide retail and services for local 
residents and employees. These shops were often, but not always, connected to 
dwellings where the proprietors themselves would live. ‘Shop houses’ or ‘shop 
top’ dwellings became another avenue though which Government was able to 
sponsor accommodation. However, it was housing directed at a select class of 
merchants, not the general working populace.  A number of these ‘shop and 63
dwelling’ projects were developed throughout the area that fell under the 
jurisdiction of the Sydney Harbour Trust. 
 
 In 1904, following a serious fire in Hentsch’s Bond on the same block a year 
before,  the Commissioners commenced the construction of four new shops and 64
dwellings on the north side of Argyle Street. This small and complex project was 
again drawn up by Walter Edward Adams, each shop and dwelling needing a 
slightly different layout to fit within the irregular shape of the lot. A specially 
designed butcher’s shop occupied the western corner tenancy, complete with a 
stable, hayloft, icehouse and ‘sausage room’. Its associated dwelling included a 
dining room, kitchen, laundry and yard at the ground floor. The first floor 
comprised three bedrooms, a sitting room with a distinctive curved ‘oriel’ or bay 
window on the corner, servant’s bedroom, bathroom and WC. The stair, hall and 
bathrooms were internalised without a window but gained daylight through 
skylights instead. The three other tenancies all faced Argyle Street with wide 
shopfronts. Living rooms opened off the shops, leading out to laundries and yards. 
Kitchens were integrated with the main living area or were accessed from the 
yard. Upstairs, each shop had three bedrooms, a sitting room, small verandah, 
bathroom and WC. Again, skylights and high-level windows were used where 
rooms were internalised within the plan. All dwellings had a secondary access via 
a right-of-way to rear yards and side doors. The project was completed in 1905,  65
 Shop-top dwellings may have been privately sublet.63
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Third Report”, 19.64
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Fifth Report”, 14.65
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however the westernmost shop was entirely remodelled and the ‘oriel’ removed in 
1913.   66
!  
FIGURE 3.14   Vicinity Argyle Street 
State Library of New South Wales. IE1821388 FL1821394 
 Opposite, on the southern side of Argyle Street, heading the block bounded by 
High Street and Kent Street, an ensemble of three more ‘shop top’ projects were 
then proposed “in connection with the general scheme for further improving the 
Rocks area”.  The first of the trio to be completed in 1910 was “four shops at the 67
corner of Argyle and High Streets”.  These two-storey brick shops primarily 68
fronted Argyle Place, with a broad, protective awning hung from the face of the 
building, however feature corner-turrets and large shop windows distinguished the 
corners of High Street and High Lane. Tenants included a bootmaker, newsagent 
and tea and refreshments store. The plan was comprised of two pairs of shops 
with dwellings, generally symmetrical around the centre of the building but 
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners Fourteenth Report being for the year ended 30th June, 66
1914” (Sydney: Government Printer, 19 November 1914), 17.
 SMH, 1 January 1910, 12.67
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Tenth Report. Being for the year ended 30th June, 1910” 68
(Sydney: Government Printer, 15 December 1910), 5.
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stepped in elevation to follow the sloping ground line. Each shop tenancy led 
through to a residential dining room, then stair, then kitchen, laundry, yard and 
WC in sequence. The pairs of ‘tails’ to each dwelling were ‘shifted’ outwards 
from the centre of the site to create a greater separation between the two middle 
tenancies, and to induce the corner tenancies to follow the street edge. A narrow 
right-of-way running behind the dwellings permitted rear access. The two corner 
dwellings had a rectangular rear yard, whilst the two central dwellings were given 
a long narrow ‘area’ in the space formed along the dividing fence line. Upstairs, a 
large bedroom and balcony looked over Argyle Street, accompanied by two 
smaller bedrooms and a bathroom. Ceiling heights were twelve feet (3.7m) for the 
shops, ten feet (3.0m) downstairs and ten feet, six inches (3.2m) upstairs. The 
layout allowed for ample light and air to every room.  
!  
FIGURE 3.15   Sydney Harbour Trust. Shops, Argyle Street. Millers Point, 1909 
State Archives NSW. A 3881 Bundle 2 E4_4 
 
 The second building of the grouping, a “restaurant in Argyle Street”,  was 69
completed in the same year, 1910. Known as the ‘Kentish Dining Rooms’, a 
replacement of another restaurant of the same name demolished nearby,  it was a 70
 ibid.69
 SMH, 12 July 1910, 10.70
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modest establishment catering to the everyday needs of waterside workers. Like 
the Exchange Coffee Palace, the project provided local workers with an 
alternative social venue to the hotels and contained some boarding-house style 
accommodation on the upper floor. Two standards of accommodation were 
offered depending on the status of the lodger within the merchant marines.  71
!  
FIGURE 3.16   New Shops, Argyle-street 
Argyle Street Shops with Kentish Dining Rooms at left 
SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Tenth Report” (1910) 
 
 The set of three buildings was completed when, in 1911, “five shops… with 
dwellings at the first floors”  designed by Adams were opened on the corner of 72
Kent and Argyle Streets. The wide shops faced towards the longer frontage of 
Kent Street, however the corner with Argyle Place was accentuated with a faceted, 
curved shop front, high decorative parapet to the corner and a wrap-around 
awning. The Argyle Street elevation was designed to ‘merge’ with the 
neighbouring restaurant building facade with overlapping gable lines, such that it 
was difficult to see where one building started and the other stopped. The central 
three shops and dwellings were of repeated design whilst the corner dwellings 
were solved with atypical plans. Each tenancy had a living or dining room, 
 John Gregory and Jennifer Campbell, New South Wales Public Housing Design: A Short History 71
(Liverpool, NSW: New South Wales Department of Housing, July 1996), 20.
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Eleventh Report. Being for the year ended 30th June, 72
1911” (Sydney: Government Printer, 14 March 1912), 4.
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kitchen, laundry, WC and yard at the ground floor. At the top floor, the central 
dwellings had three bedrooms, a bathroom, a balcony looking over the street and a 
rear ‘roof yard’ over the laundries below. The corner dwellings, using the amenity 
provided by their extra perimeter wall, had a longer plan with four bedrooms, a 
bathroom and a balcony. The dwellings were each generous enough in width so 
that two bedrooms could share the primary frontage and the balcony. With the 
realisation of these Argyle Street projects, what the Sydney Harbour Trust had 
made was actually a centrally-located neighbourhood village, complete with a 
restaurant and thirteen assorted shops, which would service the needs of the local 
waterside workers and their households for decades to come.  
!  
FIGURE 3.17   Block of 5 shops - Kent and Argyle Streets, Millers Point, 1910 
State Archives NSW. AO Plan 2960 
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FIGURE 3.18   Block of 5 shops Kent and Argyle Streets, Millers Point, 1910 
State Archives NSW. AO Plan 2964 
!  
FIGURE 3.19   View of Argyle Place ‘neighbourhood village’ looking east 
Property NSW. a2809001h 
 
 Several projects of a similar scope were also undertaken elsewhere within the 
Commissioners’ landholdings over the next ten years. Three shops with dwellings 
were completed at 32-36 Erskine Street in 1906, replacing a former store that was 
unsuitable for business purposes.  Another two shops with dwellings were 73
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Sixth Report”, 15.73
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reconstructed and divided into two shops with dwellings down the hill towards the 
wharves at 8-12 Erskine Street.  A stationery warehouse  at 173 Kent Street was 74 75
converted into two shops with dwellings in 1913, after having been partially 
destroyed by fire.  In a similar arrangement to the Kentish Dining Rooms, the 76
Gas Hotel on Kent Street was reconstructed and converted into a restaurant with 
lodging house over in 1914.  Two old shops at 146 and 148 George Street were 77
also demolished to be replaced by new two-storey shops with dwellings in 1915.  78
 Apartments for rent! 
 By 1908, the lack of suitable workers’ housing in Millers Point had reached such a 
point that the City Council took action to formally petition the Government to 
build new dwellings. A newly-formed ‘Gipps Ward Progress Association’ also 
worked to exert pressure to the same end.  In 1908, the Commissioners 79
themselves reported that “the demand for workmen’s dwellings in the vicinity of 
Miller’s Point became so great”, that they “erected twenty-two workmen’s 
dwellings on the western side of Dalgety-road”.  These dwellings were unlike 80
those in their previous housing developments though, as they did not conform to 
the traditional row of terrace houses. Instead, these dwellings were stacked two-
tall, one above the other. Here were, in fact, the first purpose-built state public 
housing flats that Sydney had ever seen. 
 
 The Commissioners had given ample consideration to the design of dwellings on 
the site of the recently renamed Dalgety Road.  No less than four options had 81
been investigated in early 1906 by Chief Engineer Walsh and his assistant Adams. 
The alternatives included designs for thirteen attached single-storey, three-
bedroom ‘cottage dwellings’, or for thirteen two-storey three-bedroom terraces.  
 ibid.74
 SMH, 11 October 1912, 10.75
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Thirteenth Report being for the year ended 30th June, 76
1913.” (Sydney: Government Printer, 2 October 1913), 20.
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Fourteenth Report”, 17.77
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners Fifteenth Report being for the year ended 30th June, 78
1915.” (Sydney: Government Printer, 9 December 1915), 18.
 Shirley Fitzgerald and Christopher Keating, Millers Point: The Urban Village (Sydney: Hale & Iremonger, 79
1991), 79.
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Eighth Report being for the year ended 30th June, 80
1908.” (Sydney: Government Printer, 8 October 1908), 8.
 The previous name had been Moore’s Road. The site is referred to as Moore’s Road on the drawings and in 81
the newspapers, but it is referred to as Dalgety Road in the Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Report.
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FIGURE 3.20   Proposed workmen’s cottage dwellings Moore’s Rd, Millers Point, 1906 
State Archives NSW. AO Plan 2956 
!  
FIGURE 3.21   Proposed workmen’s dwellings Moore’s Rd, Millers Point, 1906 
State Archives NSW. AO Plan 2957 
Being too low in yield, both alternatives were discarded. A third version was 
drawn up which used, almost exactly, the plan of the ‘cottage dwellings’, but with 
the floor plan repeated above as a second floor. Narrow lightwells along the side 
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fence-lines allowed for light and air to reach to the lower floor. The twenty-six 
dwellings were to be connected by a ramped ‘elevated footpath’ connecting all of 
the front verandahs at the first level, with stairs at either end. Even though this 
scheme generated twice the number of dwellings, this option was also set aside. 
!  
FIGURE 3.22   Proposed workmen’s flats Moore’s Rd, Millers Point, 1906 
State Archives NSW. AO Plan 2955 
 The design which was ultimately built was premised on a completely different 
idea of circulation. The dwellings were still proposed to be organised two-high, 
but the upper dwellings were not to be accessed from a first-floor gallery. Instead 
they were accessed via multiple flights of stairs running perpendicularly to the 
street, servicing units to either side of them and eliminating the need for any 
raised walkway. Incorporating the additional width of these stairs along the 
frontage changed the layout, such that only eleven dwellings were possible along 
the length on each floor, resulting in a total of twenty-two flats. Effectively the 
project became six small buildings, attached at party walls. They were broken 
down into five groups of four flats, with two up and two down, and one group of 
two flats, one up and one down at the southern end. 
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FIGURE 3.23   Proposed workmen’s flats Moore’s Rd, Millers Point, 1906  
Scheme as built 
State Archives NSW. AO Plan 2954 
 The site for these dwellings was elevated above the Dalgety Road carriageway, 
which had been cut down to provide a gentler gradient for transport movements to 
and from the wharves. It thus became necessary for a high sandstone wall to be 
built to retain a secondary upper footpath, which provided the street address for 
the dwellings. The land also had a noticeable fall towards the north. The project 
negotiated this topography by having the groups of units each gradually ‘step’ 
down the hill. Party walls projecting through the roof line provided proper fire 
safety to the units within. The northernmost four groups were almost identical, 
and presented regular elevations to Dalgety Road. A wide decorative timber arch 
spanned the shared stairs and lower unit front doors, hinting at the collective 
arrangement of the dwellings within. However, by and large, the facades appeared 
very much like terrace houses. The southern two buildings began to distort in plan 
as the site narrowed, which required adjustments to their stair arrangement and 
therefore also to their elevations. The smallest southernmost group was designed 
to appear almost ‘house-like’ with a gable and eaves. 
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FIGURE 3.24   New dwellings for waterside workers: Moores Road 
State Library of New South Wales. IE1795246 FL1795256 
 The layout of these flats was similar to those of single-storey terrace house plans. 
Each dwelling had the first two rooms built to both boundaries, with a ‘passage’ 
or corridor, leading along the party wall to a ‘tail’ of rooms at the rear. However, 
unlike a typical terrace, the main room looking over the street was a bedroom, not 
a living room. This was followed by another smaller bedroom, a bathroom, and 
then the living room with kitchen centralised in the middle of the plan. The rear 
provided a laundry, a third bedroom, and a door leading outside to a WC and a 
‘chopping block’ to prepare firewood. Almost the entire site was built upon. 
Downstairs dwellings had access to a small covered ‘yard’ with a gate leading out 
to the rear service lane and a narrow ‘area’ along the fence line. The ‘area’ was 
open to the sky, admitting light and air to the windows of habitable rooms below. 
Upstairs dwellings had a ‘flat’ or balcony, located over the yard below, with a 
convenient garbage “shoot” down to the lane. External walls were double brick, 
with timber floor and roof structures. Ceiling heights were nine feet (2.7m) on 
both levels. 
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 Though the dwellings were not exactly ‘houses’, they still proved desirable. All 
premises “were actually let before completion”, even though they were on the 
“flat system”.  The Commissioners, in describing the project, took care to 82
emphasise that “each dwelling has its own entrance door, and is quite separate 
from the house adjoining”.  The flats were seen as “altogether a fresh departure 83
for Sydney” and “a great improvement on what the waterside worker usually has 
had to put up with in order to be near his work”.  The rents paid to the Trust 84
represented such a good return on costs that the Commissioners thought it 
practical to continue their work in this vein, proposing “additional workmen’s 
homes on the same principle” nearby and on a grander scale.  85
  
 The spirit of progress 
 In the seven years since Federation, Sydney had been swept up in the spirit of 
progress. Sydney was seen as a city with potential. It was a burgeoning capital, set 
within a dramatic landscape, located on a magnificent harbour. Sydney was also a 
magnet for commerce. However rapid population growth had begun to underscore 
the limitations of the existing urban condition. Issues of transport, congestion, 
housing and city pride were discussed almost daily in the press. The influence of 
several well-travelled professionals and politicians, importing grand ideas and 
possible remedies from overseas, coloured much of the discussion.  Popular 86
opinion came to coalesce around the need for government reform, and the need 
for town planning.  These two mediums would become the conduits through 87
which the desired changes could take place. 
 The process of taking these steps was formalised in 1908 when the Governor 
ordered a wide-ranging Royal Commission into the “Improvement of the City of 
Sydney and its Suburbs”.  No less than eleven Commissioners were appointed to 88
investigate the issues, solicit evidence and make recommendations. The inquiry 
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Eighth Report”, 8.82
 ibid.83
 Evening News, 28 April 1908, 2.84
 SMH, 9 November 1909, 10.85
 For example report of Robert Francis Irvine. See Chapter 5.86
 Robert Gibbons, “Improving Sydney 1908-1909” in Jill Roe ed, Twentieth Century Sydney: Studies in 87
Urban & Social History, (Sydney: Hale & Iremonger, 1980), 120.
 ibid, 124. The request for the Royal Commission had originated with Sydney Municipal Council.88
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was led by Thomas Hughes,  acting as President, and included those with 89
expertise in health, law and engineering,  amongst them Robert Hickson.  Their 90 91
primary assignment was to “diligently examine and investigate all proposals” 
presented to them, and in doing so “fully inquire into the whole subject of 
remodelling Sydney”.  This was an incredibly broad scope that allowed for any 92
and all aspects of the city to be examined. The door was opened for the question 
of workers’ housing to receive considerable attention. A second related, though 
independent and more focused line of questioning, was the investigation of the 
“expediency of constructing such lines of railways and tramways as may be 
necessary to meet the increasing demands of traffic”, and associated public 
domain improvements including “widening existing streets, and opening up fresh 
avenues of communication”. A third desired outcome was for the Commissioners 
to “make such suggestions as to ornamentation and improvements as will tend to 
add to the attractions and beauty of the City and adjoining Suburbs”.  Their 93
prodigious task was set out for them. 
 Thomas Hughes (1863-1930) born Sydney, New South Wales. Solicitor and politician. Studied in London. 89
Returned to Sydney in 1882. Open supporter of Federation. Alderman of Sydney Municipal Council 
1898-1912. Lord Mayor in 1902-1903 and 1907-1908. Ardent campaigner for a unified 'Greater Sydney’. 
Presided over Royal Commission into the Improvement of Sydney in 1908-1909. Knighted in 1915 (ADB).
 The other nine Commissioners were Edmund Walcott Fosbery former inspector-general of police 90
representing vehicular interests; Henry Gorman representing real estate interests; Sir James Graham 
physician, politician and ex-mayor of Sydney; James Sinclair Taylor McGowen, unionist and politician; 
Edward William O’Sullivan, printer, journalist and politician; Ernest Alfred Scott, Institute of Architects; 
Norman Selfe, engineer and civil reformer; James Wall, Master Builders’ Association; and John Wheeler, 
accountant representing local government. See Gibbons, “Improving Sydney 1908-1909”, 120-133. 
 Royal Commission for the Improvement of the City of Sydney and Its Suburbs, “Report of the Royal 91
Commission for the Improvement of the City of Sydney and Its Suburbs: together with a copy of commission, 
evidence, appendices and plans” (Sydney: Government Printer, 25 June 1909), v
 ibid.92
 ibid.93
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FIGURE 3.25   No. 56. General plan of improvements recommended by the Commission 
 RCICSS, “Report of the Royal Commission for the Improvement of the City of Sydney” (1909) 
 What was expected to be a six-month enquiry, took twice that long.  Valuable 94
information regarding “civic improvements” was obtained from the “governing 
authorities of the leading cities of Europe and America”, as well as “such far 
eastern towns as Manila and Vladivostok”. Plans, reports and publications about 
how other municipalities tackled “slum demolition, housing of the working-
classes, and town-planning” were pored over.  Forty witnesses were brought 95
forward to give evidence over a total of ninety sessions,  including leading 96
engineers of the day Henry Deane,  Robert Hickson, Norman Selfe  and Henry 97 98
 ibid, xxii, lxi.94
 ibid, xxi.95
 ibid.96
 Henry Deane (1847-1924) born London, England. Engineer and scientist. Educated in England and Ireland. 97
Worked on the construction of railways and in shipbuilding yards. Emigrated to Sydney in 1880. Worked as a 
railway surveyor, District Engineer, then Inspecting Engineer and finally Engineer-in-Chief for railway 
construction in New South Wales. Set up in private practice in 1906 (ADB).
 Norman Selfe (1839-1911) born Middlesex, England. Engineer and educationist. Arrived in Sydney in 98
1855. Worked as a draftsman while completing his articles. Became Chief Engineer for Mort’s Dock and 
Engineering company in 1869. Set up private practice in 1876. Designed steamships and docks. Built the first 
concrete wall quay wall in Sydney Harbour and most of the wharves for deep sea vessels. Designed the first 
ice-making machine, introduced mechanical lifts and carried out electrical light installations in Sydney. 
Designed a Harbour Bridge in 1903 that was not carried out. Founder of the Engineering Association in 1870 
and President in 1877-1879. Taught drawing at the School of Arts. Normanhurst was named after him (ADB).
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Deane Walsh, as well as foremost architects John Sulman and Walter Liberty 
Vernon. 
 The Commissioners evaluated all manner of ideas, many competing, to solve the 
numerous and interrelated problems of the City of Sydney. They came to the 
conclusion that, because the topography of Sydney was so dominant, no formal 
overarching plan could be superimposed on it.  Sydney would not be, it could not 99
be, a planned city like Paris. Instead, their plan became what was actually a 
collection of targeted interventions, each move directed at solving specific 
problems. The Commissioners acknowledged that their plan of “City 
Improvement… may not be possible of immediate accomplishment”, it would 
need to be “spread over a number of years”. Their recommendations would serve 
“as a guide for the future development of Sydney”.  Their stated aim had been to 100
“ascertain how, at a reasonable expenditure, the transit facilities of Sydney and its 
suburbs may be improved, while at the same time adding character and dignity to 
the city in harmony with its situation on one of the finest harbour sites in the 
world”.  This straightforward description of their pursuits understated the 101
influence and impact that their thinking would have on Sydney in the years ahead, 
for better and for worse. 
!  
FIGURE 3.26   No. 20. Mr. John Sulman’s proposed treatment of the Central Railway Station Area: Sketch 
Sulman’s unrealised scheme for Central Station and Belmore Park aimed to improve both 
transit facilities whilst at the same time adding character and dignity to the city. 
It was representative of the scale and ambition of the evidence that the Commissioners considered. 
RCICSS, “Report of the Royal Commission for the Improvement of the City of Sydney” (1909) 
 RCICSS, “Report of the Royal Commission for the Improvement of the City of Sydney”, xxi.99
 ibid, xvii.100
 ibid, xxi.101
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 Workers’ housing on the stand 
 Amongst the more celebrated names on the Royal Commission Index to 
Witnesses  were five other less famous, though no less distinguished, 102
individuals whose concerns centred on the reform of workers’ housing, 
particularly its location, standard and its type. The Commissioners heard valuable 
evidence from the Reverend Canon Francis Bertie Boyce,  John Daniel 103
Fitzgerald,  the Reverend George Campbell,  Catherine Winifred Dwyer  and 104 105 106
Alban Joseph Riley. Their collective testimony provided a rare, in-depth and local 
insight into the housing of the working classes for the Commissioners’ 
consideration. 
 One of the first witnesses, Reverend Boyce, enlightened the Commission with a 
description of living conditions in Surry Hills and Chippendale, areas within his 
parish that he had intimate knowledge of.  He declared boldly that there was 107
simply “no room to live in those areas”. He wanted to draw the Commissioners’ 
particular attention to the “miserable yards…, some of which are only 10 feet 
square” (9.3m2).  Boyce was also concerned with streets so narrow, “the 108
average seems to be about 20 feet” (6.1m). He thought that “if the death-rate in 
these areas could be discovered it would be found higher than most other parts of 
the city”.  He asserted that “in a modern city there ought to be no slums”. His 109
 ibid, vii.102
 Francis Bertie Boyce (1844-1931) born Devon, England. Clergyman. Emigrated to Australia as a child. 103
Studied theology and was ordained in 1869. Stationed in western New South Wales. Active missioner, 
church-builder and advocate of denominational education. Moved to Sydney in 1882. Appointed to St Paul’s, 
Redfern in 1884 where he remained for forty-six years. He gained a close insight into slum housing becoming 
a vigorous social reformer (ADB).
 John (Jack) Daniel Fitzgerald (1862-1922) born Shellharbour, New South Wales. Journalist, barrister and 104
politician. Educated at Fort Street. Worked at The Evening News in 1885 and was active in trade unionism 
and progressive politics. Student of municipal socialism. Member for the Lower House 1891-1894. Returned 
to journalism then studied law, being admitted to the bar in 1900. Alderman of Sydney Municipal Council 
1900-1904. Wrote extensively on local government and the modernisation of cities. Became Chairman of the 
Housing Board in 1912. Appointed to Upper House in 1915 becoming Minister for Health and Local 
Government, and was responsible for the Local Government Act, 1919. A founding member of the Town 
Planning Association in 1913 (ADB).
 George Campbell (1838-1915), born Glasgow, Scotland. Minister. Worked with Glasgow City Mission. 105
Studied theology in Edinburgh. Emigrated to Sydney in 1881. Minister in Redfern for eight years, then in 
Burwood  until his retirement. First President of the Sydney City Mission (SMH, 24 December 1915, 8). 
 Catherine (Kate) Winifred Dwyer (1861-1949), born Tambaroora, New South Wales. School teacher and 106
Labor leader. Began teaching in 1880. Moved with her husband to Broken Hill where she encountered many 
impoverished workers suffering drought and strike. Came to Sydney in 1894. Joined the Womanhood 
Suffrage League. Founder of the Women’s Progressive Association in 1901. Wrote on women’s issues 
extensively. Formed the Women Worker’s Union and was a delegate to the Sydney Labor Council. Director 
and later President of the Benevolent Society (ADB).
 Harvey Volke, “The Politics of State Rental Housing in New South Wales, 1900-1939: Three Case 107
Studies” (MPhil thesis, University of Sydney, 2006), 22.
 RCICSS, “Report of the Royal Commission for the Improvement of the City of Sydney”, 111.108
 ibid.109
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solution was to have Council resume these tiny dwellings and narrow lanes, and 
lay out new streets in a more orderly fashion with “the minimum legal width - at 
least 66 feet” (20.1m).  The reconstruction of these areas should then ensure that 110
“mansions be erected for working-men”.  These tenement blocks would allow 111
workers to live close to their employment in better conditions and be cheaper to 
rent. The two conditions he attached to this were that “balconies should be larger 
than the present yards… at least 16 feet square” (23.8m2) and that all dwellings 
should have “plenty of fresh air”. If this could be achieved, he thought, some of 
the main objections to flats would be overcome.  112
!   
FIGURE 3.27   No. 6. Rev. Canon Boyce’s Proposals 
Reverend Boyce highlighted a large portion of Chippendale near Central Station  
and two parts of Surry Hills to the east of Elizabeth Street as areas that should be remodelled 
RCICSS, “Report of the Royal Commission for the Improvement of the City of Sydney” (1909) 
 John Daniel Fitzgerald, a barrister-at-law with an interest in municipal 
government, considered city beautification and workers’ housing to be one and the 
 Sydney Corporation Act, 1879, ¶69.110
 RCICSS, “Report of the Royal Commission for the Improvement of the City of Sydney”, 111.111
 ibid.112
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same, expounding to the Commissioners that “a Housing Act is really a City 
Improvement Act… I lay down this proposition, to which I attach great 
importance”.  He thought that a plan for remodelling of slum areas should be 113
drawn up at once as a part of the Commissioners’ recommendations, so that the 
responsible authorities would have guidance for performing this work. Fitzgerald 
was also in favour of the proposition of ‘workmen’s mansions’, having knowledge 
of similar dwellings in England where, he claimed, they were very popular. 
Fitzgerald reasoned that they had not gained a similar level of approval locally 
simply because there was not “a really good example in Sydney” that people 
could assess, such as the one the Cadbury Trust were building in London. He 
argued in favour of tenements and somewhat tongue-in-cheek, suggested that flats 
must surely be acceptable, because the “Hotel Australia”, one of the largest and 
most opulent hotels in the city, was after all just “a tenement house on a glorified 
scale”.  To the Commissioners’ question of whether he thought the working 114
classes would prefer an apartment to a free-standing house, Fitzgerald responded 
that “it depends entirely upon the amount of convenience provided”  but said he 115
felt strongly that those who needed to live near their work should be able to do so. 
In concluding his evidence, Fitzgerald suggested forthrightly to the 
Commissioners that their recommendations should be embodied in a statutory 
form, “a Building and Planning Act”, so that their conclusions could be made 
mandatory and then be carried out.   116
 ibid, 126.113
 ibid.114
 ibid.115
 ibid.116
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FIGURE 3.28   No. 8. Mr. J. D. Fitzgerald’s Proposals 
Fitzgerald nominated The Rocks and a fair proportion of Surry Hills as being areas to be remodelled. 
He also suggested a number of other improvements including new streets, street widenings, viaducts, tunnels,  
“radial centres” or focus points, new reserves and areas for reclamation. 
RCICSS, “Report of the Royal Commission for the Improvement of the City of Sydney” (1909) 
 The Reverend Campbell, like Reverend Boyce, took great exception to the Surry 
Hills and Chippendale areas and thought they should be resumed. He was, 
however, much more colourful in his deprecation of these places, describing them 
as “hot-beds of vice, insanitation, misery… the back-yards are nests of disease…
the houses are the smallest conceivable”.  Campbell’s prior experience with 117
slum clearance and workers’ tenement projects had been in Great Britain, in the 
cities of London, Birmingham, Dundee and particularly Glasgow. There, he had 
been impressed by the “proper accommodation” that had been “provided for those 
who through choice or necessity are lodgers”. He saw benefits in units for family 
life. For example, if workers “can live sufficiently close to their places of 
employment, they can get home for the mid-day meal… and, moreover, it would 
 ibid, 148.117
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keep the worker from the public-houses”.  He also reported that these projects 118
had been “successful from a financial standpoint”, but cautioned that in Sydney 
“land in and around the city must be getting more valuable every day”, so “to 
resume now would be an easier matter than to resume in the years to come”.  In 119
terms of the type of dwellings provided, Campbell reckoned that it was a “waste 
of valuable land to have a number of little houses scattered out”, instead 
suggesting “the idea is to put them one above the other”. He reasoned there would 
even be environmental benefits to this, “the houses would be warmer in winter 
and cooler in summer”.  But the Commissioners challenged Campbell, “… is it 120
not getting back to the barrack system?” Campbell responded, “No. The people 
are just as much alone as if they were in single cottages. Each man has a front 
door; but there is a common staircase like a common street.”  Campbell argued 121
that “in ten, twenty, or thirty years hence, there will be a great demand on the part 
of the working men for such houses,” indeed there was a “very decided demand 
on the part of the better class of people in Sydney for flat accommodation” 
already. He felt “we must make our plans with a view to the future as well as the 
present”.   122
 Catherine Dwyer, the only female witness at the Royal Commission, appeared 
before the Commission as a delegate from the Trades Hall Council,  making 123
representations on behalf of the unionised workforce. Like the Reverends Boyce 
and Campbell before her, she too targeted Surry Hills and Chippendale as areas to 
be resumed and remodelled. Specifically, she requested that “workmen’s 
dwellings be erected in Chippendale”.  Dwyer, however, was staunchly opposed 124
to tenement houses. She contended that “the flat system destroys family life, and 
is not conducive to morality”, that “when men come home from their work, they 
should be able to enjoy the company of their own family in peace and quiet”. 
 ibid.118
 ibid.119
 ibid, 149.120
 ibid.121
 ibid.122
 The Trades Hall was located on the corner of Goulburn and Dixon Streets in Haymarket. It was built to be 123
a place where all trades could come together and discuss union issues. The Trades Hall Council was a peak 
body of sorts, representing all participating trades (www.environment.nsw.gov.au/heritageapp Sydney Trades 
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 RCICSS, “Report of the Royal Commission for the Improvement of the City of Sydney”, 179.124
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Tenements were sub-standard housing because flats were “just separated by a 
staircase, with a narrow hall-way”, and would “get no sunlight or pure air” to 
them. Further, Dwyer added, “according to statistics, the infant death-rate is very 
high”.  Ideally, she thought, dwellings would be detached, of three rooms and 125
upwards, with rents at reasonable rates. Pressing Dwyer on this, the 
Commissioners posed the question, “I suppose you admit that in the congested 
parts of Sydney, it would hardly be possible to make each house detached?” 
Dwyer conceded that she recognised this was the case, however she could not see 
how “accommodation for a reasonable number of men in the city of Sydney” was 
possible “when space is limited and so valuable”.  Instead, her solution was to 126
install “cheap and quick transit which would take most people to the suburbs”.  127
She made an exception to this for the waterside workers, “who must live near 
their work”.  When asked particularly about the Sydney Harbour Trust flats in 128
Dalgety Road, Dwyer replied that she regarded them as “satisfactory… with a few 
exceptions”. Yard spaces could be larger, and laundries should not open off a 
living room or a bedroom because of the steam.  Dwyer also considered that the 129
separate entrances to each flat at the top floor were a positive feature that made 
the flats more private. 
 The last evidence to be taken on the topic of workers’ housing was from Alban 
Joseph Riley. Formerly the Mayor of Sydney, Riley had been the instigator of a 
push for a Peabody- or Waterlow-style tenement scheme some twenty years 
earlier.  He continued to promote this approach. Riley thought that it was “the 130
only way to make such a scheme pay on expensive land”. His knowledge of other 
schemes in London, particularly those established by social reformer Octavia Hill, 
led him to believe that a tenement building of a certain design could actually 
provide acceptable privacy for small family flats. He also saw benefit in “a 
general court square or yard” as open space for the residents and a centralised 
“common laundry” so that laundries were not within apartments.  When asked if 131
 ibid.125
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he favoured the ‘barrack’ system, Riley responded that he did not, “but it is a 
question of what can you do with limited means”.  132
 Unexpected outcomes 
 Having duly weighed the copious evidence before them, the Commissioners put 
forward their many proposals and suggestions to Government in the form of a 
Final Report, appended with dozens of plans and perspectives. Alongside the 
detailed and extensively illustrated recommendations for railways, tramways, 
Central Station, Circular Quay, new streets, street widenings, a new Building Act 
and town planning initiatives,  the Commissioners devoted a stand-alone chapter 133
to dealing with the subject of “Slum Areas and Housing Reform”. 
 Their findings may have come as a surprise to some of the witnesses. Whilst the 
Commissioners highlighted workers’ housing as a fundamental urban issue 
worthy of serious attention, “a matter of primary importance to the prosperity of 
the city”,  their solution was not an urban one. Despite the weight of evidence 134
they had heard from Boyce, Fitzgerald, Campbell and Riley promoting denser 
types of housing in the city, the Commissioners were not convinced of the success 
of the tenement house approach, saying that it was a costly undertaking, and 
“public opinion is by no means unanimous as to the wisdom of the policy on 
physical and moral, no less than on aesthetic grounds”. Deciding between flats in 
the city, and free-standing houses in the suburbs, the Commissioners were drawn 
towards the latter. To strengthen this position, they quoted at length from a paper 
by William Hesketh Lever, the soap manufacturer who had built a model village 
for his workers called Port Sunlight, to point out that “demolishing slum areas and 
rebuilding barrack-like blocks of dwellings… can never produce conditions of 
health equal to those produced in suburban areas”. According to Lever, tenement 
buildings had a “monotonous sameness”, and were more costly, both because of 
the value of the land and the fact that they cost more than twice as much ‘per 
cubic foot’ to build. Lever went as far as saying that tenement buildings “will 
 ibid.132
 ibid, xii-xv.133
 ibid, xxvii-xxviii.134
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never do other than… produce a race of feeble physique that can never be the 
backbone of the nation”. The Commissioners appeared to agree with Lever that 
“the real remedy, and the only one, is dispersion from the centre and development 
of suburban areas”.  Perhaps only Catherine Winifred Dwyer would not have 135
been shocked by this suggestion. Her evidence, with the force of the unions 
behind it, had accorded with the Commissioners’ views on the subject and would 
thenceforth influence built outcomes in Sydney for years to come. 
!  
FIGURE 3.29   Port Sunlight View of Works with Houses for Employees 
A view of Lever’s village on the River Mersey, near Liverpool, England. 
Stern, Fishman and Tilove, Paradise Planned, 222 
 The Commissioners ultimately made four main recommendations with respect to 
slum areas and housing reform. Their first was to give local authorities “full 
powers to resume and remodel slum areas, and to prevent by regulations the 
growth of fresh slums in their districts”. Secondly, local authorities should be 
given the power to acquire land for workmen’s dwellings and to “provide by 
regulation for the erection of such dwellings on approved hygienic lines”.  They 136
coupled this with the proposed introduction of a “comprehensive Building Act 
framed on modern lines” that would “not only check the growth of slums”, but 
would “lead to their ultimate extinction”.  Such a Building Act would dictate 137
that no sleeping room be “erected with less than 1,000 cubic feet of air 
space” (28.3m3), that all rooms be permanently ventilated, that all yards be paved, 
graded and drained with a minimum area of 200 square feet (18.6m2), and “a 
bathroom for every house”.  The third, and perhaps most controversial 138
 RCICSS, “Report of the Royal Commission for the Improvement of the City of Sydney”, xxvii-xxviii.135
 ibid, xxix.136
 ibid, xxviii.137
 ibid, liii. ‘Sleeping rooms’ are elsewhere described as ‘living rooms’. See ibid, xxviii.138
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recommendation given the evidence presented, was that “workmen be encouraged 
to reside in separate houses in suburban areas in preference to tenement buildings 
in the city”. The Commissioners did not believe that “the tenement or flat system 
would meet the requirements of Australian workmen”, either “on social” or 
“hygienic grounds”.  One major reason given was that the ‘climate’ of Sydney 139
was not suitable for housing people more densely.  However, the 140
Commissioners did concede that “waterside workers prefer to reside within easy 
reach of the wharves” and “for these workers… special provision should be made 
in or near the city”.  That Robert Rowan Purdon Hickson, President of the 141
Sydney Harbour Trust, was a Commissioner may have been a persuasive factor in 
reaching this conclusion. Their last recommendation, on the basis of separate 
evidence, was that playgrounds “be provided for children wherever possible 
throughout the city and suburbs”.   142
  
 Evolving policy 
 Hickson’s involvement in the Royal Commission, both as a Commissioner and as 
a witness, while simultaneously President of the Sydney Harbour Trust, would 
have given him a unique perspective and much opportunity, to turn over the 
question of workers’ housing in detail. However, from the outset he was clearly 
not a ‘believer’ in tenement buildings. In his examination of Reverend Boyce, 
Hickson had asked “Do you think our climate is suitable for mansions, or 
flats…?” but followed immediately with “there is a very strong feeling in all areas 
under the control of the Harbour Trust against flats; I do not think our climate is 
suitable to housing people so close together, and I do not think it tends towards 
morality to have a common staircase for a number of families.” To which Boyce 
could only reply “There is that objection, of course.”  This general reason of 143
‘climate’ had been named as justification for the Commissioners’ findings.  The 144
Commissioners’ recommendations had also put forward that “Australian 
workmen, we are convinced, would not take kindly to these communal dwellings. 
 ibid, xxviii.139
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The experience of the Harbour Trust Commissioners, who provide separate 
houses for waterside workers, confirms this opinion.”  The influence of Hickson 145
in promoting a suburban solution for workers’ housing, including the dispensation 
for waterside workers, was obvious. 
 Possibly motivated by the findings of the Royal Commission, the Sydney Harbour 
Trust felt compelled, in its ninth year of operation, to articulate its position on 
housing clearly for the first time, stating “it is a policy of the Commissioners to 
provide houses, where possible, for those of the waterside workers who must, of 
necessity, live near their work.”  However, this position was heavily qualified by 146
“… but a great deal of land vested in the Commissioners is too valuable to be 
used for this purpose, and is required in connection with the improvement of the 
facilities for shipping at the various wharves”.  Accordingly, new dwellings 147
would be located on the “limited area”, that is, the ‘left-over’ places which were 
not convenient or suitable to support other uses. This scarcity of suitable land for 
housing and the pressure for new workmen’s dwellings to replace those 
demolished, drove the Sydney Harbour Trust to experiment with denser forms of 
housing. However, four- or five-storey ‘tenement' buildings were clearly 
unpalatable. Their social and moral drawbacks, real or perceived, could not be 
overcome. At the other end of the scale, single ‘cottages’ and terraces did not 
make enough use of the land to be a worthwhile pursuit. The solution lay 
somewhere in between.  
  
 Double-decked houses 
 In a glowing article entitled “Sydney’s Water Front - A Day with the Harbour 
Trust”, The Sydney Morning Herald praised the Harbour Trust as a “great 
landlord” that “recognises its responsibilities” and, amongst other activities “is 
even now putting up extensive ranges of ideal dwellings for the accommodation 
of wharf-labourers”.  They cited the recently completed Dalgety Road flats as an 148
 ibid, lv-lvi.145
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Ninth Report. Being for the year ended 30th June, 146
1909.” (Sydney: Government Printer, 25 November 1909), 7.
 ibid.147
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exemplar, commending them as “up-to-date two-storied wharf labourers’ 
tenements”, which appeared as “suburban villas which have accidentally strayed 
into the heart of the city”. They complimented the flats for having a “novel and 
entirely harmonious character” with the area, in fact really being “double-decked 
houses” with “each little home… complete as to itself, but one house placed on 
top of the other”.  Through design innovation the Harbour Trust had found an 149
agreeable middle ground. By densifying a known and understood dwelling type, 
they had provided a new dwelling type that still looked like houses and worked 
like houses and could be called ‘houses’, but were actually flats. 
 Continuing this design approach they had developed for Dalgety Road, Adams 
prepared drawings for “twelve workmen’s dwellings in Munn-street”  which 150
were erected by the Trust in 1910.  The site was very steep from front to rear, 151
making it a good candidate for housing, not being appropriate for commercial 
uses. Munn Street to the south required a one-storey high sandstone retaining wall 
as it looped down to Hickson Road, whilst at the rear, Bettington Street was half-
a-storey above the site, partially submerging the ground-floor dwellings and their 
yards. The site’s mid-block location meant that neighbouring buildings would 
abut, so the proposal included blank party walls to its short east- and west-side 
boundaries. 
  
 The twelve units were organised in three groups of four, two dwellings up and two 
down, mirrored around straight runs of stairs leading to the upper levels. Each 
dwelling could be characterised as having three bedrooms and hall to the front, 
and living room, laundry, bath and WC to the rear, however the plan arrangement 
of each specific dwelling differed as the site geometry tapered towards the east. It 
was almost as if the layout was being ‘squashed’, the rooms of each unit shuffling 
to find their new place. The result is that the westernmost unit was long and 
skinny, stretching through the depth of the block, whilst the easternmost dwelling 
 ibid.149
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Eleventh Report”, 4. The ‘Munn-street’ project is also 150
referred to as ‘Bettington-street’ in the press.
 Only four of the twelve dwelling remain. Eight were demolished as part of the Darling Harbour Wharves 151
redevelopment in the 1970s. See Adcock, “Residential Flats in Sydney”, 83.
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was short and wide. The plans of each upstairs unit followed the unit directly 
below save for some minor adjustments around the top of the stairs. Care appears 
to have been taken to avoid attracting the criticisms Catherine Dwyer had levelled 
at the Dalgety Road flats during the Royal Commission.  Yards at Munn Street 152
were slightly larger and not covered over, whilst laundries did not open directly to 
living rooms, being located externally in a service wing. 
!  
FIGURE 3.30   Sydney Harbour Trust. New Workmen’s Dwellings Munn St Miller’s Pt, 1910 
State Archives NSW. A 3881 Bundle 39 E2_55 
 The appearance of the flats to the casual passer-by would have been similar to 
other dwellings in the immediate locale. They were two-storey, face-brick, with 
metal roof and timber windows and balustrades. The Daily Telegraph commented 
that there was “an obvious limit to which architectural adornment should be 
provided in such cases”, which should be “set by the rent-paying powers of the 
 DT, 23 February 1909, 7.152
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possible occupiers”. “For the most part cheap accommodation is called for”, the 
article said, “elaborate flats” being “beyond the purse of the average Miller’s 
Point tenant.”  One feature of the design of the Munn Street flats was that the 153
first floor was constructed of precast concrete planks and screed, rather than 
timber joists and floorboards. This improved specification was introduced to 
ameliorate the problem of noise transmission from the upper to lower floors.  154
Acoustic transfer between dwellings was deemed a significant issue, both in terms 
of household privacy and disruption for other tenants. Highly irregular work hours 
meant that tenants could be sleeping at different times and noises of other 
inhabitants, say from children playing or drunken men arriving home, could wake 
exhausted workers.  The technology of precast concrete, imported into the 155
context of housing from nearby wharf construction, would also have assisted with 
fire separation. 
!  
FIGURE 3.31   Workmen’s Flats Munn Street, Millers Point, 1910 
State Archives NSW. AO Plan 2953 
 DT, 16 February 1911, 6.153
 James Adcock, “Residential Flats In Sydney: Development of a Building Type, 1887-1914” (MArch 154
thesis, University of Technology Sydney, 2006), 82.
 Burgess, “Public Housing in Sydney”, 65-67.155
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 Having one’s cake and eating it too 
 In 1908, the Sydney Harbour Trust began construction of the aptly-named ‘High 
Street’. It was to start atop the man-made cliff created by the massive concrete 
retaining wall along the eastern side of the new Hickson Road.  The making of 156
High Street required a dramatic alteration to the topography, completely 
transforming the ‘rocky’ profile of the hillside. Viewed from the waters of Darling 
Harbour, High Street looked like a giant, stark ‘V’ carved from the top of the new 
escarpment. It started high at the level of Argyle Street in the north, ramped 
steeply down to a midpoint and then ramped back up to Agar Street in the south, 
with the exposed rear of the properties along Kent Street forming the backdrop. 
The level of the valley of High Street was designed to match the level of the upper 
floor of the new shore-sheds lining Hickson Road. This allowed for a road-bridge 
to be built across to service the new wharves. Shaping a headland to obey the will 
of its masters, the High Street project was a truly remarkable engineering feat. 
!  
FIGURE 3.32   Concrete Retaining Wall, High-street and Hickson-road, Miller’s Point 
SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Tenth Report” (1910) 
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Eighth Report”, 7.156
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FIGURE 3.33   Ferro-concrete Bridge over Hickson Road, from High Street  
to Upper Decks of Nos. 2, 3, and 4, Darling Harbour 
SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Thirteenth Report” (1913) 
 A significant element of the larger High Street project was the integration of state 
workers’ housing. It was to be the most extensive and as it turned out, the last of 
the Sydney Harbour Trust’s endeavours in directly housing waterside workers. 
Adams’ plan for the ‘Remodelling of Area South of Millers Point’ in August 1909, 
shows the intention for the east side of High Street to be lined with forty-eight 
equal sites paired and mirrored around sets of stairs. At two storeys tall, a total of 
ninety-six flats was envisaged to sit along this colossal shelf. A twenty feet (6.1m) 
wide ‘low-level lane’ would service the rear of the dwellings, for the collection of 
garbage and ‘night-soil’. Steep stairs at either end of High Street would grant 
access up from, and down to, Hickson Road. The flats were to be organised in line 
with the general arrangement of the Sydney Harbour Trust’s previous flat projects. 
However, unlike the sites at Dalgety Road and Munn Street, which were both 
compromised by the geometry and topography of existing streets, at High Street 
the opportunity existed for every aspect of the future dwelling-sites to be 
controlled. The width, depth, frontage and fall of the land were all purposefully 
determined on the drawing board. 
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FIGURE 3.34   Sydney Harbour Trust. Remodelling of Area South of Millers Point, 1909 
State Archives NSW. A 3881 Bundle 41 E3_3 
 After more than a year of planning and coordination, construction proceeded 
apace. In 1910 the Commissioners reported that a “start was made with the 
foundations of a number of workmen’s dwellings to be erected in High-street”.  157
By the following year “sixteen (16) workmen’s dwellings were completed” and 
“twenty-eight were in the course of construction”  and the “work of excavating a 158
portion of the land eastward of High-street, in order to form suitable dwelling 
sites there for workmen’s dwellings”, had been “well advanced”.  159
!  
FIGURE 3.35   South side of Miller’s Point, showing shops, workmen’s cottages, retaining walls 
 in Argyle and High Streets, erected by the Trust, and Re-inforced Concrete Bridge,  
80-ft. span, Munn-street, in course of construction 
SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Eleventh Report” (1911) 
 
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Tenth Report”, 11.157
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Eleventh Report”, 24.158
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 Ably drawn up by Adams, the flats, like their forerunners, consisted of “three 
bedrooms, living room, wash-house, bath-room” and were “built on the flat 
system, each having a separate hall door”. The dwellings again appeared as broad 
terrace houses, with balconies facing the street and party walls projecting through 
the roof, pushed together to make an impressively long row, marching down the 
High Street ramp. External walls were face-brick and balconies were ornamented 
with simple but decorative timber work. The roofs were sheeted with corrugated-
iron,  their forms alternating, with every second group of four dwellings having 160
a gable roof element and the corner dwellings marked with taller square turrets. 
Ground-floor flats were accessed from a street-level balcony, while shared stairs 
to the upper floors led straight up from the footpath edge. The single-width stairs 
bifurcated at the top to provide enough width for two front doors, separated by a 
blade wall between dwellings for modesty. However, the dwelling plan itself had 
been refined, being rationalised and optimised to suit its tailor-made site. The 
three bedrooms were located at the front of the dwelling, proceeding down the 
‘passage’ or hall in decreasing size. Next came the living room which had a large 
window to the ‘area’ along the fence line, purposely offset in plan from the same 
window of the adjacent dwelling. This prevented a direct line of sight between 
them. The living room also opened up at the corner with a door to access the rear. 
All the services were now collected neatly to the rear of the property, external to 
the dwelling for sanitary reasons but attached to the dwelling and convenient to 
the back door. The plan stretched from the front boundary right through to the rear 
lane, using every available square inch of the site efficiently. The dwelling plan 
‘fit’ its site exactly. No land was wasted. A salient feature of the construction was 
the “reinforced concrete floors between the upper and lower flats”, which 
similarly to Munn Street, rendered them “fire-proof, water-proof and nearly 
sound-proof”,  and also rat-proof,  to the advantage of the residents.  161 162
 Documented as tiled roofs.160
 ibid, 24.161
 SMH, 9 November 1909, 10.162
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FIGURE 3.36   Workmen’s Flats - High Level Road, Millers Point, 1910 
State Archives NSW. AO Plan 2958 
!  
FIGURE 3.37   Amended elevation - workmen’s flats High Street, Millers Point, 1910 
State Archives NSW. AO Plan 2979 
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 In an article written about the design of dwellings, The Daily Telegraph raised the 
hypothetical question, “when four or five men, who object to go one above the 
other, want to live on a piece of land which presents ground-floor space for only 
one of them, what is to be done?” They thought the problem was “about as easy of 
solution as that of how a man may eat his cake and have it too”.  However at 163
High Street, this problem had been solved. Whilst the dwellings maintained the 
usual level access to a rear yard, a novel solution was developed for the upper-
floor dwellings. Stairs now led up from the back door to a generous, individual 
rooftop ‘yard’, or terrace, waterproofed with a membrane of ‘Val de Travers’ 
asphalt. A design solution had been found to give both stacked dwellings private 
open space. Content with their achievements, the Commissioners declared that 
their dwellings “had proved most successful”.  Indeed, “as fast the buildings are 164
completed they are occupied”.  165
 Child’s play 
 Come 1911, the plan for the workers’ housing on High Street had evolved. It was 
now proposed that the downhill run of dwellings from Argyle Street would stop 
short at thirty-six flats, then “12 flats omitted”  from the centre of the layout, 166
then a complementary thirty-six flats would run back uphill. The rear lane would 
encircle the two new blocks thus formed, returning back out to High Street. The 
remaining southernmost length of High Street would then become the side wall to 
more flat buildings, facing at ninety degrees towards Agar Street.  These turned 167
buildings, together with the Argyle Street shops, would effectively ‘book-end’ the 
High Street flats in a grand, symmetrical, city-scaled composition. In place of the 
removed flats, opposite the bridge over Hickson Road and aligned with the 
Observatory on the hill behind, was to be the new centrepiece of the layout, a 
“playground, 100 feet x 80 feet … in a central position for the use of the 168
residents’ children”.  In coming to understand the housing they were making, 169
 DT, 16 February 1911, 6.163
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Eleventh Report”, 24.164
 SMH, 17 October 1911, 5.165
 State Archives NSW, A 3881 Bundle 41 E3_3. See Figure 3.34.166
 Later renamed High Street as a continuation of High Street proper.167
 30.5m x 24.4m168
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners Twelfth Report being for the year ended 30th June, 169
1912.” (Sydney: Government Printer, 7 November 1912), 26.
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the Commissioners had realised that “the limited space available” and the 
construction of “dwellings on the flat system” required another type of open space 
“in order to compensate for the absence of yard space”.  The construction of the 170
playground also brought to fruition one of the Royal Commission’s key 
recommendations for slum areas and housing reform.  171
!  
FIGURE 3.38   Diagram plan and elevations workmen’s flats High Street, Millers Point, 1917 
State Archives NSW. AO Plan 2966 
 This modest, but conspicuously-located playground is notable for being the first 
public playground in Sydney.  Opened in October 1912 by Lady Chelmsford, 172
the playground was named the ‘Lance Kindergarten Playground’, after the new 
President of the Sydney Harbour Trust, Charles Carey Lance,  who was a strong 173
supporter of the playground movement.  In addressing the gathering at its 174
opening, Lance declared that “every big housing scheme” should “have associated 
with it a playground like this one”.  Its planning had the assistance of Professor 175
Mackie and Francis Anderson,  both of the Playground Association. Anderson 176
noted that “the London County Council had opened no fewer than 80 
 ibid, 3.170
 RCICSS, “Report of the Royal Commission for the Improvement of the City of Sydney”, xxix.171
 The Sun, 14 October 1912, 9.172
 Charles Carey Lance (?1859-1934) born Newcastle-on-Tyne. Trained as a mechanical engineer. Travelled 173
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playgrounds”, and hoped that in Sydney “the movement… would be crowned 
with success”, but that “it was necessary to acquire the land in congested localities 
before it became too dear”.  Just less than half of the playground area was given 177
over to grass, whilst the other part was wood-blocked, hosting a “delightful sand 
pit… seesaws… and a most engaging toboggan”, as well as a “pretty playshed… 
well stocked with seating accommodation, and brightened with colored glass and 
pictures from Alice in Wonderland”.  The playground was fenced for safety and 178
water closets were also provided. A row of plane trees gave shade, and together 
with the creepers planted against the back wall, they brought the softness of nature 
to what was otherwise a hard, industrial landscape. 
!  
FIGURE 3.39   The Lance Kindergarten Playground at centre 
State Archives NSW. NRS9856 3858 
 SMH, 15 October 1912, 10.177
 Sun, 14 October 1912, 9.178
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FIGURE 3.40   Sydney Harbour Trust kindergarten in High Street, Millers Point, 1923 
State Archives NSW. 9856_2017_2017000270 
 By mid-1912, the Commissioners were able to report that all seventy-two of the 
High Street workmen’s dwellings were complete.  The dwellings repeated the 179
design of the first stage at the north end of High Street, with identically-sized sites 
and identical floor plans, however the construction technology had improved. The 
second stage of dwellings utilised wire-lattice reinforced concrete floor slabs 
rather than the precast concrete planks of earlier dwellings. The Commissioners 
were proud that the dwellings had “been found most convenient and acceptable to 
the waterside workers who, from the nature of their occupation, must live in the 
vicinity of the wharves”.  One resident of High Street was generous in offering, 180
“they’re mansions to the old places we used to live in… there was no copper, nor 
tubs, nor baths in the old houses”, and “I would rather live under the Government 
than under a private landlord… private landlords are something fearful!”  181
However, detractors still questioned whether “the workmen’s dwellings now 
being erected by the Harbour Trust in the Millers Point district fairly represent the 
best that is possible in the tenement house system”, adding that “it is a rather 
notorious fact that the Government is generally the worst landlord it is possible to 
have”.  182
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners Twelfth Report”, 3.179
 ibid.180
 DT, 16 November 1911, 11.181
 DT, 16 February 1911, 6.182
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FIGURE 3.41   High-street Showing 72 Dwellings Erected for Waterside Workers. 
Children’s Play Ground in Centre of Row. 
SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners Twelfth Report” (1912) 
!  
FIGURE 3.42   View of terrace houses High Street, Millers Point 
State Archives NSW. 4481_a026_000608 
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 Accommodation on tap 
 The Commissioners did not detail any direct activity in their reports in relation to 
workers’ housing in the years from 1913 to 1916. Their flats along High Street 
were finished and when World War I broke out in July 1914, the Commissioners’ 
efforts towards housing workers were disrupted. However, the Sydney Harbour 
Trust did manage to build two public houses during this period.  In 1914, a large 183
“new hotel and store” of four storeys plus basement, appropriately called the ‘Big 
House Hotel’,  was constructed at the corner of Sussex and Napoleon Streets.  184 185
1916 then saw the completion of the Palisade Hotel, which was at the eastern end 
of the block between Munn Street and Bettington Street, attached by party wall to 
the Munn Street flats. Its arresting five-storey height contained a “large bar, two 
parlors on ground floor, two sitting rooms, and a dining room on first floor”, as 
well as “fifteen bedrooms, kitchen, laundry, bathrooms, lavatories, pantries and a 
large flat roof for drying purposes”  on the floors above. Finished in “the most 186
up-to-date manner”, the prominent and slender profile of the Palisade was a 
marked change to the skyline of Millers Point, as viewed from both land and 
water. Like the coffee palace and restaurant establishments before them, these 
public houses provided yet another class of low-income housing, perhaps even 
long-term housing,  but this time paired with alcohol. 187
 Fitzgerald and Keating, Millers Point, 79. Fitzgerald nominates four hotels, the Dumbarton Castle, the 183
Palisade Hotel, the Big House and the Harbour View. The Dumbarton Castle and Harbour View do not appear 
to be reported in the Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ annual reports. 
 Later Moreton’s Hotel and currently The Sussex Hotel.184
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Fourteenth Report”, 17.185
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Sixteenth Report being for the year ended 30th June, 186
1916.” (Sydney: Government Printer, 27 September 1916), 18.
 Gregory and Campbell, New South Wales Public Housing Design, 18.187
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FIGURE 3.43   No.1. - New Hotel Sussex and Napoleon Streets 
The ‘Big House Hotel’ 
SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners Fifteenth Report” (1915) 
 
 Higher highs 
 The final dwellings built by the Sydney Harbour Trust were their eighteen flats for 
waterside workers on the upper elbow of High Street, formerly Agar Street, in 
1917.  Eight dwellings were located on the north side of the street and ten 188
dwellings on the south.  It was also the final state workers’ housing built by any 189
of the government agencies in the Darling Harbour, Millers Point and The Rocks 
area before World War II. The Sydney Harbour Trust could lay fair claim to 
delivering both the first, and the last, workers’ housing projects in this part of the 
city. 
 Seen as an extension of the High Street project, the Commissioners described 
these dwellings as “similar in design to those erected in the locality a few years 
ago, with some slight improvements in detail”.  The flats on the northern side of 190
High Street were similar indeed, being of the ‘double-decked house’ type, 
arranged as two pairs of dwellings, stacked two-high and mirrored around a 
central shared stair, with only a few subtle changes. Rear access was provided via 
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Seventeenth Report being for the year ended 30th June, 188
1917.” (Sydney: Government Printer, 25 October 1917), 17.
 The two westernmost flats on the south side of High Street were demolished circa 1975 when the Darling 189
Harbour Authority extended its facilities. See Adcock, “Residential Flats in Sydney”, 116.
 SHT, “The Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners’ Seventeenth Report”, 17.190
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a narrow right-of-way rather than a lane. The arrangement of the rear portion of 
the corner dwellings was adjusted to take advantage of the additional orientation 
and frontage available, rotating the living room and switching the location of the 
external services to make for a bigger yard. And the position of the stair to the 
upper ‘drying flats’, relative to the flat below, was altered to enlarge the private 
open rooftop space. The roof forms, chimneys and parapets were artfully 
designed, recognising the project’s prominent location at the head of the block. 
!  
FIGURE 3.44   Workmen’s flats - High Street, Millers Point, 1916 
State Archives NSW. AO Plan X3303 
 The ten flats on the southern side of High Street evolved the type further still. The 
division of the land on this side of the street resulted in broader lots, therefore the 
dwellings themselves became broader too. They were two rooms wide plus a 
‘passage’ or hall, rather than one room wide plus hall. This meant that all of the 
habitable rooms were able to face to the front, looking over the street, or to the 
rear, looking over the yard. No bedroom or living-room windows had to face 
sideways towards adjacent dwellings. Also, the rear service-wings became 
freestanding rather than attached at the party wall. This allowed for the ‘roof 
flats’, which sat on top of these wings, to be detached from each other as well. 
Again, aesthetic consideration was given to decorating the most visible parts of 
the building, with the end wall facing the water rising to an embellished parapet 
and chimney, slotted air vents, and shingle-tile hoods projecting over the 
windows. 
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FIGURE 3.45   Workmen’s Flats, High St Millers Point, Sydney, traced 1944 
State Archives NSW. A 3881 Bundle 2 E4_93 
 Over the course of its career, the Sydney Harbour Trust completed one hundred 
and thirty-seven dedicated, purpose-built dwellings for waterside workers in six 
discrete projects.  Whilst some may have claimed that with these dwellings “the 191
Commissioners… erected practically as many homes as they have demolished”,  192
this would have been untrue.  Many more dwellings were demolished than built. 193
However, the new housing nevertheless made a distinctive contribution to the 
built fabric of Darling Harbour and Millers Point and would provide “infinitely 
better”  housing for waterside workers and their families. While the provision of 194
housing may not have been “built as a business proposition but as part of the 
equipment of the port, in the same way as… sheds or wharfs”,  in some ways 195
the housing of the Sydney Harbour Trust could be seen as a worthy 
accomplishment, particularly for a government body which had no mandate to 
provide housing.   196
 
 Dwelling count is comprised of Napoleon Street terraces (5), Day Street terraces (8), Dalgety Road Flats 191
(22), Munn Street Flats (12), High Street Flats (72), and Agar Street flats (18).
 SMH, 1 January 1910, 12.192
 Christopher John Keane, “Darling Harbour to Daceyville: The Housing Reform Movement in Sydney 193
1900 to 1915” (PhD thesis, University of Sydney, 1993), 71.
 DT, 16 November 1911, 11.194
 Henry Deane Walsh quoted in Keane, “Darling Harbour to Daceyville”, 71.195
 The Sydney Harbour Trust was succeeded by the Maritime Services Board in 1936 196
(www.records.nsw.gov.au/agency/519).
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Analysis 
 This third chapter has recounted the circumstances under which the newly-
convened Sydney Harbour Trust evolved from being primarily a deliverer of 
major port infrastructure to also becoming both a builder and manager of housing 
for waterside workers. In so doing, quite unexpectedly, the Trust became de facto 
the first public housing authority in New South Wales. The chapter has also 
thoroughly documented the complete oeuvre of housing produced by the Trust 
over the span of its incumbency. 
 The Sydney Harbour Trust Act of 1901 bestowed an unprecedented level of power 
upon its Commissioners, giving them the strength of absolute authority to rebuild 
and improve the port of Sydney. Whilst their raison d’être was the construction of 
new wharfs, warehouses and roads to promote maritime trade, they also gradually 
came to play a significant role in providing housing for local waterside workers. 
This unexpected duty was outside the scope of the Trust as originally envisioned 
and no administrative obligation was placed upon it to perform this function. 
Indeed, the terms of reference governing its responsibilities made no mention of 
‘housing’ at all. It is hardly surprising then, that when the Commissioners arrived 
at Darling Harbour and Millers Point and discovered the parlous condition of 
workers’ housing, they focused their attention elsewhere. However, had the 
obvious need for housing provision been properly anticipated by Government and 
included in the drafting of the Act, the weighty power and swift action of the 
Commissioners could have been brought to bear on the housing problem more 
effectively, much sooner and to a greater degree.  
 The Commissioners’ first endeavours in housing were far from the bolder 
intentions of the City Improvement Advisory Board. Rather than five-storey 
tenement buildings that would accommodate thousands of people, the first public 
housing in Sydney was instead a small row of two-storey terraces in Napoleon 
Street to house just five families. The Trust’s second effort was similarly humble, 
comprising only eight two-storey terraces in Day Street. These new dwellings 
were no doubt a significant improvement on the standard of the older workers’ 
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terraces nearby, but with the benefit of hindsight, the projects could also be seen 
as unadventurous in conception and conservative in outcome. Typologically, the 
dwellings repeated the ubiquitous terrace plan, with only relatively minor 
advancements and adjustments. What these projects did not do was address what 
was becoming the most pressing question, the question of increased density, of 
finding a way to house more workers on the limited amount of land available. 
 Alongside the direct provision of new workers’ housing for families, the Sydney 
Harbour Trust managed, and assisted with the development of, other forms of 
housing. The lands originally acquired by the Sydney Harbour Trust included 
amongst them the Model Lodging House in Kent Street and the Stevens’ 
Buildings in Windmill Street.  Both of these buildings were kept in operation 197
and provided smaller, alternative forms of accommodation. Another pathway that 
the Trust used to deliver housing options was the construction of state-owned but 
privately-run buildings. These commercial establishments combined hospitality 
uses at the ground-floor level with boarding-house type lodging rooms above. 
They were designed to meet the needs of singles, and did so on a flexible basis. 
However, like their philanthropic precursors, these were not government-operated 
and they did not necessarily serve the needs of local workers wanting local 
housing. The Commissioners also developed many ‘shop-top’ housing projects, 
which were again privately occupied. Though providing comfortable dwellings 
for the shop proprietors, they would have contributed little to solving the dilemma 
of affordable workers’ housing. These projects are nonetheless noteworthy as they 
indicate how, and to what extent, the private sector can participate usefully in 
delivering housing solutions. They also demonstrate an interesting willingness of 
the Sydney Harbour Trust to develop buildings that were of mixed use. In 
conceiving these more complex building types, which integrated other 
commercial uses with housing, the Commissioners displayed a conscious concern 
for city-making. Their buildings rose above the prosaic to result in rich, multi-
functional urban places that would enjoy continuing success and longevity. These 
projects show that each site within the urban fabric has the potential to host more 
 See Chapter 2.197
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than one simple purpose, that the delivery of housing perhaps should not be 
always mutually exclusive of other uses. 
 Continued community and local government pressure eventually drove the 
Commissioners to develop further dwellings, but their next project did not follow 
the traditional pattern of terraces and was instead twenty-two flats in Dalgety 
Road. These were, in fact, the very first public housing apartments to be built in 
Sydney. The design of the dwellings was novel, actively working to counter many 
of the negative misconceptions commonly associated with tenement buildings. 
Particular design effort went into ensuring that the buildings would not ‘stand out’ 
in their context, and an innovative circulation arrangement and floor plan resulted 
in buildings which addressed the problems of individual front doors, privacy 
between dwellings, noise transfer, and a lack of fresh air. On the whole the 
typology was an ingenious one, one that can be viewed as a logical progression 
from terraces to flats that lost little in terms of quality or amenity. Because this 
evolution carried with it many of the spatial features of the former to the latter, the 
new type was well able to satisfy the cultural demands expected of it, transcend 
many of the adverse connotations and, indeed, come to be seen as an acceptable 
form of housing. The move to flats also enabled the much-needed increase in 
dwelling yield. 
 The landmark Royal Commission of 1908, enquiring into the “Improvement of 
the City of Sydney and its Suburbs”, was a wide-ranging public investigation that 
included amongst its top priorities the issue of workers’ housing. No less than five 
witnesses gave lengthy and detailed evidence on the subject. Together, they 
painted a disturbing picture of Sydney slum areas for the Commissioners, and the 
problems therein. The balance of their testimony weighed heavily in favour of the 
slum clearance solution, coupled with extensive reconstruction featuring wider 
streets and new tenement buildings. Bolstered by many exemplars from Great 
Britain, they said the new housing would be better constructed, better located, 
cheaper to rent and could even be profitable. However, one witness who 
represented the unionised workforce and was firmly positioned regarding moral 
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principles, dissented. She argued that the most suitable form of housing should, 
indeed must, take the form of detached dwellings in the suburbs, which could then 
be connected to inexpensive transport. These dwellings would be quieter, have 
more light and air, and provide a healthier home for the occupants. The 
Commissioners supported this view in their findings, displaying a healthy 
suspicion towards tenement buildings as the panacea. They stated that apartment 
buildings would be “monotonous” in appearance, more expensive to build and 
inherently less conducive to creating happy and healthy citizens. In making these 
assertions, the Commission failed, ironically, to observe the ‘monotony’ that 
suburbia itself created, did not look beyond construction costs to account for 
infrastructure that would be required, and failed to consider the time and cost of 
workers’ travel. In reality, while the suburban solution may have been seen as a 
humanitarian one, it could be argued that it simply pushed the problem out of the 
city, displacing residents to outlying areas and doing little to guarantee the quality 
of their living environment. To pursue the underlying intention of the findings 
further, one could ask the question whether the Commissioners believed workers 
should be actively excluded from the city to the benefit of the middle- and upper-
classes, along with their business and industry interests. One essential exception 
to the findings was made, however. The necessity for waterside workers to live in 
close proximity to the waterfront was acknowledged and it was determined that 
housing for them should be provided close to the wharves. As a result, the Sydney 
Harbour Trust made it their policy to provide “houses” for the workers. However, 
it is significant to note that they would only locate this housing on land which was 
unsuitable for other, more valuable purposes. 
 The Commissioners forged ahead with their new policy and apartment-building 
agenda. Twelve more units at Munn Street in 1910 generally followed on from the 
prototype set by the Dalgety Road flats, albeit with some eccentric plan variations 
due to the difficult site and some small improvements made in response to lessons 
learnt from their predecessor. The typological evolution of the ‘double-decked 
house’ type continued between 1910 and 1912 with the development of the 
extensive High Street project incorporating seventy-two flats. High Street though, 
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was more than just a design for dwellings. It also involved the layout of new 
streets, lanes and blocks, and the construction of special elements such as stairs, a 
bridge and a playground. Whilst it may appear that the High Street dwellings were 
designed to fit perfectly on their lots, the inverse is probably more correct, that the 
blocks were sized and shaped to anticipate the dwellings. The entire undertaking, 
housing and public domain together, was considered simultaneously and 
holistically, resulting in a remarkably efficient use of land, uncompromising 
residential amenity and the realisation of a memorable urban composition, 
embellished with Sydney’s first children's playground as centrepiece. The 
sustained interrogation of the housing type meant that the High Street flats also 
benefited from typological refinements compared to their antecedents. A key 
progression was the addition of a roof-top terrace to the upper-floor apartments, 
which gave all dwellings an outdoor space open to the sky. Advances in 
construction technology also improved building performance. The extension of 
the High Street project by eighteen flats in 1917 witnessed further exploration of 
the type in response to differing urban conditions, including as it did the 
customisation of corner dwellings and permutations on shallower, wider lots.  
 Conclusion 
 That the Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners ultimately succeeded in building 
one hundred and thirty-seven new, public, workers’ dwellings over the fourteen 
years from 1903 to 1917 was a great achievement but also something of a 
peculiarity, given that it was never intended the Trust should become a housing 
provider. By their own admission, the Commissioners were initially opposed to 
their role as landlord but in time they came to embrace the idea. The housing they 
completed was of a high design standard and was also typologically inventive, 
particularly in respect of their two-storey apartment buildings. Whilst the 
Commissioners of the Sydney Harbour Trust would not be able to claim they had 
satisfied the pent-up demand for workers’ dwellings, they had certainly achieved 
more than would have been initially expected of them. And their surprisingly 
forward-thinking work was soon to be complemented by that of the Public Works 
Department, who went on to contribute their own innovative and progressive 
additions to the Sydney workers' housing built stock.  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Introduction 
This fourth chapter documents the involvement of the Department of Public 
Works in designing and constructing state workers’ housing in The Rocks area 
which, following the resumptions, came to be their responsibility. Following 
closely in the footsteps of the Sydney Harbour Trust, the Department of Public 
Works produced public housing in parallel with the Commissioners for the period 
between 1908 and 1912.  
Synopsis  
 The Department of Public Works was a pre-existing Government agency dating 
back to the founding of New South Wales as a self-governing colony in 1856.  Its 1
primary function was to deliver the large-scale infrastructure, such as water 
supply, roads and institutional buildings required to support and advance the 
settlement. In 1888, the duties of the Department had been formalised through the 
passage of a new Public Works Act, which put in place an administrative structure 
to assess and endorse proposals, as well as the powerful measures needed to 
deliver them. Because of its extensive experience, the Department of Public 
Works was enlisted to help when the plague broke out in The Rocks in 1900,  2
assisting to contain its initial impacts, to repair degraded buildings and to build 
new infrastructure that would prevent it happening again. It also undertook the 
complex task of resolving land-titling and compensation that was associated with 
the forced resumptions. Control over this same land was then entrusted to the 
Department of Public Works.  
 In 1901, the Department formed the City Improvement Advisory Board to counsel 
on how the land on Observatory Hill should best be dealt with.  The Board 3
assessed the lands, decided on demolitions and drew up a plan which provided for 
its complete redevelopment. However, with the Board's plans considered too 
ambitious and controversial, the body was subsequently disbanded and replaced 
 Matthew Devine, “Timeline: GAO 1816-2016” in Architecture Bulletin (Autumn-Winter 2016), 20-21. Prior 1
to this, the positions of Civil Architect, Colonial Architect and Colonial Engineer reported to the Governor.
 See Chapter 2.2
 See Chapter 2.3
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with a smaller, more focused committee. This committee’s revised plan was more 
sensitive to existing conditions and leaner in its intervention, changing only what 
was necessary. In order to recover the cost of the resumptions and ensuing public 
domain works, the Government first attempted to lease properties, then to sell 
them, but had little success. As a result, the Government Architect’s Branch of the 
Department of Public Works was directed to work up schemes which would make 
its newly-acquired land return a profit. This brief came to include the 
development of new, much-needed, workers’ housing. The Government 
Architect’s Branch already had a considerable amount of experience in designing 
housing, but only for government employees, not for the general working 
populace. When it came to the design of workmen’s accommodation in The 
Rocks, Walter Liberty Vernon, the Government Architect, strived to create 
dwellings of an ever-higher standard. 
 The first workers’ housing project to be built by the Department of Public Works 
was a series of thirty-two terraces in Windmill Street in 1908. These were closely 
followed in the same year by another nine terraces, grouped on to two separate 
sites in Upper Fort Street. The premise of both projects was to repeat, but improve 
upon the traditional terrace house type. However, Vernon and his office were soon 
also testing out the possibilities of tenements as a way to increase yields, 
providing more dwellings. Notwithstanding there being so few local examples to 
cite as evidence, apartment buildings had a bad name and were abhorred by the 
public. The idea of building units for workers met with great resistance. When the 
Government Architect’s Branch unveiled its first tenement project of twenty-
seven dwellings in Lower Fort Street in 1910, despite many innovative and 
favourable design features, the building was almost universally reviled. Its 
successor, another tenement building in Gloucester Street, built in 1911, 
comprised of sixteen two-storey dwellings, did not fare much better. The reaction 
to these apartment projects was so strong, particularly from the unions, who 
represented the people destined to live in them, that the Government announced it 
would not build any more units. 
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 The last workers’ housing project to be designed by the Department of Public 
Works therefore revisited the terrace house type. In 1912, seventeen more sturdy 
and spacious terrace houses were built on a site further down Gloucester Street. 
Alongside their efforts towards workmen’s dwellings, the Department of Public 
Works also undertook numerous other projects including shops, factories and 
public houses throughout the Observatory Hill Lands.  Whilst some of these had 4
residential components, they were not specifically intended for occupation by 
workers.  
 In 1912, a new Housing Board was set up in an attempt by State Government to 
directly address the vexed and ongoing issue of workers’ housing. One of the 
Board’s first responsibilities was to assume control of the five workmen’s 
dwelling projects that the Government Architect’s Branch had designed. Whilst 
the Department of Public Works remained involved in The Rocks area, its brief 
five-year involvement in workers’ housing had drawn to a close. Vernon and his 
team of fellow architects had broken new ground in apartment building design. 
They had produced two unique buildings that, regardless of contemporaneous 
criticism, would prove to be benchmarks in Sydney architecture. 
 Sickness, sanitation and surveys 
 When New South Wales gained responsible self-government in 1856 and 
established its own separate Parliament,  the Department of Public Works had 5
been founded  as one of the primary conduits through which the government 6
could implement its policies.  The remit of Public Works was to deliver major 7
infrastructure, paid for through the public purse, for the broad benefit of the 
State.  Their cumulative administrative, architectural, engineering and building 8
endeavours brought about enormous physical change both to the City of Sydney 
and the State as a whole. Ambitious works of water supply and sewerage, the 
 ‘Observatory Hill Lands’ describes the extent of lands as defined by the Observatory Hill Lands Leasing 4
Act, 1905. The area remained, and still is, commonly referred to as The Rocks.
 www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/about5
 Lenore Coltheart ed, Significant Sites: History and Public Works in New South Wales (Sydney: Hale & 6
Iremonger, 1989), Preface.
 Previously, major works were undertaken by Colonial Architect and Engineer reporting directly to the 7
Governor.
 Coltheart, Significant Sites, 160.8
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dredging of rivers and construction of wharfs, countless public buildings, 
transport infrastructure of railways, tramways, and thousands of miles of roads 
and bridges  connected all parts of the State, forever transforming the landscape. 9
 In 1888, a new Public Works Act was passed to provide for the “constitution of an 
Authority to investigate and report upon proposals for Public Works and the 
carrying out thereof when authorised by Parliament”.  This new authority was the 10
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, comprised of members of 
both the Lower and Upper House. Its function was to ensure that each and every 
public work to be executed would be properly investigated and examined, taking 
into account the cost of completing the work, the necessity and advisability of 
carrying out the work and whether the work had the potential to raise revenue. It 
would then report its findings to Parliament.  If the work was of a value greater 11
than £20,000 and was declared ‘expedient’, a Bill would be raised by the 
responsible Minister to sanction the work, which upon passage by Parliament, 
would give authorisation for the works to be executed.  However, if the cost of 12
the work did not exceed the sum of £20,000,  the work would be considered of a 13
relatively minor nature and the Governor could direct for a Public Work to be 
carried out under the Act without reference to the Committee.  The Act also 14
granted the responsible Minister strong powers to acquire lands, access said lands 
and then have the works constructed.  Following the passing of this Act, the 15
Department of Public Works produced its first combined Annual Report in 1889, 
accounting in detail for the activities of its various arms including the Harbours 
and Rivers Branch, Colonial Architect’s Branch,  Railway Construction Branch, 16
Land Valuers Branch, the Roads and Bridges Branch and the Sewerage Branch.  17
 Department of Public Works, “Report of the Department of Public Works, for the year ended 30 June, 1899” 9
(Sydney: Government Printer, 21 December 1899)
 Public Works Act, 1888, Title.10
 ibid, ¶12.11
 ibid, ¶16 (I).12
 This may have been the case for all of the housing projects built by the PWD in The Rocks Area. Projects 13
costs were Windmill Street £13,106 2s 1d (DPW, “Report 1908”, 4), Upper Fort Street £8,035 9s 2d (DPW, 
“Report 1908”, 4), Lower Fort Street £9,753 (DPW, “Report 1910”, 28), Gloucester Street maisonettes 
£7,518 (DPW, “Report 1910”, 28), Gloucester Street terraces £8,500 (DPW, “Report 1912”, 27).
 Public Works Act, 1888, ¶18.14
 ibid, Part II. The revised Public Works Act, 1900 did not alter these provisions. Its purpose was only to 15
consolidate related Acts under a single banner.
 Called Government Architect’s Branch by 1891 (DPW, “Report 1891”, 1)16
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1899”, 1. These were the branches present in 1889. Other 17
branches were added and closed over time.
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 Given its broad expertise and ability to take swift action, the Department of Public 
Works was called upon to assist in several capacities when the bubonic plague 
broke out in January 1900.  Most urgent was the “erection of quarantine and 18
other hospital buildings”,  which were built at the arrival points in both Manly,  19 20
Sydney and Stockton, Newcastle by the Government Architect’s Branch.  These 21
‘plague hospitals’ served both to contain the immediate threat of disease as well as 
tend to its victims. 
 The Government Architect’s Branch also performed “innumerable small works of 
repairs to the buildings and tenements taken over by the Government” in The 
Rocks area, “particularly to matters of sanitation” which “resulted in great 
improvement to the poorer quarters of this property”.  Over a period of three 22
years, upwards of one thousand houses received this much-needed attention.  The 23
Sewerage Branch in turn contributed to the reform of the Darling Harbour vicinity 
by undertaking new works that properly serviced the area. Tunnels were driven 
and pipe was laid in the area between the Harbour and Kent Street, from 
Liverpool Street in the south to the Gas Company Works in the north  and two 24
pumping stations were built to deal with the lower-lying areas.   25
 See Chapter 2.18
 DPW, “Report of the Department of Public Works, for the year ended 30 June, 1900” (Sydney: 19
Government Printer, 30 July 1901), 7.
 Reported as ‘Manly,’ known as North Head.20
 DPW, “Report of the Department of Public Works, for the year ended 30 June, 1901” (Sydney: 21
Government Printer, 17 December 1901), 31.
 DPW, “Report of the Department of Public Works, for the year ended 30 June, 1902” (Sydney: 22
Government Printer, 4 December 1902), 32.
 DPW, “Report of the Department of Public Works, for the year ended 30 June, 1903” (Sydney: 23
Government Printer, 17 November 1903), 35.
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1900”, 122.24
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1901”, 120.25
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FIGURE 4.1   View of The Rocks looking west, 1900 
Area of Department of Public Works involvement 
State Archives NSW. 4481_a026_000453 
 Furthermore, the Department of Public Works played a key role in clarifying the 
status of resumptions made under the provision of the Darling Harbour Wharves 
Resumption Act.  This task fell to the Roads and Bridges Branch, assisting the 26
Government Architect’s Branch. Their job was to survey the “Rocks Resumption” 
land, about eight hundred distinct private titles,  in order to properly identify its 27
ownership and resolve compensation payable to owners. Seven  very large and 28
detailed plans were produced covering the entire area of the resumptions, 
comprehensively noted with titling information and describing no less than two 
thousand and seventy-six individual properties.  It proved to be a lengthy and 29
complex assignment involving “a vast amount of research into old titles and 
surveys, and the solution of difficulties arising from errors found to have crept 
into these”.  Finally, by 1906, the Land Valuers Branch was able to report that 30
 See Chapter 2.26
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1901”, 71.27
 Surviving plans of the ‘Darling Harbour Resumptions’ prepared by the PWD Roads and Bridges Branch in 28
1901 comprise a set of twenty-six plans, an overall drawing accompanied by detail plans ‘A’ through ‘Y’. See 
Figure 4.2.
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1902”, 73.29
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1900”, 74.30
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“the final accounts in connection with Darling Harbour and ‘Rocks’ cases are now 
being reached”.  The overall cost of the resumptions had totalled more than 31
£4,500,000, leading the Department to claim the resumptions had been one of the 
“largest ever attempted in any city in the world”.  Whilst a time-consuming and 32
complicated exercise, the resolution of land ownership was a crucial piece of 
work for informing the future of Millers Point and The Rocks. It set in place the 
legal foundations and physical constraints for the redevelopment of the area by the 
Sydney Harbour Trust, the Department of Public Works itself, and by the State 
Housing Board over the years to come, importantly including for the purposes of 
workers’ housing. 
!  
FIGURE 4.2   Key Plan B - Showing boundaries of Plans L, K, J, I, H, 1900 
State Archives NSW. 19348_001 
 Big plans, small projects 
 Soon after the resumptions began, the City Improvement Advisory Board was 
established as a bureau of the Department of Public Works to make 
recommendations on the usage of the large amounts of land the Department was 
now responsible for.  Their initial assessment of the existing fabric of the area 33
resulted in many buildings being targeted for removal. The Government 
Architect’s Branch assisted the Board to record these buildings before their 
demolition by making measured drawings, noting their construction and degree of 
dilapidation and evocatively capturing their appearance through the medium of 
 DPW, “Report of the Department of Public Works, for the year ended 30 June, 1906” (Sydney: 31
Government Printer, 27 November 1906), 81.
 DPW, “Report of the Department of Public Works, for the year ended 30 June, 1904” (Sydney: 32
Government Printer, 20 October 1904), 11.
 See Chapter 2.33
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photography.  The Government Architect’s Branch also supervised the 34
demolition of the condemned properties.  35
!  
FIGURE 4.3   67. Nos 5 & 7 Cambridge Street, 18.12.01 
Measured drawing of one of the buildings to be demolished. 
Site of future Gloucester Street Tenements. 
Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales. PXD 750 153208  
!
FIGURE 4.4   Cambridge Street, The Rocks, 1901 
Photographic record of  5 and 7 Cambridge Street prior to demolition 
State Archives NSW. 4481_a026_000039 
 Noni Boyd, “Gloucester Street, The Rocks (from the Argyle Cut to the Cahill Expressway): A Study of its 34
Development and Conservation” (MSc thesis, University of Sydney, 1998), 143.
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1901”, 32.35
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 When the City Improvement Advisory authority was disbanded in 1903, a new 
more conservative Department of Public Works committee was appointed to 
advise.  They proposed a far less extreme plan for redevelopment of the area, one 36
that kept much of the existing public domain and buildings intact, only making 
adjustments where strictly necessary. Work outlined by the revised plan 
commenced in 1905 with the construction of a realigned Harrington Street.  37
Other key improvements included the straightening and widening of Cumberland 
and Gloucester Streets, and the remodelling of George Street North.  Playfair and 38
Globe Streets were also adjusted and new twenty feet (6.1m) wide lanes driven 
through the centre of blocks to service the properties.  This less invasive 39
approach meant that the manner of redevelopment became a series of smaller 
incremental projects, rather than one of broad sweeping change. Project 
opportunities were influenced by site-specific constraints and buildings were 
designed within the context of existing streetscapes. Over a period of two years, 
the drafting office of the Government Architect’s Branch prepared “many schemes 
for new buildings” that were intended to ‘fill in’ the new plan for The Rocks area, 
however due to a wider “government policy of curtailed expenditure in the 
services”, many of these proposals were shelved.  40
 In for a penny, in for a pound 
 In 1905, Sydney Municipal Council made submissions to the Government for the 
purchasing back of The Rocks area, a move designed to return this part of the city 
to their jurisdiction. The Lord Mayor Allen Arthur Taylor  petitioned Premier 41
Joseph  Hector Carruthers,  who had indicated that reasonable proposals for such 42
a sale “would be entertained by him”. An initial figure of £1,000,000 was tabled, 
 See Chapter 3.36
 DPW, “Report of the Department of Public Works, for the year ended 30 June, 1905” (Sydney: 37
Government Printer, 23 November 1905), 7.
 The Sydney Morning Herald, 29 November 1910, 4.38
 State Archives NSW, AO Map 6172. See Figure 3.3.39
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1905”, 10. Drawings of these proposals have not been located.40
 Allen Arthur Taylor (1864-1940) born Wagga Wagga, New South Wales. Timber merchant, ship owner, 41
politician. Worked for railway contractors. Moved to Sydney in 1882 and set up a timber supply business. 
Alderman and Mayor of Borough Council of Annandale. Later Alderman of Sydney Municipal Council 
1902-1912 and 1915-1924. Lord Mayor 1905-1906 and 1909-1912. Active in city improvement including 
widening Oxford Street. Taylor Square was named after him (ADB).
 Joseph Hector Carruthers (1856-1932) born Kiama, New South Wales. Solicitor and politician. Educated at 42
Fort Street and the University of Sydney. Admitted as a solicitor in 1879. Member of the Lower House from 
1887-1908. Held portfolios in several cabinets including Treasurer. Premier in 1905-1907. Member of Upper 
House 1908-1932 (ADB).
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although the Council thought that this sum, and the terms of sale, could be 
negotiated for a more favourable outcome.  However, the Council’s expectation 43
of being selective about its land purchase gave the Government concern that it 
would be left with only the poorest development sites. Government also wanted 
the ability to resume the land again at cost price should it be required for other 
uses. In the end, the Council and Government were unable to reach agreement and 
the deal was left undone.  44
 
 Hoping to achieve a more lucrative result, the Government instead made the land 
available on the open market. The Observatory Hill Lands Leasing Act of October 
1905 was then passed to amend the Darling Harbour Wharves Resumption Act, 
allowing the government to derive income through the lease of the resumed land 
“for a term not exceeding ninety-nine years”.  Ninety-seven separate lots of land 45
on Windmill Street, Upper Fort Street, Princes Street, Cumberland Street, 
Gloucester Street, Harrington Street and George Street North were offered for 
ninety-nine year leases.  But private enterprise was not interested. The leasehold 46
form of tenure for these properties was considered unattractive, and the land in a 
fringe location, so none of it was actually leased.  In 1907, the law was changed 47
again under the Darling Harbour Land Titles Act, to effectively allow the sale of 
the land as freehold.  A total of only six lots were subsequently sold, four on 48
George Street North including the site of the Observer Tavern, one on Harrington 
Street, and the Thompson’s Hotel site on Cumberland Street.  Eventually by 49
1910, a small number of “larger warehouse and factory sites in Harrington and 
Gloucester Streets” had been sold too.  This relatively unsuccessful outcome 50
necessitated that alternative uses for the remaining land be found. Public land 
could not sit idle. The Government Architect’s Branch was set to work to find 
 SMH, 15 April 1905, 11.43
 Shirley Fitzgerald and Christopher Keating, Millers Point: The Urban Village (Sydney: Hale & Iremonger, 44
1991), 74.
 Observatory Hill Lands Leasing Act, 1905, Preamble.45
 Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales, Z/M4 811.1713/1905/1. See Figure 4.5.46
 Housing Board, “Dacey Garden Suburb, and Observatory Hill (“The Rocks”) Resumed Area. (Report of 47
the Housing Board on, together with statement of receipts and expenditure for the year ended 30th June, 
1914, with photographs and plans.)” (Sydney: Government Printer, 20 August 1914), 3.
 Darling Harbour Land Titles Act, 1907, ¶2.48
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1914”, 349
 ibid. Purchasers were companies already operating in The Rocks looking for additional premises, for 50
example Bushells. 
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appropriate uses for the sites and design the buildings to accommodate them. The 
drastic shortage of workers’ accommodation created by the local demolitions 
meant that housing would be one of those uses. 
!  
FIGURE 4.5   Observatory Hill Lands, index plan, 1905 
Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales. Z/M4 811.1713/1905/1 
 Drawing on experience 
 The Government Architect’s Branch of the Department of Public Works had built 
housing before. However this housing could not be considered ‘workers’ housing’ 
in the general sense as it was constructed expressly to house employees of the 
government. Over the course of its fifty-year existence, the Government 
Architect’s Branch had designed and built dwellings for a great variety of public 
servants, usually for those in demanding and site-specific jobs or for those whose 
jobs were located regionally or rurally. Housing ranged from large residences for 
senior public servants, through to smaller individual suburban and country 
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residences for regular public servants, to attached cottages for workers, and 
quarters or barracks for staff.  51
 One example of employee housing was the Boatmen’s Cottages,  constructed in 52
Newcastle East over the course of the 1890s. These dwellings had been built to 
house the crew of pilot boatmen employed by the Harbours and Rivers Branch in 
the Port of Newcastle,  who had to live near the boat-shed to “be in readiness at 53
all times to proceed to the instant relief of disabled or distressed ships”.  Located 54
on the western side of Parnell Place  facing Fort Scratchley and a short distance 55
from Nobby’s lighthouse, the original stage of six  brick terrace houses was 56
commenced in 1893  and completed by 1895.  The dwellings were three storeys 57 58
high, with the lowest floor located below street level in the cut of the land. Each 
was accessed on the middle floor via a small timber bridge from the street across a 
narrow void or ‘area’. Plain yet robust in appearance, with a simple corrugated 
roof and face-brick walls, the terraces were relatively unadorned with the 
exception of four prominent shared chimney-stacks and a projecting timber bay 
window adjacent to each front door. Each dwelling provided “seven large well-
ventilated rooms with every convenience” for its occupants.  A second stage was 59
completed in 1898  adding more dwellings to the northern end of the run. The 60
combined sixteen dwellings ultimately stepped up the hill in four groups of four 
and the opportunity was taken to incorporate a pair of decorative timber gables 
above the two central dwellings, lending some visual interest to the lengthy run of 
terraces. The project was a close forerunner of the first workers’ housing in 
Millers Point and The Rocks and, as a larger grouping, shared parallels with the 
evolution of workers’ housing in Sydney. 
 Examples are available throughout the Government Architect’s Branch Annual Reports 1889 onwards. 51
Police officers, park rangers, nurses, post officers, school teachers, prison warders, caretakers, and zookeepers 
are amongst the broad range of employees housed.
 DPW, “Report of the Department of Public Works, for the year 1893-1894” (Sydney: Government Printer, 52
12 September 1894), 65. Also known as ‘Boatmen’s Quarters’ (DPW, “Report 1898”, 53).
 John William Turner, “The History of the Pilot Boatmen’s Cottages: Nobbys Road, 53
Newcastle” (Unpublished, October 1992), 1.
 Newcastle Morning Herald, 20 February 1891, 3.54
 This portion of Parnell Place is now called Nobbys Road55
 NMH, 11 August 1894, 4. Seven had been built by August 1894. See Figure 4.6.56
 NMH, 30 March 1893, 4.57
 DPW, “Report of the Department of Public Works, from 1st January, 1894, to 30th June, 1895” (Sydney: 58
Government Printer, 23 July 1896), 80.
 NMH, 10 January 1894, 5.59
 DPW, “Report of the Department of Public Works, for the year ended 30 June, 1898” (Sydney: 60
Government Printer, 22 December 1898), 53.
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!  
FIGURE 4.6   Boatmen’s Row, Newcastle East 
State Archives NSW. Series 4481 Image 1735 
 
 Housing by design 
 Although the employee housing designed under the direction of Walter Liberty 
Vernon  must have been small in scale compared to the many major institutional 61
undertakings of the Government Architect’s Branch, it was still considered equal 
in importance to the other projects in the office. Vernon took great pride in the 
work of his Branch, “venturing to suggest” somewhat modestly, that “the class of 
buildings it produces, from an economical, architectural, or artistic point of 
view… may be considered satisfactory”. He believed that “no matter how simple 
the character and the use of the building to be erected” it should be designed so 
that “its accommodation, its external proportions, simplicity of detail, and 
inexpensive but substantial character… should not only answer its proper purpose, 
but… serve as a model”.  Designs were driven by the need to provide sunlight 62
and fresh air, providing excellent amenity for future occupants.  He advocated 63
 Walter Liberty Vernon was Government Architect from 1890 to 1911.61
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1904”, 53.62
 Noni Boyd, “No Sacrifice in Sunshine: Walter Liberty Vernon Architect 1846-1914” (PhD thesis, RMIT, 63
2010), 260-261.
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that “quality” in architectural design was essential.  To achieve this, Vernon 64
recruited younger architects into his office and trained them up, selecting the most 
talented designers to move into more senior roles.  His progressive stance drove 65
Vernon to continual improvement, even subjecting the Branch’s own work to 
“close scrutiny and review, in order to find out wherever it is possible to make still 
further advances and avoid any retrograde steps”.  He kept in close contact with 66
London and was abreast of comparable overseas projects and believed that 
“wherever precedent was good and applicable it should be followed”, however he 
was brave enough to accept that where “fresh departures were found necessary 
and desirable”, then original designs should be encouraged “and the beaten track 
departed from”.  Indeed, this was the attitude brought to the design of the new 67
state workers’ housing the Government Architect’s Branch was to build within the 
Observatory Hill Lands area. 
 
 As early as February 1903, in a report to the Minister of Public Works on the 
progress of work in the resumed area, Vernon had observed that the demolition of 
existing buildings by his office had resulted in significant displacement of local 
working families. He also noted that these households had remained in the area 
and were now “unduly crowding other tenements”. “To avoid this state of affairs” 
Vernon suggested that indeed “the time had arrived when a number of the 
demolished tenements should be replaced by others of equal, but improved 
accommodation”. New housing, he advised, should be located “on such vacant 
positions as would not seriously interfere with the proposed scheme for 
remodelling the area”. New housing on land which was otherwise unproductive 
would also “obtain what must be a handsome return” for the government.  By 68
April 1906 the Government had decided to act and announced its intention to 
“erect workmen’s dwellings on the Observatory-hill area”. Perhaps encouraged by 
the modest successes of the Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners at Napoleon 
Street and Day Street, or maybe driven by the lost opportunity of unrealised 
 DPW, “Report of the Department of Public Works, for the year ended 30 June, 1909” (Sydney: 64
Government Printer, 9 December 1909), 35.
 Boyd, “No Sacrifice in Sunshine”, 271.65
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1909”, 35.66
 ibid, 39.67
 SMH, 4 March 1903, 8.68
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revenue,  Premier Carruthers was sufficiently convinced that there was a “strong 69
demand for workmen’s dwellings in that part of the city”. The first workers’ 
housing built directly by the Government would be “thirty-two model dwelling 
houses”,  on an “elevated and healthy site”.  The site would be Windmill Street, 70 71
Dawes Point. 
 Grist to the housing mill 
 The piece of land selected for the first workers’ housing project to be designed by 
the Department of Public Works Government Architect’s Branch had a long 
frontage running east to west, stretching across the northern end of the 
promontory that was The Rocks. It had previously been occupied by a motley 
assortment of one- and two-storey run-down houses that were "demolished as 
being unfit for human habitation”.  Fittingly, the project occupied twenty-nine of 72
the ninety-seven lots that had failed to appeal to private enterprise under the 
Observatory Hill Lands Leasing Act of 1905. This same land was also a portion of 
the block that the City Improvement Advisory Board had intended for its grand 
tenements earlier, in 1902. The proposed new dwellings, however, did not 
remotely resemble a tenement building. They were instead to be relatively 
conventional two-storey terrace houses “on neat and modern lines and on a very 
different scale to the former extravagant and unnecessary conception”.  73
 The Daily Telegraph, 16 April 1906, 4.69
 DPW, “Report of the Department of Public Works, for the year ended 30 June, 1908” (Sydney: 70
Government Printer, 18 December 1908), 54.
 DT, 18 April 1906, 8.71
 ibid. Dwellings were been photographed in 1901 prior to demolition.72
 The Evening News, 18 April 1906, 4.73
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!  
FIGURE 4.7   Windmill Street (taken from No. 41), The Rocks, 1900 
Looking west along Windmill Street. Buildings prior to demolition.  
State Archives NSW. 4481_a026_000079 
!  
FIGURE 4.8   Windmill Street looking towards Trafalgar House, The Rocks, 1901 
Looking east along Windmill Street. Buildings prior to demolition. 
State Archives NSW. 4481_a026_000040 
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!  
FIGURE 4.9   314 Rear of Windmill-street (south side), 1900 
State Library of New South Wales. IE1063966 FL1064157 
 What appears to be a continuous row of thirty-two  face-brick terraces defining 74
the southern side of Windmill Street, was actually two identical rows of sixteen, 
with a small separation between them for a sewer easement and ‘night-soil’ lane 
system approximately six feet (1.8m) wide. The lane provided service access to 
the rear boundaries of the properties, demonstrating a particular attention to 
hygiene,  and permitted circumnavigation of the two blocks with the lane 75
returning out to Windmill Street at the east end of the site, and to Kent Street at 
the west. Each group of sixteen dwellings was then further modulated into four 
groups of four. The bookending groups were each built up to the street edge, 
whilst the central groups were slightly set back, with shallow front gardens 
bordered by palisade fences. To add further interest to the composition, terraces 
one, four, eight, nine, thirteen and sixteen were endowed with solid ground-floor 
walls, arched entry-portals and prominent pressed-metal sheet gables, in contrast 
to the relatively open verandahs and hipped, corrugated roofs of the remaining 
terraces. In this way the street wall was “broken so as to prevent the uniformity, so 
 An increase in density over the twenty-nine lots proposed for lease under the Observatory Hill Lands 74
Leasing Act. The same land was sixteen larger lots at the time of making the resumption plans.
 Peter John Cantrill and Philip Thalis, “An Urban Laboratory” in Form Technique Content 2 ‘Housing & 75
City’ (1996), 128.
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characteristic of terraces in Sydney,” with the effect being, as a journalist of the 
day commented, generally “pleasing, and even somewhat artistic”.  76
!  
FIGURE 4.10   Windmill Street terraces looking west 
State Archives NSW. Series 4481 Image 1926 Box 131 
!  
FIGURE 4.11   Windmill Street terraces looking east 
State Archives NSW. Series 4481 Image 1922 Box 131 
 SMH, 23 July 1907, 7.76
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 The terraces were practically all of the same design internally, with the alternating 
facades giving rise to a variation at the ground floor of only those dwellings 
where the verandah became enclosed to make a bay. Each of the dwellings had 
four bedrooms and two living rooms,  making them larger than usual  and ample 77 78
to accommodate families.  Completing the plan were a kitchen, washhouse and 79
bathroom installed with gas and water.  “Science had a big day in the building of 80
the Government Houses in ‘The Rocks’”, and it was claimed that “from roof to 
door-bell the buildings… are as up-to-date as possible”. Advanced ventilation was 
enabled by the weightless and cordless ‘Commonsense Sash Balance’ window 
that pivoted to provide “an adequate distribution of hot and cold air”. Vermin were 
discouraged through the replacement of wood by, variously, concrete foundations, 
cement skirtings, cast-iron mantles, steel and iron ceilings and wrought-iron 
balustrades.  At the rear, narrow but useful service yards were asphalted and 81
enclosed by a fence.  82
!  
FIGURE 4.12   Detail of Windmill Street terraces 
State Archives NSW. Series 4481 Image 1920 Box 131 
 ibid.77
 Cantrill and Thalis, “An Urban Laboratory”, 128.78
 Three or more bedrooms permitted a bedroom for the parents, a bedroom for female children and a 79
bedroom for male children. The fourth bedroom may have permitted a household to take in a lodger. See 
Robertson & Hindmarsh, “3 & 3A High Street”, 162.
 DT, 18 April 1906, 8.80
 The Australian Star, 17 August 1907, 1.81
 SMH, 23 July 1907, 7.82
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 Completed in 1908, the thirty-two dwellings were “at once occupied at 
satisfactory rentals”.  The applicants for the properties were maritime workers 83
and their families,  “mostly people who had been dispossessed through the 84
Government taking over the Rocks”.  Some critics of the scheme thought that 85
terraces were too dense a type, being prone to degenerate into the former poor 
conditions. One even surmised that the residences should certainly be “cottages” 
and “not be two-storeyed”, because “such groups of houses… sooner or later, 
degenerate into squalid slums”. It was “better by far”, they thought, “to build for 
the accommodation of a smaller number of families, and with a more liberal 
allowance of ground, than to run the risk of any such future development.”  86
Alderman Fitzgerald of the City Council, from another perspective, considered the 
location of the terraces highly inappropriate, being situated on frontage that was 
too expensive for housing and resulting in “extravagant rentals quite impossible 
for workmen to pay”.  The officer-in-charge of the works on site took a moderate 87
and longer-term view, rationalising that although the return was reduced by the 
cost of the land, “the land would always be there, and when the houses were worn 
out it could then, if deemed necessary, be taken for other purposes”.  88
 
 Detractors regarded the design of the dwellings as a retrograde step since they 
were not flats and therefore would be larger and more expensive to rent, less 
comfortable and hygienic, and a poor economic use of the land as land prices 
were rising.  Other public commentators were modestly impressed by the 89
Government Architect’s Branch’s efforts, considering the new terraces “spick-
and-span”, and whilst not boasting “architectural beauty, because they have been 
built principally for utility… they present a better frontispiece than most houses of 
the kind, and certainly give a ‘tone’ to the locality”.  The terraces were also able 90
to “admirably fulfil that prime obligation” to the residents of being near “to the 
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1908”, 54.83
 37 Windmill Street was occupied by Harry (Henry) Benecke, the great-granduncle of the author. He is 84
understood to have worked on the docks (Sands Directory, 1909, 155).
 SMH, 23 July 1907, 7.85
 Evening News, 18 April 1906, 4.86
 DT, 19 September 1908, 14.87
 SMH, 23 July 1907, 7.88
 Editorial, “The Housing of the Working Man: With Illustrations from Augustin Rey’s Designs in The 89
Studio, for the Rothschild Artizen Dwellings, Paris.” Art and Architecture, III:3 (May-June 1906), 114-116.
 Australian Star, 17 August 1907, 1.90
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scene of their labours”.  Though not typologically adventurous, being akin to the 91
standard floor plan of the Victorian terrace house,  the Windmill Street terraces 92
did make a ‘model’ statement about a new approach to the design of buildings in 
the streetscape. They showed a way to avoid the visual tedium of long rows of 
terraces, instead creating a characterful composition for the street. Increased 
provision of internal space, judicious and robust material selection, and quality 
detailing and construction also demonstrated an obvious and welcome concern for 
health and amenity. In short, the Windmill Street terraces represented a vast 
improvement over the hovels they had replaced, and at the same time, fulfilled 
Walter Liberty Vernon’s twin philosophies of continual advancement combined 
with quality in architectural design. 
 Top of the class for Upper Fort Street 
 1908 proved to be a year of respectable progress for state workers’ housing in 
Sydney. In addition to the flats at Dalgety Road by the Sydney Harbour Trust  93
and the Windmill Street terraces by the Department of Public Works, the 
Government Architect’s Branch went on to complete “nine dwelling houses in 
Upper Fort street… in connection with the ‘Rocks’ resumptions”.  Like Windmill 94
Street, the houses were handsome two-storey face-brick terraces and involved the 
clearing away of “a number of old rookeries” in order to put them up.  In 95
actuality the nine terraces were made of two discrete projects,  with six located 96
on the block to the north of Little Essex Street looking over Observatory Reserve, 
whilst the other three were located on the block to the south, facing the Fort Street 
School.  97
 Evening News, 18 April 1906, 4. 91
 Robertson & Hindmarsh, “3 & 3A High Street, Millers Point. Part of 3-9 High Street Millers Point. 92
Conservation Management Plan - Parts 1, 2 & 3” (August 2016), 162.
 See Chapter 3.93
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1908”, 4.94
 SMH, 14 July 1908, 4.95
 Both sets of terraces were resumed for demolition on 9 December 1927 to make way for the southern 96
approach to the Harbour Bridge (Mackaness ed, Bridging Sydney, 139).
 Fort Street was the oldest State-directed school in Sydney. Now relocated to Petersham 97
(www.environment.nsw.gov.au/heritageapp Fort Street School).
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!  
FIGURE 4.13   Upper Fort Street, 1927 
Northern group of six terraces at left 
State Archives NSW. 12685_a007_a00704_8724000016r 
!  
FIGURE 4.14   Upper Fort Street looking north from near Essex Street, 1927 
Southern group of three terraces with arched openings left of centre 
State Archives NSW. 12685_a007_a00704_8724000021r  
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 In an unusual approach to terrace layouts, the dwellings were apparently 
conceived of in plan as triplets, with each set of three sharing an arched ‘ginnel’ 
that allowed passage to the rear of the properties for servicing. In elevation 
however, the design configuration was more suggestive of pairs. Each of the 
terraces was comprised of two bays, one that was solid and built to the footpath 
edge with punched window openings and a high decorative parapet, and one that 
was recessed with a large arched entry to a small porch at ground level and an 
open verandah to the first floor over. Mirrored along party walls and repeated 
along the street, the bays made for a chiaroscuro composition with their stark 
contrast between alternating elements in light and shade. Viewed obliquely on 
approach, the strong modelling of the facades also made for a distinctive skyline. 
!  
FIGURE 4.15   Some old cottages and buildings in the Rocks area 
Group of six terraces disappearing over crest in street 
State Library of New South Wales. IE1367227 FL1367243 
 The Upper Fort Street terraces were similar in scale to Windmill Street, each 
having “two large rooms and a commodious kitchen on the ground floor”, and 
“four fine bedrooms on the first floor”. However, their construction was “first 
class”,  a higher standard than Windmill Street, allowing them to also be used as 98
 SMH, 14 July 1908, 4.98
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“boarding-houses”.  One particularly appealing feature of the design was a “flat 99
promenade roof” with laundry which provided an “ideal drying ground for clothes 
high above the dust”,  and also an ideal place from which to obtain sweeping 100
views to Circular Quay and the Harbour. 
 
 Solid brick walls and tall timber windows gave the terraces some “architectural 
attractiveness”,  so much so, apparently, that they could arouse “envy, malice 101
and all uncharitableness… finding such a city house at such a reasonable rent”!  102
Certainly the dwellings proved popular, having been “positively ‘rushed’” with 
applications by prospective tenants.  The Government was relieved to see the 103
land be productive at last. Whereas prior to redevelopment, the land had returned 
“a loss of about 1 per cent per annum on the capital expenditure”, now with the 
new workers’ housing in place and collecting rent, it was in a position to recoup 
its losses. The profit the terraces would turn meant that “all the benefit to the 
workers by improved housing conditions will thus actually cost the State not a 
single penny!”  104
!  
FIGURE 4.16   A Striking Contrast 
Northern group of six terraces from Observatory Reserve 
DT, 30 October 1908, 9 
 SMH, 29 November 1910, 4.99
 DT, 23 February 1909, 7. This is a feature employed later at High Street for the Sydney Harbour Trust 100
flats. See Chapter 3.
 DT, 30 October 1908, 9.101
 DT, 23 February 1909, 7.102
 DT, 30 October 1908, 9.103
 ibid.104
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 Tenements and arguments 
 As time passed, there was general agreement from all quarters that new state 
workers’ housing should be built to replace the housing which had been 
demolished. This assumption had been implicit for the original resumptions.  105
However there remained a constant hand-wringing over what kind of housing this 
new workers’ accommodation should, or could, be. As might be expected, the 
views of newspapers, politicians and the public spanned the full spectrum of 
possibilities as to what was appropriate. The suggestions ranged from single-
storey detached houses with gardens, through to two-storey urban terraces and on 
to tenement buildings of three storeys or higher. It was difficult to argue that 
houses were not the best kind of housing but it was an economic truth that to build 
workers’ housing of this kind on costly city land was unrealistic. It needed to be in 
the suburbs and linked with cheap transport. Terraces on the other hand, like those 
built at Windmill Street and Upper Fort Street, could manage to achieve the 
density required to make the land yield a profit, but they were viewed with 
suspicion as they were also the type of housing that had degenerated into slums in 
the first place.  
 Tenements, though, were an unknown quantity. They were almost brand new to 
Sydney, not even ten years old and with very few local built examples to point to 
and learn from. In purely numerical terms they were advantageous, with the 
potential to deliver exponentially more dwellings on prime urban sites, assisting 
more workers to remain in the city and close to their employment. However, a 
fear of the unfamiliar and a deeply-ingrained negative perception, resulted in great 
trepidation about acceptance of this type of housing which, it was thought, could 
not properly serve “the purposes of home life”.  106
 Tenements or apartments, flats, barracks or boarding houses, as they were 
interchangeably called, suffered from a whole raft of adverse social associations. 
In the public’s mind, they came burdened with the reputation of tenements in the 
 DT, 19 September 1908, 14 and Evening News, 24 August 1909, 5 are examples of articles which make 105
this assumption. It is an assumption because the legislation for the resumptions did not contemplate 
replacement housing. See Chapter 3.
 SMH, 12 February 1902, 8.106
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industrial cities of England and America,  notorious places of squalor that were 107
overcrowded, unhealthy and morally corrupt. Emotive terms such as “dog 
kennels”  were not uncommon in reference to tenements, neither were pejorative 108
comparisons to prison “barracks”.  There was no ‘space’ around the imagined 109
tenement and certainly no gardens for children to play in. Many felt they could 
only ever be ‘down-at-heel’ and that dwellings would be cramped and dark with 
stale air. Miserly sanitary provisions were shared amongst too many households, 
as were the common spaces of stairwells and hallways. Neighbours could be 
heard through the walls and ceilings at all hours of the day. Privacy was poor and 
tenants were transient. And all of these factors combined to “destroy family 
life”,  shrinking the birthrate, debilitating children and compromising the future 110
of the populace. 
 
But beyond this deep suspicion, even detestation, it was still possible in principle, 
some people realised, to design good quality tenement buildings. Harry Chambers 
Kent had prepared a theoretical scheme for Mayor Riley which sought to address 
many of the issues,  Joseph Alexander Kethel’s design for the first purpose-built 111
apartment building in Sydney  had solved several of the common problems and 112
the Sydney Harbour Trust’s achievements at Dalgety Road also held out further 
promise for the type.  Good design was the key factor. Apartments could have 113
private open space and rooms could be spacious with high ceilings. When 
carefully arranged, those rooms could enjoy ample sunlight and healthy fresh air. 
Each dwelling could be completely self-contained and equipped with the modern 
facilities for comfortable living. Shared communal spaces could be limited in 
extent. Walls and floors could be soundproofed and the flats made private. 
Tenements could certainly be good places for larger households, even families. 
 Paul Ashton, Caroline Butler-Bowdon, Anna Cossu and Wayne Johnson, Painting the Rocks: The Loss of 107
Old Sydney. (Sydney, NSW: Historic Houses Trust of New South Wales, 2010), 101.
 DT, 3 May 1902, 10 and DT, 15 February 1911, 9.108
 SMH, 12 February 1902, 8.109
 DT, 16 February 1911, 6.110
 See Chapter 2.111
 See Chapter 2.112
 See Chapter 3.113
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 Poor report card for Lower Fort Street 
 The next project of the Department of Public Works in the Observatory Hill area 
was on the property adjacent to Caraher’s Stairs, on the bend where Lower Fort 
Street met Trinity Avenue. The site was already vacant, suggesting itself as a 
veritable “theatre for experiments”.  Here was an opportunity for Vernon and his 114
office to trial new ideas for workers’ housing, pushing the boundaries of what had 
been done before. 
!  
FIGURE 4.17   View of houses on Lower Fort Street, The Rocks, 1901 
Vacant site at left adjacent to Caraher’s Stairs. View is down Trinity Avenue. 
State Archives NSW. 4481_a026_000092 
 The Workmen’s Dwellings in Lower Fort Street, designed and constructed in 
1910,  was the most ambitious project of its kind yet to be built. For this project, 115
the Government Architect’s Branch pursued the contentious tenement-system 
approach but the building they developed was unlike anything that Sydney had 
 SMH, 12 February 1902, 8.114
 DPW, “Report of the Department of Public Works, for the year ended 30 June, 1910.” (Sydney: 115
Government Printer, 21 December 1910), 28-29.
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seen before. Edward Lambert Drew,  Assistant Architect to Vernon, inked the set 116
of unorthodox plans that showed a layout of nine dwellings per floor, reminiscent 
of a series of single-storey semi-detached houses,  but tethered together by open 117
stairways and then stacked one above the other to the height of three floors. 
Strongly defining the eastern edge of Lower Fort Street, the project presented as 
five solidly-built masonry buildings, matching the form and scale of three-storey 
Georgian and Victorian era buildings nearby,  but without their stylistic 118
embellishments. Each block was relatively plain, distinguished only by an 
understated alternating parapet design of triangular or curved pediments, and with 
the block on the kink of the site highlighted by large roughcast render panels and 
lines of string coursing. Subtle flush-brick details added texture to the facades 
through a slight change in brick colour for the base, coursing at first floor, 
window reveal and arch trims, and the tympanum motifs.  Decorative rainwater 119
heads and downpipes, timber window shutters, small corrugated awnings and iron 
planter-box holders  also added a modicum of detail. The most distinctive 120
attribute of the built form composition though, was the series of four tall 
interstitial ‘slots’, or nine feet (2.7m) wide gaps, which separated the five blocks. 
These incised passageways, open to the sky, allowed for additional windows to 
side elevations. Entry doors to the ground-floor units were located at the end of 
these short alleys, whilst a central set of stairs ran straight up to a landing, 
wrapping around itself again to reach the second floor and serving the four units 
on the upper floors. Looking up between the blocks revealed a small, chiselled-out 
section of the sky. 
 Edward Lambert Drew (1857-1920), born Kensington, England. Architect. Trained in England. Migrated 116
to New Zealand where he began private practice in 1878. Left for New South Wales in 1883 to take up 
position as architect in the Department of Public Works. Appointed First-class Assistant Architect in the 
Government Architect's Branch under Walter Liberty Vernon. In charge of the drawing office. Later Acting-
Principal Architect under George McRae (SMH, 6 April 1911, 4; SMH, 11 August 1911, 12, and SMH, 2 
August 1920, 7).
 Except that the corridor is located on the external wall rather than the party wall.117
 Three storey building were located directly opposite and just to the north. The Harbour View Hotel further 118
to the north, built in 1924, also assumed this height. 
 Pediments and motifs bear a remarkable stylistic similarity to the Caledonian Estate housing in Islington, 119
London designed by architect John Greenwood Stephenson and completed by 1907. This indicates that the 
Government Architect's Branch had knowledge of recent international precedents. However, whilst the 
architectural vocabulary was similar, the building plans and type were not. 
 The Sun, 27 February 1911, 8.120
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FIGURE 4.18   Workmen’s dwellings in Lower Fort Street No.3, 1910 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 2990 
 There were twenty-seven apartments in total.  The main frontage to Lower Fort 121
Street was divided to achieve exactly seven typical unit bays and three circulation 
passageways. Turning the corner into Trinity Avenue, a fourth passageway was 
included on the splay. The entry space to each apartment, beyond the front door, 
was quite unusual as it was an open-air space, either a ‘lobby’ or courtyard at the 
ground floor, or a ‘balcony’ at the upper levels. This space served as both private 
open space for the dwelling as well as its circulation. Each apartment had its 
primary bedroom looking over the street. This room could only be accessed via 
the living room positioned behind it, which also functioned as a ‘kitchen’,  and 122
either had a window to the stair at ground level, or a window-nook at the upper 
floors enabling an oblique view back to the street. Two smaller bedrooms 
followed, with their doors and windows giving directly onto the open circulation 
space. The arrangement made it possible for these rooms to be sub-let.  The rear 123
 36a Lower Fort Street was occupied by Robert and Freda Benecke, the great-grandfather and mother of 121
the author (Sands Directory 1920 p87). The maternal grandmother of the author, Esme Linda Bewley née 
Benecke (1917-2000) grew up there. 
 Worker, 9 February 1911, 5. Not a full kitchen as we would know it today, more of a food preparation and 122
dining area. Other kitchen functions, for example gas stove, would have been provided in the services area. 
 Robertson & Hindmarsh, “3 & 3A High Street”, 162-163.123
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of the dwelling was devoted to services. A ‘wash-house’  with gas stove, tubs 124
and copper was provided which ran across the plan, as did three small rooms 
housing a pantry, WC and bathroom, each with their own windows facing to the 
rear. The open-to-the-elements arrangement of these rooms meant that they would 
always be well-ventilated and available for all residents without causing any 
disturbance. The land remaining at the rear of the site was apportioned as nine 
private yards for the ground-floor dwellings, thereby extending their courtyard 
circulation space. The upper-level dwellings did not have a private yard, however 
a small laundry sink was provided cantilevered from the balconies, and from 
there, a pulley-operated clothesline was strung to the rear cliff. 
!  
FIGURE 4.19   Workmen’s dwellings in Lower Fort Street No.1, 1910 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 2988 
 Whereas the main body of the building consisted of a regular unit type repeated 
and mirrored, the two southernmost apartments were of necessity laid out as 
atypical units. These had been devised to resolve the challenging irregular 
geometry at this boundary of the site. Because of the slightly longer frontage 
available to Trinity Avenue, the second southernmost apartment swapped its two 
 SMH, 26 April 1910, 9.124
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smaller bedrooms at the rear with the main bedroom and living room at the front, 
inverting the hierarchy of the plan. The southernmost unit made this change too, 
but because it tapered towards the back, needed to also reorient its services area 
lengthwise. This ninth unit, being the odd-one-out without a pair, also had its own 
circulation stair expressed, not as a full-height gap, but as a two-storey over-
scaled archway on the Trinity Avenue elevation. This last unit type also differed 
by having a semi-enclosed corridor instead of a balcony, and the opportunity was 
taken to face its windows to the south, overlooking Caraher’s Stairs.   125
 The buildings were sturdily built with double-brick cavity external walls, single-
skin brick internal walls, hipped and gable roofs, timber-framed floors, timber 
windows and iron stairs  with concrete landings on rolled steel joists. ‘Fire-126
proof’ ceilings of pressed metal  were given the generous height of ten feet, six 127
inches (3.2m), thus allowing plenty of light and air. The courtesy set of plans sent 
to Sydney Municipal Council drew very positive comments from the City 
Surveyor Robert Hargreaves Brodrick, that the proposed “waterside worker's 
dwellings” conformed “in every way with the Building Act” and would “form an 
important improvement to that part of the City”.  128
 Now demolished. Caraher’s Stairs led up to Princes Street which, like Upper Fort Street, was demolished 125
for the Harbour Bridge approach.
 Worker, 9 February 1911, 5.126
 Robertson & Hindmarsh, “3 & 3A High Street”, 162-163.127
 Quoted in Lucas Stapleton Johnson & Partners, “Nos. 30-42 Lower Fort Street & Not 2-4 Trinity Avenue, 128
Millers Point: Conservation Management Plan Parts 1, 2 and 3” (18th May 2017), 115.
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FIGURE 4.20   Workmen’s dwellings in Lower Fort Street No.2, 1910 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 2989 
 Despite this, when the Workmen’s Dwellings were completed, with their many 
new and improved features, Lower Fort Street attracted little praise. In fact the 
building was overwhelmingly panned by the critics. The Daily Telegraph devoted 
a lengthy column to its review, declaring outright that the result was “government 
slums” and a “disgrace to Sydney citizens”. A detailed analysis followed, 
declaring that the separation between the buildings was narrow enough to be 
“within hand-shaking distance”, the bedrooms were too small and the light was 
bad. Exception was taken to the “upper flats” which had “no yards at all”, and the 
appearance of the building was likened to “that of a penitentiary”.  It didn’t stop 129
there. The Sun raised particular objection to the building entrances being “through 
an open porch”, with “the staircase… attached to the outside of the wall”. It 
finished by reporting that “the comments of the workers on this style of 
architecture” were so offensive they were “not printable”.  Others heaped 130
opprobrium on the buildings, claiming they were a “brick barrack of ugly exterior 
appearance” and nothing less than “monstrosities”, an “architectural horror”.  131
 DT, 15 February 1911, 9.129
 Sun, 27 February 1911, 8130
 Worker, 9 February 1911, 5.131
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Yet another critic, openly opposed to tenements on principle, proclaimed that he 
could find “no words… strong enough to condemn these tenements that the 
Government” was erecting. He predicted that workmen’s dwellings “of this class” 
could only “drive the men to the public house parlors… strain the marriage-tie”, 
and increase “the chances of infectious and contagious diseases”.  132
!  
FIGURE 4.21   Barrack Tenements, Millers Point 
Sun, 27 February 1911, 8 
 The use of such disparaging language shows that these views were not only highly 
reactionary, but subjective in nature and intended to damage. Objectively, a good 
deal of the criticism was undeserved. The bedrooms could not fairly be called 
‘small’. The typical secondary bedroom dimension was a standard ten feet, six 
inches by eleven feet, one-and-a-half inches (3.2m x 3.4m), and the typical main 
bedroom was a generous ten feet, ten-and-a-half inches by fifteen feet, five-and-a-
half inches (3.3m x 4.7m). Only the smallest bedroom in the southernmost 
atypical plan might be fairly called too small. Daylight access, too, would have 
been more than acceptable. The windows to every habitable room were tall and 
unobstructed, bedroom doors had fan-lights above them and even the living-room 
 DT, 15 February 1911, 9.132
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door was ‘half glass’ to act as a window. On the other hand, the ‘look’ of the 
building may have indeed been confronting. Certainly, it did not have the ornate 
flourishes of its neighbours. However, the building clearly met the Government 
Architect’s Branch brief for “simplicity of detail” with an “inexpensive but 
substantial character”.  The buildings had several unacknowledged benefits, 133
excellent cross-ventilation for one, as well as all fixtures and conveniences 
required for modern life, and in addition they were large enough to house 
workers’ families. However, as always, some of the faults identified also had the 
ring of truth. In retrospect, it was probably a flawed idea to externalise the 
circulation space and expect it to work simultaneously as a narrow balcony. It was 
also true that the open rear wings of the building were too close together, and may 
have impacted somewhat on privacy. 
 On the whole though, the Government Architect’s Branch’s first attempt at a 
denser form of housing had resulted in a decidedly singular apartment building 
that broke significant new ground for the type. The outcome had not been perfect 
but in terms of providing modern and healthy housing, it was certainly also far 
from a failure. Perhaps its sheer ‘differentness’ provoked such a level of distrust 
that all the preconceived prejudices were brought to the fore so strongly. Or 
perhaps political persuaders were working their usual avenues. Either way, the 
Government Architect’s Branch had not yet finished with its investigation of the 
potential of tenement buildings. Their next experiment over the ridge in 
Gloucester Street was still to come. 
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1904”, 53.133
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FIGURE 4.22   Stone stairway between buildings, Sydney ca. 1930 
View down Caraher’s Stairs from Princes Street to Lower Fort Street.  
Lower Fort Street Tenements at bottom of stair on right. 
Harold Cazneaux photograph collection, 1910-1940. nla.obj-140226980 
 On the double 
 Gloucester Street was known for its “dog-legged eccentricity”, a feature that 
would not have been out of place in “a medieval Italian town or a Tunisian 
bazaar”.  Located between Cumberland and Harrington Streets, which were 134
roughly straight and parallel with each other running north-south, Gloucester 
Street took a meandering path, wandering eastwards to meet the top of the stairs 
in Little Essex Street, then swinging dramatically back to the west to cross Argyle 
Street via a bridge, and then off to the east again in a narrower form, eventually 
curving around to terminate at George Street North. In the vertical dimension, it 
hugged its contour tightly to make a winding middle road, finding its way along 
the side of the steep, craggy hill that was The Rocks. As a portion of the resumed 
lands coming under the control of the Department of Public Works, the unruly 
Gloucester Street had undergone significant alteration. Much of its length had 
been widened to a consistent 50 feet (15.2m), making its geometry more regular, 
 The Sydney Mail, 1 March 1911, 29.134
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and it had been realigned to meet Cumberland Street sooner so that it could share 
a single new bridge over the Argyle Cut.  These modifications required 135
demolition of the buildings that encroached on the newly-proclaimed street 
reserve and so many of the sites along this improved stretch became ‘vacant'  136
and available for redevelopment. Because of their distance from the water’s edge 
and their extreme slope from front to rear, these sites were not considered suitable 
for warehousing or other maritime uses, and so it was suggested that “no person 
would find fault” with using the “enormous amount of… space” in this location 
for Government workmen’s dwellings. 
!  
FIGURE 4.23   317 At rear of Gloucester-street 
Showing extreme level change on east side of Gloucester Street 
State Library of New South Wales. IE1063966 FL1064160 
 The site earmarked for the second apartment building to be designed by the 
Government Architect’s Branch lay on the eastern side of Gloucester Street, 
located in a crook of the road at the point where it rose to meet Cumberland 
 Boyd, “Gloucester Street, The Rocks”, 12.135
 State Archives NSW. AO Map 6172. See Figure 3.3136
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Street. To the west, more than a full storey below, was a rear boundary to 
Cambridge Street. To the north and south were runs of two-storey terraces.  Like 137
these neighbours, the new site was served by a split-level footpath sunken a few 
steps below the carriageway of the newly remodelled Gloucester Street, reflecting 
the original level of the land.  Designed in 1910  and completed in 1911,  the 138 139 140
Gloucester Street tenement was reported as comprising “eight houses, divided up 
into 16 flats or dwellings”.  However the reality was more complex than this 141
simple description implied. The project was actually two attached buildings each 
containing eight independent self-contained two-storey terrace-like dwellings.  142
They were stacked four wide and two high, together making a four-storey project 
of sixteen units. Remarkably, these were perhaps the first two-storey units to be 
built in Sydney.  Three storeys of the buildings faced onto Gloucester Street, 143
with the fourth concealed below in the cut of the land facing Cambridge Street. 
Access to the lower dwellings was from the Gloucester Street footpath level in the 
standard manner but the entrance to the upper dwellings was via an external flight 
of stairs located at the far end of the buildings which then traversed an open 
‘gallery’, or walkway, to the front doors. This method of circulation was an 
altogether new arrangement for housing, radical in its conception and almost 
certainly without built precedent in Sydney.  Because the walkway effectively 144
worked as a second suspended ‘street’ and duplicated the one below, it succeeded 
in providing twice the number of addresses and double the density, yet within the 
same frontage. 
 The southern row is Susannah Place, now a ‘house-museum’ about life in early Sydney.137
 Boyd, “Gloucester Street, The Rocks”, 100.138
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1910”, 28-29.139
 Worker, 9 February 1911, 5.140
 SMH, 29 November 1910, 4.141
 Today two-storey apartments might be called ‘maisonettes’.142
 John Gregory and Jennifer Campbell, New South Wales Public Housing Design: A Short History 143
(Liverpool, NSW: New South Wales Department of Housing, July 1996), 13-14 and Jean Rice, “Terrace 
Houses in The Rocks: A Comparative Analysis & Assessment of Significance” (June 2014), 91. Rice goes as 
far as saying that they might be unique in Australia and “as yet no international examples with the type of 
plan have been located.”
 An initial scheme by the Sydney Harbour Trust for the Dalgety Road flats had contemplated something 144
similar, however its ‘elevated footpath’ was not integrated with the building form, instead being a structure 
which was suspended at the front and open to the elements. State Archives NSW, AO Plan 2955. See Figure 
3.22.
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FIGURE 4.24   Gloucester Street Tenement at centre served by split-level footpath 
 adjacent to newly remodelled Gloucester Street 
Property NSW. 31507_GL18 
 In terms of appearance, the design for the seemingly straightforward building 
facade was masterful in bringing together many competing factors into a 
harmonious and unified composition. The ground floor to Gloucester Street was 
articulated by a series of vertical party walls that defined each of the eight bays of 
the building and created small individual courts at the entrances of the lower 
dwellings. However, in complete contrast to this, the first-floor walkway was 
expressed as a long, continuous horizontal verandah element, albeit with a 
dividing wall at its centre, and stretched across the full face of both buildings, 
suggestive of the collective nature of the dwellings within. This element was also 
successful in mimicking the height and pitch of the roofs within the streetscape, 
enabling this taller building to sit more comfortably within its surroundings. The 
third floor was different again. The central six bays were collected into pairs 
between pilasters, with the endmost bays single and recessed with pediments. This 
treatment allowed the facade to have a three-eighths to five-eighths proportion 
that aligned with the change in boundary orientation at the elbow of the street, 
allowing the northern building to inflect. The bracketing end bays also differed in 
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treatment at the ground floor, where a brick arch at the footpath edge signified the 
location of the shared stairways. The materials chosen were similar to those of 
Lower Fort Street, including two-tone face brickwork, timber-framed structure, 
corrugated roof, timber windows and doors, iron stairways and railings and 
concrete for the external walkway. Several of the details were the same too, such 
as the use of roughcast panels and string coursing to accentuate key bays, sculpted 
parapet lines and window trims. However the building unquestionably had its own 
distinctive character, largely imparted by its idiosyncratic walkway with its brick 
columns, stone corbels, painted steel beams, timber posts and brackets and its 
long eaves line. 
!  
FIGURE 4.25   6. Gloucester Street, 1924 
Lower Fort Street Tenements in distance with long verandah element 
Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales. IE638254 FL638363 
 This was indeed a project which displayed much ingenuity and innovation in 
design. The Gloucester Street buildings occupied their site very efficiently, filling 
“practically all of the section on which they are built”.  Seven of the eight bays 145
were typical,  stretching perpendicularly from front to rear, whilst the bay at the 146
knuckle of the site was splayed to absorb the irregular angle. All units were two 
storeys and contained a “kitchen, laundry, living-room, two bedrooms, and 
 Worker, 9 February 1911, 5.145
 With the exception that the endmost bays were slightly shorter and slightly wider to allow space for the 146
common stair in the front setbacks.
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bathroom”.  For open space, the lower dwellings were provided with small 147
courtyards at the Cambridge Street level, whilst the upper dwellings each had a 
small private terrace opening out from their top floor and facing towards the city. 
As with the recent Sydney Harbour Trust projects,  garbage chutes connected 148
the upper level units to Cambridge Street, allowing rubbish to be collected four 
storeys below.  
 Although tenement detractors loudly voiced their dissatisfaction with the “class 
and character”  of these buildings, at times even bluntly labelling them a 149
“repellently ugly block”,  the chief complaint of the actual residents concerned 150
noise transferral. “If a man sneezes down below the noise is heard on the top 
storey,” tenants reported. A coal lumper coming home late at night could shake 
“the whole establishment as he treads with heavy footsteps on the stairs 
outside”.  This was a problem that had been solved in the earlier Sydney 151
Harbour Trust projects through building technology, with the introduction of 
concrete upper floors and stairs.  At Gloucester Street, however, the timber joists 152
and bearers were inadequate for the task and seemed “specially constructed to 
create echoes and vibrations”.  The issue of common staircases also continued to 153
draw negative comments. They were considered slum-like and “one big curse”.  154
The tenants, though, would have been happy with the “ample light right 
throughout the flats”,  and good ventilation afforded by the narrow building 155
footprint. From amongst the flurry of contrary opinions, however, one idea 
emerged and took hold. It was suggested that the “practical evidence is 
forthcoming as to the undesirability of continuing to build workmen’s homes on 
such plans as these houses have been constructed”.  156
 SMH, 26 April 1910, 9.147
 See Chapter 3.148
 DT, 15 February 1911, 9.149
 Worker, 9 February 1911, 5.150
 Sun, 17 July 1911, 10.151
 At Munn Street and High Street. See Chapter 3.152
 Sun, 17 July 1911, 10.153
 DT, 16 February 1911, 7.154
 Sun, 17 July 1911, 10.155
 ibid.156
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 The government had been persistently lobbied over a period of time to abandon 
the construction of any further tenement buildings. Despite the benefits of 
increased yield and return from well-located urban land, as well as built proof that 
the amenity of apartments could be as satisfactory as houses, the same arguments 
against apartments were being raised and repeated ad nauseam.  Forcing 157
waterside workers to live in tenements, with no alternative offered, was 
tantamount to “gross oppression”.  It had to be terraces, semi-detached cottages 158
or houses. Single dwellings were superior. Not only had sections of the public, 
certain publications, middle-class reformers, bureaucrats and a Royal 
Commission, no less,  expressed their disapproval of tenements, so too now did 159
the workers’ unions. This apparently was the turning point. The rejection of 
tenements by the Sydney Trades and Labor Council,  representing the collective 160
voice of the very same people who were to be housed in them,  seemed to be the 161
final straw. In February 1911, just one day after Premier James Sinclair Taylor 
McGowen  received a “monster deputation”  from the combined unions 162 163
demanding the Government “immediately stop the erection of tenement 
houses”,  the Minister for Public Works, Arthur Griffith, capitulated. “I don’t 164
intend to build any more of them. It is my present intention that the remaining 
buildings to be erected for the accommodation of waterside workers shall be 
cottages,” he announced.  And so they were. 165
    
 DT, 16 February 1911, 7.157
 Worker, 9 February 1911, 5.158
 See Chapter 3.159
 Christopher John Keane, “Darling Harbour to Daceyville: The Housing Reform Movement in Sydney 160
1900 to 1915” (PhD thesis, University of Sydney, 1993), 169-170. The peak body of the trade unions.
 Or, perhaps, imposing their middle class standards on them.161
 James Sinclair Taylor McGowen (1855-1922), born en route to Melbourne. Boilermaker and politician. 162
Moved to New South Wales in 1867 to work on bridges with his father. Apprenticed as a boilermaker in 1870. 
Involved in union action and was a delegate to the Trades and Labor Council. Won a seat in the Lower House 
in 1891 which he held until 1917. Elected Leader of the Labor Party in 1894 and became the first Labor 
Premier of New South Wales in 1910. Member of Royal Commission into the Improvement of Sydney in 
1908-1909 (ADB).
 DT, 16 February 1911, 7.163
 SMH, 16 February 1911, 12.164
 DT, 16 February 1911, 7.165
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 As safe as houses 
 “If the Government should not put up proper dwellings it should build none at 
all.”  Such was the workers’ response to the tenement buildings designed by the 166
Government Architect’s Branch for Lower Fort Street and Gloucester Street in 
The Rocks. By way of contrast, the earlier terraces built by the Department of 
Public Works in Windmill Street were still considered “good examples of as 
decent city residences as could have been built… each with a backyard and 
entrance, and generally as comfortable and suitable as city terrace houses may 
be”.  Along similar lines, what others suggested appropriate workers’ 167
accommodation should be was “houses similar to those erected by the Harbour 
Board in Napoleon-street - two storeys in height, containing four rooms and 
kitchen, bathroom, copper, and fixed tubs”.  168
 As it happened, the Department of Public Works had already moved in this 
direction. The next project produced by the Government Architect’s Branch was 
not to be a tenement building, but a return to the terrace house. In 1912 a “terrace 
of seventeen dwelling-houses”  was erected in Gloucester Street,  at the corner 169 170
of Little Essex Street, further to the south and on the opposite side of the road to 
the tenements. This site had also been one of those cleared as part of the 
Department’s remodelling works for Gloucester Street.  Interestingly, when the 171
Minister announced the project, his idea was for the terraces to each “provide 
accommodation for one married worker with two boarders - three waterside 
workers to each cottage”.  172
 Worker, 9 February 1911, 5.166
 ibid.167
 Sun, 1 May 1911, 2.168
 Now demolished. The site is occupied today by the Shangri-La Hotel, formerly the ANA Harbour Grand 169
Hotel built in 1989-1992. The two northernmost terraces may have been demolished at an earlier date for the 
Cahill Expressway.
 DPW, “Report of the Department of Public Works, for the year ended 30 June, 1912.” (Sydney: 170
Government Printer, 3 December 1912), 5.
 State Archives NSW, AO Map 6172. See Figure 3.3.171
 DT, 16 February 1911, 7. This detail in the announcement indicates that dwellings shared between a 172
household and lodgers was a common, perhaps even socially acceptable, arrangement.
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FIGURE 4.26   Gloucester Street looking south from Little Essex Street, The Rocks, 1901 
Buildings prior to demolition. Site of future Gloucester Street Terraces at right. 
State Archives NSW. 4481_a026_000205 
!
FIGURE 4.27   Where the bricks are being used 
Gloucester Street Terraces looking south from Little Essex Street 
Sydney Mail, 24 January 1912, 32 
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 The drawings  had been prepared by Assistant Architect Alfred Thomas 173
Brindley, under Edward Lambert Drew, and signed off by Principal Assistant 
Architect George McRae,  in August 1910. The terraces were in fact larger than 174
those at Napoleon Street, each containing “six rooms”.  From the porch and 175
front door on the ground floor, a hall gave access to a bedroom facing to the street 
and a living room facing the rear, with a stair to upstairs at the end of the corridor. 
A kitchen wing was provided beyond the living room, equipped with a sink and 
fireplace. From the kitchen, a door led outside to a narrow, excavated ‘yard’ with 
stairs leading up to a back lane which was at a level about six feet higher. Within 
the yard, but attached to the terrace, was a bathroom, a laundry with tubs and 
copper, as well as a WC. These three small service rooms were built of rendered 
brick walls and had concrete floors. Upstairs, within the house were three 
bedrooms, the two smaller ones facing to the rear and the main bedroom 
overlooking the street with a balcony. Above the stair was a ceiling grating 
connected to a galvanised iron ‘ventilator’ pipe, which allowed heat to escape 
from the dwelling. 
!  
FIGURE 4.28   Dwellings in Gloucester Street No.1, 1910 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 2996 
 At least two schemes were prepared with minor differences in plan and front elevation.173
 George McRae (?1858-1923) born Edinburgh, Scotland. Architect. Trained and worked as an architect in 174
Edinburgh. Migrated to Sydney in 1884 where he was appointed Assistant Architect in the Sydney City 
Architect’s Office. He was made City Architect in 1889 with major projects being city markets, including the 
Queen Victoria Building. Joined the Government Architect's Branch in 1897 as Principal Assistant Architect 
to Walter Liberty Vernon. Succeeded Vernon as Government Architect in 1912 (EAA, 448).
 DT, 29 March 1912, 11.175
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 Generally all of the terraces were identical in their sequence of rooms and their 
basic arrangement, however some small variations were made to the building 
dimensions to deal with the tapering shape of the block as it narrowed towards the 
south. The plan of the southernmost five terraces was made a foot wider than the 
typical dwellings to the north, possibly to compensate for the compression of the 
plan as they adapted to their shorter lots. In turn, and in recognition of this 
dimensional variance, these five dwellings were given a different elevational 
treatment for the ground-floor facade. The front bedroom was brought forward 
onto the street edge and an arched brick passage was made for the entry. This 
made for a more solid end to the row and responded to the rendered masonry of 
the Hart’s Buildings adjacent to the south. At the other end of the row, past the 
terraces with open recessed verandahs, the northernmost dwelling was also 
anomalous. This terrace was five feet wider across the front and approximately 
seven feet narrower in the rear yard to deal with the acute angle of the intersection 
with Little Essex Street. Here, again, the opportunity was taken to design 
something tailor-made to the wider frontage. This time the facade was accentuated 
with a bay projecting forward from the front bedroom, an oversized brick entry-
arch spanning the front verandah and an impressive tall brick gable, making the 
most of its prominent corner location. In addition to these end treatments, the 
eaves line was also enlivened by pairs of gables stepping up the hill and 
identifying the pairs of terraces which shared their primary wall. Following the 
Government Architect’s Branch preferred specification, the terraces were 
constructed from face-brick sourced from the State Brickworks at Homebush 
bay,  timber framing, ‘moulded’ galvanised roof-sheet, timber windows and 176
doors and wrought-iron railings and balustrades. 
 Sydney Mail, 24 January 1912, 32.176
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FIGURE 4.29   Dwellings in Gloucester Street No.2, 1910 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 2995 
!  
FIGURE 4.30   Gloucester Street from Essex Street 
State Library of New South Wales. IE1939392 FL1939398 
 Work, shop and play 
 The reconstruction of the Observatory Hill area was “pushed forward rapidly” in 
the seven years between 1905 and 1912. Alongside their five workmen’s housing 
schemes and substantial improvements to the public domain, the Department of 
Public Works also accomplished “a large amount of work”,  undertaking 177
 DPW, “Report of the Department of Public Works, for the year ended 30 June, 1911.” (Sydney: 177
Government Printer, 14 December 1911), 28.
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numerous projects of “business, hotel and other premises”  in their bid to renew 178
The Rocks. Disorderly old subdivisions within each block, the result of years of 
uncoordinated development, were amalgamated and then re-subdivided into 
regular lots in anticipation of new development.  If the reconfigured land was 179
not identified as being suitable for state workers’ housing, another use was soon 
found that could help to increase Government revenues.  
 By 1912, a total of twenty new shops  designed by the Government Architect’s 180
Branch lined most of the block along the western side of George Street North, 
between Essex Street and Globe Street, where older buildings had been 
demolished as part of the project to broaden the street to the grand width of eighty 
feet (24.3m).  The southernmost group was a row of ten shops,  with a run of 181 182
eight more immediately to their north  and a pair of shops just further to the 183
north again.  Individual shops were also designed and built for specific tenants 184
during the period, amongst them a shop and residence on the southern corner of 
Cumberland and Essex Streets  for confectioner ‘A.P. Johnson’  and larger 185 186
premises for butchers ‘W.A. Grubb & Co’ on George Street North, also with 
accommodation over.  Other customised shops followed, located along the 187
length of George Street North including those for ‘Robinson’, ‘Barber’, 
‘Bergstrom’, ‘On Chong’ and ‘Nicholas’.  Two more shops with four dwellings 188
were were also erected in Princes Street.  However, the residential components 189
associated with these projects were not intended to ameliorate the shortage of 
workers’ housing. The accommodation would have been for private rental or for 
the proprietor to occupy themselves. 
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1912”, 5.178
 Boyd, “Gloucester Street, The Rocks”, 12.179
 All since demolished. Construction of the Cahill Expressway removed the two northernmost shops. The 180
remainder were demolished for the construction of the Four Seasons Hotel, formerly the Regent Hotel, built 
1979-1983.
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1914”, 3-4.181
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1910”, 28-29. Known as the Cohen Buildings.182
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1909”, 30.183
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1910”, 28-29.184
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1914”, 3-4. All still extant.185
 Orwell & Peter Phillips, “Conservation Management Plan. 182 Cumberland Street The Rocks” (June 186
2011), 34.
 DPW, “Report of the Department of Public Works for the year ended 30 June, 1913.” (Sydney: 187
Government Printer, 2 October 1913), 30.
 ibid, 32-33. Designed for the Housing Board. See Chapter 5.188
 DPW, “Report of the Department of Public Works for the year ended 30 June, 1914.” (Sydney: 189
Government Printer, 9 December 1914), 31. Designed for the Housing Board. See Chapter 5.
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FIGURE 4.31   Shop Premises, George-street North 
Run of eight shops at centre with row of ten shops in distance at left 
DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1910” 
!  
FIGURE 4.32   145 to 151, George-street Sydney 
‘W.A. Grubb & Co’ at left and ‘Nicholas’ at centre  
HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1914” 
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FIGURE 4.33   Shop and dwelling house at corner of Cumberland and Essex Streets, 1911 
Shop and residence for confectioner A.P. Johnson 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 3154 
 To further enhance commercial activity in the area, an “important business block” 
six storeys in height, known as Johnsons’ Buildings,  was built at the 190
intersection of George and Grosvenor Streets. Its tall picture windows showed the 
drapery wares of its namesake James Johnson at the ground floor. On the first 
floor a new Chamber of Commerce operated, whilst various commercial tenants 
inhabited the floors above.  To the north of this, a narrow commercial building 191
was built to be occupied by State Government department offices and to the north 
of that was the Brooklyn Hotel.  Like the coffee palace, restaurant and public 192
house establishments of the Sydney Harbour Trust,  the Brooklyn Hotel, 193
designed by the Government Architect’s Branch, offered sleeping 
accommodation, but did so on a commercial basis. It had eleven ‘bedrooms' in 
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1912”, 30, 37.190
 Urbis, “Johnsons Corner. 229-235 George Street, The Rocks. Conservation Management Plan” (June 191
2012), 33.
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1913”, 30.192
 See Chapter 3.193
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total, plus sitting and dining rooms, over the ground-floor public bar. The 
remaining frontage of this block, up to but not including the Naval Brigade Hotel 
on the northern corner, was taken by the ‘Mercantile Buildings’,  which were a 194
series of “eleven shops with frontage of about 20 feet each”.  Above the ground-195
floor retail spaces of all these buildings were another three storeys which could be 
put to use for “either office or residential purposes, with flat roofs for laundry 
purposes”.  Again, this latent residential space would not have contributed to the 196
dedicated stock of workers’ housing. 
!  
FIGURE 4.34   Commercial premises - including Johnsons’ Department store 
Johnsons’ Buildings at centre with Brooklyn Hotel at right 
State Archives NSW. 4481_a026_000993 
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1914”, 31. Designed for the Housing Board. See Chapter 5.194
 Demolished for Grosvenor Place designed by Harry Seidler and Associates, built 1982-1988. The 195
neighbouring Johnson’s Buildings, commercial building and the Brooklyn Hotel were reluctantly retained. 
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1914”, 31. 196
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FIGURE 4.35   The Brooklyn Hotel, 1911 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 2987 
!  
FIGURE 4.36   George-street, looking south from Essex-street, Nos. 205-22 
Mercantile Buildings at left with arched openings to top storey 
HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1914” 
 Industry and business was also served by the construction of factories. 
Warehouses were renovated for ‘Bushell & Co’, the tea merchants and newly built 
for ‘Bloxham Printing Works’ and ‘States Export and Import’,  amongst others. 197
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1912”, 37.197
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In 1909, the Government Architect’s Branch designed the four-storey ‘State 
clothing factory’,  located in the middle of the block south of Essex Street and 198
stretching right through from Harrington Street to Gloucester Street.  And in that 199
same year, Edward Lambert Drew also designed, although with a much smaller 
footprint, a four-storey “factory and dwelling” on the southwest corner of 
Gloucester and Essex Streets.  This multi-purpose building was quite novel in 200
the way it departed from traditional inner-city buildings by having a different use 
allocated to each floor. The ‘basement’ that was partially below the Gloucester 
Street level was used for storage, the ground floor for warehousing, the first floor 
for workrooms and the top floor as a six-room dwelling. Remarkably, all of these 
uses fitted neatly within the same overall plan. Only minor adjustments, such as 
the location of services or additional internal walls to create separate domestic-
scale rooms, had been required to particularise the spaces. A flat rooftop with a 
laundry and store could be used as a drying yard or for recreation. Once again, the 
apartment is likely to have been occupied by the factory leaseholder, somewhat 
like a lofty ‘shop top’ dwelling, or perhaps a caretaker’s flat. However, the 
potential for more complex mixed-use buildings to play a role in workers’ housing 
was starting to become clear. 
!  
FIGURE 4.37   Factory and dwelling Gloucester and Essex Streets, Sydney, 1909 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 3126 
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1909”, 4.198
 Demolished for Cove Apartments designed by Harry Seidler and Associates, built 2003-2004.199
 SMH, 29 November 1910, 4.200
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 Passing the baton 
 The wide-ranging efforts of the Department of Public Works had achieved the 
Government's aim. The Observatory Hill Lands they had been entrusted with had 
been remodelled effectively, with many of the sites now made operational to the 
extent that “the whole of the property erected in the area by the Government” was 
“paying good interest on the outlay”.  A significant part of this total 201
contribution, by Government Architect Walter Liberty Vernon, and ably assisted 
by George McRae, Edward Drew and Alfred Brindley, had been the design and 
construction of one hundred and one  “modern dwelling houses”  for workers 202 203
in The Rocks. Whilst their terrace house projects proved successful though 
conservative, their tenement buildings had been intensely unpopular. However, all 
of the Department of Public Works’ housing was in fact of a high design quality, 
securing good amenity for the inhabitants of every building. Perhaps the 
tenements were just too far ahead of their time. 
 In 1911, Vernon retired after twenty-one years as Government Architect, thankful 
and generous in his departure.  It was the end of an era. The state workers’ 204
dwelling projects in The Rocks had been amongst his final assignments, a 
swansong of sorts. They would have enjoyed the full benefit of his considerable 
knowledge and experience, as well as the skill of his talented team. Just shortly 
after Vernon’s retirement, a new entity, the State Housing Board was set up.  205
Whilst the Department of Public Works continued to be involved with projects in 
The Rocks area,  they ceased to have any further involvement in urban workers’ 206
housing.  207
 
 ibid.201
 Dwelling count is comprised of the Windmill Street terraces (32), Upper Fort Street terraces (9), Lower 202
Fort Street tenement (27), Gloucester Street tenement (16), and the Gloucester Street terraces (17).
 SMH, 29 November 1910, 4.203
 DPW, “Report for the year ended 30 June, 1911”, 32. Vernon was succeeded by George McRae as 204
Government Architect with Edward Lambert Drew promoted to McRae’s former position of Principal 
Assistant.
 See Chapter 5.205
 Noni Boyd, “The Rocks Resumed Area - A Summary of the Managing Agencies & Sources of Archival 206
Material” (Draft Final, April 2011), 25.
 Other than types of employee housing, there is no further mention of workers’ housing in the Department 207
of Public Works Annual Reports until 1943. Department of Public Works was called Department of Works 
and Local Government between 1936 and 1938 before reverting to original name again.
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Analysis 
 This fourth chapter, has detailed the contribution the Department of Public Works 
made to the stock of state workers’ housing in The Rocks area, capturing all of the 
projects designed by the Government Architect’s Branch from its involvement 
with the resumption of the area in 1900 until 1912 when the Housing Board took 
over.  
 By the advent of Federation in 1901, the Department of Public Works had already 
been for many years a key Government body, impressive and prolific in its output 
and charged with handling a large sphere of responsibility. It had a number of 
Branches, each of them possessing specialist technical expertise. It was therefore 
quite capable of delivering the many and varied public infrastructure projects that 
were determined essential to advancing the interests of the State. In the case of 
State intervention in The Rocks due to plague in 1900, the Department of Public 
Works had been able to provide a multiplicity of services, from the construction of 
quarantine facilities, repairing buildings and servicing the area with new sewerage 
to settling the ownership and compensation associated with resuming the land. 
When they subsequently inherited custody of the whole of the Observatory Hill 
resumed land, they forged ahead with the production of plans for its remodelling, 
including the demolition of select buildings and the adjustment of streets. 
However, the Government, unwilling to negotiate the purchase of this land by 
City Council and unable to lease or sell it to the private sector, was then forced to 
embark on its own programme of development to raise revenue and recover the 
sizeable cost of acquisition. A not insubstantial part of that programme came to 
include the design and construction of state workers’ housing. That this workers’ 
housing was considered ‘infrastructure’ within the scope of the Department of 
Public Works’ ambit, is noteworthy. Unlike the employee housing it had 
previously built, which had been viewed as subservient to a greater public 
service,  this new Sydney housing was built specifically for the general working 208
population. Through this action, public housing, like roads or ports or post offices 
 For example, the Boatmen’s Cottages in Newcastle East accommodating men employed at the 208
Government’s port. 
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or pipes, had finally been acknowledged as ‘public work’ that was considered of 
intrinsic ‘public benefit’ to the State.  
In stark contrast to the Sydney Harbour Trust, who initially shouldered workers’ 
housing as a burden, the Government Architect’s Branch was from the start a keen 
advocate. State Government Architect Walter Liberty Vernon himself had seen the 
need for it early on and proactively reported to Government about how it could be 
delivered. Vernon was in the unique position of being able to see the ‘full picture’. 
He had been one of three authors of the adopted 1903 plan for the rearrangement 
of The Rocks  and therefore knew the area intimately. The approach of the plan 209
was not to ‘wipe the slate clean’ as the City Improvement Advisory Board had 
suggested. Instead, Vernon helped design a framework that retained a structure of 
existing streets and buildings, which in turn necessitated infill redevelopment 
around them, thus generating a series of smaller projects. The Government 
Architect’s Branch then made the decision as to which sites would be suitable for 
workers’ housing and which for other uses, proceeding from there to develop 
tailored architectural schemes for each of them. All of this preparatory 
masterplanning work no doubt gave Vernon a conceptual clarity for what he 
hoped to achieve with his housing projects. His role afforded him a continuity of 
‘vision’ from inception right through to realisation. Whereas the politicians might 
have been able to frame the what and why, enabling the provision of workers’ 
housing to become policy, Vernon could also supply the critical answers to how 
and where. As a champion of good design, with a genuinely held belief for the 
public good, Vernon was the paragon of a senior public servant. 
 The first workers’ housing project of the Government Architect's Branch was 
thirty-two terrace houses in Windmill Street. Whilst conservative in type, 
generally following the pattern of the terraces that were typical in The Rocks, the 
project notably provided effective solutions to two important design issues. The 
first issue was the urban design problem of making a long row of terraces without 
creating a monotonous streetscape. The solution to this in Windmill Street was to 
 See Chapter 3.209
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break the single run into two blocks and to introduce a clever diversity in facade 
treatment that would create visual interest. The second issue was how to 
counteract many of the known failings of the terrace type. This was solved by the 
terraces being more spacious than usual, introducing more light and air and using 
solid materials that ensured a long lifespan. The terraces at Upper Fort Street 
made similar improvements to the terrace type, though this time including a roof-
deck to increase the private open space of each dwelling. Upper Fort Street also 
demonstrated that even smaller sites, adequate for as few as three terraces, were 
worth redeveloping for workers’ housing. Grouping two sites together and 
considering them as a project of nine terraces may have been a strategy aimed at 
benefiting from economies of scale, but it was also successful from the point of 
view of utilising all available land. 
 By 1910, the Government Architect's Branch had moved on from terraces and 
begun to explore the potential of the apartment building type. The tenements they 
designed next at Lower Fort Street were ambitious and adventurous in equal 
measure. Unlike the Sydney Harbour Trust’s series of ‘double-decked house’ 
apartment buildings, which sought a seamless continuum from the terrace type to 
flats, Lower Fort Street broke with more of the conventions. While still loosely 
based on semi-detached dwellings, the design moved into uncharted territory with 
its ideas for circulation and private open space. For the first time in public 
housing, the common circulation of an apartment building was not subsumed 
within the building form, instead it was expressed as an external stair hitched 
between the buildings, linking and serving the apartments at each floor. This 
resulted in highlighting the ‘collective’ nature of the twenty-seven units in the 
building, a feature of apartments which was ideologically frowned upon. However 
in terms of design, the circulation strategy freed up a third wall of each dwelling, 
allowing for a window to the living room, and also helped to carve up the large 
volume of building into smaller parts, thus reducing its perceived scale in the 
street. Both of these could be considered positives. Within the units, however, the 
choice to externalise the corridor and simultaneously make it a balcony, met with 
some shortcomings. Whilst highly efficient in its use of space, and intended to 
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enable each bedroom to be separately habitable by boarders, the dimension of the 
balcony was too limited to be used for any kind of recreation or chore. The 
closeness to the balcony opposite would also likely have caused privacy issues 
between apartments. These weaknesses were amongst those to receive scrutiny 
from the commentators, who mercilessly pilloried the building immediately upon 
its completion. However, looking beyond the rhetoric, much of the criticism was 
unwarranted as the design had delivered for the most part good quality housing, 
and at a new density that made economic sense on the costly inner-city land.  
 The next tenement building by the Department of Public Works in Gloucester 
Street proved to be no less controversial. And in fact it was even more 
revolutionary in type. The steepness of the Gloucester Street site, combined with 
its irregular geometry, required a highly site-specific response that produced a 
unique typological solution in the pursuit of density. That response eventuated in 
the form of an externalised corridor or ‘gallery’ at the first floor, effectively 
making a new footpath one storey above the street, to double the number of 
dwellings. This circulation type would later become a common strategy for 
apartment buildings in the 1950s and 60s, especially when serviced by a lift, 
however at the time it was a completely new idea for Sydney. To make the most of 
the frontage to this additional circulation, the units were made two storeys in 
height, another innovation produced by this project. This meant that even though 
the project was four storeys high, it was only two dwellings tall, which allowed, 
unlike Lower Fort Street, each of the sixteen dwellings to have a private open 
space either at ground level or at the top floor. Another sophisticated design 
feature of the building, this time in plan, was the use of typical and atypical 
apartments to resolve the kinked shape of the site. Seven of the eight bays were 
made practically identical in layout, however a central bay at the inflection of the 
site was purposefully differentiated, and rather than have parallel party walls like 
the others, it was tautly ‘stretched’ around the corner and splayed to take up the 
angle. An obvious advantage to the standardisation of unit layouts was that it 
allowed for well-refined common types to repeat and fill out the body of the 
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building. Atypical units, on the other hand, could often be slightly compromised 
to deal with the irregularities. 
 The combined condemnation of both Lower Fort Street and Gloucester Street 
tenements saw the Department of Public Works refrain from building any more 
apartment buildings in The Rocks. Its final workers’ housing project was a retreat 
to the terrace type, this time a row of generous dwellings in Gloucester Street. It 
seems that this mid-point in density, in between freestanding houses and taller 
tenements, became the preferred option because it was the least politically 
contentious, while still remaining feasible. The Government Architect's Branch 
was, at the same time, also designing other building types including shops, hotels 
and factories, with examples of each incorporating residential uses. But these 
dwellings were not directed towards accommodating workers, instead being in 
essence genres of private housing. These projects are important however, as they 
drew attention to the potential for mixed-use buildings to contribute to the built 
fabric of the city, and whilst workers’ housing was not provided in these particular 
buildings, it soon would be elsewhere.   
Conclusion 
 Overall, the Department of Public Works designed and built one hundred and one 
high quality dwellings over five projects in five years for the workers of The 
Rocks. Each of the buildings, in its own way, sought to elevate the experience of 
dwelling through good design and improved amenity. For the tenement buildings 
at Lower Fort and Gloucester Streets though, more than this had been aspired to. 
Interrogating and furthering the apartment building type was clearly on the 
agenda. That the buildings did not receive glowing reviews is to miss the point. In 
designing these buildings the architects had dared to develop new prototypes, 
advancing the possibilities for what the future of workers’ housing, indeed 
housing in general, could hold. That the design of the buildings was able to 
counter most of the accustomed objections, while falling short in only a few 
respects, would actually serve to educate future architects, who could then 
improve apartment buildings by further evolving designs over the years ahead. 
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The Rocks could only have benefited from the Government Architect's Branch 
continuing to pioneer inventive housing types, however that was not to be. When 
the new State Housing Board stepped into its role in 1912, the Department of 
Public Works’ housing efforts concluded. This is not to say that the innovation 
was over. The State Housing Board had ideas of its own.  
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 Introduction 
 This fifth chapter follows the undertakings of the Housing Board, the first 
organisation in New South Wales formally empowered with the express purpose 
of providing state public housing. The Housing Board inherited responsibility for 
the Observatory Hill Lands area in The Rocks, taking over from the Department 
of Public Works, however its chief task, for which it is probably best known, was 
the delivery of a model workers’ suburb built along ‘garden city’ lines, that came 
to be known as ‘Daceyville’. The Housing Board also developed a number of 
other residential estates, both large and small, within Sydney and further afield, 
during its years of operation between 1912 and 1924. 
Synopsis 
 The coming to power of the Labor Party in 1910 coincided with pent-up pressure 
for a solution to urban workers’ housing. Workers were being displaced from the 
city as slum clearances took down their houses and replaced them with more 
profitable commercial enterprises. One of the new Government’s key platforms in 
coming to office had been the development of a ‘model workers’ suburb’ that 
would address the housing problem. The new dwellings would be the antithesis of 
the urban tenement, swimming in space and bathed in sunlight and fresh air. The 
proposal could not proceed though, without the passing of new legislation. Plans 
were prepared by Government Architect George McRae for a site to the south of 
the city, near Kensington, in anticipation of approval and to show what was 
intended. With the gazettal of the new Housing Act in 1912, the framework for the 
first State public housing system was set in place. A Housing Board was 
appointed to direct affairs and was granted the powers to acquire land, construct 
houses and also other types of buildings and works, and to lease or sell property. A 
vital feature of the plan was that the housing had to be self-supporting and so all 
rents and sale prices set were based on the cost of investment. 
 
 In order to consolidate all existing state-owned housing under the same control, 
the Housing Act also provided for the entire Observatory Hill Lands portfolio of 
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the Department of Public Works,  including its current projects, to be passed over 1
to the Housing Board. The Board was tasked with completing the works in 
progress as well as commencing new ones of its own. Additionally, unlike its 
predecessors, the Board was bound by the Government to ensure that for future 
projects, tenants would be rehoused before their homes were demolished. To meet 
this commitment, one of the first Housing Board projects, designed by its 
architect William Henry Foggitt in 1913, was a three-storey mixed-use tenement 
of sixteen dwellings and two shops on the end of the block bounded by 
Cumberland, Little Essex and Gloucester Streets. A further workers’ housing 
project of three storeys and twenty-seven apartments around a central courtyard, 
was considered for a site within the same street block in 1915, however was not 
taken further. Later the same year, a scheme for twenty-four two-storey terrace 
houses was proposed for that same site, but again was not acted upon. The 
Housing Board remained active constructing other buildings in The Rocks such as 
warehouses, public hotels and government buildings, but did not build more 
housing there, choosing instead to focus on suburban solutions. 
 
 In 1913, Professor of Economics at the University of Sydney, Robert Francis 
Irvine, delivered his report into the question of the “housing of workmen” that had 
been commissioned by Government. Having investigated examples 
internationally, he had formed the opinion that the best way to house the working 
class should not be within the congested urban environment, but in houses on 
cheap land outside of the city. This, opportunely, supported the trajectory the 
Housing Board was already on. In 1913, the Government also introduced the 
Savings Bank Amendment Act enabling working class households to access 
mortgages for the first time, although this was unlikely to have assisted those 
most in need of housing. 
 Once the Housing Act was passed, the original plan for the workers’ suburb came 
under review. A revised plan was drawn up by architects John Sulman and John 
Francis Hennessy, who were also prominent town planning devotees. The site area 
 See Chapter 4.1
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was contracted, the topography was accounted for, the layout was simplified and 
the plan was made more efficient. The suburb came to be called ‘Daceyville’, 
after its ardent champion, the Treasurer John Rowland Dacey, who had navigated 
the Housing Act through Parliament. Construction commenced with a 
considerable number of humble semi-detached dwellings of various designs for 
rent completed within the first year.  
 By 1914, the original funds for Daceyville, having been depleted, were 
replenished by the Daceyville Extension Act. Foggitt took the opportunity to 
answer criticisms of the project as it stood, and further amend the layout for the 
suburb, this time including the most up-to-date imported design ideas about 
‘garden cities’ including narrower carriageways, curved streets and parks within 
blocks. Construction of dwellings continued with the introduction of no less than 
twenty different house types, this time including many freestanding houses, as 
well as one type which had four cottages attached. An entertainment hall, six 
shops with dwellings over, a baby clinic, church, police station and school 
augmented the housing. However, construction at Daceyville ceased in 1920 with 
three hundred and eight dwellings completed, due to a pivot in Government policy 
towards houses for sale rather than rent. 
  
 The operations of the Housing Board expanded beyond both The Rocks and 
Daceyville in 1917, when the Board assisted the Department of Public Works to 
deliver its scheme of one hundred and thirty-five dwellings across the State for 
returned soldiers. The following year, the Board commenced a new project in 
North Stockton, Newcastle, to house local workers, laying out an ambitious plan 
for three hundred dwellings for sale. However, only sixty dwellings were built. 
The ‘build-to-sell’ policy was formalised in 1919 through the Housing (Extension) 
Act with three additional estates launched concurrently. ‘Daceyville Subdivision 
No.1 and No.2’, realising the southeast corner of Foggitt’s plan, resulted in one 
hundred and thirty-one houses and one shop, whilst the nearby ‘Bunnerong 
Village’ produced another fifty-six cottages. Again, the layouts anticipated far 
more housing output than was actually delivered. Smaller estates followed over 
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the next few years with projects in Hamilton, Wollongong, Orange, Auburn, 
Matraville and Forbes contributing a combined ninety-six dwellings. A scheme for 
Gladesville realised one hundred and six houses, but was plagued by controversy. 
However, a project at the same time in ‘The Warren’, Marrickville, went smoothly 
with the entire layout of sixty-one dwellings completed and sold. The ‘build-to-
sell’ programme ultimately cost the Board their reputation, though. Increasing the 
quantity of construction and the geographic coverage at a time when labour and 
materials were expensive ended up impacting on the quality of the dwellings. The 
Housing Board also came under fire for building in The Rocks everything except 
its eponymous housing. 
 
 The change to a conservative Government in 1922 put the Housing Board at odds 
with its new masters. Funding stopped, as did the projects flowing from it. Soon 
an inquiry was called into the conduct of the Board, which reported that serious 
maladministration had occurred. With the passage of the Housing (Amendment) 
Act in 1924 the Housing Board was terminated and all of its activities halted. It 
would be more than a decade before the State entered the field of workers’ 
housing again. Over the course of its twelve-year history, the cumulative built 
achievements of the Housing Board came to eight hundred and thirty-four 
workers’ dwellings, plus the many streets, parks and public and commercial 
buildings that had accompanied them. Whilst the suburban project was by far the 
more prolific and visible, the Board’s investigation of apartment buildings in The 
Rocks, both built and unbuilt, represented perhaps the most sophisticated thinking 
to date on housing for the urban condition. 
 A model workers’ suburb 
 By 1912, the problem of rehousing workers in The Rocks area was still far from 
resolved. Twelve long years had passed since the resumptions had begun, with the 
first demolitions being undertaken by George McCredie and the Department of 
Public Works,  yet the number of new dwellings constructed nowhere near 2
compensated for the number removed.  Roughly three hundred and fifty dwellings 3
 See Chapter 2.2
 The Sydney Morning Herald, 10 October 1912, 13.3
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had been demolished by the Government straight after the plague,  followed by 4
many more at the direction of the City Improvement Advisory Board in 1903.  5
The Sydney Harbour Trust and Department of Public Works had contributed a 
combined total of only two hundred and twenty dwellings  over this period to 6
replace them. Scores of workers and their families were displaced. They either 
resorted to subletting and further overcrowding the local dwellings that remained, 
or moved away from The Rocks with little prospect of returning. The time was 
ripe for the powers-that-be to finally address the housing conundrum head on. 
 
 When the Labor Party, formed through the efforts of the union movement, gained 
power for the first time in 1910 under Premier James Sinclair Taylor McGowen, 
one of its earliest initiatives was to advocate for a model workers’ suburb to the 
south of the city on Crown land near Kensington.  This concept was in line with 7
the recommendations of the 1908 Royal Commission into the ‘Improvement of 
the City of Sydney and it Suburbs’, namely that the solution to workers’ housing 
should be “houses in suburban areas” and not urban apartments.  It was also a 8
potent idea designed to capture the imagination of the reformers and unions and 
appease their demands.  The project had first been put forward by Assistant 9
Treasurer Ambrose Campbell Carmichael, ,  and upon his change in portfolio, 10 11
carried on enthusiastically by the new Treasurer John Rowland Dacey.  However, 12
outside the boundaries of the Observatory Hill Lands, the Government did not yet 
possess the power to allow itself to construct workers’ housing and critics of the 
scheme knew this. They likened the Government’s proposition to the trick of a 
 Max Kelly, Plague Sydney 1900: A Photographic Introduction to a Hidden Sydney, 1900 (Sydney: Doak 4
Press, 1981), 40.
 SMH, 4 March 1903, 8. One hundred and seven more as at March 1903 with more to follow.5
 The Sydney Harbour Trust had built one hundred and nineteen dwellings and the Government Architect's 6
Branch had built one hundred and one. Eighteen dwellings on Agar Street by the Sydney Harbour Trust had 
not yet been built.
 Amanda Burgess, “Public Housing in Sydney 1900-1914” (BArch dissertation, University of New South 7
Wales, 1987), 68.
 See Chapter 3.8
 See Chapter 4.9
 SMH, 23 April 1913, 14.10
 Ambrose Campbell Carmichael (1866-1953) born Hobart Town, Tasmania. Accountant and politician. 11
Moved to Sydney in 1900 to work as a teacher. Joined the Labor Party and was voted into the Lower House 
in 1907. Acting Treasurer in the McGowen cabinet. Later promoted to Minister of Public Instruction and 
Labour and Industry (ADB).
 John Rowland Dacey (1854-1912) born Cork, Ireland. Politician. Migrated to Australia in 1858. Orphaned 12
at five and adopted. Worked as a butcher’s assistant and blacksmith. In 1883 he moved to Sydney and set up 
as a coach-maker. Attracted to politics, he became an Alderman on Alexandria Council 1886-1896. Member 
of the Lower House from 1895 until his death in 1912 (ADB).
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“magician of an Arabian Nights Entertainment”, agitating that “no responsible 
person by the wildest stretch of the imagination could extend the provisions of the 
Public Works Act” to other locations for “the erection of buildings for workmen”, 
either for lease or for sale.  Dacey’s assertive response was that although the 13
power did not yet exist, he wanted to “get everything under way for the erection 
of dwellings, in anticipation of Parliamentary sanction, to let or sell to bona fide 
home-seekers, so that when the necessary power had been obtained there will be 
no delay.” His resolution to progress the plan was evident when he added that the 
“government is fully seized of the genuine urgency of the matter, and is 
determined to proceed with the utmost expedition.”  14
!  
FIGURE 5.1   Up in the Air 
Satirical depiction of Dacey aboard the ‘Workmen’s Building Scheme’ flying towards vision of Daceyville 
DT, 6 January 1912, 14 
 The next hurdle for Government was to establish a new authority that could 
undertake the work. Dacey consequently raised a Bill in Parliament in 1912 
proposing a new Housing Act. Needless to say it was the subject of heated debate. 
The naysayers were fearful of further government ‘experiments’ in housing and 
 The Daily Telegraph, 5 January 1912, 8.13
 DT, 6 January, 1912, 13.14
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were concerned about the hefty financial obligations attached to such a 
programme.  The advocates, on the other side, believed that private enterprise 15
had failed to provide the worker dwellings so urgently required and it was 
therefore the job of Government to step in.  Both sides though, interestingly 16
enough, favoured the idealised suburban environment for its perceived moral, 
social and health benefits of space, light and air, far surpassing the putative 
‘slums’ of the city. The conservatives saw that such a project could eventually turn 
renters into homeowners, thus creating future sympathetic voters. The 
progressives saw public rental, and possibly even private home ownership, as a 
way for workers to break free of the bonds of the tyrannical urban landlord.  17
Ultimately, both sides agreed, but for different reasons and with their own 
provisos, that the proposed ‘garden suburb’ could be a solution to the State’s 
housing quandary.  
 
 A class act 
 The Housing Act was passed on 4 April 1912. This landmark legislation was the 
first time that New South Wales had expressly legislated to provide public 
housing. The Act allowed for “the purchase, resumption and appropriation of 
lands” by the Government  and then for “the construction and maintenance of 18
certain buildings and works” on those lands. It also set up a Housing Fund to 
enable the works, constituted a Housing Board to direct those works, and allowed 
the Board to use or dispose of their lands and buildings as they saw fit.  The 19
inaugural Housing Board was composed of three members,  Thomas Huggins 20
 Christopher John Keane, “Darling Harbour to Daceyville: The Housing Reform Movement in Sydney 1900 15
to 1915” (PhD thesis, University of Sydney, 1993), 112-113.
 ibid, 112.16
 ibid, 120.17
 Under the terms of the Public Works Act and subject to approval by the Parliamentary Standing Committee 18
on Public Works. The first stage of Daceyville to the value of £75,000 was exempt from this requirement 
(Housing Act, 1912, ¶4).
 Housing Act, 1912, Title.19
 Housing Board, “Dacey Garden Suburb. ([a] Report by Housing Board on, for year ended 30th June, 1913, 20
together with photographs and plans.) and Observatory Hill (“The Rocks”) Resumed Area. ([b] Statement of 
Receipts and Expenditure during the year ended 30th June, 1913.)” (Sydney: Government Printer, 14 August 
1913), 4.
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Nesbitt,  John William Holliman,  and John Daniel Fitzgerald who was 21 22
appointed Chairman. Frederick Foster Hall  was appointed Manager and 23
Executive Officer of the Board,  whilst William Henry Foggitt  became its 24 25
Architect.   26
 
 The ‘buildings and works’ permitted by the Housing Act were, intentionally, not 
confined solely to housing. As well as buildings for residential use, the Board had 
the authority to construct “roads and reserves”,  to set aside sites for “religious, 27
charitable, or municipal purposes”  and to erect buildings for “business, or other 28
purposes, or for public use”.  This properly recognised the broad scope of their 29
ambition, as well as providing them the tools with which to make a ‘fully-
rounded’ suburb. The Act also contained provisions governing the leasing of 
property. Rents were to be set at a level which covered the costs of investment, 
construction and management of the asset, calculated over time. It was critical to 
Government that the project not be seen as some form of ‘State charity’,  rather 30
that it should pay its own way without picking the public pocket. Also allowed 
under the Act was the sale of houses. But the purchasers could only be those who 
were not prior landowners and they could buy only one house, which had to be 
used for their own home or the home of a family member.  A key tenet of 31
Dacey’s vision was that there were to be “no class marks about this suburb”.  32
Government-sponsored housing had to be available to all.  
 Thomas Huggins Nesbitt (1853-1935) born Cumberland, England. Town clerk. Several appointments as a 21
clerk culminating in Comptroller of City of Westminster, London in 1898. Emigrated to Australia in 1902 to 
take up position of Town Clerk in Sydney Municipal Council. Under his administration Council widened 
many streets, undertook slum clearances and provided electricity (ADB).
 John William Holliman (1861-1937) born London, England. Civil servant. Emigrated to Australia in 1884. 22
Employed as a clerk in the Department of Public Works and later Secretary to the Minister of Public Works. 
He was Under-secretary for Finance and Trade from 1907 until his retirement in 1922 (SMH, 19 April 1937, 
7).
 Frederick Foster Hall (1864-1948) born Norfolk, England. Civil servant. Worked as Chief Inspector of 23
Stores in the Tender Board Department and Manager of Resumed Properties in the Colonial Treasurer’s 
Department before joining the Housing Board (SMH, 26 October 1898, 3, and SMH, 28 April 1911, 2).
 Housing Act, 1912, ¶22.24
 William Henry Foggitt (1863-1943) born Yorkshire, England. Architect. Employed by Harbours and Rivers 25
Branch of the Public Works Department in 1897. Transferred to Government Architect's Branch under Walter 
Liberty Vernon. Promoted to Assistant Principal Architect in 1906. Became Architect to the Housing Board in 
1912 (EAA, 257).
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913”, 4.26
 Housing Act, 1912, ¶5.27
 ibid, ¶628
 ibid, ¶729
 Keane, “Darling Harbour to Daceyville”, 112-113.30
 Housing Act, 1912, ¶8.31
 DT, 13 February 1912, 8.32
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 Having thus set up the statutory structure within which to build, manage and 
maintain public housing, the Act then went further. It also made provision for the 
Governor to impose on the Board “the duty of managing any lands which have 
been purchased, resumed, or appropriated… other than under this Act”.  The 33
purpose of this clause was to fully utilise the capabilities of the new Board and to 
collect all existing state housing  under a single umbrella for administration at 34
arm’s length from State Government.  With the inclusion of this provision the 35
statute-makers clearly had The Rocks resumed area in their sights. 
 A rocky start 
 Almost as soon as the Housing Act was gazetted on 8 May 1912,  the “Rocks 36
Area was transferred to the management of the Housing Board”.  The Housing 37
Board immediately assumed responsibility for the whole of the Observatory Hill 
Lands area that was formerly within the purview of the Department of Public 
Works.  This extensive area, “comprising about 30 acres”  (12.1 ha), included 38 39
all the streets and their recent improvements, the portfolio of all houses and other 
buildings that had survived the plague and ensuing demolitions, and all the new 
projects that had been completed in the area since 1905. The control even 
extended to the works that were currently underway. Whilst the workers’ housing 
projects in Windmill Street, Upper Fort Street, Lower Fort Street and the two in 
Gloucester Street had all been finalised by the Department of Public Works prior 
to handover, many of the other projects overlapped in terms of time and 
responsibility.  For these other projects, the Government Architect's Branch 40
retained its position as architect and liaised with the Housing Board who oversaw 
the works. The projects in question included several of the shops along George 
 Housing Act, 1912, ¶17.33
 Not including the Sydney Harbour Trust housing.34
 DT, 1 February 1912, 11.35
 HB, “Dacey Garden Suburb, and Observatory Hill (“The Rocks”) Resumed Area. (Report of the Housing 36
Board on, together with statement of receipts and expenditure for the year ended 30th June, 1914, with 
photographs and plans.)” (Sydney: Government Printer, 20 August 1914), 3-4.
 HB, “Dacey Garden Suburb. (Report by Housing Board on progress made at.)” (Sydney: Government 37
Printer, 15 August 1912), 1.
 See Chapter 4.38
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1914”, 3-4.39
 No project details are provided for the Observatory Hill (“The Rocks”) Resumed Area in the Housing 40
Board annual reports of 1912 and 1913. A lengthy summary of their first two years is provided in the 1914 
annual report. However the report does not make clear which agency is responsible for the genesis of the 
projects, whether they were pre-existing Department of Public Works projects or new projects of the Housing 
Board. The Government Architect's Branch do not mention the Housing Board in their annual reports and 
treat the projects as their own. 
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Street North designed for specific tenants and bearing their names, the Mercantile 
Buildings further to the south between Grosvenor and Essex Streets and two 
shops with dwellings in Princes Street.  Most of these works produced under both 41
the Housing Board and Department of Public Works were completed by 1914.  42
Any new works undertaken exclusively by the Housing Board were clearly 
distinguished by drawings signed by the Board’s Architect, William Henry 
Foggitt. The new Housing Board projects generally adhered to the pattern set by 
the 1903 plan, that of discrete projects filling in the city piece by piece.  
 One project that took longer was the “reconstruction of York-street North … and 43
the… bridge over the Argyle Cut”  in association with the National and Local 44
Works Branch of the Department of Public Works.  Progress was slowed due to it 45
requiring the demolition of even more of the existing dwellings and the 
Government stipulating that those houses were not to be removed until the Board 
found “other dwellings for the tenants required to vacate”.  The Board, as 46
landlord, recognised that a large number of their tenants were "waterside workers” 
who needed to “live close to their work”  and so proactively gave legitimate 47
applicants “first preference” in the allocation of alternative housing.  Whilst their 48
existing stock was able to provide accommodation for the “majority of those 
affected”,  the Board also undertook a new project to help meet the demand.  49 50
 See Chapter 4.41
 Noni Boyd, “Gloucester Street, The Rocks (from the Argyle Cut to the Cahill Expressway): A Study of its 42
Development and Conservation” (MSc thesis, University of Sydney, 1998), 148.
 Also know as Cumberland Street. 43
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1914”, 4. Included new steps from Argyle Street to Gloucester 44
Street later known as the Argyle Steps.
 Department of Public Works, “Report of the Department of Public Works for the year ended 30 June, 45
1914.” (Sydney: Government Printer, 9 December 1914), 66.
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1914”, 4. 46
 ibid.47
 ibid.48
 ibid.49
 SMH, 22 July 1913, 6.50
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FIGURE 5.2   Argyle Cut, showing entrance to new steps 
HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1914” 
 One last tenement 
 In October 1912, a protest meeting was held by the tenants of The Rocks. It had 
been organised to impress upon the Government, in no uncertain terms, the need 
to provide “decent and respectable homes for the waterside workers of the 
district… in the interests of health and public decency”. Only then would the 
“ostensible object” of the original resumptions, to remodel and improve the living 
conditions for those residing in the area, be accomplished. The assembled group 
was antagonistic to the way Government had been treating The Rocks to date as 
land that “should be leased more or less for capitalistic purpose”, but expressed 
their hope that the establishment of the new Housing Board might be a point of 
change. The “accommodation of the working class” provided under the Sydney 
Harbour Trust had set a good precedent, they thought, and if only the Government 
could vote the necessary funds for the Housing Board to follow in their footsteps, 
the “present state of things may be abolished”.  51
 SMH, 10 October 1912, 13.51
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 Even though the Government had sworn off apartment buildings,  they evidently 52
agreed, for when Foggitt designed his first project for the Housing Board in The 
Rocks in May 1913, it was for much-needed workers’ housing. The project was 
for a tenement of sixteen dwellings, two with shops below,  on a cleared site  53 54
that the Department of Public Works had previously identified as suitable for 
dwellings. The site shared the southern end of its block, south of Long’s Lane, 
with a pair of existing terraces. Foggitt’s design was three storeys in height and 
built hard as a continuous street wall to the three frontages of Cumberland, Little 
Essex and Gloucester Streets. Rather than subsume the whole project within a 
single homogenous solution though, Foggitt instead treated each frontage 
individually, seeking to have each part respond to its own streetscape. The corners 
were treated differently again, generating a total of four distinctive building types 
within the one overall design.  55
!   
FIGURE 5.3   Shops and dwellings Cumberland, Little Essex and Gloucester Streets no.1, 1913 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 3132 
 See Chapter 4.52
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1914”, 4. 53
 SMH, 22 July 1913, 6.54
 The project was largely demolished in 1955 for the Cahill Expressway.55
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FIGURE 5.4   Shops and dwellings Cumberland, Little Essex and Gloucester Streets no.2, 1913 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 3133 
 To the west, facing Cumberland Street, Foggitt designed four conventional 
terrace-type buildings, albeit very large ones, arranged as two mirrored pairs. The 
ground floor of each was entered from a small porch to the street, via a short 
hallway leading to a stair hall with the stair doubling back across the plan. Facing 
back to the street was a ‘parlor’, and beyond the stair was a large living room, 
then kitchen, pantry, bathroom and laundry in sequence along a rear wing. The 
back door from the laundry led down a half-flight of stairs and out to a narrow 
yard where an external WC and fuel storage area were located. Shared passages 
back to Cumberland Street between, and to either side of the pairs, rendered these 
rear spaces serviceable. The first floor of each terrace had two bedrooms, one to 
the front with a balcony and one to the rear, complemented by another WC and 
bathroom, as well as a small linen cupboard. A small third bedroom was included 
facing the front of the terrace, spanning over the width of the ground-floor 
passage below. The top floor included four more bedrooms, two to the front and 
two to the rear, plus a linen closet. These oversized terraces of six or seven 
bedrooms were not designed to be used as family residences, although this would 
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have been possible. Instead they were run as ‘residentials’,  a kind of ‘boarding 56
house’ for workers,  providing “well-built modern lodgings”  to serve those who 57 58
were “renting houses in the suburbs for their families, and themselves coming in 
and boarding during the week in the ‘Rocks’”, to make their waterside work 
possible.  59
!  
FIGURE 5.5   Buildings in York-street, looking south 
HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1914” 
 At the corners of the site, shopfronts splayed at forty-five degrees to face 
southwest and southeast, marking the street intersections, their retail uses 
evidenced by the large display windows and high steel-trussed awnings suspended 
out over the footpath. Whilst the shops were entered from the corners through a 
prominent front door, each also had a side entry from Little Essex Street to 
provide access to their residential component. At the ground floor, a small 
entrance hall gave way to the stairs, a back door to the shop, and to other doors 
 Hector Abrahams Architects, “Tenements. Pair Three-Storey Brick. 140-142 Cumberland Street, The 56
Rocks: Conservation Management Plan” (June 2016), 38.
 In a similar way to Upper Fort Street by the Department of Public Works. See Chapter 4.57
 The northernmost pair of terraces on Cumberland Street survive and are now used as a bed and breakfast. 58
Today they are located well above the carriageway and are accessed by stairs, the level of Cumberland Street 
having been cut down to pass under the Cahill Expressway.
 SMH, 11 December 1913, 8.59
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leading to a living room and a bedroom, and then through to a kitchen with a 
small verandah and pantry. Rear yards again provided the laundry and WC 
facilities. Upstairs, the plans for the corner components had a smaller footprint 
than the ground floor, contracting into the corners. The Cumberland Street corner 
comprised seven more bedrooms over two storeys, and Gloucester Street eight, 
plus a bathroom and WC each. Like the neighbouring large terraces, the 
preponderance of bedrooms enabled the buildings to be let as temporary lodgings. 
However, the integration of shops at the ground floor was an entirely new feature. 
None of the state workers’ housing projects of the Sydney Harbour Trust or 
Department of Public Works had done this before. For this site, particularly, the 
inclusion of retail made sense. The rents “obtained for the shops, now that the 
district is improving”, were so good that they could be used to subsidise the 
accommodation, helping to “keep the rent of a good house low enough to come 
well within the means of a working man”.  The retail element also promoted 60
street life and a mix of interesting uses, including in 1916, the Gloucester Street 
corner being converted to a “baby clinic” with “waiting and treatment” rooms to 
serve the needs of The Rocks Area.  61
!  
FIGURE 5.6   Building on corner of York and Essex streets, northeast corner 
HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1914” 
 ibid.60
 The Sun, 21 July 1916, 5.61
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 The buildings fronting Little Essex Street took a totally different approach. They 
were comprised of multiple smaller units. Here, at the ground level between the 
corner shops, two single-level dwellings stretched deep into the centre of the 
block. Inside their front door, the units had a bedroom with verandah to the street, 
followed by a second bedroom facing the rear, then the living room, pantry and 
kitchen in succession with windows sideways to the yard. Outside the back door, 
an open-air laundry led to the bathroom and also down to the yard with external 
WC and fuel storage, however no passageway allowed direct access to the yard 
from the street.  Above these dwellings at the first floor, were four more two-62
storey dwellings accessed at either side of open stairs up from Little Essex Street. 
Two were located centrally, directly over the ground-floor units, and two stretched 
sideways over the shops. Each of these dwellings had a living room, kitchen, 
bathroom and three bedrooms over its two floors. Large ‘flats’ or balconies, 
substituting for yards, provided outdoor space on the roof of the levels below. The 
inclusion of two-storey dwellings at the upper level was comparable to the 
Gloucester Street tenements,  however the circulation was not via an external 63
gallery, instead being a stair shared between two dwellings. An interesting detail 
of the central upstairs units was that the front door opened on to the balcony, 
similar to the typical plan of Lower Fort Street.   64
 The arrangement of the building facing east to Gloucester Street followed a 
similar pattern to that of Little Essex Street, with high site-coverage single-storey 
dwellings at the ground floor, and smaller footprint two-storey dwellings over.  65
The two ground-floor units generally followed the plan of Little Essex Street too, 
except that this time the dwellings shared their long wall rather than their short 
wall. Like the Cumberland Street terraces, the yards had a passageway back to the 
 4 Little Essex Street, the eastern ground-floor flat was occupied by Annie Townsend, previously Annie 62
Hellsten, the great-great-grandmother of the author. The dwelling is discussed in some detail by Merle 
Gibson, née Benecke, the great-aunt of the author, in an interview with Grace Karskens in 1995 (Karskens 
Oral History Collection, private) which allowed the dwelling to be identified by its plan. A recollection of 
Merle is that “it was a lovely little place, well furnished, the fireplace decorated with huge mother-of-pearl 
shells.” Also, that the dwelling was “just normal” in terms of daylight and the backyard “was not very big,” 
but she managed to have a garden with flowers. These anecdotes suggest that the dwellings were considered 
modest yet comfortable for the time. 
 See Chapter 4.63
 See Chapter 4.64
 The northernmost duplex of dwellings remains on Gloucester Street, its pair that shared its stair having 65
been demolished for the Cahill Expressway.
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street. Access to the first floor was very reminiscent of the High Street flats,  66
being a single flight of stairs running from the footpath, beneath balconies, up to a 
landing widening at the top to the width of two front doors. These two upper-
storey dwellings had a bedroom with balcony, living room and kitchen at the entry 
level, with stairs up to two or three more bedrooms,  a bathroom and WC, then 67
another flight of stairs up to laundry and expansive roof ‘flat’ or terrace. This 
feature too was familiar from the High Street flats, granting both the ground-floor 
and upper-storey dwellings useful private open spaces. 
!  
FIGURE 5.7   Corner of Little Essex Street and Gloucester Street 
Property NSW. GL 20 DW 31509 
 A variation in elevational treatments was used to distinguish each of the three 
street frontages. These design flourishes managed both to give a particular 
character to each of the constituent parts, as well as unite the building.  The 68
facade to Cumberland Street was the most impressive, its grandness 
commensurate with the new width, regularity and primacy that Cumberland 
 See Chapter 3.66
 The southern unit spanned the ground-floor passageway creating extra width for a second smaller bedroom.67
 Peter John Cantrill and Philip Thalis, “An Urban Laboratory” in Form Technique Content 2 ‘Housing & 68
City’ (1996), 131.
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Street  had been given in The Rocks area through the Department of Public 69
Works’ remodelling.  It also met the scale of the older three-storey rendered 70
building to the north across Long’s Lane. In boldness and solidity, it was not 
dissimilar to the Upper Fort Street terraces designed by the Government 
Architect's Branch.  Tall, flush face-brick walls were crowned by a pedimented 71
parapet line. Within the wall, arched and inset balconies, porches and 
passageways created sharp tunnels of shadow, whilst decorative brick Juliet 
balconies protruded to cast shade across the face of the building. Turning the 
corner to Little Essex Street, past the shop, the masonry wall with tall timber 
windows was continued but its strength was visually diminished by the broken 
parapet line as the buildings slipped vertically at the party wall lines and stepped 
down the hill. The punched-arch openings were continued, however the central 
two bays collected these openings and increased their size to a point where the 
impression of the wall started to break down. In its place came a hint of timber 
shingles, battens and fretwork which worked to slightly soften the exterior 
appearance. Turning the corner again to Gloucester Street, past the baby clinic, the 
building character completely changed. A two-storey passageway divided the 
building, making this portion almost separate, and then the expression became 
predominantly timber, utilising and expanding the details suggested in Little 
Essex Street for the major part of the elevation at all three levels. This move 
reduced the massiveness of the building and helped it to sit more comfortably next 
to its adjoining two-storey terraces. 
 Also known as York Street North.69
 See Chapter 4.70
 See Chapter 4.71
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!   
FIGURE 5.8   Shops and dwellings Cumberland, Little Essex and Gloucester Streets no.3, 1913 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 3134 
!  
FIGURE 5.9   Shops and dwellings Cumberland, Little Essex and Gloucester Streets no.4, 1913 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 3135 
 The Housing Board's ensemble took many cues from its predecessors. 
Stylistically, it took direct influences from Vernon and the Government Architect's 
Branch, the office that Foggitt had only recently been promoted from.  However, 72
 Hector Abrahams Architects, “Tenements. Pair Three-Storey Brick”, 61.72
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typologically it purposefully combined many of the best attributes from both the 
Sydney Harbour Trust’s and Department of Public Works’ recent projects, to 
culminate in what could be considered the pinnacle of state workers’ housing 
projects in The Rocks. Whilst this inner city tenement was a long way from the 
low-density suburb that the Housing Act was intended to facilitate,  the design of 73
the project had learnt lessons from its nearby predecessors to provide high calibre 
dwellings within an intricate building form that worked very hard to use its site 
intensively. A variety of dwelling types had been provided to cater to the assorted 
needs of tenants, a mix of uses occupied the busy corners to raise additional 
revenue and density was increased through the inventive vertical arrangement of 
units with no compromise to amenity.  However, having produced this 74
consummately urban building, one of the most accomplished workers’ housing 
infill projects in The Rocks, the Housing Board turned its attention to the suburbs. 
!   
FIGURE 5.10   View south down Cumberland Street with tenement at left 
Property NSW. CD 80 
 
 Paul Ashton, Caroline Butler-Bowdon, Anna Cossu and Wayne Johnson, Painting the Rocks: The Loss of 73
Old Sydney. (Sydney, NSW: Historic Houses Trust of New South Wales, 2010), 41.
 Boyd, “Gloucester Street, The Rocks”, 149.74
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 Justifying the suburban solution 
 The Housing Act had been passed and its activities already set in motion, when, in 
August 1912, Professor Robert Francis Irvine,  first Professor of Economics at 75
the University of Sydney, was nonetheless commissioned by the Government to 
travel overseas in order to “inquire into the question of the Housing of Workmen 
in Great Britain and the continents of Europe and America”. His brief was to 
“recommend for adoption whatever measures” he saw fit to be introduced in New 
South Wales.  Irvine reported the problem of workers’ housing as being a broad 76
and multifaceted issue that “affected all sections of the community”  and one that 77
could only be addressed “as part of a general scheme of reform”.  His lengthy 78
report back to the Governor in August 1913 identified two central questions which 
he believed required attention. The first was how “in the congested areas of large 
cities… to get rid of the results of unregulated housing”, and the second was how 
“society may best provide that each individual family unit” had a good home.  79
 The answer to the first question, he thought, was through the implementation of 
modern ‘town planning’, an approach new to the making of places in Australia.  80
Irvine blamed what he called a “planlessness”  for the scourge of slum housing. 81
Inner-city development was uncontrolled, uncoordinated and of poor quality and 
“unless definite action is taken,” he warned, “many of the evil housing 
conditions… will be repeated.”  What was needed, he was convinced, was a form 82
of “enlightened public control”, one that enabled “re-planning the old and 
planning the new so as to avoid the old mistakes”. The provision of “better homes 
for the people”, he argued, was “bound up inextricably with the wider policy of 
 Robert Francis Irvine (1861-1941) born Shetland Islands, Scotland. Economist. Migrated to New Zealand 75
as a child. Educated in New Zealand, where he also taught. Migrated to New South Wales in 1892 to work as 
a headmaster. Appointed Examiner and Inspecting Officer of the Public Service Board in 1897, he later 
became Secretary and a Member of the Board. Lectured in Economics at the University of Sydney from 1907 
(ADB).
 Robert Francis Irvine, “Report of the Commission of Inquiry into the Question of the Housing of Workmen 76
in Europe and America” (Sydney: Government Printer, 27 August 1913), Introduction.
 ibid, 2.77
 ibid, 3.78
 ibid, 2.79
 Based on English examples. The Town Planning Association of New South Wales was formed in October 80
1913.
 Irvine, “Report of the Commission of Inquiry”, 16.81
 ibid, 110.82
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ensuring a healthy and attractive environment” and town planning was the way to 
achieve this.  83
 With regard to the making of ‘good homes’, Irvine was somewhat less open-
minded. His starting point was that “no one desires to see either the London or 
New York tenement system in Sydney”,  and that he himself was “opposed to the 84
tenement system as a general thing”.  “Bad housing”, he summarised, was caused 85
by too many buildings crammed onto private lots  and the absence of green open 86
space in the public domain. “Jerry-built” housing, with its dark unventilated halls, 
narrow staircases and small backyards made for uncomfortable and unhealthy 
dwellings, as did buildings built up against boundaries, which excluded light and 
air from rooms. The high rents charged for these dwellings caused unacceptable 
overcrowding and overall, the existing lack of regulation allowed these conditions 
to proliferate.  In short, everything that was wrong with workers’ housing was 87
inescapably the result of the urban condition. These conditions, he believed, were 
the things which led directly to the dangers of disease, immorality and a general 
“disintegration of character”.   88
 
 Despite his declared aversion to apartments, Irvine still engaged with the tenement 
phenomenon in some detail in his report. He acknowledged that in the “urban 
age”  apartment buildings were “inevitable”,  with “no alternative where the 89 90
land is very valuable”.  He discussed the design features of ‘model’ and ‘inferior’ 91
tenements that would make apartment living acceptable or not, and proceeded to 
set out the kind of legislation  which would be required to produce ‘good’ 92
apartments. He even went so far as to concede that he did not “see much danger” 
 ibid, 115.83
 ibid, 121. “The Kind of Housing to Aim At”.84
 ibid, 125.85
 A practice referred to as ‘land sweating’.86
 Irvine, “Report of the Commission of Inquiry”, 8-9.87
 ibid, 9-10.88
 ibid, 115.89
 ibid, 105.90
 ibid, 115.91
 ibid, 105. “It will also be necessary to adopt a new code of building regulations with regards to buildings of 92
this class. Only a certain proportion of the ground should be built upon, and this proportion should diminish 
with distance from the centre of the city. In the suburbs apartment structures should be limited to a reasonable 
height and not more than 25 per cent to 50 per cent of the ground covered. Where a large number of boarders 
or of families are to be housed in one dwelling, sufficient ground for recreation should be regarded as 
essential. Stringent regulations are necessary as to safety from fire; lighting of rooms, staircases, halls; 
ventilation; size of rooms; sanitary arrangements; heating; disposal of garbage.”
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in tenements, if the “best types” of building and “the proper environment of open 
spaces” were insisted upon.  However, despite his investigations and findings, 93
Irvine still managed to treat tenements as the unfortunate exception and dismissed 
their potential as the way forward. “Family life in the apartment house suffers,”  94
he surmised. 
 The “true policy”, Irvine declared, was to “house where land was cheap”, and this 
land was to be found “only on the outskirts of the city”.  Only in this way could 95
the desired “self-contained, private, sanitary” homes be provided, “open in every 
room to sunlight and fresh air, safe from fire and collapse… artistic and hygienic” 
and yet “at a rent no higher than is paid for the slum tenements of today”.  This 96
conclusion, somewhat conveniently for Government, placed Irvine in agreement 
with the purposes of the Housing Act and in support of the Housing Board’s 
project already underway, to build a fully-planned low-density ‘garden suburb’ 
outside of the city.  
 ‘Audaciousville’ 
 The prolonged and successful assault on slum clearance and the tenement building 
meant that the Government’s urban housing programme had now effectively died 
a political death. With its passing, the suburban solution came to be seen as the 
remedy for all urban ills. Slums were believed to have been demolished “only to 
be succeeded by other slums of a different order”, whereas “the model village” 
came to be widely regarded as the “real solution of the housing problem”.  That 97
the working class could acquire a home to call their own and begin to enjoy the 
same benefits as the middle class was an enticing prospect.  And even though it 98
was relatively untrodden ground, considering the toxicity of the tenement 
alternative, it was also perhaps the easier path to travel.  99
 ibid, 115.93
 ibid, 102.94
 ibid, 121.95
 ibid, 2.96
 SMH, 27 January 1912, 14.97
 Ruth Thompson, “Sydney’s Flats: A Social and Political History” (PhD thesis, Macquarie University, 98
1986), 25-26.
 Keane, “Darling Harbour to Daceyville”, 140-141.99
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 The idea for a model suburb of workers’ dwellings had originated with Labor 
Assistant Treasurer Ambrose Campbell Carmichael, who noticed the trend of 
commercial property displacing inner-city housing as it became a more valuable 
land use.  Rather than compete with industry for urban land, Carmichael thought 100
that workers’ housing should be located beyond the city centre, where land was 
cheaper, and connected by cheap transport “within the tram radius”.  He could 101
see “no reason why” the Government could not build dwellings “out in the 
suburbs, and sell these” to workers “at extended credit at cost price”.  In terms 102
of leasing too, the construction of houses on cheaper land would reduce their 
rents, and if dwellings were produced at sufficient volume, they could quell 
demand and exert a downward pressure on private rents through competition. The 
other obvious attraction of the suburbs was the availability of unbounded open 
space, sunlight and fresh air, which would improve the living conditions of 
workers and thus avoid future slums. Ultimately these ideas coalesced to find their 
expression in the ‘Garden City’ model,  a concept popularised at the turn of the 103
century in England through the work of reformer Ebenezer Howard  to improve 104
post-Industrial Revolution era living conditions.  In 1911, Carmichael, in 105
conjunction with the Minister of Lands, ordered plans drawn up to demonstrate 
this idea for two chosen areas “which will make room for about… 1500 
dwellings… with streets laid out, together with allotments with 66-foot 
frontages”.  106
 ibid, 177.100
 SMH, 30 March 1911, 8.101
 ibid.102
 Keane, “Darling Harbour to Daceyville”, 162.103
 Through his text “To-morrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform” (1898), later reprinted as “Garden Cities 104
of To-morrow” (1902). These ideas were physically embodied in towns like Port Sunlight and Letchworth, 
which were probably more influential as built precedents than the theory itself was. 
 Thompson, “Sydney’s Flats”, 28.105
 SMH, 30 March 1911, 8.106
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FIGURE 5.11   Bird’s-eye View of the Proposed State Model Suburb at Kensington 
SMH, 26 January 1912, 3 
 One of those areas was the ‘Church and School Estate’ at Kensington,  a sandy 107
and swampy vacant expanse located about four miles (6.6km) southeast of the city 
as the crow flies, near the tramline to Long Bay. A portion of land was also 
included that had previously been resumed for water conservation.  The original 108
plan for the ‘State Model Suburb’ in Kensington  was drawn up by George 109
McRae  of the Department of Public Works Government Architect's Branch.  110 111
The area comprised four hundred and forty-three acres  (179.2ha) and stretched 112
south of Gardeners Road, bounded by Bunnerong Road to the east and a proposed 
new road to the west.  Of this, approximately one hundred and thirty acres 113
(52.6ha, 29.3%) was devoted to streets and sixty-nine acres (27.9ha, 15.6%) to 
parks, leaving the balance for building purposes.  The layout was structured by a 114
central avenue complete with a new tramline loop and filled in with an assortment 
of block shapes and sizes to create almost one thousand residential lots.  The 115
concept as a whole was promoted as realising “the new order of things”, 
combining “a maximum of usefulness with a proper regard to aesthetic beauty”, 
and containing “provision for every reasonable human requirement”.  In 116
addition to the housing, the plan offered forty shops, four schools, a fire station, 
post office, two amusement halls, four churches, a cricket oval and numerous 
 DT, 30 December 1911, 13. The other area was possibly in Stockton, Newcastle. See Taylor, “Home 107
Owning”, 56.
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913”, 1.108
 SMH, 27 January 1912, 17.109
 Noni Boyd, “No Sacrifice in Sunshine: Walter Liberty Vernon Architect 1846-1914” (PhD thesis, RMIT, 110
2010), 500. Foggitt was also involved with the design of this plan. See EAA, 257.
 Robert Freestone, “The Great Lever of Social Reform: The Garden Suburb 1900-30”, in Max Kelly ed, 111
Sydney: City of Suburbs (Kensington: New South Wales University Press, 1987), 67-68.
 DT, 28 March 1912, 10.112
 Later Cook Avenue.113
 DT, 28 March 1912, 10. Percentages are calculated as a proportion of the site area.114
 The legend indicates that there were “850 cottages” however there appear to be 986 residential lots shown.115
 SMH, 27 January 1912, 14.116
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small reserves. A generously large park, on its own 32 acres (12.9ha), was set at 
the heart of the scheme to provide the communal facilities of a gymnasium, tennis 
‘ground’, another cricket ground, bowls and croquet lawn, a children’s 
playground, pavilions and a bandstand. The plan was approved on 24 January 
1912 and preliminary works initiated by the Department of Public Works.  117
!   
FIGURE 5.12   View of part of Dacey Suburb, showing character of country. 6th August 1913 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913” 
!  
FIGURE 5.13   Ground Plan of the Proposed State Model Suburb at Kensington 
Department of Public Works Government Architect's Branch layout 
SMH, 27 January 1912, 17 
 DT, 25 January 1912, 6. In anticipation of a Housing Bill being passed.117
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 In November 1911, John Rowland Dacey had succeeded to the role of Colonial 
Treasurer and taken up the cause of the Kensington ‘model suburb’ with great 
zeal. Whilst the Opposition labelled the scheme “Audaciousville”,  lambasting 118
its unprecedented scope and financial risk, the new suburb soon came to be known 
as “Daceyville”  or “Dacey Garden Suburb”  in recognition of its keen chief 119 120
protagonist. Dacey advocated for the project fiercely and unswervingly, wishing 
to “establish a garden city” that offered “people healthy conditions for living”.  121
In a move away from Carmichael’s original notion, he sought to distance the 
project from being “designated as workmen’s dwellings” for fear it would 
“militate against the success of the scheme”.  In Dacey’s mind the dwellings in 122
his ‘garden suburb’ were for “all and sundry”, for anybody who was disposed to 
“take advantage of this experiment”,  as long as they did not already own a 123
house. He also wanted the project to set the benchmark for how housing schemes 
across the whole State should be designed, so that the municipal councils who 
might deliver them could “profit by a model which can be advantageously 
followed”.  Dacey even talked insightfully about the project as an infrastructural 124
“necessity”, comparing it to providing the public with “pure water to drink” or 
“city transit”, arguing “surely it cannot be a bad thing to say the provisions of 
sanitary dwellings should be in the hands of the community also”.  125
 The culmination of all this promotion and persuasion came when Dacey managed 
to steer his proposal through Parliament, resulting in the passage of the 
groundbreaking Housing Act of 1912. The direct result of this legislation was that 
the New South Wales Government, through the Housing Board, became for the 
first time an explicit and dedicated provider of public housing. The unionists, who 
had been prime agitators for suburban housing for their members, were satisfied 
by the outcome.  Reformers too, breathed a sigh of relief. The seemingly endless 126
 DT, 24 February 1912, 14.118
 A text search for ‘Daceyville’ under digitised newspapers on Trove shows that the first reported mention 119
was satirical (The Sunday Times, 31 December 1911, 1). Dacey did not name the project after himself (DT, 25 
January 1912, 6).
 HB, “Report by Housing Board” (1912), 1.120
 Quoted in Harvey Volke, “The Politics of State Rental Housing in New South Wales, 1900-1939: Three 121
Case Studies” (MPhil thesis, University of Sydney, 2006), 36.
 SMH, 26 January 1912, 3.122
 SMH, 27 January 1912, 14.123
 Quoted in Volke, “The Politics Of State Rental Housing”, 39.124
 ibid, 40.125
 DT, 1 January 1912, 9.126
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supply of cheap land available would provide a sure substitute source for workers’ 
dwellings for decades to come.  To enable the project to commence 127
immediately, the Housing Act contained a special provision allowing the “first 
expenditure of seventy-five thousand pounds on any buildings erected or works 
constructed in pursuance of this Act”  to be made available for use at 128
Daceyville. However, as a safeguard against failure, any future funds required for 
the project would have to be approved through the Parliamentary Standing 
Committee on Public Works as per all other infrastructural undertakings.  With 129
the newly-constituted Housing Board having taken over the reins, Australia’s first 
attempt at a ‘garden suburb’,  Daceyville, was under way. Unfortunately, Dacey 130
passed away suddenly on 11 April 1912, before he saw his plan come to fruition. 
 
 A change of plans 
 Whilst having amply illustrated the vision of the scheme in order to progress the 
project through Parliament and onto site, the original plan by McRae attracted 
criticism in town planning circles as being somewhat ‘unenlightened’.  Charles 131
Reade, a New Zealand advocate of the Garden City, with knowledge of 
international precedent, did not approve of the layout and suggested that the 
“opinion of a modern English town planner” should be obtained to improve upon 
the plan.  The composition was said to lack an overall rigour and included 132
elements which had become passé such as formal tree-lined streets.  The 133
proposed residential lanes were seen as superfluous, as the allotments were “large 
enough to give… access from the front” and they would “take up space which 
could be used to better advantage”.  As a consequence, a conference was held in 134
February 1912 to further discuss the plan. This was attended by John Francis 
 Keane, “Darling Harbour to Daceyville”, 175.127
 Housing Act, 1912, ¶4.128
 See Chapter 4.129
 Not the first proposed. See Robert A.M. Stern, David Fishman and Jacob Tilove, Paradise Planned: The 130
Garden Suburb and the Modern City (United States: The Monacelli Press, 2013), 652. Walter Liberty Vernon 
had won the ‘Rus in Urbe’ competition in 1889, proposing a garden suburb, also located in Kensington, but 
was not built. See Boyd, “No Sacrifice in Sunshine”, 221.
 Stern, Fishman and Tilove, Paradise Planned, 653.131
 Boyd, “No Sacrifice in Sunshine”, 499.132
 Stern, Fishman and Tilove, Paradise Planned, 653.133
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913”, 1. The properties were also intended to be sewered, so lanes 134
to service ‘outhouses’ would not have been necessary.
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Hennessy,  who was President of the Institute of Architects, John Sulman,  135 136
engaged as a professional consultant, plan authors Government Architect George 
McRae and Edward Drew of the Department of Public Works, and future Housing 
Board members Thomas Huggins Nesbitt and John Daniel Fitzgerald, amongst 
others. Following deliberations, it was resolved that a contour map of the area be 
prepared  and that Hennessy and Sulman report back on potential options.  137 138
Meanwhile, preparatory works for the suburb had commenced. A “considerable 
sum of money”  had been expended by the Department of Public Works to 139
reclaim swampland, through the construction of a large concrete drain and filling 
in and levelling low-lying land “which would otherwise be useless… for building 
purposes”.  The money was also used for building a substation  to supply the 140 141
houses and streets with electricity for lighting and for extending the sewerage 
system. Roads with footpaths, turfing, kerbing, guttering and asphalting had also 
been begun.  The scale of the undertaking was not to be underestimated. 142
 John Francis Hennessy (1853-1924) born Leeds, England. Architect. Worked for a variety of firms in 135
London. Travelled to Spain and the United States. Arrived in Sydney in late 1880 to work in the Sydney City 
Architect’s Office. Partnership with Joseph Ignatius Sheerin 1884-1912 designing church buildings, including 
St Patrick’s Seminary at Manly. Served as Alderman and Mayor of Burwood Council. President of the 
Institute of Architects 1911-1912. Taught in Architecture at the University of Sydney 1912-1920. Retired in 
1923 (SMH, 4 November 1924, 13, and EAA, 325-326).
 John Sulman (1849-1934) born Greenwich, England. Architect. Studied architecture and practised in 136
London. Emigrated to Australia in 1885 and commenced private practice. Partnered with Joseph Porter Power 
in 1889 designing commercial and institutional buildings, including the Sydney and Melbourne Buildings in 
Canberra. Retired from practice in 1908. Sulman held many public and academic positions including 
President of the Town Planning Association 1913-1925 and Lecturer at the University of Sydney 1887-1912. 
Knighted in 1924 (EAA, 665-666).
 Drawn up by the Department of Public Works Survey Drafting Branch, (DWP, “Report 1912”, 110).137
  SMH, 8 February 1912, 8.138
 HB, “Report by Housing Board” (1912), 1.139
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913”, 2.140
 Substation designed by Robert Hargreaves Brodrick, City Architect for Sydney Municipal Council.141
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913”, 2.142
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!  
FIGURE 5.14   Main Stormwater Channel in course of construction, Dacey Garden Suburb 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913” 
!  
FIGURE 5.15   City Council Electric Power Station, Dacey Suburb 
Substation designed to look like a freestanding house in Daceyville 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913” 
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 By July 1912, Sulman and Hennessy, who were known as authorities in Australia 
on town planning, had reworked the plan for the suburb in further consultation 
with Fitzgerald, who had meanwhile become Chairman of the Housing Board. 
The revised layout now took into account the topography of the land, although 
McRae's straight central avenue was retained and the “roads were kept straight as 
some had already been made”.  The land was also reduced in extent by some 143
one hundred and seven acres, excising the Labour Farm Area  to the south 144
beyond Maroubra Road. The remaining land was “336 acres 1 rood and 27 
perches” (136.1ha), having “an undulating character” and was considered to be 
“well adapted for building purposes” with “soil of a light sandy nature”.  145
Seventy-six acres (30.8ha, 22.6%) were allocated for roads and thirty-one and 
three-quarter acres given over to parks (12.8ha, 9.4%), making the layout 
dramatically more efficient and cost-effective than the first plan but also reducing 
the proportion of green space.  After land for public buildings was accounted 146
for, two hundred and eleven acres (85.4ha, 62.7%) were left, which were set aside 
for houses and shops. The subdivision of blocks was not elaborated but was 
“calculated at seven cottages to the acre”. It was thereby estimated that 
“approximately 1,437 cottages and 40 shops” could be realised within the 
estate.  However, the house lots must have been much smaller than in the 147
original plan because the number of dwellings was now almost half as many 
again, even though the site was only three-quarters of the size. Four ‘hostels’ were 
also included to accommodate “single men and women earning low wages” in an 
effort to provide comfortable dwellings for this demographic as well as reducing 
the overcrowding of cottages by lodgers.  148
 John Sulman, An Introduction to the Study of Town Planning in Australia (Sydney: William Applegate 143
Gullick, Government Printer, 1921) 114.
 ibid.144
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913”, 1.145
 Compared to first plan by Government Architect's Branch by percentage of site area.146
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913”, 1-2.147
 Sulman, An Introduction to the Study of Town Planning, 197.148
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FIGURE 5.16   Dacey Garden Suburb Design 
Revised layout by Sulman and Hennessy with contours. Completed cottages shown coloured. 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913” 
 The new simplified layout radiated south from the existing junction of Bunnerong 
Road and Gardeners Road. Two new one-hundred feet (30.5m) wide  streets 149
projected from the intersection, dividing the suburb into three irregular sectors of 
land as the “undulating contour” made a “mathematically perfect plan 
impossible”.  The western segment was the smallest section and also the first 150
portion to be developed. The central and eastern sections were to be far grander, 
organised around a main axial avenue  extending into the hinterland. At the 151
northern head of this boulevard, public gardens were formed on the small 
triangular lots, framed by an arc of shops in a ‘small business centre’.  This 152
would provide retail and services for residents. Heading south, a regularised 
pattern of narrower sixty-six feet (20.1m) wide  side streets branched east and 153
west to define regular blocks on the relatively flat land, with public gardens 
beautifying the street edge at intervals. At the southern end of the avenue, the vista 
was terminated by a School of Arts, which was surrounded by a conglomeration 
of public buildings including a police station, post office, public library, technical 
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913”, 1.149
 SMH, 31 August 1912, 21.150
 Later Banks Avenue.151
 Sulman, An Introduction to the Study of Town Planning, 114.152
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913”, 1. Sixty-six feet was the minimum width for new streets 153
under Local Government Act, 1906, ¶73.
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college, state school, dispensary and a major grouping of shops. Other public 
facilities, such as a public school, seven churches, two ‘public buildings’, a 
children’s playground and a maternity hospital, were dotted throughout the plan, 
occupying high points in the landscape or prominent locations within the layout. 
Three of the hilltops were reserved for parks affording distant views, whilst the 
line of drainage was made into a linear reserve. The lowest-lying area was 
earmarked for a major park thirty-two acres (12.9ha) in size. Landscaping was 
designed by Joseph Henry Maiden,  Curator of the Botanical Gardens, who 154
selected species and advised on plantings that would enhance the geometry of the 
layout. Main avenues were to be graced with tall phoenix palms running down the 
centre of the roadway, whilst each of the smaller streets was to be planted with its 
own distinctive variety of tree.  155
 
 Semi-detached designs 
 The construction of dwellings was commenced immediately upon the Housing 
Board’s appointment  with the Department of Public Works acting as 156
contractor.  The first dwellings were built in the northwest corner of the estate 157
fronting onto Gardeners Road and along the streets running perpendicular to it. 
“Following out the garden city plan”,  large lots  were laid out with no fences 158 159
to the front boundary, low ornamental wire fences between front gardens, and 
paling fences to the rear.  Dacey had originally proposed to build his suburb as 160
“machine-made wooden houses of handsome and comfortable design”  because 161
of the faster construction and a shortage of bricks at the time. Vocal criticisms, 
however, of the dangers of fire, problems of maintenance and the possibility of 
 Joseph Henry Maiden (1859-1925) born London, England. Public servant and botanist. Studied in London. 154
Emigrated to Sydney in 1880. Became Curator of the Technological Museum. When the Garden Palace, 
which held this collection, was destroyed by fire, Maiden rebuilt the collection which moved to Ultimo in 
1893. Developed his interest in flora into expertise in economic botany. Became Director of the Botanic 
Gardens in 1896. Researched and wrote extensively. Member and President of many societies (ADB).
 Phillip James Briggs, “Public Housing in Sydney: Past, Present and Future” (PhD thesis, University of 155
New South Wales, 1972), 26.
 HB, “Report by Housing Board” (1912), 1.156
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913”, 3.157
 However clearly not a ‘multi-functional’ city, rather a ‘mono-functional’ suburb. 158
 Lots were 38 to 45 feet (11.6m to 13.7m) wide and an average of 133 feet (40.5m) deep resulting in lots of 159
469.8m2 to 554.9m2. See HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913”, 2.
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913”, 2.160
 DT, 30 December 1911, 13.161
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white-ants attacking timber  quickly led back to the choice of conventional brick 162
buildings.   163
!  
FIGURE 5.17   View showing Gardener’s Road, Dacey Suburb. 6th August, 1913 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913” 
 Anxious to get started, the Board adopted three designs developed by Gorrie 
McLeish Blair  from the Government Architect's Branch.  All these plans  164 165 166
were for modestly-sized but double-fronted semi-detached cottages of two- and 
three-bedrooms. The brief was to consider “architectural adornment as far as 
possible”, however to “keep the cost within reasonable limits”.  Kitchens were 167
‘eat-in’ to reduce the living room area, laundries and bathrooms were externalised 
and large verandahs extended the dwelling area and were suitable for ‘sleeping 
out’.  To increase the variety of designs in the suburb, the Board then held an 168
architectural competition in October 1912.  The judge was Walter Liberty 169
 SMH, 1 January 1912, 7.162
 SMH, 4 January 1912, 5.163
 Gorrie McLeish Blair (1862-1939) born Scotland. Architect. Emigrated to Australia in 1891. Entered into 164
service of the Government Architect's Branch in 1895. Promoted to Principal Architect in 1920. Succeeded 
George McRae as Government Architect. Retired in 1926 (SMH, 1 March 1939, 9).
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913”, 2.165
 Types A, B and E.166
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913”, 3.167
 DT, 1 February 1912, 11.168
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913”, 3.169
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Vernon,  who awarded first prize to a design by Samuel George Thorp,  an 170 171
articled student of James Peddle.  Thorp’s design, consequently selected for 172
building,  was also semi-detached with two-bedroom dwellings, however one of 173
the pair was single-fronted and two-storey which created an interesting roofline 
and an asymmetrical massing within an otherwise single-storey environment. A 
fifth semi-detached design “embodying many excellent features with moderate 
cost”  was developed by the Housing Board’s own architect William Henry 174
Foggitt,  and drew on the Arts and Crafts stylistic principles brought with him 175
from the Department of Public Works.  Dwellings ranged in size from seven 176
hundred to nine hundred and ten square feet (65.0m2 to 84.5m2), and all had ten 
feet (3.0m) high ceilings, with electric light and gas cooking.  The houses were 177
constructed on rubble or stone foundations from the Government quarry, with 
bricks sourced from the Government kilns.  Joinery was from the State joiner,  178 179
while they imported tile or slate roofs and used local hardwood timber, but 
imported pine.  By the end of June 1913, sixty-seven dwellings  had been 180 181
completed.  The number of applications received far outnumbered the houses 182
available, so the houses were let by ballot,  the Board deciding at this early stage 183
not to sell the houses in order to exercise full control over their stock.  184
 Recently retired as Government Architect.170
 Samuel George Thorp (1887-1967) born Cootamundra, New South Wales. Architect. Articled to James 171
Peddle in 1902. Ran office in Sydney in 1911 whilst Peddle was in United States and won Daceyville 
competition in 1912. Peddle returned to execute the project. Thorp became partner in 1914, taking over the 
practice in 1930. Designed commercial and institutional buildings including the AMP tower in Sydney. 
President of the RAIA New South Wales Chapter 1942-1943 (EAA, 535-536).
 James Peddle (1862-1930) born London, England. Architect. Worked as a cabinetmaker. Emigrated to 172
Australia in 1889 and set up practice. Undertook a broad variety of work, including planning and supervision 
of large public buildings. Due to recession in Australia, set up practice in California but returned in 1912 to 
undertake Daceyville scheme. Partnership with Samuel George Thorp from 1914. Won competition for 
workers’ housing in Woolloomooloo in 1924. Partnered with Frederick Hyman Ernest Walker in 1925 to form 
Peddle Thorp & Walker. Member of the Committee drafting Ordinance 71 of the Local Government Act 
which standardised by-laws for the construction of buildings. President of the Institute of Architects 
1929-1930. (SMH, 24 December 1930, 10 and EAA, 535-536).
 Type C. Working drawings prepared by Foggitt.173
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913”, 2.174
 Type D.175
 Boyd, “No Sacrifice in Sunshine”, 495.176
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913”, 3.177
 Lime and sand bricks from Botany and clay bricks from Homebush. See SMH, 9 February 1912, 8.178
 SMH, 23 April 1913, 14.179
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913”, 3.180
 Sixty-eight (thirty-four pairs) are shown completed on the plan.181
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913”, 2.182
 Irvine, “Report of the Commission of Inquiry”, 40.183
 Freestone, “The Great Lever of Social Reform”, 67.184
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FIGURE 5.18   Type A 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913” 
!  
FIGURE 5.19   Model Suburb Kensington. Semi-detached Cottages. Type A. 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913” 
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FIGURE 5.20   Type B 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913” 
!  
FIGURE 5.21   Model Suburb Kensington. Semi-detached Cottages. Type B. 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913” 
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FIGURE 5.22   Type C 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913” 
!  
FIGURE 5.23   Dacey Garden Suburb. Semi-detached Cottages. Ist Prize Design. Type C. 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913” 
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FIGURE 5.24   Type D 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913” 
!  
FIGURE 5.25   Dacey Garden Suburb. Semi-detached Cottages. Type D. 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913” 
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!
FIGURE 5.26   Type E 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913” 
!  
FIGURE 5.27   Dacey Garden Suburb. Semi-detached Cottages. Type E. 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913” 
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 Mixed receptions 
 The response to the project was mixed. Supporters inevitably contrasted the new 
suburban environment with the old inner-city slum areas, lauding the new 
environment and pointing up the major physical differences such as “the main 
avenues are wide and imposing, the villas neat and comfortable looking, while 
every convenience for health and recreation of the residents has been arranged 
for”.  Florence Mary Taylor  went further though, to write about the 185 186
potentially positive impacts on the residents. “The moral effect of living under 
conditions of control,” she said, “that insist on clean streets, tidy homes, nice 
private gardens and lawns, engenders clean home life… All these cannot fail to be 
other than uplifting to human mind and body.”   187
 However, critics of the scheme tended to focus on the details of what was on the 
ground. A surprising commentator was Professor Robert Francis Irvine, who 
supported the project in general but saw shortcomings in the realisation. Amongst 
his observations was that the roads were too wide, wasting money and land, and 
that the suburb suffered from “a certain monotonous” regularity due to the 
dwellings not being ‘grouped’ for artistic effect.  Another criticism levelled was 188
that the Housing Board, rather than “make all the houses detached and set in their 
own ground”, instead “committed a grave error in building semi-detached 
cottages”, reducing their value and appearance.  Perhaps the most condemnatory 189
words though, were from the Secretary to the Garden Cities and Town Planning 
Association in London, who denounced the plan in their official international 
publication stating, “not only is the plan open to serious objection, both on 
practical and aesthetic sides… practically the only feature in common to Garden 
 SMH, 31 August 1912, 21.185
 Florence Mary Taylor (1879-1969) born Bristol, England. Publisher and architect. Migrated to Australia as 186
a child. Orphaned at sixteen, she worked as a clerk in an architectural office. In 1904 became first woman to 
complete the Architecture course at Sydney Technical College.Worked for John Burcham Clamp. Being 
female she was not admitted to the Institute of Architects and so left architecture to pursue publishing. 
Founded the Building Publishing Company with her husband in 1907. Produced many publications including 
Building. Prolific writer and commentator (EAA, 689-690).
 Building and Real Estate,15:89 (January 12, 1915), 93187
 Irvine, “Report of the Commission of Inquiry”, 42.188
 Albert Goldie, “The Garden Suburb Idea” in The Lone Hand (2 June, 1913), 163-164.189
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Suburbs is that the area is pre-planned!”  These comments would not have been 190
taken lightly and would come to influence the continuing evolution of the plan.   
 Policy levers 
 Alongside the public housing that was being built for rent under the powers of the 
Housing Act, the Government also sought to influence the availability of private 
housing for workers. The initiative was not another building scheme though, this 
time it was a financial one. First proposed under Assistant Treasurer Carmichael 
in 1911, the programme was designed, he said, “to enable a working man in the 
city, under reasonable restrictions, to build a home for himself”.  In October 191
1913 the Government Savings Bank Amendment Act was passed to serve exactly 
this purpose. For the first time, mortgages were extended to the prospective 
working-class home owner “for the purpose of enabling him to… erect a dwelling 
house on his holding as a home for himself and his family”,  or else to purchase 192
an existing house. The terms offered were favourable, all that was required was a 
deposit. Even though this put the scheme beyond the reach of many, particularly 
those most in need of it, the loans were popular for the people in a position to 
afford it.  Although this was certainly a step forward, the housing produced 193
through this channel was likely to be primarily detached houses and the 
Government would have no direct say in the shape the housing took.  
 
 An urban interlude 
 Even with Daceyville advancing at speed, there was still much work for the 
Housing Board to attend to in The Rocks. The Board “carried on the improvement 
and rebuilding” begun by the Department of Public Works “as vigorously as 
possible, consistent with the funds placed at its disposal”.  It knew that only by 194
continuing to remodel and with the “expenditure of further moneys” would it be 
possible for the Government to eventually recoup their investment and “return a 
profit to the Treasury”.  Many of the resumption sites still remained vacant and 195
 Edward G. Culpin, Garden City Movement Up-To-Date (London: Garden Cities & Town Planning 190
Association, 1913), 64.
 SMH, 30 March 1911, 8.191
 Government Savings Bank Amendment Act, 1913, ¶3.192
 Thompson, “Sydney’s Flats”, 26.193
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1914”, 4. 194
 ibid.195
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would ‘lose’ money until they could be built upon, leased or sold.  An added 196
complication to reconstruction was an uncertainty about the intentions for the 
North Shore Bridge, which made development of a “considerable portion” of the 
Observatory Hill area a risk, as it might need to be resumed again for the new 
bridge approaches.  197
 One of the strategies devised to successfully occupy the vacant sites was 
warehouses. The “great advantage of them” to the Housing Board was that they 
could use the additional funds thereby generated “in pushing on with the building 
of dwelling-houses”.  The Board’s first warehouse, a solid four-storey structure, 198
was built on the northwest corner of Essex and Harrington Streets for the printers 
Bloxham and Chambers in 1916,  followed a year later by a new bond store for 199
Rowan’s Bonded and Free Stores in York Street North.  Also in 1917, at the 200
northernmost bend in George Street North, a two-storey warehouse was neatly 
inserted beneath the undercroft created by reconfigured high-level York Street 
North. The Board proudly noted that “as a matter of interest… this is the first 
building in Sydney entirely erected in reinforced concrete construction”.  201
 ibid, 5.196
 ibid.197
 SMH, 11 December 1913, 8.198
 HB, “Dacey Garden Suburb, and Observatory Hill (“The Rocks”) Resumed Area. (Report of the Housing 199
Board on, together with statement of receipts and expenditure for the year ended 30th June, 1916; also, 
photographs and plans.)” (Sydney: Government Printer, 24 August 1916), 3.
 HB, “Report of the Housing Board on Dacey Garden Suburb and Observatory Hill (“The Rocks”) 200
Resumed Area, together with Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for year ended 30th June, 1917; also, 
photographs and plans.” (Sydney: Government Printer, 23 August 1917), 3. Now known as Cumberland 
Street. Demolished for ‘Sirius’ designed by Tao Gofers for the NSW Housing Commission, built 1980.
 ibid.201
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!  
FIGURE 5.28   Building and Garden, Essex-street 
Bloxham and Chambers warehouse 
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1917” 
!  
FIGURE 5.29   Rowan’s Bond, York-street North 
HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1917” 
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FIGURE 5.30   Gloucester Street from George Street North 
Reinforced concrete warehouse at right 
State Library of New South Wales. IE1929368 FL1929380 
 Another lucrative purpose that sites could be used for was public hotels. In 1920, 
the Board leased vacant land to four hotels, the Flagstaff, Fortune of War, 
Glenmore and Harbour View, for each of them to erect new modern, larger 
premises upon.  The sites chosen were close to the existing hotels in order to 202
maintain patronage and the breweries used their own architects.  The Board was 203
also landlord to the Port Jackson Hotel, Grand Hotel, Hero of Waterloo, Hit or 
Miss Hotel, Three Crowns Hotel, The ASN Hotel, Beehive, Civic, and Orient 
Hotels, from which it derived rents which were “extremely gratifying”.  204
 Under-utilised sites were also made productive by erecting Government buildings. 
In 1922, the Housing Board erected new stores and offices for the Stores Supply 
Department  on the site between Harrington Street and Milson Lane, on the 205
north side of Essex Street.  The warehouse was four storeys high, with 206
 HB, “Report of the Housing Board on Dacey Garden Suburb and Observatory Hill (“The Rocks”) 202
Resumed Area, together with Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for year ended 30th June, 1920; also, 
photographs and plans.” (Sydney: Government Printer, 22 December 1920), 2.
 Noni Boyd, “Gloucester Street, The Rocks (from the Argyle Cut to the Cahill Expressway): A Study of its 203
Development and Conservation” (MSc thesis, University of Sydney, 1998), 155. Triangular sites formed at 
intersections were used for several hotels as they were not as useful for other building types.
 HB, “Eleventh Annual Report Covering operations at Dacey Garden Suburb, and at various other centres, 204
and embracing the management and control of the Observatory Hill (“Rocks”) Area.” (Sydney: Government 
Printer, 5 September 1923), 9.
 HB, “Report of the Housing Board on Dacey Garden Suburb and Observatory Hill (“The Rocks”) 205
Resumed Area, and other housing schemes, together with Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for year 
ended 30th June, 1922.” (Sydney: Acting Government Printer, 4 October 1922), 8.
 Demolished for the construction of the Four Seasons Hotel, formerly the Regent Hotel, built 1979-1983.206
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“reinforced concrete floors, supported where necessary on steel stanchions and 
girders encased in concrete” and had a flat roof with external walls “finished off 
in cement.”  The same year saw the Housing Board build offices for themselves, 207
to share with the Department of Public Works Resumed Properties Department, 
on a site at the southern edge of the Observatory Hill area.  The building, 208
designed by Foggitt,  was three storeys in height above Cumberland Street, with 209
a basement level accessible from Gloucester Street and the main address from 
Grosvenor Street.  210
!  
FIGURE 5.31   Resumed Properties Department. Head Office. 
Housing Board offices 
State Library of New South Wales. IE2024617 FL2024628 
 Courtyard apartments 
 There still remained within The Rocks the problem of rehousing those waterside 
workers who would be displaced by further demolitions for ongoing construction 
activities. The Housing Board had partially satisfied its commitment to 
Government with the construction of the mixed-use tenement at Cumberland, 
 Stores Supply Department Building Act, 1920, Schedule.207
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1922”, 8.208
  Orwell & Peter Phillips, “Former Housing Board Building. 16-18 Grosvenor Street The Rocks. 209
Conservation Management Plan” (April 2015), 4.
 HB, “Report of the Housing Board on Dacey Garden Suburb and Observatory Hill (“The Rocks”) 210
Resumed Area, and other housing schemes, together with Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for year 
ended 30th June, 1921; also, photographs and plan.” (Sydney: Acting Government Printer, 20 July 1922), 2.
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Little Essex and Gloucester Streets, but there was evidently still more to be done. 
The Board intended to build “houses and flats” to “provide homes for at least 160 
people”,  and the site they had designated for this was just to the north of their 211
previous tenement, on a nearby portion of the same block.  
 In January 1915 Foggitt prepared plans for the site immediately to the south of the 
recently completed  Australian Hotel that occupied the northernmost tip of the 212
block. This land had frontages to both York Street North and Gloucester Street, 
however as these boundaries were not parallel, the lot was trapezoidal in shape. 
The site was also very steep, with Gloucester Street sitting more than a full storey 
below the level of York. The design that Foggitt devised for this difficult split-
level site was a three-storey tenement of twenty-seven units, that stepped midway 
through the block to resolve the change in heights. Each dwelling had a living 
room, two bedrooms, combined kitchen and washhouse, linen, WC and bath. The 
units were arranged into two thin bars of building, lining both the eastern and 
western street frontages. The apartments were accessed from open balconies via 
four stairwells, two to each street, each serving two or three  units per floor. The 213
typical unit running through the centre of the bars was shallow, only two rooms 
across, but the northern and southernmost units were deep, reaching into the 
centre of the block and touching at the middle, thereby defining a central 
courtyard on all sides. This ‘area’ or courtyard, created at the centre of the 
scheme, was a novel idea for Sydney. In all previously-built workers’ housing 
schemes to date, the ground plane around the building had been divided up for the 
private use of the ground-floor apartments. In this design though, it was proposed 
that all of the residents could share one large communal open space in the centre. 
The provision of this space would have addressed one of the most common 
criticisms levelled at tenement buildings, “where are the workers’ children to 
play?”  It also made all of the units more equal in terms of the space that each 214
was allocated. To connect this courtyard to all of the dwellings, a circulation 
 SMH, 11 December 1913, 8. The Cumberland, Little Essex and Gloucester Street tenement included 211
seventy-two bedrooms within the sixteen dwellings. Even with multiple occupation of some bedrooms, 
further projects must have been contemplated to reach a total of one hundred and sixty residents. 
 Government Architect’s Office, “Australian Hotel. Conservation Management Plan” (June 2006), 52. 212
Hotel was completed late 1914 or early 1915.
 The southwestern stair served three units per floor.213
 Worker, 9 February 1911, 5.214
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system comprised of a path at ground level and a ‘balcony’ or gallery, at upper 
levels, joined by a fifth stairwell on the south side, ran around the entire perimeter 
of the courtyard providing access to the kitchen door of each unit. Most of the 
units had at least one bedroom or living-room window facing inwards to the 
gallery, however as the gallery was not the primary access for the units, privacy 
may not have been seriously impacted. A passageway also ran from the courtyard 
out to each street allowing for rear servicing and informal entry. 
!   
FIGURE 5.32   Waterside workers’ dwellings, York Street North, and Gloucester Street no.1, 1915 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 3103 
!  
FIGURE 5.33   Waterside workers’ dwellings, York Street North, and Gloucester Street no.2, 1915 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 3104 
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FIGURE 5.34   Waterside workers’ dwellings, York Street North, and Gloucester Street no.5, 1915 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 3107 
 The external appearance of the building to the street would have been akin to its 
sibling tenement to the south, with face-brick walls, timber and ‘fibro asbestos’ 
sheet infill, arched openings, tall windows, ironwork balustrades and tiled roof. 
However, internally to the courtyard all decoration was done away with and the 
elevations were composed solely of projecting gallery slab edges supported by 
galvanised pipe columns and handrails infilled with mesh balustrades. 
!   
FIGURE 5.35   Waterside workers’ dwellings, York Street North, and Gloucester Street no.3, 1915 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 3105 
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FIGURE 5.36   Waterside workers’ dwellings, York Street North, and Gloucester Street no.4, 1915 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 3106 
!  
FIGURE 5.37   Waterside workers’ dwellings, York Street North, and Gloucester Street no.6, 1915 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 3108 
 Six full sheets of detailed drawings were put out to tender by the Housing Board 
Manager, Frederick Foster Hall, in March 1915,  however the project was not 215
pursued. Perhaps the prices received put the proposal beyond budget, or perhaps 
the Government could not, or would not, politically stomach any further tenement 
buildings.  The impetus for more dwellings in this location did not subside 216
 SMH, 16 March 1915, 7.215
 The project is not mentioned in the Housing Board Annual Reports and does not appear to be mentioned 216
again in the newspapers after it does not go ahead. 
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though, for in July 1915 Foggitt prepared another scheme for the site, this time for 
terraces. 
 Side-by-side again 
 To accommodate the terraces, the site was expanded to the south to approximately 
double the area. Foggitt’s new scheme proposed twenty-four two-storey terraces, 
eleven facing the eastern Gloucester Street frontage and thirteen facing the 
slightly longer western York Street North frontage. The change in level across the 
site was dealt with simply by creating two clear ground levels, one from each 
street, and resolving the difference with an inclined retaining wall down the 
middle of the site.  
 The repetitive terrace type was exploited with all but one dwelling abiding by a 
typical plan. Each dwelling was entered from a small undercover porch, which 
was also used to include a short run of stairs for the dwellings on Gloucester 
Street. The floor plan was organised with a large bedroom looking back to the 
street, followed by a stair doubling back across the plan, then a living room 
looking to the rear. A narrower rear wing housed the laundry, which probably also 
functioned as a kitchen and stepping out the back door onto a porch gave access to 
an external bath, WC and fuel nook. A shared single-width ‘ginnel’ or 
passageway, passed beneath the building and back to the street to allow direct 
access to the rear yards. The backyards were varying sizes to absorb the lot depth 
available. To the north, where the site was narrowest street-to-street, the ‘yards’ 
were merely side passages next to the rear wing of the houses. To the south, as the 
site became wider, the yards became quite generous. At the first floor, each of the 
terraces had one bedroom to the front and two bedrooms to the rear, following the 
outline of the floor below. A balcony over the street was available to all bedrooms 
via the hall. The southern terrace of each pair gained wider rooms by straddling 
the passage below. 
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FIGURE 5.38   Waterside workers’ dwellings, York Street North, and Gloucester Street no.1, 1915 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 3094 
!  
FIGURE 5.39   Waterside workers’ dwellings, York Street North, and Gloucester Street no.2, 1915 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 3097 
 At the northeast corner, a single atypical, double-fronted but shallow dwelling 
took care of the ‘pinching’ in site geometry. A small porch led in to a hallway with 
two bedrooms and a stair on the left side, a living room and large kitchen on the 
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right and a door to a small triangular yard straight ahead. The plan upstairs had 
four more bedrooms, the bath and WC and a shared balcony to Gloucester Street. 
The additional two bedrooms and large kitchen, compared to the other terraces, 
suggests that this dwelling was expected to operate as a boarding house rather 
than a regular dwelling. 
 
 The proposed materials palette was similar to the tenement scheme. The terraces 
were typically expressed as couplets, with the pairs defined by exposed 
downpipes, marked by a small gable and each having a single large brick arch 
beneath which the front doors were collected. On the Gloucester Street frontage 
the odd-dwelling-out was naturally the atypical dwelling, which was prominently 
expressed with a taller front wall and raised gable adjacent to the adjoining hotel. 
On the York Street north frontage, the unpaired dwelling was also the 
northernmost dwelling, but this time made diminutive by only having a smaller 
brick arch. 
!   
FIGURE 5.40   Waterside workers’ dwellings, York Street North, and Gloucester Street no.3, 1915 
State Archives NSW. SR Plan no. 3099 
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 Again, this proposal did not eventuate.  Whether due to indecisiveness, a 217
deflated demand for workers’ housing in The Rocks, a change in Government 
policy or the impact of the War, the project did not advance.  Whilst a broad 218
range of other project types and scales proceeded in The Rocks, no further 
dwellings were contemplated there by the Housing Board. The plight of the 
waterside labourer had been forsaken. The city was effectively abandoned by 
State Government as the locus for workers’ housing.  Instead, the Board chose 219
to put all of their eggs in one basket and devote themselves to their Garden 
Suburb. 
 Third time lucky 
 By 1914 the original funds allocated to the Daceyville experiment within the 
Housing Act had been exhausted. One hundred and four dwellings had been 
completed over the previous two years,  along with streets and infrastructure 220
required to service them. The entire northwestern segment of the layout, save the 
southern edge, had been filled. To keep costs down  and deliver as many 221
dwellings as possible in the shortest amount of time, all the houses had been built 
to semi-detached designs. The early success of Daceyville was recognised in April 
1914 when additional funding was approved to continue the project. A further 
£150,000  was authorised by the Public Works Committee and confirmed in the 222
Daceyville Extension Act for the “further extension of the model suburb”.  This 223
amount, it was estimated, would “enable about 250 cottages and shops to be 
erected” by the Housing Board.  224
 The project does not appear to have even been tendered.217
 The site hosted large scale corrugated iron engineering sheds from 1917 to the 1930s but was cleared in 218
the 1950s and sealed with bitumen to be used as a bus depot and car park. In 1994, the site became the 
location of an intensive archeological excavation. Today the Sydney Harbour Youth Hostel Association and 
the ‘Big Dig’ Archaeology Education Centre are located over the dormant excavation site.
 Keane, “Darling Harbour to Daceyville”, 156.219
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1914”, 1. 220
 Freestone, “The Great Lever of Social Reform”, 67.221
 Daceyville Extension Act, 1914, ¶3.222
 ibid, Schedule.223
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1914”, 2. 224
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FIGURE 5.41   Boussole-road from Gardeners-road, Dacey Garden Suburb 
HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1914” 
 
 With refreshed funding available, the northernmost portion of the layout, the next 
area for expansion, was revised again in 1915 to include the latest ideas from 
abroad.  This time the plan was prepared by the Housing Board’s own Architect, 225
William Henry Foggitt. Whilst the idea for a central ‘spinal’ street from McRae’s 
first plan was again retained, the areas to either side were rethought completely, 
altering the orthogonal street layout to organically-shaped blocks. Soft curves 
replaced sharp corners and the straight cross-streets were now attractively bowed. 
Road carriageways were narrowed too, allowing the verges to be widened to 
include more landscaping. On the east side of Banks Avenue, within the centre of 
the two largest reconfigured blocks, Foggitt included a ‘recreation ground’  and 226
‘court’. These were accessible from the rear boundaries of adjacent houses, but 
were also available to the public via narrow pedestrian paths linking through from 
the street. On the west side of Banks Avenue though, rather than enclosing a green 
space at the centre of the block, a short street was provided to serve house 
frontages fanned tightly around a radial subdivision. It was embellished with a 
small garden at the centre and also provided connectivity with a pedestrian lane 
running through the block. This cul-de-sac was possibly the first of its kind to be 
planned and designed in Sydney.  227
 Briggs, “Public Housing in Sydney”, 22.225
 Later Haig Park.226
 John Gregory and Jennifer Campbell, New South Wales Public Housing Design: A Short History 227
(Liverpool, NSW: New South Wales Department of Housing, July 1996), 4. Later part of Colonel Braund 
Crescent.
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FIGURE 5.42   Dacey Garden Suburb Design 
Partial further revised layout by William Henry Foggitt 
HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1915” 
!  
FIGURE 5.43   Dacey Garden Suburb as it will appear when completed 
Amalgamated perspective view with Foggitt’s new design in foreground,  
completed area to the right and Sulman and Hennessy’s previous scheme in the background 
HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1916” 
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 By 1918, Sulman’s masterplan had faded into memory. Foggitt elaborated on his 
own plan, with its curvilinear layout, expanding it to suit the rest of the estate. 
This third plan for the suburb of Daceyville brought the main collection of public 
buildings further north, away from the southern edge at Maroubra Road into the 
centre of the site. Sulman’s vision for a monumental School of Arts complex on 
the axis of the main street evaporated, to be replaced by a large elliptical garden. 
Arrayed around the garden would be recreational grounds, a theatre, club, men’s 
hostel, women’s hostel and two groups of seven shops, each on island blocks. The 
only other public buildings proposed within the suburb were five churches 
distributed throughout the plan at prominent intersections, and a public school. 
The natural basin towards the southeast corner of the site was retained as the 
largest park, however this time in the shape of a geometric ‘oval’, whilst other 
smaller garden areas were situated on the highest or lowest points, accentuating 
these topographic extremes. Only one block repeated the earlier idea of locating a 
‘recreational ground' internally. In revising the plan, the site area had again been 
reduced, now down to two hundred and seventy-three acres (110.5ha).  Of this, 228
seventy acres (28.3ha, 25.6%) were devoted to roads and thirty-three and a half 
acres (13.6ha, 12.3%) assigned to parks, open space and public buildings. This 
left one hundred and sixty-nine and a half acres (68.6ha, 62.1%) for houses and 
shops, a very similar ratio to the previous plan, however forty-one and a half acres 
(16.8ha) smaller. But the number of houses was increased to one thousand, six 
hundred and seventy-five,  significantly more that the previous plan and an 229
outcome only achievable by further reducing the average lot sizes. 
 It is unclear how the site area was reduced as the site boundaries are ostensibly identical. 228
 Only one thousand six hundred and sixty three lots are shown on the plan.229
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FIGURE 5.44   Dacey Garden Suburb near Sydney 
Entire further revised layout by William Henry Foggitt 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1918” 
 
 A ‘fully-fledged’ suburb 
 As the layout for the suburb evolved, so too did the housing types. The Board 
constantly “kept in view the possibility of erecting cheaper houses without 
sacrificing architectural features or minimising the convenience of the tenants”.  230
Even so, some thought that the rents being charged for the first houses were too 
expensive. The Union Labourers’ Protective Society complained that general 
labourers could not afford them, that what was needed was an even “cheaper 
house and a lower rental”.  In response, Foggitt developed a second semi-231
detached dwelling type,  this time only one room wide. Whilst the house itself 232
was a similar size internally to the other houses, the compromise was in the size 
of the backyard. The reduction in dwelling width had allowed the lot to be smaller 
too, which resulted in a corresponding reduction in rent. Throughout 1915, the 
pace of construction slowed due to wartime shortages in labour and materials  233
and only eighteen new dwellings were completed.  Despite this, forward 234
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1914”, 2. 230
 Quoted in Keane, “Darling Harbour to Daceyville”, 212.231
 Type F.232
 Freestone, “The Great Lever of Social Reform”, 67.233
 HB, “Dacey Garden Suburb, and Observatory Hill (“The Rocks”) Resumed Area. (Report of the Housing 234
Board on, together with statement of receipts and expenditure for the year ended 30th June, 1915; also, 
photographs and plans.)” (Sydney: Government Printer, 12 August 1915), 1.
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planning was still taking place and new designs being prepared. During the years 
up to 1920, Foggitt designed a series of no less than thirty more housing types for 
Daceyville, of which at least twenty were built.  Several of the designs were for 235
further variations of semi-detached dwellings. One particularly interesting plan 
was for a ‘block of four cottages’, which attached four dwellings side-by-side, the 
end dwellings being one storey and the central dwellings being two, all collected 
under one large hipped roof to look like a single giant house. It was perhaps the 
most urban of all the types to be built, but probably also the most sparsely 
employed.  The majority of the plans though, were for small but detached 236
dwellings on individual lots which would “do away with the terrace system, so 
that men could live under decent conditions”.  For these, the main question 237
became how to make the housing cheaper by utilising different methods of 
construction. The Housing Board considered “cottages of a plainer design” and 
with changes like “galvanised roofs” in the hope that they would be able to “let 
those at lower rentals than any hitherto charged”.  They also explored more 238
unconventional building technologies, such as concrete construction, however 
these methods were all eventually found to be “more or less a failure, mainly on 
account of cost”.  One notable exception was the ‘Samson’  interlocking 239 240
concrete block, which competed favourably with brick, both in construction and 
in price.  241
 The Housing Board Annual Reports record that types D, F, G, H, J, K, L, 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 19, 20, 235
21, 27 and the ‘Group of 4’ were built between 1913 and 1920. House types with letters were semi-detached. 
House types with numbers were detached. 
 Only three ‘blocks of four cottages’ were built on the block bounded by Cook Avenue, Captain Jacka 236
Crescent, Banks Avenue and Colenso Crescent.
 Quoted in Keane, “Darling Harbour to Daceyville”, 212.237
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1915”, 2.238
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1922”, 2-3.239
 Volke, “The Politics Of State Rental Housing”, 53.240
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1922”, 3.241
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FIGURE 5.45   Dacey Garden Suburb. Semi-detached Single Fronted Cottages. Type F 
HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1914” 
!  
FIGURE 5.46   Dacey Garden Suburb. Type No 1 Group. Block of Four Cottages. 
HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1915” 
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FIGURE 5.47   Dacey Garden Suburb. Detached Cottage. Type No.1 
HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1914” 
!  
FIGURE 5.48   Dacey Garden Suburb. Detached Cottage. Type 11. 
HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1916” 
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FIGURE 5.49   Detached Cottage. Type 20. 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1918” 
!  
FIGURE 5.50   Dacey Suburb. Cottages in course of construction with Samson Concrete Blocks. 
HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1915” 
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 The outward appearance of the new suburb was also an important consideration 
for the Housing Board. They saw that their work was “progressing very 
satisfactorily” and that their suburb had become a “well established Garden 
Village”, having been transformed from what was formerly just “an expanse of 
sandy scrub” into something of a “picturesque settlement”.  A large part of this 242
positive impression, though, was contingent on the success of the landscape. The 
Board undertook work to plant street-trees and maintain the turfed verges and 
planting strips,  but they considered it the tenants’ responsibility to tend to the 243
upkeep of their yards. An annual garden competition with cash prizes was held to 
encourage the residents to beautify their surroundings and cultivate a “community 
spirit”.  However, when it became clear that not all residents were actively 244
participating in the upkeep of their yards and gardens, the Board also included a 
requirement within the tenancy agreements “that the garden ground attached to 
the premises shall be kept in good order to the satisfaction of the Board”.  The 245
Board even bought six lawn mowers so that the residents could give the 
“necessary attention to their grass plots”, and paid their excess water rates to help 
ensure the grass was “well watered” so that the “garden character of the Suburb” 
was maintained.  The Board also carried out significant improvements to the 246
“entrance to the suburb”, extending the garden reserves to “greatly improve their 
appearance”.  The efforts of the Housing Board to bring into being the setting 247
for their grand scheme were both laborious and costly. 
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1915”, 2.242
 The Board could not come to agreement with Mascot Council over the responsibility for the upkeep of the 243
public domain (HB, “Report 1916”, 1).
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1915”, 2.244
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1913”, 3.245
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1917”, 2.246
 HB, “Report of the Housing Board on Dacey Garden Suburb and Observatory Hill (“The Rocks”) 247
Resumed Area, together with Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for year ended 30th June, 1919; also, 
photographs and plans.” (Sydney: Government Printer, 9 October 1919), 2.
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FIGURE 5.51   Back Yard, No. 56, Gardeners-road. 
HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1914” 
 By the end of 1916, the population of Daceyville had reached close to one 
thousand people.  To service this growth, the Housing Board then “determined 248
to introduce other features of garden suburbs in the old world”  and so began to 249
utilise their powers to erect buildings other than cottages. A large entertainment 
hall was the first public building to be constructed.  It was located on the central 250
wedge, in the most prominent position facing the gardens at the northern point of 
the suburb.  To its west, defining the curve of General Bridges Crescent, six 251
shops with dwellings over soon followed.  The shops included drapery and 252
confectionery, a fruit and greengrocery, fancy goods and needlework store, 
grocery shop, shoe repair shop, and a butchery.  In 1918 a baby clinic was built 253
on the corner of Wills Crescent and Haig Avenue,  and the suburb’s first church, 254
Roman Catholic in denomination,  began services opposite in 1921. An “up-to-255
date” police station,  designed by the Government Architect's Branch, complete 256
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1916”, 2.248
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1915”, 2.249
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1916”, 1.250
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1917”, 1. The hall originally opened as a picture theatre but was 251
not successful and the premises soon reverted to an entertainment hall.
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1916”, 1.252
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1919”, 1.253
 The Sun, 21 April 1918, 5.254
 Known as St Michael’s.255
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1921”, 1.256
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with residence for the officer-in-charge, offices and cell accommodation, was also 
added in 1921  on the same block as the shops. In addition, set on four acres 257
with frontages to Banks Avenue, Joffre Crescent and Bunnerong Road, a new 
school two storeys high with “wide verandah and balcony… eight classrooms and 
four cloak-rooms” was completed by the Education Department.   258
!  
FIGURE 5.52   Dacey Garden Suburb. Six shops in General Bridge’s Crescent. 
HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1917” 
!  
FIGURE 5.53   Dacey Garden Suburb. View down Cook-avenue from entrance to Suburb,  
showing Picture Theatre in foreground. 
HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1917” 
 DPW “Report of the Department of Public Works for the year ended 30 June, 1921, together with 257
photographs and diagrams” (Sydney: Government Printer, 22 December 1921), 42.
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1921”, 1.258
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FIGURE 5.54   Daceyville Public School 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1921” 
 A total of three hundred and eight residential dwellings had been built by 1920.  259
These were arranged on seventeen new blocks bounded by sixteen new streets and 
complemented by a suite of public buildings and parks. The project formed what 
was an appreciable extension to the Kensington locality. Progress had been 
patchy,  however the Board had come to realise almost the full potential of the 260
sum provided by Parliament for the creation of the Garden Suburb. Interest in the 
project remained high, with the number of applicants for dwellings still 
outnumbering houses available, but with preference now being given to returned 
soldiers and the widows of servicemen.  From 1921 on, no new dwellings were 261
to be built at Daceyville.  A change in policy took the Housing Board in a new 262
direction. Whereas “the original building scheme of the Housing Board” had been 
“confined to rental propositions”,  the focus came to rest instead on dwellings 263
built for sale, on sites located elsewhere. At Daceyville, the housing operations 
“practically ceased” and an “era of administration” began.  264
 The 1921 Annual Report notes that the “number of cottages for letting purposes” was “315,” however this 259
would have included the six dwellings attached to the shops and the residence attached to the police station.
 Number of completions by year as recorded in the Annual Reports was 1913 (67), 1914 (37), 1915 (18), 260
1916 (64), 1917 (54), 1918 (27), 1919 (27), 1920 (14).
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1919”, 2.261
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1921”, 1.262
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1920”, 1.263
 HB, “Eleventh Annual Report” (1923), 6. 264
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FIGURE 5.55   Dacey Garden Suburb 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1918” 
 Expansion of the ideal 
 An early hope the Government had held for their Housing Act was that it would 
open up the opportunity for “model garden suburbs all over the metropolis”, so 
that “every workman” was “housed in pleasant dwellings with comfort and 
sunshine pervading them”.  In 1917, their hopes began to materialise as the 265
Housing Board built its first dwellings beyond the boundaries of the Dacey 
Garden Suburb and the Observatory Hill Resumed Area, with “two cottages at 
Artarmon and three at Lidcombe” for disabled returned servicemen.  The 266
following year this programme grew significantly with a further one hundred and 
thirty dwellings being built for the Department of Public Works Returned 
Soldiers’ Settlement Branch at Inverell, Bankstown, Grantham, Forest Vale, 
Batlow, Montavella and various other “suburban localities” across the State.  267
With the production of veterans' housing a new priority and given the high 
demand for output, resources available for the works at Daceyville understandably 
became limited and completions there slowed. 
 
 The Government’s ambition for ‘garden suburbs’ expanded to include Newcastle, 
when in late 1918 they approved a new housing scheme for North Stockton, 
intended for the employees of the nearby Walsh Island Works.  Located on the 268
 SMH, 28 March 1912, 10.265
 HB, “Report for the year ended 30th June, 1917”, 4.266
 HB, “Report of the Housing Board on Dacey Garden Suburb and Observatory Hill (“The Rocks”) 267
Resumed Area, together with Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for year ended 30th June, 1918; also, 
photographs and plans.” (Sydney: Government Printer, 29 August 1918), 4. It appears that the Housing Board 
was involved only on the construction side. These dwellings do not appear to have been subsequently rented 
or sold by the Board.
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1919”, 3.268
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neck of the Stockton peninsula, north of Flint Street,  the area laid out by the 269
Board was eighty-five acres (34.4ha) with a plan envisaging “300 houses with 
park and beach recreation reserves”. A first stage of thirty-one houses was 
tendered with house designs prepared once again by William Henry Foggitt.  A 270
second stage of twenty-eight houses followed in 1920 and a single shop and 
dwelling was added in 1922,  bringing the total number of dwellings to sixty. In 271
a paradigm shift away from the rental system at Daceyville, the Board offered the 
houses for sale. The terms were advantageous for purchasers and preference 
would be given to government employees. Should they not be taken up as 
expected, they would then be offered to other local workers.   272
 The Housing Act had always contained within it the mechanism to allow sale of 
the dwellings constructed,  it had just not been exercised. In May 1919, the 273
Government decided to adopt a new policy and to utilise this provision, making it 
possible for workers to buy land and dwellings directly from the Housing Board 
“on easy terms”.   The new Housing (Extension) Act of 1919 was the instrument 274
that enabled this to occur, defining as it did the “financial arrangements for such 
purposes”.  To coincide with the announcement of the policy, three new areas 275
were released to the public to be purchased through a ballot system. Two of the 
areas were located within Foggitt’s plan for Daceyville, at the southeastern corner, 
and were known as “Dacey Garden Suburb - Subdivisions No.1 and No.2.”  276
‘Subdivision No.1’ was bounded by Bunnerong Road, Keysor Road, Wark 
Avenue, Birdwood Avenue and Prince Edward Circuit, and contained one hundred 
and two lots over four blocks centred around a park.  In due course, sixty-five 277
cottages were built.  ‘Subdivision No.2’ was larger, being the remaining land to 278
the south surrounded by Bunnerong Road, Maroubra Road  and Banks Avenue, 279
 The Newcastle Sun, 18 January 1919, 7.269
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1919”, 3.270
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1922”, 6.271
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1919”, 3.272
 Housing Act, 1912, ¶8.273
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1919”, 3.274
 Housing (Extension) Act, 1919, Title.275
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1919”, 4. This portion of the original Daceyville layout today 276
known as Pagewood.
 Today known as Glanville Avenue Reserve.277
 HB, “Eleventh Annual Report” (1923), 2. 278
 This portion of Maroubra Road now called Heffron Road.279
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with “272 allotments”  set over twelve blocks. This land required a lot of 280
levelling though before work could proceed, the Board using the local “hillocks” 
to fill lower areas and even out the ground.  “Sixty-six cottages and three shops 281
and dwellings”  were duly constructed. This area additionally included two 282
generous public gardens within the street reserve,  a ‘grass court’ in the centre of 283
one block  and Jellicoe Park, the main ‘recreation oval’ of Daceyville. The third 284
area was named “Bunnerong Village”  and was “situated on the corner of 285
Beauchamp and Bunnerong Roads”,  nearby at Matraville. One hundred and ten 286
land parcels were laid out and fifty-six cottages erected.  The Housing Board 287
was enthusiastic about its new-found energy and reported the launch of these sites 
as “a very satisfactory commencement… to the solution of the housing 
problem”.  288
!  
FIGURE 5.56   Dacey Garden Suburb 
Plan showing ‘No.1 Subdivision’ and ‘No.2 Subdivision’ 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1921” 
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1922”, 5. Two hundred and seventy-two lots are shown on the plan.280
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1920”, 5.281
 HB, “Eleventh Annual Report” (1923), 2. 282
 Today know as Chant Reserve and Harris Reserve.283
 Today known as Firestone Reserve.284
 Also briefly “Ashford Village”. See SMH, 26 June 1919, 6 and HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 285
1920”, 5.
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1922”, 4. Blocks bounded by Beauchamp Road, Eastern Road, 286
Combles Parade, Daunt Avenue and Bunnerong Road.
 ibid.287
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1919”, 4.288
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FIGURE 5.57   Cottages on balloted land, facing Bunnerong Road, Daceyville 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1921” 
 By 1920 though, the ramifications of the “Government’s decision to embark on a 
wider sphere of housing activity” were being felt. Difficulty in procuring 
experienced labour and unavailability of materials began to restrict the Board’s 
efforts.  Nonetheless, the roll-out continued. Twenty-nine houses were 289
constructed on a five-acre site at Hamilton in Newcastle,  fourteen cottages were 290
erected at the old gaol site in Wollongong,  eight dwellings were built in the 291
town centre of Orange,  fourteen houses were proposed at Auburn,  twenty 292 293
cottages were built by Vocational Training  at Matraville,  and eleven houses 294 295
were delivered on the old gaol site at Forbes whilst retaining the existing 
Governor’s residence.  296
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1920”, 1.289
 ibid, 3. Block bounded by Boreas Road, Newcastle Street, Bates Street and Thorn Road as well as east 290
side of Newcastle Street. See Newcastle Sun, 23 December 1919, 6.
 HB, “Eleventh Annual Report” (1923), 5. Blocks bounded by Cliff Road, Harbour Street and Robertson 291
Street. May have extended into Lang Park.
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1920”, 4. Located on the southwest corner of Moulder Street and 292
Lords Place.
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1921”, 4. Located on the north and south side of Paul Street at 293
corner of Chisholm Road.
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1922”, 6. A repatriation programme to afford “practical training for 294
the soldiers returning from overseas”.
 ibid. Blocks bounded by Anzac Parade, Beauchamp Road and Long Bay Road (now Malabar Road).295
 ibid, 5. Blocks bounded by Regent Street, Flint Street, Elgin Street and Hill Street.296
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FIGURE 5.58   Cottages erected by Vocational Trainees of the Repatriation Department,  
Long Bay Road, Matraville 
HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1921” 
 
 One of the larger estates where houses were built for sale was in Gladesville, on 
an excess portion of the Mental Hospital grounds. At the direction of the Minister 
for Housing, David Robert Hall, plans for the site were prepared by John Sulman 
in 1920,  but unusually, without consultation with the Board.  The layout 297 298
Sulman designed exhibited some features reminiscent of Daceyville, with a new 
road  bisecting the corner of Gladesville Road and Mary Street to create wedge-299
shaped blocks with curved cross-streets.  A second section on the other side of 300
Tarban Creek followed the contour, having three more streets  lined with 301
dwellings “staggered to avoid monotony”.  Minor changes to the layout were 302
made by Foggitt to accommodate the topography.  Originally, one hundred and 303
fifty lots had been proposed, however the adjustments resulted in only one 
hundred and thirty-two lots being offered.  Of those, one hundred and six had 304
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1920”, 4.297
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1922”, 13. 298
 Later Manning Road.299
 Cross streets are Johnson Street, Reserve Street and Richmond Crescent. A walkway through one block is 300
called Foggitt Way in recognition of the Housing Board’s architect.
 The northern side of Manning Road, the western side of Tarban Street and most of both sides of Prince 301
Edward Street.
 Sulman, An Introduction to the Study of Town Planning, 118.302
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1920”, 4.303
 Sulman, An Introduction to the Study of Town Planning, 118. The plan published in Sulman shows one 304
hundred and thirty-six lots. 
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cottages built on them,  including six that attempted construction with 305
concrete.  Due to the unusual and challenging steepness of the site, 306
“considerable expenditure” had been incurred in the formation of roads and the 
draining and filling of low-lying land,  so in order to reduce the cost of the 307
houses an “economy of finish” had been introduced to “keep costs within 
reasonable limits”.  This measure subjected the houses to “incessant disparaging 308
press articles”  which resulted in difficulty in selling them. That the land was not 309
yet serviced by water, electricity, gas or sewerage also “mitigated against the 
sale”.  To salvage what they could from the project, the Board offered the 310
cottages for lease. Then, for those houses which could not be either sold or let, the 
Minister authorised public auctions of the land, a move which went directly 
against the restrictions of the Housing Act. 
!  
FIGURE 5.59   Subdivision - Gladesville 
Sulman, An Introduction to the Study of Town Planning, 118 
 
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1922”, 5. 305
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1921”, 3.306
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1920”, 4.307
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1922”, 14. 308
 HB, “Eleventh Annual Report” (1923), 4.309
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1921”, 3.310
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 Less controversial was the development of an estate on “high-priced”  land in 311
the ‘The Warren’ in Marrickville.  Three new streets  were introduced to the 312 313
corner site fronting Mansion and Premier Streets to make lots for sixty-one 
cottages, all of which were built and sold.  An unused portion of the land 314
fronting Premier Street was transferred to the Education Department for a public 
school. A generous feature of the layout, suggested by John Sulman,  was that a 315
“reserve”  be retained at the southern edge of the site on a rocky outcrop to 316
provide a small park with a view over the Cooks River. 
!  
FIGURE 5.60   Subdivision - The Warren 
Sulman, An Introduction to the Study of Town Planning, 117 
 Sulman, An Introduction to the Study of Town Planning, 117.311
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1920”, 4.312
 Holts Crescent, Richards Avenue and McGowan Avenue.313
 Legislative Assembly New South Wales, “Housing Act, 1912, As Amended. Statements of Expenditure, 314
&c., Prepared in Compliance with the Terms of Section 21 by (A) the Acting Manager, Government Housing 
Office; (B) the Public Trustee for the Year Ended 30th June, 1925.)” (Sydney: Alfred Kent James, 
Government Printer. 1925), 4. Nine houses were later demolished for Ferncourt Public School playground. 
 Sulman, An Introduction to the Study of Town Planning, 117.315
 Today known as Richardson’s Lookout.316
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 In the space of six years, the Housing Board had managed to build one hundred 
and thirty-five cottages for returned soldiers as well as an impressive five hundred 
and ten  houses for sale. Many vacant lots had also been produced that had been 317
“enhanced in value”  through the Housing Board’s improvements.  318
 
 Trouble in paradise 
 Come 1922, the Housing Board had enjoyed a full decade of activity. Across all of 
its initiatives, both rental and sale,  it had built a grand total of eight hundred 319
and thirty-four  new homes across New South Wales. As was permitted by the 320
Housing Act, the Board had also constructed numerous streets, parks and public 
buildings, making for a significant and perhaps more permanent  legacy. Only a 321
small fraction of the dwellings had been inner-city urban apartments,  with 322
about one-seventh located outside of the Sydney area.  More than one third of 323
the dwellings  though, were located in the original Daceyville estate, which 324
remained the largest project undertaken by the Housing Board and was also, in 
terms of impact and longevity, probably its most successful. 
 In the end though, the undoing of the Housing Board was to be the introduction of 
the build-to-sell policy. As the scale of production increased and the Board had 
less control over construction, the quality of buildings dropped and the 
organisation, rightly or wrongly, came under strong public criticism. The Board 
itself was aware of this, noting in its annual report that “almost without 
exception”, the build-to-sell projects “proved sources of considerable trouble and 
incipient unrest” and had not been “altogether conducive of the best results”.  325
The Board had also suffered from issues with its ‘day labour’ system, as poor 
performance by labourers created significant supervision and administration 
 Dwelling count is comprised of Stockton (60), Daceyville No.1 (65), Daceyville No.2 (66), Bunnerong 317
(56), Hamilton (29), Wollongong (14), Orange (8), Auburn (14), Matraville (20), Forbes (11), Gladesville 
(106) and Marrickville (61).
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1922”, 8.318
 Excluding homes for the Returned Soldiers’ Settlement Branch which the Board did not sell or lease.319
 Dwelling count is comprised of tenements in The Rocks (16), Daceyville (308), and build to rent (510).320
 Many of the houses have since been demolished, but the streets and parks remain.321
 1.9% (16 out of 834 dwellings).322
 14.6% (122 out of 834 dwellings).323
 36.9% (308 out of 834).324
 HB, “Report for year ended 30th June, 1922”, 2. 325
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costs.  Furthermore, the construction was occurring at a time when “costs of 326
labour and material were at their zenith”,  bringing dwellings in well over 327
estimates and creating another source of serious tension with both builders and 
purchasers. From another quarter, the Board was also being maligned for its work 
in The Rocks, where its focus had come to rest on the construction of commercial 
and government buildings.  As one City Alderman proclaimed, “all it was doing 328
was demolishing houses, but no new ones were being erected in their place”.   329
 When the new conservative Nationalist Government, led by George Warburton 
Fuller,  came to power in 1922, it was in no way sympathetic to the Board’s 330
predicament. Even though the Housing Board put forward extensive 
recommendations on resolving issues, including through amendment of the 
Housing Act,  no assistance was provided and no legislation was changed. That 331
the Ministry responsible had become a revolving-door appointment did not help, 
as each Minister “viewed the general question from varying standpoints”, which 
deprived the Board of “continuous and consistent policy respecting housing 
matters.”  For the Housing Board’s part, it was also experiencing disruption to 332
its management, with two of the three board members departing in 1921,  only 333
to change again with the departure of a replacement member in 1922.  334
 The relationship between the Housing Board and the Government quickly 
deteriorated. By 1923, work had ground to a halt due funding being cut off  and 335
the tone of the Board’s reports had become discernibly defensive and political. 
The Board regretted that the “Minister had not seen fit to extend to it… that 
measure of confidence which invariably characterises Ministers in their relations 
with the Heads of Departments”. It also recorded the telling complaint that is was 
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“rarely, if ever, consulted”.  A perfect storm of problems swirling over its head 336
meant that the Board now became a lightning rod for allegations of incompetence 
and corruption.  A parliamentary inquiry was called “to inquire into and report 337
upon the general administration of the Housing Board”.  The Committee found 338
that “the Housing Board from time to time did not take the necessary care in the 
administration of the Board’s affairs, and further that there was gross 
mismanagement, carelessness, incompetence, and improper conduct on the part of 
the manager, architect, and chief clerk”.  Further to this they recommended “that 339
the officers of the Board should be severely censured and dismissed from the 
Public Service”. Shortly after, the Government passed the Housing (Amendment) 
Act of 1924 with its primary objective “to abolish the Housing Board”.  340
Although a later finding stated that the aspersions cast against the officers, 
including Frederick Foster Hall and William Henry Foggitt, were “not to be 
proved”,  the deed had been done. The Housing Board was no more. Its 341
responsibilities and properties were promptly vested in the Minister  and its 342
undeveloped land was sold off.  With that, the State Government officially 343
relinquished all interest in public housing, urban or suburban, for thirteen long 
years. It would not be until 1937 that the State re-engaged with the question of 
workers’ housing, when it turned its attention to Erskineville.  
Analysis 
 This fifth chapter has chronicled the activities of the Housing Board, the first state 
public housing authority in New South Wales. It has followed the course of the 
Board’s extensive works in The Rocks, at Daceyville, and beyond to other parts of 
Sydney, Newcastle, Wollongong and country towns from its inception in 1912 up 
until its demise in 1924. 
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 1910 marked the start of a period of change for New South Wales. The union 
movement had gained momentum and had finally achieved a majority in 
Parliament to govern as the Labor Party. Addressing the issue of workers’ housing 
took on elevated priority and required a new solution that would pacify workers 
and reformers alike. The concept of a model workers’ village was first suggested 
by Assistant Treasurer Ambrose Campbell Carmichael, and then advanced by his 
successor John Rowland Dacey. It was a compelling concept because of the sheer 
contrast it represented between the old, cramped, ‘unhealthy’ city and the new, 
spacious, salubrious suburb. Perhaps it was because the power of the idea was 
defined so much by what it was not, that the pitfalls and downfalls of what it was 
were not so apparent. Regardless, Dacey tenaciously promoted his vision and 
defended it vigorously against all comers. Whether such an ambitious proposal 
could have eventuated without Dacey being such an avid exponent is 
questionable, and highlights the undoubted importance of having unwavering 
leadership at the helm of major projects. 
 The passage of the Housing Act in 1912 was a watershed in state policy. Not only 
did Dacey’s project now become possible, the promise of which had carried the 
Act through Parliament, but it had instituted what was New South Wales’ first 
official public housing system. The Act established a Housing Board which was 
vested with extensive powers to obtain land, develop it and to lease or sell 
property. However, unlike the Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners whose status 
gave them autonomy, the Housing Board depended on funding approval under the 
Public Works Act. This provision, a structural weakness built into the system from 
the beginning, meant that the Board would always be, for funding purposes, at the 
mercy of any future philosophically-opposed Government.  
 Another matter the Act addressed was the consolidation of existing State-owned 
housing to come under one management. To do this, the Act made provision to 
move the entire Observatory Hill Lands area off the Department of Public Works’ 
ledgers and on to the Board’s. Whilst a neat compartmentalisation of function, this 
put the Board in the odd dual position of managing one of the earliest urban areas 
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in Sydney, whilst at the same time developing its newest suburb outside of the 
city. This role also meant that one of the Board’s responsibilities now was to 
ensure the profitability of the resumed land in The Rocks.  
 The Government had mandated that the Housing Board rehouse tenants of The 
Rocks before further demolitions for its new projects occurred. This stipulation 
had not been imposed on either the Sydney Harbour Trust or the Department of 
Public Works. It is interesting to speculate, though, if the housing had been 
subjected to the same conditions whether it would have ever become the political 
issue that it did. However, because of its clear directive, one of the Board’s first 
projects in The Rocks was for a new tenement building at the southern end of the 
block bounded by Cumberland, Little Essex and Gloucester Streets, designed by 
the Board’s Architect, William Henry Foggitt.  
 Seemingly drawing on detailed knowledge of the range of recent workers’ 
housing nearby,  while refining the ideas and bringing them to bear on this 344
particular site, Foggitt’s tenement became perhaps the apogee of state urban 
workers’ housing. Three storeys in height, containing just sixteen units and two 
shops, the apparently modest scale of the scheme belied the complexity of the 
project. Rather than repeat a single dwelling type, and variations thereof, as other 
schemes tended to, this project brought together four different types, one 
addressing each of the three frontages and a fourth for the corner condition. The 
wider, busier Cumberland Street had a terrace type, similar in layout to a 
traditional terrace but larger, to make it appropriate as a ‘residential’ or boarding 
house, with all of the bedrooms upstairs and the ground floor devoted to shared 
living spaces. The corners were based on a similar idea but incorporated a shop at 
the ground floor as well. This initiative was a first, as non-residential uses had 
previously been incorporated only in commercial tenancies.  The shop proved to 345
be beneficial, providing an extra stream of income that could subsidise the 
residential rents. Importantly, its inclusion also solved an environmental 
constraint, that whereas the ground floor of an active street corner would have 
 See Chapters 3 and 4.344
 See Chapters 3 and 4.345
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been undesirable for residential, it was a perfectly appropriate position for retail. 
On the narrower, quieter Little Essex and Gloucester Streets, the type changed to 
self-contained flats, arranged two units tall. Similar to High Street, the ground-
floor dwellings stretched into the site to make efficient use of the land available. 
Upstairs though, as in Gloucester Street, the dwellings were two storeys, with 
large balconies or roof terraces to provide ample outdoor space above the ground. 
These units were never more than a storey away from the footpath, connected to 
the street by an open stair. The massing and overall appearance of the building 
was also carefully designed to relate to the condition of each street frontage and 
integrate with the streetscape. It was well-built with its own distinctive character, 
a piece of the city which was intended to last. In many ways, Foggitt’s tenement 
serves as the acme of built state workers’ housing in Sydney, bringing together 
many of the best features of the Sydney Harbour Trust and Department of Public 
Works apartment buildings, in a site-specific design that responded to its context, 
prioritised good residential amenity, and most importantly, would have made a 
good place to live. 
 When Professor Robert Francis Irvine reported his recommendations for the best 
way to house the workmen of New South Wales in 1913, the Housing Act had 
already been in operation for over a year. His finding that suburban development 
was the best method outwardly appeared to respond to an open question, but 
reading between the lines, actually seemed intended to bolster, or perhaps post-
rationalise, the Government’s decision well after the fact. His ideological stance 
was tenuous, because he had acknowledged at the outset that apartments were 
unavoidable, he had a grasp of the basic issues around them, and he had even set 
out suggestions for how units could be designed satisfactorily. If Irvine had 
instead supported tenements or at least not discounted them outright, he could 
have been very influential in improving their future shape. Instead, he threw his 
weight behind the Government’s model village plan, which was actually a dive 
head first into the unknown.  
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Assistant Treasurer Carmichael’s vision was to use the abundant land available at 
the urban periphery to build cheaper workers' houses for sale or rent and then 
connect them with transport back to the city. This was a natural fit with the 
‘garden city’ concept, an idea brought into vogue by the emerging town planning 
profession. To demonstrate the proposal, Carmichael had a plan drawn up by the 
Government Architect, George McRae, for a large site to the south of the city, 
near Kensington. The layout contained nearly one thousand house lots and 
everything required for a new community to function including shops, parks and 
public buildings. When Dacey inherited the project, his zeal for it was such that it 
soon became known as ‘Daceyville’, first satirically then earnestly, after its 
spirited proponent. Dacey differentiated his version of the scheme from 
Carmichael’s by removing its association with ‘workers’, instead claiming that the 
housing would be for the ‘everyman’. Whilst this may have superficially made the 
idea more palatable to critics, it was also actually consistent with his more 
subversive belief that housing should be considered as public infrastructure, rather 
than as a commodity. Dacey was keen to get the project rolling. He planned ahead 
to ensure that as soon as the Housing Act was passed, works could begin. 
 Having gained formal approval to proceed, McRae’s plan was re-evaluated. 
Architects John Sulman and John Francis Hennessy prepared a new plan in July 
1912 that was better attuned to the lay of the land. It retained a semblance of key 
features from the previous plan, a central avenue, large park and public facilities, 
however the layout was rationalised to include more housing within a reduced 
area. The first houses were completed within the year, all of them two- or three-
bedroom, brick and semi-detached. Whilst the setting was dramatically different, 
the dwellings themselves were comparable in size to those in the city and they 
still remained attached to their neighbours. The result had fallen somewhat short 
of the vision. And the cost to produce these dwellings was high. As the site was 
literally a landscape of barren sandhills and marshlands, extensive engineering 
had been required just to prepare the land itself. The ground had to be drained and 
levelled, roads built and new services laid, the impost of which was charged back 
to the dwellings it served on a pro rata basis and reflected in the rental price. This 
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would not have been the case with inherently more efficient infill projects in a 
pre-existing urban environment, and even if it had been, the density of dwellings 
would have made it much more cost-effective. Furthermore, even under the most 
favourable conditions, there was still one basic flaw in the overall concept. That 
flaw was that land, as a resource, is not inexhaustible. Even though the 
availability of land may have seemed a veritable ‘magic pudding’ then, the impact 
of this strategy one hundred years on is keenly felt in Sydney, with suburbs 
beyond suburbs filling the Cumberland Basin, ever further from jobs and lacking 
affordable transport. 
 With Daceyville progressing apace, the Housing Board still had its operations in 
The Rocks to attend to. It completed the projects it had inherited from the 
Department of Public Works, and to occupy and profit from other under-utilised 
and cleared sites, it built warehouses, leased land for public hotels and constructed 
Government Buildings. In 1915, the Board also looked into developing more 
workers’ housing. Towards the northern end of the same block that its previous 
tenement sat on, the Board explored the potential to build what was possibly the 
most innovative apartment building proposed by any agency so far. It was to be 
three storeys high with twenty-seven units. Several aspects of its design set it 
apart. The first was that the unit plans proposed were no longer reminiscent of 
traditional house types. Whereas the Sydney Harbour Trust and Government 
Architect's Branch tenements had plans which were comprised of an accumulation 
of terrace-like or semi-detached-like units, the proposed new dwellings bore no 
such resemblance. Instead, the design operated at the scale of the ‘block’, with a 
clear overall geometric envelope to the building, comprised of bars addressing 
each of the site boundaries and the units then ‘filling’ in this volume. The units 
still remained perfectly serviceable despite their reconfigured layout, being 
efficient and with good amenity. The second original aspect of the design was the 
formation of a central courtyard within the block. The approach in previous 
tenement projects had been to allocate the ‘left-over’ space at the foot of buildings 
to adjacent apartments for use as yards. Here, however, because of the shape taken 
by the buildings, these ‘spaces’ could instead be consolidated into a large, single, 
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defined collective courtyard that could be shared by tenants of all the apartments. 
The third new feature was the introduction of a ‘balcony’, or gallery to the 
circumference of the courtyard, which provided a secondary circulation system 
through the building. Whilst on the face of it this was a practical consideration to 
vertically connect every unit with the communal open space via the south-side 
stair, it could also be a way for tenants who lived in different parts of the building 
to visit among their units informally, via a ‘back door.’ It was certainly a great 
opportunity lost that this courtyard block was never realised. The organisation of 
the building and ‘collective’ nature of the courtyard was unique amongst all pre-
World War II state workers’ housing proposals, and would have contributed a 
valuable alternative model to the Sydney public housing repertoire, one which 
was fit to be emulated well into the future. In contrast, the terrace scheme that 
followed, whilst highly competent, was extremely conservative and broke no new 
ground. The design of the courtyard tenement had demonstrated a prodigious 
ability for invention by its architect, William Henry Foggitt, that was perhaps 
unfortunately wasted on the repetitive nature of the Housing Board’s other design 
projects, and never properly exploited for the full benefit of urban workers’ 
housing.  
 
 With the renunciation of urban workers’ housing, from then on the Housing 
Board’s main venture returned to what had originally been intended, suburban 
workers’ estates. In 1915, Foggitt began revising the plan for Daceyville again, 
this time to address some of the negative comments that Sulman and Hennessy’s 
plan had received. Drawing now on best-practice overseas examples, Foggitt 
amended the street pattern to create curved blocks with rounded corners, giving 
more space to landscape in the layout, including through the introduction of green 
spaces within the centre of residential blocks, and a cul-de-sac with a small 
garden plot at its centre. Foggitt expanded the new design approach to the entire 
site and by 1918 he had developed an entirely new plan for Daceyville. Again, the 
design included a broad range of public buildings and parks. And again, it was 
made more efficient, with more housing achieved within a smaller area, a move 
which clearly illustrated the cost concerns that the suburban approach was 
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grappling with. A score of further new housing types were developed too, plainer 
and with less expensive, sometimes experimental materials, the designs of which 
were also chasing the goal of keeping rents lower. Many of the new dwellings 
were actually detached as had been originally desired, however to achieve this 
they were two-bedrooms only and quite small. One notable design though, was 
Foggitt’s ‘block of four cottages’ attached together under one large roof. Although 
this type was an inventive and rather apt response to the economic forces of 
development, it was not used extensively, perhaps because what it represented did 
not accord with the suburban ‘credo.’  
 A defining characteristic of Daceyville was to be its ‘garden village’ appearance, 
and it was a time-consuming and costly exercise to convert the empty, sandy hills 
of Kensington into a lush, landscaped suburb. The constant maintenance of trees, 
plants and turf too, was no doubt a drain on resources. Such was the importance 
placed on the landscape ambience, that the Board required its tenants to maintain 
their gardens as part of their lease conditions, and to assist them it even bought 
them communal lawnmowers and paid their water bills. There had been no 
equivalent to this aspect in The Rocks, as the tenements there did not have any 
garden surrounding them. However, had this kind of effort and ‘discretionary’ 
budget been allowed there, perhaps it would have manifested as a dedicated and 
maintained local park, beautifying the urban streetscape, quashing many of the 
time-worn criticisms of urban workers’ housing. 
 Towards the end of the decade, the Government’s policy veered away from 
housing-for-lease and towards housing-for-sale. Construction activity was wound 
up at Daceyville and after 1920 no more rental houses were built there or 
elsewhere. Three hundred and eight dwellings had been completed, nearing just 
one-fifth of the total that Foggitt’s final plan had anticipated.  Arguably, the 346
scale of the project was too ambitious to withstand political machinations over 
such a long period of time. From this perspective, the magnetic appeal of the all-
encompassing ‘grand vision’ solution could also be seen to be its inherent 
weakness. It is interesting to reflect on just how much the Daceyville masterplan 
 18.4% (308 out of 1,675 dwellings).346
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metamorphosed over time, from McRae’s plan, through Sulman’s and Hennessy’s, 
before finding its final form with that of William Henry Foggitt. It is probably fair 
to say that the design concept improved as it evolved, however it could have just 
as easily gone backwards. What the whole process does seem to demonstrate is 
that for a project this large to be delivered successfully, it requires safeguards 
from political interference and steadfast leadership to ensure continuity from start 
through to finish. Alternatively, one could view the process of building Daceyville 
as an obvious warning against the ‘big, bold project’ approach to the delivery of 
housing, when a series of smaller-scale, cumulative projects, such as occurred in 
The Rocks, can be a far more flexible and resilient way to proceed.  
 Following Daceyville, the Housing Board embarked on numerous other suburban 
workers’ housing estates across the state, all of which were effectively subdivision 
layout projects upon which they intended to build new houses for sale. The first 
was at North Stockton in Newcastle in 1918. This was soon followed in 1919 by 
Daceyville ‘Subdivision No.1’ and Daceyville ‘Subdivision No.2’, both of which 
completed the southeast part of Foggitt’s plan, and Bunnerong Village, a mile 
(1.6km) or so to their south. All four of these larger projects provided far more 
subdivisions than were eventually purchased and occupied by houses under the 
scheme. Activities then expanded on a smaller scale, north back to Hamilton in 
Newcastle, south to Wollongong and far west to Orange and Forbes. In the 
metropolitan area, Auburn and Matraville received small groups of cottages, 
whilst at Gladesville and ‘The Warren’ in Marrickville, larger layouts were again 
attempted. All in all, five hundred and ten houses were built by the Housing Board 
under this policy, however with varying degrees of success. External factors such 
as the lack of available workmen and material shortages forced costs up and tested 
the Board. At the same time, internally, decisions to scale-up operations and 
expand geographic coverage, and attempts to contain cost blow-outs by 
experimenting with cheaper materials, meant that the Board lost the level of 
control it had had at Daceyville, and its builders and purchasers alike were soon 
remonstrating with its management. Had the timing been better, or the Board 
adequately resourced, these problems may not have occurred. In essence, the 
outcome suggests that, had a longer term view been taken, the Board could have 
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succeeded in working ‘counter-cyclically’ to take advantage of market conditions, 
rather than fighting against them. The fact that the Housing Board’s work in The 
Rocks had come to focus on anything but housing, also did nothing to endear it to 
its detractors. 
 The election of a new conservative Government in 1922 was the beginning of the 
Housing Board’s unravelling. A different agenda, frequent changes in the Ministry 
and vocal public dissatisfaction resulted in a spiralling antagonistic relationship 
between the Government and the Board, that quickly devolved into accusations of 
scandalous behaviour. A formal inquiry was held into the actions of the Board 
which resulted in its dismantlement in 1924. It was an ignominious end. Even 
though the staff were later cleared of wrongdoing, the nascent state public housing 
system, for all of its efforts and achievements, was now defunct.  
Conclusion 
 By any estimation, the Housing Board’s twelve long years of service to the state 
made a huge contribution of workers’ housing to Sydney’s built stock. Eight 
hundred and thirty-four dwellings were produced, almost two-fifths  of which 347
were retained in public ownership as rental property, whilst the remainder had 
been sold into private ownership. The Board also contributed a great number of 
commercial buildings and public buildings to the City of Sydney, as well as many 
streets, blocks and parks across the State, all often-overlooked accomplishments. 
The original Daceyville project, combining all of these, was the biggest, most 
high-profile and probably most successful Housing Board project. It is worth 
noting too, that the rental housing produced at Daceyville never suffered the trials 
of the build-to-sell programme, and had the Government allowed the Board to 
continue on its initial path, the policy might have enjoyed longer span of 
productivity and usefulness. In any case, the demise of the Housing Board meant 
that the Government avoided any further involvement in workers’ housing until 
the financial and social crisis that was the Great Depression of the 1930s, 
ultimately forced the Government to intervene and initiate a state workers’ 
housing project at Erskineville in 1937.  
 38.8% (324 of 834). Dwelling count is comprised of dwellings at Daceyville (308) and The Rocks (16).347
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 Introduction 
 This sixth and final historical chapter investigates the work of the Housing 
Improvement Board, the second official State public housing body in Sydney, 
established as one of several measures seeking to lessen the severe impact on 
housing caused by the Great Depression. Set up in 1937 with the intention of 
having a significant influence across metropolitan areas of the State, the Board 
quickly came to focus on its re-housing project at Erskineville which became its 
only built work before it was subsumed by the Housing Commission of New 
South Wales in 1942. 
 Synopsis 
 Whilst the buoyancy of the Roaring Twenties improved the lot of some, the 
substandard conditions of workers’ housing continued. The state housing projects 
of the Sydney Harbour Trust, the Department of Public Works and the Housing 
Board had made a not inconsiderable contribution to the stock of affordable 
housing, yet it was still a proverbial ‘drop in the ocean’. Sydney Municipal 
Council did its part by developing four projects between 1914 and 1927 under the 
Sydney Corporation Act, however the projects became a financial liability and 
further projects were not pursued. The State Government, having abandoned the 
construction of public housing, chose to pursue other policies designed to boost 
home-ownership. The Co-operative, Community Settlement, and Credit Act 
encouraged, amongst other groups, ‘building societies’ to provide loans for the 
construction of new houses. However the scheme was targeted at those with 
sufficient wherewithal to enter the housing market. It did not assist the lower-
income working class. 
 
 When the Depression hit New South Wales in the thirties, private construction 
stopped and Sydney’s growing population was squeezed by an acute housing 
shortage. Unemployment levels rose dramatically and people’s inability to pay 
their mortgage or rent meant they would lose their home. So pressing was the 
crisis, that by 1934 the conservative Government decided to set up the Homes for 
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Unemployed Trust to build well-located but modest cottages for subsidised sale to 
those in need, as well as to supply cheap building materials for those building 
their own. The Trust assisted with almost two-and-a-half thousand homes, spread 
across Sydney suburbs and country areas. Also in 1934, Paddington Council put 
forward a controversial inner-city slum clearance project under the provisions of 
the Local Government Act. Architect Samuel Lipson designed a mixed-use 
‘European’ courtyard apartment building for a block on Oxford Street with one 
hundred and eighteen units, shops and communal facilities. However the Council 
was voted out at the next election and the project fell through. 
 Towards the middle of the decade, a genuine push for the clearing of slums came 
from many quarters. One of the most vocal spokespersons for the movement was 
Norman Hercules Dick, who had the ear of Government. Dick formed an 
advocacy group called the National Housing Council and pressured for change. In 
1936, the call was heeded. Premier Stevens established the Housing Conditions 
Investigation Committee to enquire into housing conditions and make 
recommendations on how to improve them. The Committee found that immediate 
action was required and that the Government itself should take on the task. The 
Committee conducted a broad survey of slum conditions and identified several 
inner-city areas which would most benefit from change. Having assessed these 
areas in detail, it chose to concentrate in particular on the suburb of Erskineville 
for which it then prepared a masterplan. The scheme showed an almost total 
reinvention of the suburb, with scores of streets of tiny terrace houses to be 
supplanted by blocks of low apartment buildings arranged in a park-like setting.  
 
 Acting on the advice of the Committee, the Government established the Housing 
Improvement Board in early 1937 to resurrect the State public housing 
programme and continue investigating reforms. A key provision of the Housing 
Improvement Act was the ability to undertake ‘housing improvement schemes’ in 
consultation with local Councils. The Board investigated these slum clearance and 
re-housing schemes for sites in Paddington, Newtown and Newcastle, although 
each was stymied at different stages by difficulties with the respective Councils. 
However, the earlier scheme at Erskineville remained in play and soon became the 
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Board’s main focus. A layout was prepared by architects William Ronald 
Richardson and Morton Earle Herman for thirty flat buildings, two shops and a 
preschool within Erskineville Park surrounded by landscape, based on the most 
modern design ideas from England and Europe. 
 Whilst Erskineville Council was at first supportive of the scheme, soon politics 
began to interfere and it became uncooperative. The Housing Improvement Board 
responded by offering to undertake a section of the scheme itself, at no cost to 
Council, to demonstrate its benefits. Still Council refused. The Government was 
determined to press forward and so amended the Housing Improvement Act to 
sanction the works. By early 1938, the Board was on site constructing a ‘model’ 
project of fifty-six workers’ flats following Richardson and Herman’s masterplan. 
The project was occupied by December the same year. With no further funding or 
projects to follow through, Erskineville was both the first and last project that the 
Housing Improvement Board built. In 1941, a progressive Government came to 
power, partly on the platform of creating a new state authority to solve the 
housing crisis. In 1942, the Housing Commission of New South Wales was born, 
successor to and amalgamating the Homes for Unemployed Trust and the Housing 
Improvement Board. Whilst the Board may not have been as prolific as it had 
hoped, leaving only a single project to its name, its actions and recommendations 
had set the tone and direction for the future of public housing in New South 
Wales. 
 The not-so-roaring Twenties 
 Sydney’s general prosperity had improved somewhat by the nineteen-twenties as 
the effects of World War I were gradually shaken off and a sense of normalcy 
returned, however the perennial and systemic problem of workers’ housing 
persisted. Many parts of older inner-city areas were still ‘slums’ substandard, 
unsanitary housing that was becoming more dilapidated as the years passed by.  1
For the majority of low-income workers in Sydney, the availability of suitable 
housing had not got any better, indeed for some it had declined. The efforts of the 
 Lorraine Simpson, “Sydney Housing 1900 to 1940” (Elective Project, NSW Institute of Technology, 1983), 1
42.
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Sydney Harbour Trust, the Department of Public Works and the Housing Board to 
date had made only a small dent in the ongoing need for workers’ housing, and 
these interventions had been location-specific. A focused combination of terrace 
houses and tenement blocks in The Rocks, contributed to by all the state agencies, 
had sought to address the problem of accommodating ‘waterside workers’ who 
needed to live close to the wharves of industry. Elsewhere, the Housing Board had 
also developed a limited number of suburban ‘garden’ estates, of different sizes, 
comprising freestanding houses and semi-detached dwellings, which were located 
in major cities and country towns around the State. Cumulatively, however, the 
impact of these initiatives was still far from adequate to address the overriding 
issue. More had to be done and on a much broader scale. 
 Local Government had contributed to the provision of workers’ housing too, when 
amendments to the Sydney Corporation Act  in 1912 had permitted Sydney 2
Municipal Council to “acquire land” and “erect and let”  dwellings for the first 3
time. Though ambitions were high, Council had developed just four projects 
within their boundaries over a period of fifteen years.  The first was in 1914 with 4
the ‘Strickland Buildings’, designed by City Architect Robert Hargreave 
Brodrick,  built in Chippendale with seventy-one apartments and eight shops over 5
three storeys. Then, after a pause of ten years, two more workers’ dwellings 
projects were built simultaneously as the result of design competitions held in 
1924. The ‘Dowling Street Dwellings’ designed by Peddle, Thorp & Walker 
architects in Woolloomooloo comprised thirty flats over three storeys, whilst 
‘Ways Terrace’ designed by Professor Leslie Wilkinson  and Joseph Charles 6
 Sydney Corporation (Dwelling-houses) Act, 1912.2
 ibid, Title.3
 Michael Zanardo, “The Sydney Municipal Council Workers’ Dwellings 1914-1927: Four Typological Case 4
Studies in Urban Affordable Housing” in David Nichols ed, Green Fields, Brown Fields, New Fields: 
Proceedings of the 10th Australasian Urban History, Planning History, Conference (Melbourne: The 
University of Melbourne, 2010), 648.
 Robert Hargreave Brodrick (1860-1934) born Cheshire, England. Architect. Served his articles in Leeds. 5
Emigrated to Sydney in 1883 to work in the City Architect’s Office as a draughtsman under Thomas Henry 
Sapsford. Promoted to City Building Surveyor. Worked under George McRae, succeeding him as City 
Architect and staying in this role until his retirement in 1928. Major projects included the Haymarket 
Buildings, Strickland Buildings and scores of substations.Worked closely with Assistant Architect James 
Henry Merriman (EAA, 108).
 Leslie Wilkinson (1882-1973) born Edmonton, England. Architect and professor. Trained in London. Gifted 6
Architecture student, winning prizes and scholarships. Assistant Professor in London 1910-1918. Emigrated 
to Australia to become first Professor of Architecture at Sydney University, a position he held until 1947. 
Travelled extensively. Undertook masterplan and designed numerous buildings for the University campus. 
Practised privately, undertaking work for the Church of England as well as residential projects. Won 
competition for workers housing with Joseph Charles Fowell in 1924. President of the Institute of Architects 
1933-1934. RAIA Gold Medal in 1961 (EAA, 764-765).
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Fowell  in Pyrmont provided a further forty-one apartments over four storeys. 7
Both were completed by 1925. In 1927, the last project built by Council was the 
‘Alexandra Dwellings’ on a site opposite the Royal Hospital for Children in 
Camperdown, where twenty-three two-storey dwellings and one shop were 
constructed,  again designed by Brodrick.  The financial loss associated with 8 9
these projects “influenced the Council” such that it had “no further desire to 
undertake rehousing schemes”.  Although an amendment to the Local 10
Government Act in 1919 bestowed similar powers on councils across the State, 
none chose to utilise the provisions for some time.  As with state workers’ 11
housing, the achievements of the Sydney Municipal Council, whilst in no way 
insignificant, did not go far towards alleviating the overall predicament.  12
!  
FIGURE 6.1   Sydney Municipal Council workers’ housing 
Top left Strickland Buildings, Top right Dowling Street Dwellings,  
Bottom left Ways Terrace, Bottom right Alexandra Dwellings 
The Municipal Council of Sydney, “Vade Mecum” (1936), 99-105 
 Joseph Charles Fowell (1891-1970) born Albany, Western Australia. Architect. Trained in England. 7
Emigrated to Sydney in 1919. First Assistant to Leslie Wilkinson 1919-1926. Partnership with Kenneth 
Hamlyn McConnell 1928-1939. Designed the British Medical Association building in Macquarie Street. Later 
partnership with John Leslie Stephen Mansfield. Designed numerous churches and school buildings. RAIA 
Gold Medal in 1962 (EAA, 261).
 Of which six have been demolished for the construction of Common Ground, Camperdown, 2011.8
 Zanardo, “The Sydney Municipal Council Workers’ Dwellings”, 651.9
 Housing Improvement Board, “Report of the Housing Improvement Board of New South Wales, in 10
accordance with Section 15 of the Housing Improvement Act, 1936” (Sydney: Government Printer, 22 July 
1938), 4.
 ibid, 3. Until Paddington Council in 1934.11
 The pre-World War II workers’ housing of the Sydney Municipal Council in its own right is worthy of a 12
lengthy study.
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 Notwithstanding the obvious shortage of good quality accommodation for 
workers in Sydney and across the State, when the Government disbanded its 
Housing Board it did not pursue any alternative avenues of public housing 
construction. Instead it opted to concentrate on policies aimed at home-ownership, 
in order to benefit the private sector and thereby stimulate the building industry. In 
1923, the State passed the Co-operative, Community Settlement, and Credit Act to 
provide for the “formation, registration and management of co-operative 
societies”.  Under this legislation, it became possible for groups with similar 13
interests to band together as a society, association or union, to promote “the 
economic or social interests of its members” for the “improvement of conditions 
of rural or urban life”.  This included “building societies” that were empowered 14
to assist “members to acquire or erect homes”, “acquire other freehold or 
leasehold property”, and to raise money and make loans for such purposes.  The 15
scheme provided people with another pathway towards becoming a home-
owners,  but like the Savings Bank Amendment Act of 1913,  it operated "in the 16 17
main to serve only the middle class”,  by giving those of moderate income ‘once-18
off’ assistance. Those unable to afford the deposit or repayments could not 
participate. The scheme was very successful, providing loans for around twenty-
eight thousand homes between 1921 and 1933.  However, in terms of built form, 19
other than having the subject land meet with the approval of the Bank 
Commissioners,  there was no influence on design. The scheme had “very little 20
effect upon sub-standard housing conditions”.  21
 Homes during the Great Depression 
 The economic recovery of the twenties came to an abrupt end in the aftermath of 
the Wall Street Crash of October 1929, which sank the Western world into major 
economic depression. In New South Wales, existing affordability problems were 
 Co-operative, Community Settlement, and Credit Act, Title.13
 ibid, ¶614
 ibid, ¶1615
 Patrick Troy, Accommodating Australians: Commonwealth Involvement in Housing (Sydney: The 16
Federation Press, 2012), 26.
 See Chapter 5.17
 HIB, “Report of the Housing Improvement Board” (1938), 6.18
 Peter Spearritt, Sydney’s Century: A History (Sydney: University of New South Wales Press, 2000), 34.19
 Co-operative, Community Settlement, and Credit Act, ¶1720
 HIB, “Report of the Housing Improvement Board” (1938), 6.21
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intensified with the construction sector coming to a virtual standstill, drastically 
reducing housing supply. A shortfall of thirty thousand homes was reported in the 
metropolitan area of Sydney alone.  Unemployment levels climbed to almost 22
one-third of the working population. Renters were evicted from leased properties 
for not keeping up with their payments. Repossession rates were the highest they 
had been since the 1890s, as numerous ‘home-owners’ defaulted on their loans. A 
large minority of the working-class population was once again back in the 
clutches of private landlords  and overcrowding of dwellings was exacerbated as 23
people were forced to share their rental accommodation in order to keep a safe 
roof over their heads.  Others resorted to living in groups of makeshift huts and 24
roughly-pitched tents  arranged as informal encampments, such as the ‘Happy 25
Valley’  camp at the end of Anzac Parade in La Perouse. 26
!  
FIGURE 6.2   A poor family during the Depression at ‘Happy Valley’ 
State Library of New South Wales. IE1331933 FL1331939 
 David Pettigrew, Homes for the People: Public Housing in New South Wales, 1940-1990 (Hamilton Hill: 22
David Pettigrew, 2005), 34. 
 David Hayward, “The Reluctant Landlords?: A history of public housing in Australia” in Urban Policy and 23
Research 14:1 (1996), 7.
 Cedric Pugh, Intergovernmental Relations and the Development of Australian Housing Policies (Canberra: 24
Centre for Research on Federal Financial Relations, Australian National University, 1976), 18.
 David Hayward, “The Reluctant Landlords?”, 7.25
 Harvey Volke, “The Politics of State Rental Housing in New South Wales, 1900-1939: Three Case Studies” 26
(MPhil thesis, University of Sydney, 2006), 63.
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 By 1934, housing conditions and availability, or the lack thereof, had become so 
intolerable that the Conservative government of the day, reacting to the 
widespread social distress, was impelled to respond. Premier Bertram Sydney 
Barnsdale Stevens  of the conservative United Australia Party  subsequently 27 28
oversaw the passage of the Housing of the Unemployed Act through Parliament. 
This piece of legislation specifically targeted “assistance to unemployed persons 
and other persons in necessitous circumstances for the purchase and leasing… of 
homes”.  The sizeable sum of £200,000 was appropriated out of consolidated 29
revenue and allocated to the programme.  Under the new Act the ‘Homes for 30
Unemployed Trust’ was then set up, which was comprised of nine members and 
chaired by the Minister for Social Services, Herbert Middleton Hawkins.  All of 31
the members were “leading identities in building circles and charitable 
organisations, and executive officers of Government Departments”.  They 32
included President of the Institute of Architects, Professor Leslie Wilkinson, and 
the Under Secretary of the Department of Treasury, Clarence Radford Chapman.  33
Each was selected as a “specialist in his own particular sphere” who would be “of 
immense value to the Trust”  and true to the spirit of the programme, all would 34
work pro bono towards carrying out its charter.  35
 Bertram Sydney Barnsdale Stevens (1889-1973) born Redfern, New South Wales. Accountant and 27
politician. Educated at Fort Street. Employed as a clerk with Sydney Municipal Council in 1905, then with 
Manly, then Department of Local Government. Promoted to Public Service Board Inspector in 1920. Became 
Under-secretary at State Treasury in 1924. Elected to Lower House in 1927. Treasurer and Minister for 
Railways in Bavin cabinet. Became Leader of the United Australia Party and Premier in 1932. Economic 
reformer. Knighted in 1941 (ADB).
 Forerunner of Liberal Party of Australia.28
 Housing of the Unemployed Act, 1934, ¶7.29
 Housing of the Unemployed (Grant) Act, 1934, ¶2.30
 Herbert Middleton Hawkins (1876-1939) born London, England. Real estate agent and politician. Educated 31
in London. Emigrated to Sydney in 1895. Set up as an agent and auctioneer in 1916. President of the Real 
Estate Institute 1926-1929. President of national real estate organisation 1928-1939. Member of Federal Land 
and Valuation Board. Appointed to Upper House in 1932. Became Minister for Social Services 1935-1938 
and later Minister for Labour and Industry. Portfolios encompassed charity, hospitals, children and housing 
reform (ADB).
 The Northern Star, 4 July 1934, 2. The other six members were Archibald Beatty President of the Real 32
Estate Institute; William Allison Grant President of the Master Builders’ Association; Harry Hibble Chairman 
of the Church of England Social Service Committee; William Joseph Coogan President of the Society of St 
Vincent de Paul; John Downes President of the Presbyterian Men’s League; and Edward Burns Harkness 
Under Secretary of the Chief Secretary’s Department.
 Clarence Radford Chapman (1875-1959) born Grafton, New South Wales. Entered the public service as a 33
junior clerk in 1893. Became Under-secretary to the Department of Treasury in 1925 a role which he held 
until his retirement in 1935 (New South Wales Treasury, “Golden Heritage”, 42 and Sun, 13 March 1935, 9).
 Homes for Unemployed Trust, “Report of Proceedings for the Period 1st July, 1934, to 31st December 34
1934” (Sydney: Alfred James Kent, Government Printer, 15 October 1935), 1.
 Housing of the Unemployed Act, 1934, ¶5.35
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 The Trust was given authority to use a broad range of interventions by which to 
reduce the heavy burden carried by the unemployed. These included the “purchase 
or lease of any land”, the supply of “building materials… for the erection, repair 
or improvement of a building”, payment of any “rates or taxes or Crown dues… 
or any insurance premiums, or the cost of repairs”, payment of “the whole or part 
of any rent”, and the payment of “any interest or instalments… in respect of any 
mortgage”.  The powers were used liberally, with assistance treated as a public 36
service, almost as a virtuous act of charity. It was in no way a profit-making 
proposition for Government.  Preference was given to those most in need, 37
particularly “applicants with large families”.  38
 
 A major activity of the Trust was the erection of cottages for sale. They were 
small, inexpensive weatherboard houses “containing two or three bedrooms, 
living room and kitchen combined, bathroom and laundry and a front and back 
verandah” and were designed to permit extension at a later date.  A “bath, stove, 39
copper and tubs” were included, and every dwelling was connected to water or 
else rainwater-collection tanks were provided.  Standardised designs  were 40 41
insisted upon by the Trust, each of which provided “the minimum accommodation 
necessary for the various sized families”,  came with the list of materials 42
required,  and conformed with the applicable building standards of the Local 43
Government Act of 1919.  The purchase price of the houses was heavily 44
subsidised, the new home-owner only required to pay for the land and 
construction, with all ancillary and administration costs exempted or borne by the 
Trust.  45
 ibid, ¶836
 Phillip James Briggs, “Public Housing in Sydney: Past, Present and Future” (PhD thesis, University of 37
New South Wales, 1972), 43.
 HFUT, “Report for the Period 1st July, 1934, to 31st December 1934”, 2.38
 ibid, 1.39
 HFUT, “Report and Statement of Account for the year 1940” (Sydney: Alfred Henry Pettifer, Acting 40
Government Printer, 13 August 1940), 1.
 From 1936 on, some of the designs were prepared by the Department of Public Works. See Briggs, “Public 41
Housing in Sydney”, 50.
 HFUT, “Report for the year 1940”, 1.42
 HFUT, “Report, together with Statements of Account for 1937” (Sydney: David Harold Paisley, 43
Government Printer, 28 October 1938), 2.
 HFUT, “Report for the Period 1st July, 1934, to 31st December 1934”, 1.44
 HFUT, “Report for 1937”, 1.45
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FIGURE 6.3   Homes for Unemployed Trust house in Guilford, near Parramatta 
Pettigrew, Homes for the People, 27 
 The majority of these houses were built across the suburbs of Sydney, although 
some were built in country districts as well.  Land for this purpose was either 46
acquired by the Trust or sold to them at reduced rates by supporters of the 
programme.  After a 1936 amendment to the Act, the Trust could also appropriate 47
Crown lands or resume private property.  The Trust ensured that any properties 48
they dealt with were well-located, “sufficiently near to a centre of industry and 
means of transport thereto”, and not “too far from a public school”.  Land which 49
was of adequate size to “allow the occupant to grow at least enough vegetables for 
himself and family”  were favoured, which might also enable them to sell any 50
additional produce at market for extra income.  51
 The Homes for Unemployed Trust operated for just over seven years before 
finally being restructured during the early years of World War II.  Over that 52
period, the Trust “either erected or assisted in the erection of 2,497 properly 
 ibid, 246
 HFUT, “Report of Proceedings for the Year ended 31st December 1935” (Sydney: Alfred James Kent, 47
Government Printer, 3 July 1936), 1.
 Housing of the Unemployed (Amendment) Act, 1936, ¶2.48
 HFUT, “Report for the Period 1st July, 1934, to 31st December 1934”, 1.49
 The report nominates 1 acres (0.4ha) to 5 acres (2.0ha) as a typical range in size for this to occur. (HFUT, 50
“Report 1937”, 2)
 HFUT, “Report for 1937”, 2.51
 Housing Act, 1941, ¶10. The Homes for Unemployed Trust was absorbed into the Housing Commission of 52
New South Wales, however its activities appear to have continued until at least 1944 (Troy, Accommodating 
Australians, 40). The figures quoted are as at the last report by the Homes for Unemployed Trust.
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constructed homes” on a repayable basis, which it estimated assisted around 
twelve thousand, five hundred people.   As in Daceyville,  these houses had been 53 54
designed to be compact and cost-effective, however unlike Daceyville, there was 
no set plan for their delivery and no contemplation of non-residential uses or 
public domain elements. The Trust also provided small quantities of building 
materials “free of charge” to one thousand, four hundred and forty-five needy 
people in order to build or repair “temporary shelters”.  Whilst the materials 55
probably meant the difference between a leaking roof and dry accommodation, the 
paradox was that these grants ended up perpetuating the existence of the shabby 
‘unemployed camps’, the camps being one motive for establishing the Trust in the 
first place.  Despite this unfortunate side-effect, the work of the Trust was 56
certainly admirable for its efforts in alleviating housing conditions for a large 
number of working-class people. Its cumulative achievement was substantial, 
even if the built form produced was very modest when taken on a case-by-case 
basis. 
 Urban oasis becomes a mirage 
 Another Depression-era workers’ housing initiative was the project put forward by 
Labor Mayor Morris Curotta  of Paddington Council  in 1934 for the 57 58
construction of “workmen’s flats on an extensive scale”.  This project may have 59
been the first instance of a council seeking to use the provisions of the Local 
Government Act of 1919 which allowed for the resumption of lands and the 
erection of dwellings.  From the outset the proposal encountered staunch vocal 60
opposition, particularly from State Member Norman Thomas, who was “only too 
glad” to give his opinion on the scheme, which was a “definite negative”. Thomas 
thought that any project of flats could only be destined to “prove far worse slums 
than the council seeks to abolish to-day” and if Council were actually desiring to 
 HFUT, “Report for the year 1940”, 1. The Trust’s figures imply that each house helped an average of five 53
people. The figure is comprised of 744 buildings and 1,753 instances of material supply.
 See Chapter 5. 54
 HFUT, “Report for the year 1940”, 1.55
 Briggs, “Public Housing in Sydney”, 57.56
 Morris Curotta (1886-1968) born Victoria. Businessman and politician. Came to Sydney as a child. Many 57
trades. Started successful business as exporter of rubber tyres. Prominent real estate agent and developer. 
Alderman at Paddington Council 1932-1934 and Mayor in 1933-1934 (SMH, 8 July 1928).
 Paddington was the neighbouring local government area immediately to the east of the City of Sydney. 58
Now a part of Woollahra Municipal Council.
 The Sydney Morning Herald, 19 February 1934, 10.59
 Local Government Act, 1919, ¶322, ¶496 and ¶536.60
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improve living conditions for workers they should “be seeking more regulation 
and restriction of flat building rather than adding to it”.  His solution, like many 61
before him, was to evoke the “wide open spaces of our outer suburbs” as the place 
with “ample room to build decent workmen’s cottages”, so that “children will 
have the freedom and sunlight so dear to the hearts of young Australians”. The 
Master Builders’ association though, in their own analysis of the scheme, knew 
that Council could not assist their own constituents in this way within their own 
urban boundaries. The only alternative for Council then, was to build, at higher 
densities, “housing accommodation possessing - (1) a maximum of ventilation; 
(2) a maximum amount of sunshine to each and every flat” and “(3) first class 
living and hygienic conditions”.  62
 Council had engaged architect Samuel Lipson  to prepare a design for an entire 63
block at Paddington which would be resumed, cleared of ‘slum’ terraces and built 
on afresh. Lipson had studied “similar buildings erected in other parts of the 
world”, and proposed a ‘perimeter block’ scheme “after the continental manner” 
that would provide a string of fourteen attached three- and four-storey buildings 
around the outer edge of the site. Only about half of the one and one-third acre 
(0.5ha) site would be taken up by the building footprint, the remainder being 
consolidated into a large “interior court”. The courtyard would be accessible via 
arched passageways from the street beneath the building and provide a central 
garden for the tenants to “make full use” of and to view from their units.  On the 64
prominent sharp corner of Oxford Street and Glenmore Road, at the ground floor, 
was to be a “communal centre” for the tenants with a “general meeting room, 
library, reading room and administrative offices”.  Eight shops would also line 65
the footpaths at this corner and would “help considerably in making the project 
sound economically”.  66
 SMH, 17 February 1934, 14.61
 Construction and Real Estate Journal, 14 March 1934, 1.62
 Samuel Lipson (1901-95) born Leeds, England. Architect. Educated and articled in Glasgow. Worked in 63
London. Emigrated to Australia in 1926 and joined the Commonwealth Department of Works in 1927, 
working on large scale projects. Set up own practice in 1932 and also taught at Sydney Technical College. 
Entered into partnership with Peter Alexander Kaad in 1936. Designed many modernist buildings in Sydney. 
Post-World War II they delivered projects for the Housing Commission of New South Wales, including John 
Northcott Place. Retired in 1967 (EAA, 413).
 Construction and Real Estate, 14 March 1934, 1.64
 ibid, 4.65
 ibid, 1.66
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FIGURE 6.4   Perspective View of Proposed Workmen’s Flats, Paddington, N.S.W. 
Building, 53:318 (12 February 1934), 32 
 A total of one hundred and eighteen units, comprising “48 one-bedroom flats, 58 
two-bedroom flats and 12 three-bedroom flats” were planned, each with lounge, 
kitchen, bathroom and balcony as well as “ample provision for light and air”. 
Shared laundries were to be located on the roof. Access to the units was to be via 
stairwells from the courtyard side, one per building serving two to four units per 
floor, the idea being to make “various points of interest… with an artistic setting 
out of the garden court… for the tenants”.  However, tenants never got to enjoy 67
their urban garden oasis in the midst of Paddington. “Various financial and other 
difficulties” frustrated the project, the Council went “out of office”,  and the 68
project was never executed. 
 ibid, 4.67
 The Sun, 21 March 1937, 5.68
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FIGURE 6.5   Plan of Proposed Block of Flats and Dwellings, Paddington (Sydney) 
Building, 53:318 (12 February 1934), 31 
 The Herculean task of slum clearance 
 The degenerating housing conditions of the early thirties naturally lead to much 
discussion and debate about their impact on society and possible solutions. With 
Paddington Council’s scheme,  the possibility of slum clearance for new public 69
housing had been re-awakened.  Groups such as the Combined Churches’ 70
Debating Societies’ Federation took a keen interest in the issue. This organisation 
forwarded a report it had authored on slum conditions to Premier Stevens in 1935, 
requesting that the Government “consider means by which a progressive 
programme of slum clearance, and housing reform, can be instituted”. The report 
was well-received.  The positive feedback encouraged the Federation to further 71
its campaign.  The Master Builders’ Association supported the move because any 72
such programme would create construction work and therefore assist with 
employment.  Unions and charities also weighed in positively behind the push. 73
Public meetings, newsprint and radio-waves spread the word.  A renewed 74
 No other public housing had been built at Local or State level since the City of Sydney’s Alexandra 69
Dwellings in 1927.
 Pugh, Intergovernmental Relations,18.70
 SMH 21 January 1935, p671
 The Labor Daily, 2 September 1935, 4.72
 Spearritt, Sydney’s Century, 70.73
 Labor Daily, 2 September 1935, 4.74
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groundswell in favour of slum clearance brought the issue to the fore sufficiently 
for it to register firmly on the political radar. 
 
 Norman Hercules Dick,  a member of the Federation and also of the United 75
Australia Party, was a particularly outspoken advocate, penning two long, fervent 
columns for The Sydney Morning Herald entitled “Slums - The Shame of 
Sydney”.  In them, Dick drew on European and British precedent to argue for 76
Government involvement in slum clearance and rebuilding. Even though 
Sydney’s slums were not as gravely run-down, he called for decisive action to 
prevent the inevitable. Dick advocated “nothing short of total elimination” of the 
slums as the objective.  The most problematic areas in Dick’s estimation were the 77
“inner suburbs”, where “streets of dirty, ill-kept hovels” existed, “the very nature 
of which militates against reasonable cleanliness”. The houses consisted of “part 
wood and brick”, were “vermin infested”, and had “been in existence for over 
forty years”, “fallen into disrepair” and “were actually unfit for habitation”. The 
suburbs nominated were Woolloomooloo Bay, Surry Hills, Redfern, Newtown, 
Glebe and Pyrmont, forming a ring around the City of Sydney, then Paddington in 
the east, Balmain in the west and Waterloo, Alexandria and Botany stretching to 
the south.  Dick’s solution to this circumstance was unequivocal, “there is one 78
way, and only one way, in which the problem can be effectively dealt with”. He 
urged the implementation of a national-level policy which would set up a 
“permanent commission” to “carry out and administer a series of complete 
divisional clearances throughout slum areas”. Anything less would not work. State 
and local governments would then deal with specifics of resumptions and re-
building, assisted by town planning experts and architects, to make new “model 
settlements” in the English ‘garden city’ manner.  The scheme, due to its scale, 79
would take commitment over many years to implement. Financing would be 
allocated through Public Works funds.  80
 Norman Hercules Dick. Manufacturer. Member of the Protestant Churches’ Debating Federation. Member 75
of the United Australia Party (Spearritt, Sydney’s Century, 70).
 SMH, 25 July 1935, 8 and 26 July 1935, 10.76
 SMH, 25 July 1935, 8.77
 ibid.78
 SMH, 26 July 1935, 10. Bournville and Welwyn Garden City were mentioned specifically.79
 ibid.80
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 Dick’s proposition was calculated to appeal to the “progressive policy” of Premier 
Stevens, whose 1935 re-election platform had prioritised action on slum 
clearance. From the Government’s point of view, not only would such a 
programme rid Sydney “of the dangerous evils inherent in slums” but would 
provide increased hours for workers, decrease unemployment and boost private 
industry, all of which would flow through to a general bolstering of the 
economy.  Steven perhaps also envisaged that these undertakings would create a 81
legacy, a lasting physical symbol, of his Government’s efforts towards achieving 
societal improvement.   82
 Unsolicited advice to Government 
 In December 1935, Dick expanded on his ideas in an article for The Australian 
Quarterly.  The next step, he said, was for a committee to enquire into the 83
problem of slum clearance “towards a better appreciation of the connection 
between housing and the moral and physical conditions of the people”.  He 84
placed great importance on the “human problem presented by the slum dwellers 
themselves”, arguing that these people inhabited slum areas for the reason of 
being near to their work, or near to the possibility of work, and to avoid the cost 
and time of transport. Dick placed substantial blame on their actual physical 
surroundings, acknowledging slum dwellers as “the victims of their environment” 
who “would lead entirely different lives under better conditions”.  Therefore, by 85
providing reasonable homes and “ensuring at least such essentials as fresh air and 
sunlight, adequate washing facilities and efficient drainage and sewerage”,  a 86
great improvement could be made. It would not be an easy task though. He 
considered the matter to be so complex that “it embraces not only Architecture 
and Building and Town Planning, but Psychology and Sociology” as well and 
called on the “greatest experts” in those areas to be employed to this end.  87
 ibid.81
 Matthew Conlon, “Funkis Sydney: Architecture from Sweden’s Welfare State for Sydney’s Mid-Twentieth 82
Century Slum Clearance-Rehousing Projects” (PhD thesis, University of Sydney, 2010), Chapter 5, 27.
 Norman H. Dick, “Housing and Slum Clearance in New South Wales”,  in The Australian Quarterly, 28 83
(December 1935), 81-85.
 ibid, 81.84
 ibid, 83.85
 ibid, 84.86
 ibid, 85.87
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 To investigate the issue more deeply, in April 1936 Dick convened a new 
independent ‘think-tank’ to which he gave the grand-sounding title of the 
‘National Housing Council of New South Wales’. The reform-oriented 
organisation gave itself the purpose of “working for the improvement of housing 
conditions of people who live in the crowded places of Sydney” in order to “do 
something practical… to supplement the efforts of the Government”.  Dick 88
became the Honorary Secretary. The Council assembled subcommittees to look at 
the problem of housing reform from various angles and with a “scientific 
approach”, including legislative, town-planning and sociological aspects.  More 89
than fifty “prominent citizens” would share their knowledge of “social welfare 
work, economic study, architecture, banking, real estate, building, surveying, trade 
unions”  and other fields, with the idea being to develop useful policy for 90
presentation to Government.  91
 
 Housing as a ‘public service’ 
 Meanwhile, the Government had already taken up the call and was conducting its 
own official investigations into the issue of slum clearance. In January 1936, 
Premier Stevens announced the establishment of the ‘Housing Conditions 
Investigation Committee’ which was once again chaired by the Minister for Social 
Services, Herbert Middleton Hawkins, who was still also chairman of the Homes 
for Unemployed Trust. His Trust colleague, Clarence Radford Chapman, was 
made Vice-chairman, whilst the other twelve members, amongst them planner 
Alfred John Brown  and architect William Ronald Richardson,  represented the 92 93
interests of state government, local government and industry. The terms of 
reference for the Committee were comprehensive. Its main task was “to make a 
general and statistical survey of existing housing conditions”. In doing so, it was 
 SMH, 21 April 1936, 12. All officers of the Council are listed in the article.88
 SMH, 29 July 1936, 8.89
 Sun, 20 April 1936, 13.90
 SMH, 8 October 1936, 6.91
 Alfred John Brown (1893-1976) born Auckland, New Zealand. Architect and planner. Educated and trained 92
in Auckland. Studied in London 1917. Chief Assistant Architect and Planner at Welwyn Garden City. 
Emigrated to Sydney in 1930 to work with the New South Wales Government Architect. Maintained private 
practice 1931-1970. Active in town planning advocacy. Lectured in Town Planning at Sydney University 
1931-1937. President of the Town Planning Association and later the Town and Country Planning Institute in 
1936 (EAA 108-110).
 William Ronald Richardson (1890-?) born Balmain, New South Wales. Architect. Educated at Fort Street. 93
Served in World War I. Lectured at University of Sydney. Practised with Leith McCredie. President of the 
Institute of Architects 1940-1942 (beyond1914.sydney.edu.au; EAA 439, and SMH, 18 February 1936, 3).
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also to report on lessons from similar schemes adopted elsewhere, to consider the 
logistics for slum clearance and the financial implications of proposals, to 
examine existing regulations, as well as to “make further inquiry and investigation 
as the committee may deem desirable in… relation to housing and housing 
conditions”.  94
 Hawkins’ Committee delivered their Interim Report nine months later in 
September 1936. Their findings echoed many of Dick’s recommendations but this 
time with the authority of Government behind them. The Committee found that, 
indeed, there were areas of the inner city that “necessitated urgent consideration 
by the Government” and that the community could not “afford to neglect the 
deterioration of living conditions” any longer because of its concomitant impact 
on health and wider “social and economic stability”.  A minimum standard of 95
housing was absolutely essential. The Committee was clear that “accommodation 
and amenity should not diminish pro rata with the family income”.  Whilst the 96
Committee recognised that private enterprise could “cater quite well for a 
proportion of the population”, it realised that a point was soon reached where the 
market could not provide the necessary quality of housing without compromising 
profit.  Therefore, it was incumbent on the Government to assume the task itself.  97
 Slum clearance and re-housing should be “treated as a public service, to be 
discharged in the most efficient and economical manner”, the Committee 
argued.  The Committee rationalised that the work would be “of a character 98
which private enterprise cannot undertake even in normal times” and therefore 
there should be no “grounds for complaint” regarding competition. They also saw 
that the “capital cost of construction is spent mainly in labour” which, distributed 
amongst the many trades, would assist greatly with unemployment and relief 
costs. In terms of overall benefit though, the Committee claimed “the provision of 
decent housing… probably produces a greater social amelioration than any other 
 The Newcastle Morning Herald, 1 January 1936, 7.94
 Housing Conditions Investigation Committee, “Interim Report of the Housing Conditions Investigation 95
Committee together with Appendices” (Sydney: Government Printer, 15 December 1936), 2.
 ibid.96
 ibid.97
 ibid.98
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form of expenditure of a like amount”.  Doing nothing was not an option. All 99
things considered, the Committee was convinced there was no choice but to 
proceed.  
 The Committee identified the value of land and the buildings on it as a 
fundamental question affecting the cost of slum clearance. The problem of high 
commercial land costs could be addressed, they posited, if town-planning 
mechanisms were legislated for  and “intelligent zoning” used to steady land 100
prices.  With regard to slum buildings, the Committee was of the opinion that if 101
they were at the “limit of their legitimate life”, no compensation should be paid 
for them. However, again, this would require new statute. Both these measures 
would make the task more economically feasible but without these new laws, the 
Committee believed, “many of the major aspects of the housing problem cannot 
be attempted”.  102
 
 Action for Erskineville 
 Extensive data collection by the Housing Conditions Investigation Committee 
exposed the scale of the problem. “About 2,000 acres” (809.4 ha) across the 
metropolitan area, it found, required “treatment for relief of the present 
unsatisfactory housing conditions”.  More thorough surveys of overcrowding 103
and building conditions were also undertaken, with initial attention directed 
specifically at Woolloomooloo, Erskineville, Newtown and Alexandria, all 
suburbs notorious for their slum areas.  The Interim Report went as far as to 104
make specific recommendations for Woolloomooloo and Erskineville. The 
majority of ‘Woolloomooloo area No.1’, north of William Street,  given its 105
‘low-lying’ nature, was considered “capable of re-design for industrial purposes, 
preferably for motor and allied interests”.  By contrast, ‘Woolloomooloo area 106
No.2’, on the high ground south of William Street,  readily lent “itself to 107
 ibid.99
 Along the lines of the English Town and Country Planning Act, 1932.100
 HCIC, “Interim Report”, 2.101
 ibid, 3.102
 ibid, 5.103
 ibid, 3.104
 The area “bounded by Sir John Young Crescent, Lincoln Crescent, Cowper Ward Roadway, Brougham 105
Street and William Street” (HCIC, “Interim Report”, 4). This is the entirety of the suburb today known as 
Woolloomooloo. 
 HCIC, “Interim Report”, 5.106
 The extent of this area is not defined in the text of the Report. This area is known today as Darlinghurst.107
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treatment as a residential area, and is ideally situated for this purpose”.  108
Erskineville though, was singled out as necessitating “special action for relief”. 
Most of the houses were “very old”, had “outlived their usefulness” and were 
“definitely unfit for occupation and should be demolished”. Dampness in 
dwellings was a particularly “serious menace”. The conditions were so drastic and 
severe “such as to warrant a complete re-design”.  109
 The Committee prepared and attached a masterplanning scheme to the Report, 
showing how Erskineville could be almost entirely laid out anew and zoned to 
separate out ‘residential’, ‘industrial’, ‘school’, ‘shopping’ and ‘park’ uses. Rows 
upon rows of small overcrowded terraces on “wasteful” and “haphazard” narrow 
streets would be wiped away, to be replaced by a wholesome new environment of 
broad diagonal avenues dissecting the suburb, which discouraged through-traffic 
and instead connected to large, new, green landscaped spaces. Existing roads 
would only be kept where convenient, but existing services would be utilised 
wherever possible.   110
!  
FIGURE 6.6   Proposed Re-Design of Erskineville and Environs 
HCIC, “Interim Report” (1936) 
 HCIC, “Interim Report”, 5. No additional information for Woolloomooloo was provided by way of 108
drawings. 
 ibid.109
 ibid, 6.110
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In order to re-house the population of Erskineville within the same area but with 
improved conditions, “adoption of the flat system of housing” was judged 
imperative.  By stacking dwellings above one another, rather than side-by-side, 111
the area covered by the building footprint was smaller, thus providing more 
ground-level open space. A ‘diagrammatic sketch’ of two new blocks along King 
Street illustrated this concept, showing how a series of linear, three-storey flat 
buildings could be laid out at sufficient density, but with “suitable variation in 
design” of setbacks and orientations, to achieve housing in a totally transformed 
landscaped setting. A critical feature of the concept though, which was not 
described in the text but was apparent in the drawings, was that most of the 
buildings would no longer address the street frontage. Instead, they were to be 
accessed via a network of narrow pedestrian-only footpaths criss-crossing the site. 
This seemingly small but significant departure from traditional architectural 
design, was actually a new idea for Sydney housing, one which would, from that 
point on, alter the basic everyday interaction between the residents, their building, 
their street and their neighbourhood. 
!  
FIGURE 6.7   Diagrammatic Sketch 
HCIC, “Interim Report” (1936) 
 ibid, 5.111
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 Public housing, Act two 
 The Government accepted the research and recommendations of its Housing 
Conditions Investigation Committee in toto and within the space of three months 
Parliament enacted the ‘Housing Improvement Act’. The main aim of the 
legislation was to set up a Board whose efforts would continue the work of the 
Committee towards “the elimination of unsatisfactory housing conditions” and 
“the provision of housing accommodation”.  After a long hiatus, State 112
Government had well and truly re-entered the domain of public housing. 
 In February 1937, the new ‘Housing Improvement Board’ was constituted. 
Chaired by Sir Archibald Howie,  accompanied by Thomas Armstrong as vice-113
chairman,  it included three other members, Clarence Radford Chapman, who 114
had been vice-chair of the Housing Conditions Investigation Committee, Florinda 
Katharine Ogilvie  and Arthur Henry Moverly.  To assist the Board, a Housing 115 116
Improvement Advisory Committee  was assembled to provide technical 117
assistance. Among the appointees were planner Alfred John Brown and architect 
William Ronald Richardson, both of who brought with them knowledge from the 
previous Committee as well.  118
 Housing Improvement Act, 1936, Title. The Act also included some amendments to the Co-operative, 112
Community Settlement, and Credit Act to further encourage the formation of building societies (Housing 
Improvement Act, 1936, ¶4) in order to increase the level of private home-ownership (Thompson, “Sydney’s 
Flats”, 41).
 Archibald Howie (1879-1943) born Glasgow, Scotland. Building contractor and politician. Educated at 113
Fort Street and Sydney Boys’ High. Worked for his father’s business which he took over in 1923. Director of 
numerous building industry-related companies. Elected President of the Master Builders’ Association in 1927. 
Member of the United Australia Party. Elected to Upper House in 1933. Alderman of Sydney Municipal 
Council 1934-1941. Lord Mayor 1936-1937. Knighted in 1939 (ADB).
 Thomas (Tom) Armstrong (1885-1955) born Durham, England. Businessman and politician. Migrated to 114
Australia as a child. Educated in Newcastle. Worked as a clerk for coal and shipping company J & A Brown, 
becoming General Manager in 1929. Antagonistic towards trade unions. Member of the United Australia 
Party. Alderman at Wickham Council 1917-1920 and Mayor in 1919. Elected to Upper House in 1935 
(ADB).
 Florinda Katherine Ogilvie (1902-1983) born Glen Innes, New South Wales. Social worker and educator. 115
Studied at University of Sydney. Became Secretary of the Rachel Forster Hospital for Women and Children in 
1926. Gained certificate in almoner work. Worked at Rachel Forster Hospital 1934-1941 as almoner, then at 
Sydney Hospital 1941-1954 as Director of Training. Founding President of the Australian Association of 
Hospital Almoners. President of the Council of Social Service of New South Wales 1952-59. Contributed to 
many boards and councils. Lecturer at Sydney University 1954-1965 (ADB).
 Arthur Henry Moverly (1887-1956) born Gulgong, New South Wales. Building contractor and politician. 116
Educated at Sydney Technical College. Became a trade apprentice. Travelled to United States in 1907 to work 
and study. Returned in 1912 to work as builder. Member of the Master Builders’ Association. Alderman on 
Randwick Council 1922-1937 and Mayor in 1931-1932. Member of Lower House 1932-1941 
(www.parliament.nsw.gov.au).
 Housing Improvement Act, 1936, ¶9. 117
 Construction and Real Estate, 3 February 1937, 6.118
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 The Housing Improvement Board was charged with continuing the inquiry of the 
previous Housing Conditions Investigation Committee into the laws required to 
effect change. It was also to look into methods of land acquisition as well as 
financial, management and ownership considerations.  As well, the Board was 119
empowered with the ability to initiate slum clearance projects “for the 
rehabilitation of the sub-standard housing areas”.  To do this, it collected further 120
“statistical and miscellaneous data”  to assist identifying dwellings and land 121
which they deemed to be suitable for demolition and reconstruction.  Upon the 122
selection of a site they could then prepare a “housing improvement scheme”, 
which would be submitted to the relevant Municipal Council for comment, before 
being publicly exhibited.  Amendments could be made in response to any 123
objections received before the scheme went to the Governor for formal approval 
as a “clearance area”.  Then, where a council was “prepared to carry out a 124
housing improvement scheme in relation to a clearance area”, the council could 
access funding from State Treasury, who had £500,000 to allocate for such 
purposes.  However, because of this structure of the Act, the Housing 125
Improvement Board was prevented from acting independently. They would 
require the Council’s full participation to proceed. 
 Premier Stevens believed that collaboration with councils was the key to moving 
forward. A delegation headed by Stevens had travelled to Britain and Europe in 
1936  to undertake a “close and detailed study” of how overseas solutions to 126
workers’ housing “could with advantage be applied” at home. Stevens himself 
wrote a report on the findings, titled “Housing, Slum Clearance and Abatement of 
Overcrowding in England with brief mention of Similar Activities in Germany, 
Scandinavia and Italy”, which recorded how impressed he was with the 
“phenomenal building activity in Britain” where “housing has become a feature of 
 Housing Improvement Act, 1936, ¶15. This role was undertaken with the powers of a Royal Commission.119
 HIB, “Report of the Housing Improvement Board” (1938), 7.120
 ibid, 2.121
 Housing Improvement Act, 1936, ¶11. The stated terms were relatively loose allowing the Board 122
considerable liberty in the identification of property.
 ibid.123
 ibid, ¶12.124
 ibid, ¶13.125
 Between March and October 1936 (SMH, 3 October 1936, 17).126
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public policy”.  There, council involvement had been intrinsic to the planning 127
and delivery of new housing. Stevens was convinced that the same should happen 
in New South Wales.  He noted how housing in these “enlightened and 128
progressive” countries was “recognised as a definite social service”,  129
transforming housing “from a speculative business to a long-term public 
investment”,  and hoped that under the recently passed Housing Improvement 130
Act, a similar result could be accomplished.  131
 Three false starts 
 The pressure was on the Housing Improvement Board from the day of its 
inception. At its inaugural meeting in February 1937, the Board was already 
deliberating over possible areas for housing improvement schemes. Within weeks 
it was investigating a number of inner-city localities. By March, the Board had 
decided to pursue Paddington and Newtown as prime candidates for re-housing 
projects.  By May, a survey had been made of Paddington and a scheme for 132
fifty-six dwellings, estimated to cost about £80,000, had been drawn up for 
discussion with Paddington Council.  The site was the same as that of Mayor 133
Curotta’s scheme three years prior. This time though, it was to be ‘regularised’ by 
replacing “twists in Glenmore Road” with “a gentle curve, and other streets in the 
area will either disappear or double in width”.  The proposal was for ten three-134
storey buildings forming two ‘horseshoe’ shapes, joined by an eleventh two-storey 
building serving as the primary address. Large setbacks would allow street-tree 
planting around the perimeter of the site, whilst three narrow landscaped 
courtyards would provide playing areas for children  and respite between the 135
taller buildings. Again, the scheme relied on footpaths running deep into the site 
to reach front doors. To encourage Council to embrace the opportunity, the 
 B. S. B. Stevens, “Housing, Slum Clearance and Abatement of Overcrowding in England with brief 127
mention of Similar Activities in Germany, Scandinavia and Italy” (Sydney: Government Printer, 18 
November 1937), 3.
 Caroline Butler-Bowdon and Charles Pickett, Homes in the Sky: Apartment Living in Australia (Carlton, 128
Victoria: Miegunyah Press, 2007), 6.
 Stevens, “Housing, Slum Clearance and Abatement of Overcrowding”, 19.129
 ibid, 8.130
 ibid, 20.131
 Volke, “The Politics Of State Rental Housing”, 74. From Housing Improvement Board minutes.132
 SMH, 4 May 1937, 16.133
 Smith’s Weekly, 1 May 1937, 3. The site appears to have been regularised with the acute angle at the 134
intersection of Oxford Street and Glenmore Road corrected to ninety degrees.
 Sun, 21 March 1937, 5.135
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Government offered to insulate them against losses, as well as provide financial 
assistance.  Council was initially in favour of the plans, but in June it responded 136
to the proposal with some conditions of its own.  When the State did not reply, 137
communication broke down and the project was shelved.  138
!  
FIGURE 6.8   Paddington Housing Scheme 
SMH, 4 May 1937, 16 
 
 The project at Newtown  did not make it even that far. A detailed survey was 139
made of the site  and a plan had been drawn up by May,  however 140 141
“developments affecting members of the council made it appear unwise to 
proceed further”, and so the project fell at the first hurdle.  The Board had also 142
considered areas in Chippendale, Redfern, Waterloo and Balmain  but these 143
were not pursued at any great length. 
 Outside Sydney, the Housing Improvement Board spent time looking into a site in 
Newcastle, where Board vice-chairman Thomas Armstrong was a prominent local 
 SMH, 9 December 1937, 7.136
 Sun, 6 June 1937, 11.137
 Labor Daily, 22 December 1937, 5.138
 Newspaper articles do not identify the location of the site.139
 Smith’s, 1 May 1937, 3.140
 Sun, 23 May 1937, 10.141
 SMH, 9 December 1937, 7142
 Volke, “The Politics Of State Rental Housing”, 74. From Housing Improvement Board minutes.143
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citizen.  This time it was Council who approached the Housing Improvement 144
Board. Activity in Sydney had aroused interest.  In June 1937, Newcastle City 145
Council nominated the Cook’s Hill site “bounded by Darby, Brookes, Bull, Queen 
and Swan-streets with Railway-street running through the centre” as “the most 
suitable area in the city for an extensive rehousing plan”.  The site covered 146
approximately seven acres (2.8 ha) with “room for 160 houses… but it was 
recommended that a small area within the same boundaries should be selected as a 
beginning”, with seventy two-storey houses, ten shops fronting an extension of 
Council Street and “two recreation areas provided for the common use of all 
children in the area”.  The Board requested that Council prepare for it additional 147
information including an “exact topographical plan of the area” and “social census 
and other information required… in an endeavour to present the Board with as 
complete a picture as possible”.  However on further consideration the Board 148
felt generally that where land was close to the city and values were high “the 
building of flats” was “essential”.  In December 1937, the project was still under 149
negotiation between the parties,  but it did not come to pass. 150
 Last project standing 
 Whilst the housing improvement schemes for Paddington, Newtown and 
Newcastle were all coming to a standstill, the original project for Erskineville was 
gaining traction. As 1937 ticked by, it was Erskineville which came to consume 
the undivided attention of the Housing Improvement Board.  The ‘complete’ 151
Housing Conditions Investigation Committee scheme for the whole of 
Erskineville would involve re-planning “153 acres of congested area”  (61.9 ha) 152
at the astronomical cost of £2,510,000.  However, to get the project underway 153
the Board determined, in May, that a first stage should be started upon. Its site 
selection was strategic. Eleven acres (4.5 ha) of the western part of Erskineville 
 The Newcastle Sun, 19 May 1937, 5.144
 ibid.145
 Newcastle Sun, 18 June 1937, 1.146
 NMH, 22 June 1937, 7.147
 Newcastle Sun, 5 July 1937, 4.148
 Newcastle Sun, 12 July 1937, 7.149
 SMH, 9 December 1937, 7.150
 SMH, 2 June 1937, 12.151
 Sun, 23 May 1937, 10.152
 SMH, 4 May 1937, 16.153
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Park would be resumed “to erect there about 300  suitable dwellings for 154
workers”.  Tenants from run-down dwellings in the similarly-sized area defined 155
by “Devine, Rochford and Victoria streets, and the Illawarra Railway”  could 156
then be “transferred” into the new dwellings “before the work of demolition of the 
slum premises” began.  In this way, progressively, all of the worst parts of 157
Erskineville could eventually be cleared and redeveloped into a better standard of 
housing, without ever forcing residents to leave the area.  The utilisation of the 158
‘vacant’ park as the first step was the key to enabling this process.  Without it, 159
the residents would have had nowhere to go. 
 
 In June, the Housing Improvement Board submitted its preliminary scheme to 
Erskineville Council for feedback and met with the Mayor and Town Clerk to 
conduct a site inspection and discuss the proposition in more detail. It was agreed 
that the Board should continue to develop its proposal.  On this basis, a revised 160
scheme was drawn up and notified to the public in July 1937.  What those 161
drawings contained would have been, for Sydney, nothing short of revolutionary. 
The masterplan had been designed by William Ronald Richardson, a member of 
the Housing Improvement Advisory Committee, in association with an energetic 
young architect named Morton Earle Herman.  Both architects had recently 162
returned from England and Europe where they had witnessed the most avant-
 Figure is variously quoted as three hundred (Sun, 23 May 1937,10) or three hundred and thirty (SMH 19 154
May 1937, 16). No drawings appear to have been published for this scheme. 
 Sun, 17 May 1937, 7.155
 SMH, 24 July 1937, 17.156
 Sun, 23 May 1937, 10.157
 SMH, 19 May 1937, 16. This consideration highlighted a limitation in the terms of the Housing 158
Improvement Act which implied that each scheme had to solve the ‘re-housing’ of residents within the 
jurisdictional boundaries of the Council of that scheme. See HIB, “Report of the Housing Improvement 
Board” (1938), 7.
 Volke, “The Politics of State Rental Housing”, 77.159
 SMH, 10 June 1937, 10.160
 Sun, 25 July 1937, 14.161
 Morton Earle Herman (1907-1983) born Rushcutters Bay, Sydney. Studied Architecture at Sydney 162
University under Professor Leslie Wilkinson. Graduated in 1930 with prizes and scholarships. Travelled to 
Europe and England. Worked in London. Wrote articles on Modernism for Australian publications. Returned 
to Sydney in 1937. Designed Erskineville housing estate with William Ronald Richardson, then worked with 
Louis S. Robertson & Son until 1942. President of the Modern Architectural Research Society (MARS) 
1939-1940. After World War II began private practice specialising in renovation and restoration projects. 
Heavily involved with the RAIA. Taught at Sydney Technical College (later University of NSW) 1946-1967. 
Established himself as a leading architectural historian. Awarded honorary Doctor of Letters from University 
of Newcastle in 1966 (EAA 329-330).
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garde examples of workers’ housing at first hand.  They had drawn on this 163
knowledge to develop the Erskineville scheme, turning this ‘modern’ theory into 
concrete reality. 
 The idea expanded upon the Housing Conditions Investigation Committee 
sketch,  but was even more conceptually pure. A new ‘Y-shaped’ street  164 165
divided the site “bounded by Mitchell-road, Ashmore, Binning, Swanson and 
Copeland streets”  into three ‘super-lots’.  Regimented rows of apartment 166 167
buildings were then laid out, spaced at a minimum of sixty feet  (18.3m) apart 168
“to give maximum privacy to each dwelling” and so “that the majority run north 
and south, ensuring sunlight to all rooms during some part of the day”. This 
arrangement also oriented the blocks “at right angles” to the main thoroughfare of 
Swanson Street, which would provide “freedom from noise and dust” and reduce 
the “danger to children”.   169
!   
FIGURE 6.9   Rehousing Scheme, Erskineville 
HIB, “Report of the Housing Improvement Board” (1938) 
 Richardson had undertaken a study tour in 1936 and seen housing schemes in England, both tenements 163
and garden city schemes, which he delivered a lecture about upon his return. See SMH, 18 February 1936, 3. 
Herman had spent six years between 1931 and 1937 working in England for Robert Atkinson and Henry 
Stuart Goodhart-Rendel and had been exposed to working-class housing projects. He had also travelled to the 
Continent to see the latest works of European Modernism which he reviewed, sending reports back to 
Australia for publication as articles in ‘Architecture’ magazine. See EAA, 329 and Conlon, “Re-Seeing 
Modernist Fragments”, 8-9.
 Possibly authored by Richardson as a member of that Committee.164
 Partially built. Today known as Elliot Avenue.165
 SMH, 24 July 1937, 17.166
 One large street block as a single parcel with no subdivision within.167
 Later built at sixty-six feet (20.1m) apart. Sixty-six feet, or one chain, was also the width of a standard 168
Sydney residential street under the Local Government Act, 1919, ¶227.
 Sun, 27 July 1937, 10.169
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Richardson and Herman’s design was a complete departure from the traditional 
approach to city-making. Their buildings did not define the public domain with 
their front facades but instead retreated from the street-edge to become ‘objects-
in-the-round’, swimming in free-flowing open space. The dirty, narrow lanes of 
yesteryear would be replaced with the idyllic “garden court” of tomorrow. 
Concrete pedestrian paths would cut across the site to connect the buildings whilst 
vehicles were relegated to the perimeter road. Once rid of the unsightly streets, it 
was thought, Erskineville could never again degenerate into a “slum or blighted 
area”.  170
!  
FIGURE 6.10   Typical Block of Eight Flats 
HIB, “Report of the Housing Improvement Board” (1938) 
!  
FIGURE 6.11   View of Typical Garden Court 
HIB, “Report of the Housing Improvement Board” (1938) 
 Stevens, “Housing, Slum Clearance and Abatement of Overcrowding”, 4.170
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 This revised scheme contained a reduced total of two hundred and twenty units  171
at an estimated cost of £227,000.  The northwestern quadrant of the site 172
comprised seven two-storey buildings, each with eight two-bedroom units, and a 
children's playground in the southeast corner. The southwestern quadrant was the 
mirror-image, also with fifty-six two-bedroom apartments and a playground. The 
eastern half of the site though, was more varied in layout to avoid “a maze of 
existing underground sewers, culverts and high tension mains”,  and included 173
sixteen one-, two- and three-storey buildings with a mix of one-, two- and three-
bedroom units. The layout was completed by “two shops” and “a nursery 
school”  which were central to the whole composition, intended as a community 174
focus. The eastern portion of the original park “would be designed as a sports 
ground”.  175
!  
FIGURE 6.12   Rehousing Scheme Erskineville Park Sketch Layout, 1937 
FaCS Library Evidence Repository, E27 
 SMH, 28 July 1937, 12. The drawings indicate two hundred and twelve units only, with one hundred and 171
four dwellings on the eastern portion.
 SMH, 6 August 1937, 11.172
 Richardson, W. R. and Herman, M. E.,  “The Erskineville Re-housing Scheme”, in Architecture. 27:12 (1 173
December, 1938), 293.
 SMH, 28 July 1937, 12.174
 Sun, 17 May 1937, 7. Known as Erskineville Oval.175
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!  
FIGURE 6.13   Development of Erskineville Park Area. Typical 3 Bedroom Flat Block Elevations, 1937 
Proposed building type in unbuilt eastern portion 
FaCS Library Evidence Repository, E24 
 
 The Housing Improvement Board was very concerned that its new dwellings be 
superior in quality and amenity. To achieve this, it self-imposed a “new 
standard”  for the design, one which entailed meeting or exceeding the 176
provisions contained in the Sydney Corporation Act and Local Government Act. 
Flats would be “scientifically planned”  so that none would be “more than two 177
rooms deep”, ensuring every unit was naturally cross-ventilated and every room 
had a window overlooking the garden. Flats would be sound-proofed, to 
“maintain maximum privacy and scope for family life”. “Adequate ventilation and 
the provision of modern cooking and sanitary equipment” would aim to make the 
units “healthy and convenient” and “sleep-out” balconies would be a “standard 
feature”. Minimum room sizes were stipulated  and all units would include 178
built-in cupboards for storage.  With all the plans in place, Premier Stevens was 179
keen to make a start. Chairman Archibald Howie anticipated that, all things going 
 SMH, 28 July 1937, 12.176
 Morton E. Herman, “The Erskineville Rehousing Scheme”, in Art in Australia: Art and Architecture, 177
(February 1939), 69.
 “The minimum sizes of bed and living rooms were as follow :- 1st bedroom 140 sq ft; 2nd bedroom, 100 178
sq ft; 3rd bedroom, 80 sq ft; living-room, 150 sq ft (in the one-bedroom type flat this would be reduced to 120 
sq ft)”. See SMH, 28 July 1937, 12.
 SMH, 28 July 1937, 12.179
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smoothly, tenders could be “called in few weeks”. “In such circumstances”, he 
declared, the Board could not be accused of “insincerity or lassitude towards slum 
clearance”.  The Government’s “whole aim”, Stevens heralded, was “to transfer 180
housing from the realm of reports to that of fact”.  181
!   
FIGURE 6.14   Development of Erskineville Park Area. Plan of Block. Plan of Three Bedroom Flat, 1937 
Proposed building type in unbuilt eastern portion 
FaCS Library Evidence Repository, E25 
 Flat-out resistance 
 Although Council was initially “sympathetically inclined”  to the re-planning 182
scheme, its public exhibition caused a rumbling of dissatisfaction amongst locals. 
One of the Councillors claimed that a ‘door-knock’ of the neighbourhood “showed 
that 140 of the 225 families affected” were opposed to flats.  Residents were 183
concerned that by being forced into apartments they would be “be robbed of their 
privacy”,  “deprived of private garden space” and might end up living closer to 184
“undesirable neighbours”. Other objections included supervision of children being 
harder in public playgrounds and the management of communal laundries and 
 ibid.180
 Smith’s, 1 May 1937, 3.181
 SMH, 4 May 1937, 16.182
 Sun, 28 July 1937, 11.183
 SMH, 24 August 1937, 11.184
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drying-yards causing friction.  The Board well understood the opposition to 185
apartments, acknowledging itself that “the separate cottage is perhaps ideal”, 
however, it also knew pragmatically that a low-density housing solution in an area 
like Erskineville was “impossible of achievement”.  Whilst the Government’s 186
Homes for Unemployed Trust was delivering small free-standing houses on large 
blocks in suburban and country areas, the same could obviously not be done in the 
inner-city. Alfred John Brown, the planner on the Housing Improvement Advisory 
Committee, reiterated that if congested areas were going to be rehabilitated and 
the population rehoused in a modern hygienic fashion, there was “no reasonable 
economic alternative to flats… the flat was the best solution”.  The Board also 187
made the case, at length, for the positive attributes of the design compared to 
speculative flat development, which was typically of poor quality,  and as 188
opposed to the absolute “squalor of the houses” it was proposed to replace.  But 189
the rationale fell on deaf ears. 
 
 By August, Erskineville Council had decided to “oppose any scheme which 
involved the construction of flats in the municipality”.  The Board then 190
responded by threatening that “a heavy responsibility would lie on” Erskineville 
Council “if it opposed progress in improving the living conditions of its people”, 
and expressed hope that the project would still be “given every chance of 
success”.  At a meeting between the Board and the Council on 26 August, 191
Premier Stevens offered for the State Government to take on the northwestern 
quadrant of fifty-six units at its own cost.  It would also upgrade the eastern 192
portion of Erskineville Park as a ‘modern sports ground’ with a fence, grandstand 
and amenities.  Even this offer was rejected.  Political influences were 193 194
evidently at play.  Erskineville Council was fully aware that, under the Housing 195
 SMH, 26 August 1937, 17.185
 HIB, “Report of the Housing Improvement Board” (1938), 6-7.186
 Sun, 11 July 1937, 16.187
 SMH, 27 August 1937, 10. Each and every one of the objections raised by Council was systematically 188
countered by the Board.
 SMH, 25 August 1937, 15.189
 SMH, 24 August 1937, 11.190
 SMH, 27 August 1937, 10.191
 ibid, 12.192
 Briggs, “Public Housing in Sydney”, 75-76. From Housing Improvement Board minutes.193
 SMH, 14 September 1937, 12.194
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Improvement Act, the Board could not move forward without its support. By 
November, although Premier Stevens kept open the offer to Council,  he was 196
now exploring other avenues. If the Act allowed Council to thwart his ambitions, 
he would change the Act. 
!  
FIGURE 6.15   Erskineville Sports Oval. Grandstand. Surround. 
FaCS Library Evidence Repository, E01 
 
 Forging ahead 
 The framing of the Housing Improvement Act 1936 had envisaged that municipal 
councils would be active and engaged participants in the slum clearance and re-
housing process, as their counterparts in England had been.  However the 197
Board’s experience was that “despite very generous assistance offered”  to 198
councils and the “many endeavours to popularise the measure”,  that it was 199
“most difficult to even interest Councils, let alone obtain their co-operation in the 
actual planning of a project”.  Perhaps it was not surprising that councils did not 200
enthuse over the scheme. The Local Government Act had extended similar powers 
 SMH, 4 November 1937, 8.196
 HIB, “Report of the Housing Improvement Board” (1938), 2.197
 ibid.198
 ibid, 7.199
 ibid, 6-7.200
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to councils before, in 1919, but none  had had the will or means to exercise 201
them. With all efforts to bring councils along with it frustrated at every turn, the 
Board finally concluded that the complexities of housing improvement schemes 
were simply beyond the scope of local government. “If the problems of sub-
standard housing areas of the State are to be seriously dealt with,” the Board 
contended, the establishment of a state-level “housing Authority entirely free to 
operate on its own volition” would be necessary.  202
 
 In the meantime however, Premier Stevens needed something to break the 
stalemate at Erskineville. The breakthrough came on 17 December 1937 when the 
Housing (Further Provisions) Act was rushed  through Parliament. These 203
amendments to the Housing Improvement Act served to specifically override 
Council’s obstructions and to sanction the acquisition of land at Erskineville by 
the Housing Improvement Board. The Board would then carry out the first stage 
of the project under the Public Works Act.  The sum of £54,000 was allocated to 204
the construction of housing, ancillary buildings and surrounding works, whilst 
£15,000 was allowed for the “provision of a sports ground… suitable for use by 
the public for… recreation, convenience, health or enjoyment”. Upon completion, 
it would be the Housing Improvement Board that assumed “care, control and 
management” of all works.  Having removed the barriers in its way, the 205
Government pushed ahead “so that the people of the State” could “see the good 
results that can be achieved”. The Premier expected that the project would serve 
as a “practical demonstration” of what could be done, setting a model to be 
followed.   206
 Sydney’s first ‘home units’ 
 No time was lost in starting. The Board called for tenders in January  and the 207
building contract was let in February.  By mid-March 1938, Premier Stevens 208
 With the exception of Paddington Council in 1934. Sydney Municipal Council was under the Sydney 201
Corporation Act.
 HIB, “Report of the Housing Improvement Board” (1938), 3.202
 Volke, “The Politics Of State Rental Housing”, 86. 203
 Housing (Further Provisions) Act, 1937, ¶3.204
 ibid. 205
 SMH, 9 December 1937, 7.206
 SMH, 20 January 1938, 10.207
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was standing on site “unveiling a panel on the first of the flats”,  just in time for 209
the state election at the end of March.  One of his platforms was “the 210
elimination of sub-standard housing” which he declared was “an evil that cannot 
be tolerated”.  Stevens was re-elected, making his Government the first to win 211
three successive elections in New South Wales.  By December the first tenants 212
had moved in.   213
 
 The Housing Improvement Board’s project fulfilled the masterplan as envisaged 
by Richardson and Herman. Four acres (1.6 ha) of park cordoned off by the curve 
of a new street  was occupied by seven identical, solitary-standing apartment 214
blocks, aligned due north like compass-points. It was a completely new kind of 
environment for Sydney, embodying, as Herman expounded, the “sound 
principles of urban housing developed in England and Europe”.  Rather than a 215
“rambling growth”  of “butter-box” apartment buildings crowding along streets 216
with only “light-areas” between them,  all the individual lots were collected 217
together and “treated so that the resultant housing could be beautiful, convenient, 
and, above all, planned so that the amenities could be shared by all”.  Small, 218
fenced, ‘handkerchief-sized’ private yards were combined to create broad, open 
public lawns. Steamy, space-consuming boilers and tubs were located in external 
common laundries situated between the blocks. Paved, fenced courtyards attached 
to the laundries contained community clotheslines and ‘refuse houses’ for bins.  219
Rows of ‘pram sheds’ provided storage so that strollers did not need to be carried 
up to apartments. A fenced and fully-equipped playground kept the residents’ 
children safe and busy.  And across the road the Lady Gowrie Child Centre 220
provided “model conditions for the care and training of 100 children” and 
upstairs, a community hall for the flats’ residents.  221
 SMH, 17 March 1938, 10.209
 Volke, “The Politics Of State Rental Housing”, 64. 210
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 SMH, 28 March 1938, 11.212
 Sun, 17 December 1938, 3.213
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!  
FIGURE 6.16   Housing Board, Erskineville 
State Library of New South Wales. IE1876902 FL1876910 
!  
FIGURE 6.17   Playground, Erskineville housing estate 
SMH, 30 January 1940, 9 
 Because the blocks sat in open space and could be viewed from every angle, they 
no longer had “fronts, backs or sides” like other residential buildings on 
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individual lots. Architecturally, every face became equally important.  Even so, 222
the two-storey buildings were unpretentious, generally long and rectangular in 
plan with only small protrusions for stairwells and living rooms along their length. 
What could have been very plain external face-brick walls were given interest by 
alternating a dark-red brick in Flemish bond for the base, with a soft buff-coloured 
textured brick above in stretcher bond.  Further subtle detail was added with 223
raked mortar-joints for the ground floor, creating a differentiation against the flush 
perpends and bed joints of the first floor.  White-painted timber windows with 224
‘raised brick’ surrounds or sills also gave some low relief. Entrances were 
signified by brick flower-boxes and a few steps up to an open stairwell, with a 
cantilevered concrete canopy over. Letterboxes were integrated within the wall of 
the foyer. Both floors were reinforced concrete slabs. Timber-framed hipped roofs 
clad with Marseilles-pattern terracotta tiles and painted eaves capped the 
buildings. Simple forms, clean lines, a modest palette and attention to detail made 
for dignified housing without any ostentation. 
!  
FIGURE 6.18   The Erskineville Rehousing Scheme. A block of flats. 
Art in Australia: Art and Architecture, (February 1939), 72 
 Herman, “Urban Housing”, 226.222
 Herman, “The Erskineville Rehousing Scheme”, 71.223
 Editorial, “Housing Improvement in New South Wales. The Erskineville Scheme. First Fruits of the 224
Housing Improvement Act”, in Building, 63:376 (December 24, 1938), 30.
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!  
FIGURE 6.19   Rehousing Erskineville Park Area. First Development. General Details, 1937 
FaCS Library Evidence Repository, E05 
 Each of the seven buildings had two stairwells, each accessing two units on the 
ground floor and two on the first floor, giving fifty-six units in total. Internally, all 
the units were identical, with care taken in the design to make them functional, 
compact and efficient. Units entered into a passage lined with storage. Facing 
west was the living room, then ‘sleep-out’ balcony with venetian blind, followed 
by the main bedroom, all designed to catch the late afternoon sun. The kitchen 
with ‘breakfast alcove’, bathroom, separate WC and second bedroom faced to the 
east. The buildings had a very narrow cross-section at twenty-six feet ten-and-a-
half inches (8.2m). Ceilings were an adequate nine feet (2.7m) high. Particular 
attention was given to smooth, durable finishes throughout “to resist the 
accumulation of dust and discourage vermin”.  The floors were inlaid with 225
linoleum, skirtings were of cement, coved and finished flush,  and the walls 226
painted with washable paint.  Every flat had a “gas-fire in the lounge, a gas-227
 Herman, “The Erskineville Rehousing Scheme”, 71.225
 Editorial, “Housing Improvement in New South Wales”, 30.226
 SMH Women’s Supplement, 30 January 1940, 9.227
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stove and built-in fittings in the kitchen, and a gas bath-heater and shower in a 
tiled bathroom”.  228
!  
FIGURE 6.20   Rehousing Erskineville Park Area. First Development. Flat Units & Elevations, 1937 
FaCS Library Evidence Repository, E03 
!  
FIGURE 6.21   Layout of kitchens and bathrooms 
Architecture, 27:12 (1 December, 1938), 294 
 Herman, “The Erskineville Rehousing Scheme”, 71.228
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!  
FIGURE 6.22   Erskineville Housing Scheme 
Living room with smooth, durable finishes 
State Library of New South Wales. IE1371570 FL1371579 
 The first tenants to move in were not necessarily those originally intended. Rather 
than residents from the proposed clearance area, tenants were instead hand-
selected by the Board’s Housing Manager. It was important for the Housing 
Improvement Board that its experiment be a resounding success because it was 
intended to be ‘educational’ in character and the fate of future projects rested on 
its reputation. The project could not afford to be compromised by accepting 
‘unsuitable’ tenants.  Applicants were narrowed down to families where the 229
“wage-earner works in the district”  and to households with “at least two 230
children”.  All potential tenants were interviewed and only “the most deserving 231
cases” considered.  The selected tenants then had to sign quite strict agreements 232
regarding their responsibilities and behaviour in the units.  Despite this, the 233
chosen few appeared happy in their new accommodation. The flats were “indeed a 
wonderful thought”, offered one tenant, “life is so neighbourly” and they were 
“really in a little world” of their own.  Whilst critics decried the blocks being 234
“more like barracks than homes” with “no windows facing the north” and some 
 Volke, “The Politics Of State Rental Housing”, 88. From Housing Improvement Board minutes.229
 SMH Women’s Supplement, 30 January 1940, 9.230
 Pix, 7 January 1939, 6.231
 ibid, 4.232
 Volke, “The Politics Of State Rental Housing”, 89-90. Similar to modern strata scheme by-laws.233
 SMH Women’s Supplement, 30 January 1940, 9.234
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unspecified “serious defects in interior planning”,  generally the media coverage 235
was positive.  In order to then dissociate the project from the pejorative term 236
‘flats’ as well as to emphasise its desirable design qualities, the Board took to 
calling the dwellings “home units”.  Indeed, the architect Morton Earle Herman 237
thought of the units as “a place to live in, not just something to produce rent”,  238
saying he designed them “as though I was going to live in them myself”.  239
!   
FIGURE 6.23   Kitchen in one of the flats at Erskineville 
Art in Australia: Art and Architecture, (February 1939), 73 
 SMH, 3 December 1938, 5.235
 Not necessarily misleading, but verging on propaganda. The architects were also very involved in 236
promoting the scheme. 
 Richardson and Herman, “The Erskineville Re-housing Scheme”, 292. The Housing Improvement Board 237
possibly coined the term.
 Herman, “The Erskineville Rehousing Scheme”, 68.238
 Pix, 7 January 1939, 4.239
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!  
FIGURE 6.24   Living-room in one of the flats at Erskineville 
Art in Australia: Art and Architecture, (February 1939), 73 
 
 Recommendations 
 One of the requirements of the Housing Improvement Act 1936 was that the 
Board it created should report on further actions to be taken “in relation to the 
elimination of unsatisfactory housing conditions, the provisions of housing 
accommodation, town planning and regional planning”.  When, in 1938, the 240
Board tabled its findings,  its overarching recommendation was that 241
Government should play a far more prominent role in housing delivery.  “The 242
world over,” the Board stated, “private enterprise working on ordinary 
commercial lines has failed to cater for the needs of people living in substandard 
areas.” Experience had also shown them that local government was not up to the 
task. The inevitable conclusion reached by the Board was that the only “adequate 
solution” was for “the State to assume the burden”.  And this should be done 243
“urgently”.  244
 Housing Improvement Act, 1936, ¶15.240
 HIB, “Report of the Housing Improvement Board” (1938).241
 Carolyn Allport, “The Unrealised Promise: Plans for Sydney Housing in the Forties”, in Jill Roe ed, 242
Twentieth Century Sydney: Studies in Urban & Social History (Sydney: Hale & Iremonger, 1980), 55.
 HIB, “Report of the Housing Improvement Board” (1938), 15.243
 ibid, 22.244
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 Housing was recognised as a complex and multifaceted issue. There was no point 
looking at housing provision in isolation. It was essential that each and every 
housing improvement scheme be considered within the broader context of 
infrastructure, transport, employment and social needs in order for it to be 
coordinated with the overall plan for the city.  In other words, the fate of public 245
housing was inextricably bound up with town planning. Going one step further, 
the Board considered that the two were actually “so inter-related and inter-
dependent, that if success was to be assured” both needed to be “under the control 
of one authority”.  That authority, the Board deemed, should be an “independent 246
central body”, which could reach across the patchwork of municipal council 
boundaries, over an extended period of time, to ensure that the ‘bigger picture’ 
was embraced.  247
 The Board then proposed further amendments to the Housing Improvement Act 
which would give such a body the power “to operate on its own volition”. In 
addition, it put forward changes that would encourage councils to carry out new 
schemes under supervision, assist with the formation of philanthropic housing 
associations, enable suburban development of “satellite towns and building 
estates”, and provide new minimum standards for the erection of residential flats 
in metropolitan locations.  In terms of future housing provision, the Board saw 248
benefits both in the economies of scaling up production and in the potential to 
systematise and standardise building materials and supply thereof. Applying the 
lessons of the past decade, it also suggested that its operations should be 
maximised during times of recession, so that building, “one of the greatest means 
of employment”, could be used to assist “in the rehabilitation of industry 
generally”.  249
 
 ibid, 2.245
 ibid, 13.246
 ibid, 11-12.247
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 The Housing Commission of New South Wales 
 In August 1939, on the eve of World War II, Bertram Sydney Barnsdale Stevens 
stepped down as Premier under pressure from his own party over budget 
controversies.  His successor was the Treasurer, Alexander Mair.  Mair chose 250 251
to continue the housing policy of the former Premier, intending to proceed with a 
second stage of the Erskineville estate, another seventy-two dwellings, in 
February 1940. Although, like Stevens, he believed that the “provision of small 
cottage homes” was the preferable solution, the existing land and services at 
Erskineville made the furtherance of that project “economically possible” and 
therefore advisable. The Housing Improvement Board was consequently 
instructed to prepare plans and specifications.  However, by the time permission 252
was sought for funding in June 1940, the “war position” had “developed gravely” 
with the result that the application was not even considered.  Without further 253
funding for Erskineville, or other projects to press on with, the Housing 
Improvement Board was effectively a spent force. 
 Just under a year later, in May 1941, William John McKell  and the Labor Party 254
were swept to power. McKell’s policy speeches leading up to the election had 
directly dealt with the issues of slum clearance and housing. He had proposed that 
in order to “co-ordinate and supervise housing throughout the State”, a new single 
authority be established. It would be charged with delivering “a long term 
programme” of housing “to give the people homes in which they can live in 
dignity”.  True to its word, by November the new Government had passed a 255
‘rejuvenated’ Housing Act, constituting what came to be known as the Housing 
 SMH, 4 August 1939, 11.250
 Alexander Mair (1889-1969) born North Carlton, Victoria. Farmer, businessman and politician. 251
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Commission of New South Wales.  The Commission assumed the “powers, 256
authorities, duties, functions and obligations”  of the original 1912 Housing 257
Board and also absorbed the responsibilities of the more recent Homes for 
Unemployed Trust and the Housing Improvement Board. The inception of the 
Commission in February 1942  actually incorporated many of the Housing 258
Improvement Board’s recommendations as well as the suggestions of the Housing 
Conditions Investigation Committee and the ‘National Housing Council’ before it.  
 Significantly, the Commission was an independent body. It had the investigatory 
powers of a Royal Commission,  could recommend changes to the Local 259
Government Act and Sydney Corporation Act to improve building standards  260
and it could direct and influence the production and supply of building 
materials.  In essence though, its overarching brief was to deliver “adequate 261
housing accommodation upon reasonable terms or at reasonable rates”  across 262
the State.  With these modest words, the Government had finally embraced the 263
task of public housing wholeheartedly. The work the Commission was about to 
embark on was unprecedented in scale and was destined to have a profound 
influence on Sydney, defining the shape of public housing in the public mind 
thereafter. 
 Analysis  
 This sixth chapter has examined the endeavours of the Housing Improvement 
Board, the State’s second dedicated public housing authority. It has catalogued the 
Board’s efforts towards slum clearance and the construction of workers’ housing 
from its formation in 1937 up until its amalgamation with the Housing 
Commission of New South Wales in 1942. 
 
 Housing Act, 1941, Title.256
 ibid.257
 Housing Commission of New South Wales, “Annual Report of the Housing Commission of New South 258
Wales For the Year ended 30th June, 1942”, (Sydney: Government Printer, 1946), 3.
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 ibid, ¶18.260
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 The question of town-planning would be answered in 1945 through the provisions of the Local 263
Government (Town and Country Planning) Amendment Act, 1945 which established the Cumberland County 
Council. 
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 The affluence of the nineteen-twenties did not necessarily ‘trickle down’ to the 
working class. Many of the inner-city areas that had been identified as ‘slums’ at 
the turn of the century remained just that. At a Local Government level, the 
Sydney Municipal Council delivered one hundred and sixty-five workers’ 
dwellings in four projects between 1912 and 1927, a notable accomplishment, 
although these attempts to ameliorate housing conditions in the worst parts of the 
city proved economically unsuccessful and were not repeated. The State 
Government, on the other hand, its fingers burnt by the failure of the Housing 
Board in 1924, did not consider building any further workers’ housing at all, 
instead choosing to promote middle-class home-ownership initiatives. It was not 
until the nineteen-thirties, after the ongoing impact of the Wall Street Crash 
became keenly felt, that Government changed its tack.  
 Just as the crisis of the bubonic plague had been the trigger for Government action 
in 1900, the all-pervasive hardship caused by the economic downturn of the Great 
Depression became the impetus for intervention three decades later. This time, the 
conservative Government in power was jolted into response. It set up the Homes 
for Unemployed Trust in 1934 to assist those out of work secure shelter, offering 
new houses and building supplies for purchase on favourable terms. Whilst 
undoubtedly a success from the point-of-view of reaching thousands of people in 
need, the assistance, once dispensed, was gone. It was effectively a working-class 
home-ownership programme. Laudable as the aim had been, it was a single-
generation solution that no additional public benefit would flow from in the 
future. 
 Conversely, the resumption for workers’ dwellings envisaged by Paddington 
Council in 1934 could have provided many generations of public benefit had it 
been built. It was a brave proposal and one that attracted strong criticism. Whilst 
opponents resorted to arguing that workers’ housing should be ‘cottages 
surrounded by acres of open space’, this approach was simply not a practical 
approach in inner-city Paddington. The solution had to be one that reflected the 
cost of land and the context. It had to be dense urban housing. To achieve this, 
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architect Samuel Lipson imported the European courtyard-block model and 
applied it to Paddington. With a bold four-storey building addressing the acute 
corner of Oxford Street and Glenmore Road, and thirteen more attached buildings 
defining the rest of the block, the project would have been impressive to behold. 
And with one hundred and eighteen dwellings, it would have been easily the 
largest urban workers’ housing building in Sydney to date. Because of the sheer 
number of future inhabitants, Lipson incorporated several common facilities, 
including a library and meeting room, to encourage social interaction amongst the 
future community. This was a feature which had not been tried in workers’ 
housing before. So large was the project, it was thought that the immediate 
population on its own would be enough to sustain the eight shops proposed. 
Whilst the expansive courtyard garden would have provided another communal 
space for the enjoyment of residents, its use as the primary entry to the stairwells 
was perhaps inadvisable. Front doors accessed from the inside of the block may 
well have compromised them as an address point, as well as leaving the street-
edge outside inactive. The apartments were designed with a thin cross-section so 
that every room had a window and natural cross-ventilation was assured. 
However, many living rooms and balconies would have faced south and received 
no sunlight at all. In spite of these design problems, the project could have made 
an appreciable difference to the availability and quality of housing for local 
workers. But fate played its hand and it was not to be.  
 With conditions worsening, middle-class reformers began to reignite calls for 
slum clearance. In 1935, the issue gained momentum in the media with figures 
like lobbyist Norman Dick authoring reports and articles using powerful rhetoric 
to define and promote the subject. His zealous and persistent crusade for slum 
clearance and urban reconstruction was a case study in keeping a topic prominent 
and politicising it to the point where it could no longer be ignored. 
 In 1936, the Government engaged with the issue of slum clearance in earnest 
through the appointment of its aptly-named Housing Conditions Investigation 
Committee. The Committee undertook extensive research and analysis over a 
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nine-month period. Its conclusions were markedly different to past 
recommendations. It made a strong and defensible argument that any outlay for 
decent housing would pay for itself many times over through savings across other 
social services, particularly health. The subsequent wave of new construction 
work would then generate employment opportunities, which would in turn direct 
money back into the economy. Slum clearance and reconstruction of urban 
housing was also considered by the Committee to be the most responsible use of 
funds, producing the most value for society, more than any other single activity. 
With regard to housing quality, the Committee asserted that every household had 
the right to good amenity regardless of its income, and as the private market had 
shown itself incapable of delivering this, the Government itself was obliged to.  
 With the issue successfully reframed, the Committee searched urban Sydney for 
the areas which would most benefit from this treatment. Erskineville suggested 
itself as the place most obviously in need. But the ‘cure’ would come at a cost. 
The masterplan proposed by the Committee intended to erase Erskineville's entire 
built fabric. Virtually nothing would be left. It was a reactionary, ‘big picture’ 
proposal of a kind not seen since the City Improvement Advisory Board’s all-
encompassing plan for The Rocks in 1902.  While intended to capture the public 264
interest and inspire change, it was arguably heavy-handed and overly simplistic in 
its ambition. 
 Following the proposals by the Housing Conditions Investigation Committee, the 
Government created a new public housing authority to convert its words into 
action. The Housing Improvement Board, formed in 1937 to continue the 
Committee’s work, set about identifying urban areas ripe for transformation. The 
first was in Paddington on the same site that had been considered by the local 
Council three years earlier, only slightly reconfigured. Although both the earlier 
scheme and the new one were for low-rise apartment buildings, their underlying 
design concepts were poles apart. Whereas Council’s scheme was intensely urban, 
strongly defining the street-frontage and making a large courtyard in the centre, 
 See Chapter 2.264
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the Board’s scheme instead occupied the centre of the site and provided a 
landscaped setback around the edges. It also incorporated, surprisingly, less than 
half the number of units  and had no mixed uses proposed. Such was the 265
abhorrence of the existing streets and buildings that any sense of the urban was 
avoided. Ultimately, however, the Board did not come to a final agreement with 
Paddington Council and the project petered out, as did other potential projects in 
both Newtown and Newcastle. The only viable alternative for development, then, 
was Erskineville. 
 A section of Erskineville Park was chosen as the starting place for the masterplan 
and a more detailed design for two hundred and twenty flats with playgrounds, 
nursery and shops was prepared for the Housing Improvement Board by architects 
William Ronald Richardson and Morton Earle Herman. Building in the park first 
would allow residents to be moved into new dwellings before the ‘slum’ areas 
they lived in were demolished. The scheme Richardson and Herman advanced 
was radical, almost a complete inversion of the typical pattern of development in 
Sydney. Premised on contemporary European models, the idea of the street and 
the concept of private, individual subdivision were both rejected outright. In their 
place were suggested large, single blocks of communally-owned space within 
which were set lines of north-south apartment buildings. Suddenly there was no 
longer any existing context to respond to, only landscape. Buildings had shaken 
off their attached neighbours and were now free-standing. The improvements over 
traditional urban housing were plain to see. Dwellings would no longer be damp, 
dark or cramped, they would be healthy and full of light with ample space 
surrounding them. The harshness and danger of the street was to be replaced by 
the safety and softness of landscape. It was to be a suburban nirvana situated in 
the inner-city. However, it was also untested. And while this model may have been 
the antidote for many familiar urban ailments, it also brought with it some 
unforeseen side-effects. 
 47% (56 versus 118).265
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 In their enthusiasm to create a ‘total’ solution, the architects had apparently 
ignored how a project of this kind might impose itself on the existing wider 
area.  In setting itself apart from its despised context, the project as presented 266
effectively divorced itself from its neighbourhood. The placement of the buildings 
on the site shunned their surroundings, standing aloof behind deep landscaped 
setbacks and turning their blank end-walls to the street. The site would become an 
island unto itself, disengaged from the life of the city around it. In further denial 
of the street, the threshold between the public domain and private land was 
deliberately blurred by landscaping, which caused the margins of the site to exist 
in a ‘limbo’, ambiguous as to their extent and ownership. This situation of a ‘no-
man’s-land’ even extended into the spaces between buildings, where communal 
gardens with pedestrian paths, rather than traditional streets, gave access to the 
dwellings. Because these spaces were neither definitively public nor private, they 
could not function properly as either. In addition, the spaces also lacked the 
diverse elements of a traditional street, and so created a monotone, 
undifferentiated environment that would be potentially difficult to navigate. The 
repetitive and symmetrical design of the parallel buildings, devoid of 
distinguishing features and lacking identity, did little to alleviate this situation. 
The buildings became identical boxes, rigidly marching in file in obeyance of 
solar orientation, institutionally ‘rubber-stamped’ across the site.  
 By mid-1937, the Housing Improvement Board was ready to progress with its 
plan. Inconveniently for the Board though, Erskineville Council withdrew their 
support. Resident disaffection and political manoeuvring now set Council firmly 
in opposition to the scheme, ostensibly because of its inclusion of flats. The 
Board’s staff and advisors, including the architects, made unprecedented use of 
the media to publicly advocate the benefits of the project, but to no effect. Council 
were unmovable. In the drafting of the Housing Improvement Act, councils had 
been made essential partners in the process and without their agreement the 
project could not proceed. Government, to its consternation, had evidently 
misjudged the willingness of Local Government to be involved in slum clearance. 
 Perhaps because they were expecting all of Erskineville to be raised.266
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Instead of Erskineville Council being a willing participant in the process, it used 
its position to block it. Having reached this impasse, the Premier, anxious to 
demonstrate the advantages of the design, offered to undertake a part of the 
scheme at no expense to Council, yet still they resisted. Intent on continuing, an 
amendment to the Housing Improvement Act was passed at the end of 1937, 
providing the means to commence a defined portion of the Erskineville scheme 
without the assent of Council.  
 An immediate start and tight one-year building programme saw the project 
completed by December 1938. Fifty-six identical two-bedroom flats in seven 
buildings were constructed, along with a childcare centre and sports ground 
nearby. Like Daceyville, the vision had been so large that only a fraction of the 
original plan for the suburb was eventually realised. While misgivings about the 
masterplanning strategy may be appropriate, the dwellings themselves were, by 
many measures, of very good quality. To start with, the units were very private 
with ground floors raised a few steps above the adjacent communal spaces, large 
separation between the blocks, few shared walls between units and sound-proof 
concrete and masonry construction. The narrow building footprint ensured that 
every room of every flat, including the services rooms, received excellent daylight 
and fresh air. Dwellings were well-planned, with the living-room just inside the 
front door to receive guests, and bedrooms located at the end of the hallway for 
greater privacy. The ‘sleep-out’ balconies, fully recessed within the building, 
expanded the available space of the dwelling to effectively include an additional 
semi-externalised room. Built-in storage, a luxury at the time, was useful to keep 
the flats organised, and dwellings were detailed and finished with concern for 
regular cleaning. As with the Sydney Harbour Trust’s ‘double-decked’ houses,  267
the flats were grouped two up and two down, except here all four units utilised the 
stairwell collectively. Ancillary facilities, such as laundries, drying yards and 
sheds, were centralised in the space between the short ends of the buildings and 
were shared. This removed an unpleasant function from the units as well as 
reducing the amount of equipment needed. It also added a level of ‘communality’ 
to living arrangements which state workers’ housing had not seen before. 
 See Chapter 3.267
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Previously every dwelling had been fully self-contained. In terms of style and 
appearance, the buildings were both impressive and unassuming, providing a 
decent standard of housing without any sense of conspicuousness. Face-brick 
walls and terracotta roof-tiles provided good quality, robust, ‘natural’ base 
materials that would wear well with age and reduce ongoing maintenance. Small 
flourishes, such as the flower-boxes and integrated letterboxes, lent a ‘human’ 
touch, whilst clever architectural brick-and-mortar detailing added attractive 
features at no extra expense. All things considered, the design of the Erskineville 
flats was restrained, well thought-out and eminently suitable for state workers’ 
housing. Had they been planned in another configuration, they may well have 
been exemplary. 
 In the end though, the Erskineville housing improvement scheme, as built, was 
lost to its original objective. It was ironic that what was intended as a ‘slum 
clearance’ project actually cleared no slums. In fact, it increased the local 
population of one of the most overcrowded areas of Sydney whilst at the same 
time decreasing the amount of public parkland. Moreover, the residents it was 
intended to accommodate were not the eventual recipients of the new housing. 
Government intervention to engineer an ‘ideal’ community, and thus ensure a 
‘model’ project, only ensured that many former residents were excluded.  
 Conclusion 
 Even though Erskineville was the Housing Improvement Board’s only built 
project to be delivered in its five-year existence, the project’s influence on the 
future shape of Sydney, both directly and indirectly, should not be underestimated. 
These fifty-six apartments in seven blocks set in open space were the most recent, 
local built precursor of the Housing Commissions’ post-World War II ‘Modernist’ 
inner-city public housing projects. Within Richardson and Herman’s layout for 
Erskineville was the germ of the idea that would evolve, playing out many times 
over, at increasing scale, with far more polarising results. The ‘towers and slabs in 
the park’ projects, which have come to characterise public housing in the public 
imagination in more recent times, are in fact the legacy of this philosophy of 
design and planning.  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Introduction 
This thesis has comprehensively investigated the architecture of Pre-World War II 
State workers’ housing in Sydney. For the first time, a complete ‘built history’ of 
every urban public housing project built prior to the inception of the New South 
Wales Housing Commission has been assembled. The design and development of 
these projects has been positioned within the context of their production in order 
to understand the dynamic political, economic and social forces which came to 
influence their architectural and urban form. Original and detailed research into 
the architecture of these buildings has revealed key design characteristics which 
have the potential to be useful in the design of new affordable housing today. 
Summary 
Chapter 1 introduced and defined the issue of affordable housing in Sydney, 
explaining the role that architecture can play in ‘shaping’ new housing. It put 
forward the case for researching the design of our earliest local examples of 
workers’ housing and identified the lack of a complete built history that could 
enable this to be undertaken. Temporal parameters for developing such a history 
were established, based on the delivery of affordable housing projects by 
Government bodies and key historical events. A combined literature review and 
methodology gave an overview of the limited existing scholarship in the subject 
area, situated the contribution of this study, and described the research activities, 
approach, influences and structure. 
Chapter 2 provided an overview of the condition of urban workers’ 
accommodation in Sydney preceding the first instance of affordable housing built 
by the State Government. It looked at the circumstances contributing to the 
degeneration of housing in the inner-city, legislation which was introduced in an 
attempt to reform it, built examples and speculative proposals for improved urban 
housing,  as well as the events which led to the provision of the first public 1
housing in New South Wales. 
 Projects included the Sydney Sailor’s Home, Model Lodging House and the Stevens’ Buildings. Proposals 1
included Mayor Riley’s tenement, John Bruce Leck’s tenement and the City Improvement Advisory Board’s 
tenements.
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Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 focused on each of the four Government bodies that 
delivered workers’ housing before World War II. These were, in chronological 
order but with some inevitable overlap, the Sydney Harbour Trust, the Department 
of Public Works, the Housing Board and the Housing Improvement Board. 
Between them these agencies developed thirteen dedicated urban workers’ 
housing projects, containing a total of three hundred and ten individual 
dwellings.  Each of the projects was examined through, and illustrated with, 2
primary source material and as far as possible given an equivalent level of 
treatment based on secondary source material. Architectural attributes of these 
buildings including relationship to the context, overall built form, circulation 
strategies, dwelling layouts, open space provision, achievement of amenity and 
construction detail and dimension were closely analysed. Alongside these core 
urban public housing projects, numerous other housing-related proposals by the 
four Government bodies were described in differing degrees of detail.  These 3
provided a point of comparison for the main housing projects and in doing so 
highlighted distinguishing features of both. Extensive use of reports, both annual 
and otherwise,  provided insight into the workings and concerns of each of the 4
Government bodies and ensured that the documentation of all their housing-
related activities was exhaustive. The legislation  cited served to mark critical 5
points in time when significant change occurred and also provided direct evidence 
of links between societal concerns and the shape that the housing ultimately took. 
 The thirteen projects are Napoleon Street (5 dwellings), Day Street (8), Dalgety Road (22), Munn Street 2
(12), High Street (72) and Agar Street (18) by the Sydney Harbour Trust; Windmill Street (32), Upper Fort 
Street (9), Lower Fort Street (27), Gloucester Street tenements (16) and Gloucester Street terraces (17) by the 
Department of Public Works; Cumberland, Little Essex and Gloucester Streets (16) by the Housing Board; 
and the Erskineville estate (56) by the Housing Improvement Board.
 Other housing-related proposals included the privately-operated ‘coffee palace’, ‘restaurants’, public houses 3
and shop-top housing of the Sydney Harbour Trust; the employee housing, shop-top housing, model factory 
and public house of the Department of Public Works; the two unbuilt proposals in The Rocks and many 
suburban estates of the Housing Board; and the unbuilt proposal in Paddington and unrealised masterplans of 
the Housing Improvement Board. 
 Reports included those by the City Improvement Advisory Board, Sydney Harbour Trust, Department of 4
Public Works, Housing Board, Sydney Municipal Council, Homes for Unemployed Trust, Housing 
Improvement Board and the Housing Commission of New South Wales.
 Legislation included Acts influencing housing standards such as the Water Pollution Act 1875, City of 5
Sydney Improvement Act 1879, Public Health Act 1896 and Local Government Act 1919; legislation which set 
up Government bodies such as the Sydney Harbour Trust Act 1901, Public Works Act 1900, Housing Act 
1912, Housing Improvement Act 1936 and Housing Act 1941; and legislation which allowed certain actions 
and projects to take place such as the Darling Harbour Wharves Resumption Act 1900, Observatory Hill 
Leasing Act 1905, Daceyville Extension Act 1913, Housing (Extension) Act 1919 and the Housing (Further 
Provisions) Act 1937.
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Review of formal inquiries into housing  provided an appreciation of the political 6
and economic thinking of the day and revealed the basis for many of the decisions 
behind the projects undertaken. Coverage of wide-ranging debates in newspapers 
and journals captured social concerns, reflecting the ‘ebb and flow’ of cultural 
attitudes towards workers’ housing over time. Several alternative responses to 
housing were touched upon with mention made of financial lending policies  that 7
encouraged private home-building and home-ownership. In addition the combined 
efforts of local government bodies  was dealt with briefly to acknowledge the sum 8
total of other public intervention in urban workers’ housing during the period. 
The design of affordable housing today 
The development of a narrative recounting the history of the earliest years of 
public housing in Sydney, punctuated by appraisal of the projects themselves, 
affords the opportunity to observe particular architectural qualities which remain 
pertinent to practitioners designing affordable housing today.  
This thesis has shown that the design of pre-World War II State workers’ housing 
was intrinsically a product of its time and place, inextricably linked to the history 
of Sydney. The economic conditions of the day, the politics of its leaders, the 
social aspirations and fears of the community can all be seen to have had some 
bearing on the location, quantity and shape of the housing produced. It is 
acknowledged, therefore, that an appropriate approach to the design of affordable 
housing today would not, and should not, simply transpose solutions from the 
past. Careful professional judgement must be employed to discern whether these 
design features would be suitable for the context we now practise in or, indeed, 
whether they were ever acceptable to begin with. The modern-day demands and 
cultural expectations of housing in Sydney have undoubtedly evolved, too. For 
 Formal avenues of inquiry included the Progress Reports of the Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and 6
Health Board, the Royal Commission for the Improvement of the City of Sydney and Its Suburbs, Professor 
Irvine’s Inquiry into the Question of the Housing of Workmen in Europe and America, the Interim Report of 
the Housing Conditions Investigation Committee and Premier Stevens’ Housing, Slum Clearance and 
Abatement of Overcrowding in England with brief mention of Similar Activities in Germany, Scandinavia and 
Italy.
 Policy mechanisms included the Government Savings Bank Amendment Act, 1913, the Co-operative, 7
Community Settlement, and Credit Act, 1923 and the Housing of the Unemployed Act, 1934.
 Local government projects included the Strickland Buildings, Dowling Street Dwellings, Ways Terrace and 8
the Alexandra Dwellings by Sydney Municipal Council, and the proposal by Paddington Council. 
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example, notions of ‘open-plan’ spaces rather than cellular plans, or seamless 
‘indoor-outdoor living’ with large connecting openings, are contemporary 
contrivances. Kitchens, bathrooms and laundries once regarded as unsavoury 
service areas, located externally or to the rear of dwellings, have now been 
assimilated within the dwelling proper. Obviously, technology has also advanced. 
The fireplaces, coppers and fuel storage areas of yesteryear have been replaced by 
air-conditioning systems, washing machines and electrical sockets. However, one 
of the most ubiquitous and concerning differences in present-day dwellings is the 
use of mechanical ventilation and artificial lighting to make possible the 
occupation of internalised rooms. Such an arrangement just did not exist in 
Sydney’s pre-World War II public housing. Today’s regulatory environment is also 
much modified, with compliance required for the likes of current construction 
standards, environmental performance targets, accessibility, contemporary 
building services and the provision of car parking. These aspects are amongst 
those that have played a role in transforming the shape of our housing over the 
past century. And we can assume that they will continue to change in the future. 
Yet at the same time, in a more universal way, many of the design attributes of 
these past projects remain applicable. Access to daylight and fresh air will always 
be a fundamental human concern. The desire for privacy between dwellings is 
also an enduring need. If we look closely, Sydney’s early public housing projects 
exhibit design strategies aimed at achieving these very qualities, strategies that 
need not be mutually exclusive of current design approaches. These same projects 
can also show us how larger undertakings can be broken down into smaller ones, 
how buildings can be made to ‘fit’ comfortably within their urban context, ways to 
achieve increased density on inner-city sites whilst simultaneously improving 
amenity, provide alternative ideas about common circulation and unit layouts, 
highlight opportunities for open spaces, suggest approaches to construction and 
detail and provide a perspective on how to deliver projects. These are all valuable 
lessons for architects designing new affordable housing today. 
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Good things come in smaller packages  
The size of a project affects its ability to withstand economic, political and social 
scrutiny and be brought to fruition. The most radical early project proposed, the 
City Improvement Advisory Board’s plan to demolish the entirety of The Rocks 
and start afresh, did not proceed. Its scope was so culturally confronting and its 
results so undefinable, that it did not leave the drawing board. In a similar way, 
the Housing Conditions Investigation Committee’s masterplan to clear the slums 
of Erskineville was also too far-reaching to be carried out. Even the Housing 
Board’s suburb of Daceyville, which started with good traction, was of a scale that 
allowed the plan to be continually questioned and the progress interrupted, such 
that the vision was only ever partially fulfilled. Conceptions of this size relative to 
the time and labour needed to carry them out appear to be eminently susceptible to 
failure or change, as uncontrollable variables such as the performance of the 
economy or political persuasions waver and impact upon the project. Even though 
the ‘grandness’ or singularity of the idea may have been the incentive for 
undertaking the scheme in the first place, hindsight suggests that they were 
perhaps not robust or deep enough propositions to survive the rigours of 
actualisation. One way of providing a measure of certainty for projects of this 
magnitude, seems to be by safeguarding them from interference by external 
forces. An example of this is the work of the Sydney Harbour Trust to reconstruct 
the foreshore of Darling Harbour and Millers Point. The Act governing its 
operations effectively made it a ‘law unto itself’, allowing it to make decisions 
and act on them without constant reference to Parliament. This would also be true 
for the activities of the Housing Commission after World War II. However, 
obvious risks also lie with this kind of unencumbered power if the body begins to 
make decisions, unwittingly or not, at odds with the public good.  
Another, perhaps more promising, way to deliver larger-scaled projects is 
demonstrated by the 1903 plan by Vernon, Davis and Hickson.  This plan became 9
a ‘framework’ for what was later defined as the ‘Observatory Hill Lands’ area,  10
setting out a series of distinct public domain projects that defined blocks of land 
  Plan Shewing proposed re-arrangement of Streets in ‘Rocks’ Resumed Area. See Figure 3.3.9
 See Figure 4.5.10
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which could be then subdivided, so that many smaller projects could be realised 
upon them. The approach allowed for warehouses to be built by private enterprise, 
public houses to be built by breweries, and for the Department of Public Works 
and Housing Board between them to build shops, commercial buildings, offices, 
factories, a hotel and, of course, workers’ housing. It seems that this ‘piecemeal’ 
mode of delivery, whilst perhaps not as captivating as a ‘big idea’, proved to be a 
more resilient one because there were many options that remained open during the 
course of development. It provided a flexibility that allowed for many different 
players to be involved at a relatively fine grain, producing not just housing but a 
variety of buildings with different purposes, designed by different architects over 
a lengthy period of time, creating a place with variety and vitality that could take 
on a life of its own. In contrast, the Housing Improvement Board’s sterile plan for 
Erskineville Park had none of this richness or potential, so that once the first 
portion was built, and the winds later changed, the remainder of the plan was not 
completed. 
Fitting in 
The relationship of a building to its context is a factor that all affordable housing 
projects should consider. The ability for a building to become ‘a part’ of its 
neighbourhood, rather than stand ‘apart’ from it, is an essential criterion for its 
acceptance. The terrace house projects of the Sydney Harbour Trust at Napoleon 
and Day Streets, and those of the Department of Public Works at Windmill, Upper 
Fort and Gloucester Streets, did not come under criticism for their built form or 
appearance. Because they followed the general pattern and scale of previous 
developments, albeit in a different style and to an improved standard, they did not 
provoke the ire of critics in this way. However, as the demand for density 
increased and the need for a greater scale of building intensified, the ease of 
‘fitting in’ to the streetscape became more challenging. The apartment projects of 
the Sydney Harbour Trust at Dalgety Road and Munn, High and Agar Streets dealt 
with this through the development of an innovative ‘double-decked house’ type. 
These two-storey apartment buildings were designed to look like terrace houses, 
effectively ‘disguising’ them to appear as other local dwellings did. This treatment 
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was so successful that the units, when built, were still able to be talked about as 
‘houses’. The Government Architect's Branch’s three-storey Lower Fort Street 
tenement, however, was not at all successful in this regard. Although it was of a 
similar height and volume to adjacent buildings, its appearance in the street was 
starkly different. Its tall ‘cliff-like’ walls lacked articulation and it emphasised the 
‘collective’ nature of the housing by displaying its shared circulation stairs 
prominently in the slots between the buildings. This approach attracted all kinds 
of labels, including that of a ‘gaol’. Had the front facade been designed to convey 
a less austere, more ‘domestic’ appearance and the staircases played down, it is 
likely that much of the opposition to the building would have dissipated. The 
Department of Public Works’ tenement at Gloucester Street fared better. Even 
though it was four-storeys high and much taller than its neighbours, the design 
actively sought to ‘stitch in’ to its setting. The pitched awning of the first-floor 
access gallery provided continuity of the roofline with the terraces to either side, 
and the expression of vertical bays along the frontage maintained the ‘rhythm’ that 
was prevalent in the street. So, although very different in form, scale and type, and 
not ‘copying’ the style of its neighbours, the project can be seen to sit neatly 
within its context. A similar sensitivity and transition to the neighbouring 
buildings in the design of the Housing Board’s tenement at Cumberland, Little 
Essex and Gloucester Streets, as well as its integration of mixed-use elements 
which made it an active participant in the street-life of the area, also resulted in a 
favourable outcome. The relationship of the Housing Improvement Board’s 
Erskineville estate to its context, on the other hand, was one of outright denial. 
Reacting to the revulsion felt for the urban ‘slum’ condition, the design flatly 
rejected the surrounding environment, turned its back and set up a condition of its 
own, separate both physically and philosophically. Whilst entirely successful in 
achieving this aim, it was not conducive to making public housing an integral part 
of the city, instead segregating it and singling it out as ‘different’.  
This concern for a contextual approach to design goes to the cultural acceptability 
of affordable housing in the community. Experience has shown us that a 
significant contrast in design approach, such as that taken at Erskineville or as 
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pursued prolifically by the Housing Commission post-World War II, can 
‘stigmatise’ buildings or whole areas, and by association their tenants, 
discriminating against their ability to ‘fit in’. The history also tells us that when 
these buildings appear too disparate within their environment, the immediate 
public response can be loud and negative, reducing the political will to deliver 
more of them. The poor reaction across the board towards Lower Fort Street for 
instance, appears to have been the tipping-point that set the State Government on 
a decade-long course of development in the suburbs. This is not to argue for 
smaller or less dense buildings than the value of urban land demands, or even to 
deny freedom in architectural design or realisation. It is only a call for the design 
of affordable housing to have an explicit awareness of its context, seek to be 
responsive to it, and achieve some level of complementarity and cohesion. 
Covering a lot of ground 
The achievement of density on valuable urban land is often a primary objective 
for affordable housing developments. Early workers’ housing projects, which 
accomplish significant density  even with their relatively low building heights, 11
show us that the relationship of a building to its subdivision is critical to meeting 
this aim. High site coverage is the key. 
Almost without exception,  the projects of The Rocks were built hard to their 12
street frontage. No space was wasted in front setbacks. This strategy also strongly 
delineated the interface between the public domain and private space, creating a 
positive ‘urban-ness’ that allowed the occupants to interact directly with the street 
outside their dwelling, often via a balcony, verandah or porch acting as an 
intermediate space. In a similar vein, every workers’ housing project in The Rocks 
was built to its side boundaries and every dwelling shared a party wall with at 
least one other dwelling. Side setbacks were only introduced towards the rear of 
dwellings to create narrow ‘areas’, permitting access of light and air to any rooms 
 Michael Zanardo, “Future Affordable Housing Typologies for Sydney: Learning from Local Precedent” in 11
Bill Randolf et al. ed, Refereed papers presented at the 4th Australasian Housing Researchers' Conference, 
Sydney 5th-7th August 2009, (Sydney: City Futures Research Centre, University of New South Wales, 2010).
 The Sydney Harbour Trusts’ Dalgety Road flats included front setbacks to the southern dwellings to resolve 12
the splay in the site geometry. The Department of Public Works’ Windmill Street project departed from a zero 
front setback for half of the dwellings in order to provide some relief along the run of thirty-two terraces.
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facing onto them. This arrangement generally meant that all of the open space on 
a site was consolidated between the rear ‘wings’ of the buildings and to the rear of 
the lot to be used productively as individual private open space. In the case of 
several of the projects built on shallower sites though,  the buildings had 13
elements which also touched rear boundaries. In jarring contrast, the buildings of 
the Housing Improvement Board’s Erskineville estate were surrounded by 
setbacks on all sides and separated from each other by large distances. The 
footprint of these buildings as a proportion of the site area is only a fraction of 
that achieved in The Rocks. Whilst this kind of configuration may still be apposite 
in an area where a dominant landscape character is desired, it is almost 
inconceivable that this approach could be used for an affordable housing project 
on an urban site today. 
A step in the right direction 
The choice of circulation system for a building has a direct influence on the way 
other aspects of the building will perform. Each of the built workers’ housing 
apartment projects investigated, with the exception of the Department of Public 
Works’ Gloucester Street tenement,  utilised a distinct type of common 14
circulation to serve the units within the building. This device was a stair, which 
typically served two units per floor  from its landing, one to each side.  It was a 15 16
particularly efficient system because it did not require any corridor, unlike the 
designs for recent apartment buildings which are commonly reliant upon them. 
This kind of circulation arrangement offers many advantages to the design of 
affordable housing today. One main benefit is that as little built area as possible is 
given over to non-rentable space, enabling most of the floor area to be utilised for 
dwellings. It also minimises the amount of space in common ownership and 
requiring upkeep. The mirroring of units to either side of the stair normally allows 
 The Sydney Harbour Trusts’ Dalgety Road, Munn Street, High Street and Agar Street projects and the 13
Department of Public Works’ Gloucester Street terraces. 
 The Gloucester Street tenement used an external gallery circulation system for its upper apartments.14
 Exceptions are the atypical southernmost end stairs in Dalgety Road and Lower Fort Street, and the 15
easternmost end stair in Agar Street which served one unit per floor. 
 In the two-storey ‘double-decked’ type of the Sydney Harbour Trust it took the form of a straight run of 16
stairs leading from the footpath’s edge to the upper units. In the three-storey Lower Fort Street tenement by 
the Department of Public Works it was an externalised stair with a straight run to the first floor, then a 
returning flight wrapping around it to the second. In the two-storey Erskineville flats by the Housing 
Improvement Board it was an internalised returning stair serving both the ground floor and the first floor.
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those units to have good natural cross-ventilation, with unobstructed window 
openings to the front and rear faces of the building. It also limits the overall 
number of dwellings which share the stair and is therefore conducive to 
households meeting and knowing their neighbours, for better or for worse, as 
opposed to the anonymity that can be experienced when too many front doors 
share long hallways.  
A further benefit is that the employment of a number of these stairs in a larger 
project renders the building divisible into a series of smaller attached buildings, 
rather than being a single monolithic structure. This allows for the project to be 
staged over time. It could also permit flexibility in ownership if desired. The best 
example of this type is High Street which could be considered as two runs of nine 
attached buildings. High Street also shows us that a building comprised of smaller 
parts allows each of those parts to exist at discrete floor levels, giving buildings 
the possibility to step nimbly with the topography, an omnipresent consideration 
for the design of buildings in Sydney. Multiple circulation cores create more 
address points on the street as well, engendering a sense of identity for occupants 
and enlivening the street frontage. If the ground floor dwellings have their own 
individual entries to the street, as many of the projects did,  this can further 17
enhance the outcome. Whilst the workers’ housing buildings studied were 
invariably ‘walk-ups’,  today this building type is rare with universal access 18
requirements becoming the norm and the scale of new buildings increasing. 
However, with the inclusion of a lift as part of a similar circulation core in each 
part of the building, the same benefits could be derived with the additional 
potential to reach greater heights.  
Made to measure 
Dwelling size is a central variable in affordable housing design. Apartments do 
not want to be wastefully large, nor do they want to be unpleasantly small. A 
consistent theme across all projects studied, from boarding-house type 
 Only the Erskineville flats did not.17
 Lift technology was available and was being used in market apartment buildings as high as eight storeys, 18
however it was an extravagance for the time and one that was not lavished on public housing for reasons of 
cost and maintenance (Kay, Origlia and Rigoli, “Apartment Buildings in Sydney 1900-1912”).
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accommodation, through two- and three-bedroom flats, to four-bedroom terrace 
houses and even the semi-detached and free-standing houses of Daceyville, is that 
compactness was considered a virtue. None of the built dwellings could be said to 
have even approached being excessive in size. In fact, if plans for all the 
dwellings were overlaid, they would reveal a remarkable consistency in the 
amount of space provided per person housed. In the development of new 
affordable housing, there is good sense in having smaller-sized dwellings. This 
allows more apartments to be delivered on each site, enabling more people to be 
housed. However, it is important to qualify that a reduction in unit size does not 
necessarily mean a corresponding compromise in comfort. Setting aside obvious 
anachronisms in layouts, such as less space for kitchen equipment or externalised 
laundries, the plans of early workers’ housing dwellings show us several means by 
which apartments can be made compact, without sacrificing utility or amenity, by 
employing clever design. An immediately noticeable feature in every project 
studied is that only one bathroom per dwelling is provided. This runs counter to 
the propensity in modern dwellings for having at least two bathrooms per 
dwelling,  usually with an en suite to the master bedroom. Limiting the number 19
of bathrooms can save significant space,  as well as reducing the number of 20
‘expensive’ rooms which require fittings and servicing. However, additional 
convenience is still afforded in the workers’ dwellings by always locating the WC 
separate from the ‘bath’ room, thereby allowing both rooms to be used at the same 
time.  
 Another way that dwellings were made more efficient was by the arrangement and 
dimension of rooms so as to minimise corridor space. Corridors were just long 
enough to provide separation between living spaces and bedrooms, and no more. 
Bedrooms were generally provided in hierarchical size, with master bedrooms 
always being generous, but third and fourth bedrooms, where provided, often 
much smaller, again to save space. If not used by the primary household, it seems 
it was common practice for these rooms to be sublet to derive extra income to pay 
the rent on the property. Space was also saved in the kitchen areas. As opposed to 
 For two-bedroom and larger dwellings.19
 Approximately four or five square metres per bathroom.20
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today's popular ‘galley’ kitchens which have circulation space between two 
benches and require a separate dining space elsewhere, the workers’ housing 
kitchens employed ‘wall’ kitchen layouts where the circulation space was shared 
with the dining table. Living rooms, in turn, were also smaller as they did not 
need to allow room for dining, in the way ‘open-plan’ living areas do nowadays.   
The great outdoors 
Private open space is important as it provides recreational and service areas for 
apartments, extending the domain of the dwelling to be in contact with the outside 
environment. With the exception of the Housing Improvement Board’s 
Erskineville flats, all early built public housing projects, terraces and apartments 
alike, ensured that the remaining open space on site at ground level was 
maximised by apportioning it out as yards for the ground-floor dwellings. Every 
square inch of land was made to be useful. Upper dwellings typically relied on 
balconies for their open space. However, several projects went further  to provide 21
roof-top terraces, open to the sky, for each of the topmost-floor apartments, fully 
exploiting the potential of this extremity of the building. The Government 
Architect's Branch’s design for the Gloucester Street tenement appears to have 
taken most advantage of this opportunity, by configuring all of its two-storey 
dwellings to have either a ground-floor or a roof-top private open space, and thus 
avoiding a ‘middle-floor’, ‘balcony-only’ condition. By contrast, a cutting 
criticism of the Government Architect's Branch’s other apartment building at 
Lower Fort Street was that the upper floor units had no useful open space at all. 
The two-storey flats at Erskineville had neither ground-floor yards nor roof-top 
terraces. Instead, their private open spaces were fully inset, square-shaped 
balconies. These protected, ‘room-like’ spaces, which could also be used as 
‘sleep-outs’, were a clever way to enlarge the area of these compact dwellings for 
less cost per square metre than internal space.  
 High and Agar Streets by the Sydney Harbour Trust, Upper Fort Street and the Gloucester Street tenement 21
by the Government Architect's Branch, and Cumberland, Little Essex and Gloucester Street by the Housing 
Board all included rooftop private open spaces. 
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Erskineville was the only built project to propose that the open space adjacent to 
buildings be assigned for communal use. However, apart from fenced areas for 
drying courts with shared laundries, the communal open spaces were nebulous in 
conception, effectively just ‘left-over’ space between the buildings. Two unbuilt 
proposals though, the Housing Board’s courtyard block between Cumberland and 
Gloucester Streets and Paddington Council’s perimeter block scheme, explored 
the use of defined communal open spaces at their centres. These designs 
illustrated how the remaining open space on site can be consolidated at a larger 
scale for the shared use of residents, permitting activities that may not be possible 
in individual yards, such as children’s playgrounds. The Paddington project also 
devised a communal version of roof-top terraces, where residents could use shared 
washing and drying facilities. Given the temperate climate in Sydney and the 
practical and social benefits of private and communal open spaces, new affordable 
housing projects should actively seek to incorporate these types of spaces, in 
particular to make full use of available ground and roof planes. 
A breath of fresh air 
Of all the architectural attributes examined in this thesis, the provision of amenity 
to dwellings was perhaps the most prevalent design issue encountered. The 
effective delivery of ample daylight and fresh air was central to public criticism 
and legislative reforms. Privacy between dwellings was a tangible cultural 
concern with practical and moral dimensions. Solutions for dampness and 
adequate sanitation, both potentially serious health threats to residents, were also 
key issues. But whilst sanitation and dampness have largely been addressed over 
the last century through improved technology and construction methods, the other 
issues remain potent to this day. The lesson here is clear. If nothing else, the 
achievement of light, air and privacy is a fundamental quality of affordable 
housing.  These are non-negotiable human concerns. Without them, housing is 22
simply deficient.  
 And, by extension, housing in general. 22
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The primary way that daylight and fresh air was provided in early workers’ 
housing was to ensure that every room, without exception, had an openable 
window communicating with the outside. This is rare in modern apartment 
buildings which, by legislation, no longer require this.  As a result they now 23
commonly rely on active systems, such as mechanical ventilation and electric 
lighting, to service non-habitable internal spaces like kitchens, bathrooms and 
laundries. This has led to buildings becoming significantly deeper in plan, to the 
point where there is insufficient frontage to allow every room access to a window 
on an external wall. Internalised rooms are not only less comfortable for 
inhabitants, they also have environmental and cost implications because of the 
amount of energy consumed to enable their use. Not having had ready access to 
these solutions, the design of early workers’ housing projects embraced passive 
strategies to afford good natural illumination and ventilation to all rooms of their 
dwellings. Two primary arrangements were employed to achieve this. The first 
was borrowed from the design of traditional terrace houses, where dwellings were 
two rooms deep with one room facing to the front and the other to the rear. 
Building depth was then ‘added’ by the inclusion of ‘rear wings’ which were 
narrower than the front rooms. These wings usually contained service rooms with 
windows facing onto ‘areas’ along the side boundaries. Effectively, this solution 
articulated the building facade, increasing the length of perimeter wall relative to 
the floor space provided, to allow for more windows.  The second arrangement 24
was much more straightforward. It was simply to design far shallower buildings, 
in the order of eight to ten metres deep, thus making for wider-frontage units with 
ample wall for windows.  Apartment buildings in Sydney today, by contrast, are 25
commonly sixteen to eighteen metres deep, almost twice the depth of those early 
buildings. 
 Natural light must only be provided in habitable rooms under National Construction Code 2016 Volume 23
One F4.1(a). Ventilation can be provided to habitable rooms naturally by a window or by a compliant air-
conditioning system under National Construction Code 2016 Volume One F4.5 (www.abcb.gov.au). This is a 
modern example of regulatory minimums becoming design maximums. 
 Examples of apartment buildings with ‘rear wings’ are the Sydney Harbour Trusts’ ‘double-decked house’ 24
type, the Department of Public Works’ Lower Fort Street and Gloucester Street tenements and the Housing 
Board’s tenement at Cumberland, Little Essex and Gloucester Streets.
 Examples of apartment buildings with shallow building depths are the upper floors of the Little Essex 25
Street portion of the Housing Board’s tenement, the Housing Board’s unbuilt courtyard block scheme 
between Cumberland and Gloucester Streets, Paddington Council’s perimeter block scheme and the Housing 
Improvement Board’s Erskineville flats. 
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In terms of visual privacy, the solution was similar. Rooms faced forwards over 
the street or to the rear over yards. They rarely faced sidewards to neighbours, but 
if they did, windows were offset from each other to prevent direct viewing 
between them.  This is a far better solution than the contemporary use of window 26
screens, which restrict light and outlook. The predominant circulation type used, 
that of a stair providing access to two units per floor, also avoided any visual 
privacy issues as no windows faced on to this space. The Gloucester Street 
tenement by the Department of Public Works though, was an exception. It 
provided an open ‘gallery’ to the upper dwellings, which required people to walk 
past the windows of other units to access their own. This is a common but 
undesirable feature of circulation in more recent apartment building design, which 
can be avoided by the inclusion of multiple circulation cores. 
Down to the last detail 
Construction methods, materials and details have a direct bearing on the upkeep 
required for a building. Whereas the stereotypical tendency in modern market 
housing might be speedy construction and the maximisation of profit, with scant 
regard for what happens after the sale, the drivers for affordable housing 
developments are the inverse of this. Affordable housing is usually a longer-term 
proposition for an institutional landlord who will maintain the property into the 
future, therefore the chief concerns are instead durability and longevity. This 
means that affordable housing, perhaps somewhat counterintuitively, is not 
necessarily ‘cheap’ to build. Instead, more investment in construction upfront 
might be prudent to ensure savings over the life of the building. Having stood the 
test of time, the surviving early workers’ housing projects are clear evidence in 
favour of this approach. 
In comparison to buildings today, the appearance of the workers’ housing of the 
Sydney Harbour Trust, Department of Public Works and the Housing Board may 
appear relatively detailed and ‘ornate’. However for their time, their style was 
 The plans of the Sydney Harbour Trust’s High Street flats show this solution. The Department of Public 26
Works’ Lower Fort Street tenement was a failure in this regard, with units having open corridors opposing 
each other across a narrow area.
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considered to be pared-back, there being an “obvious limit to which architectural 
adornment should be provided”  for public housing. Walter Liberty Vernon spoke 27
of qualities such as “simplicity in detail” and achieving an “inexpensive but 
substantial character”.  In practice, this meant uncomplicated and robust 28
construction utilising face-brick for walls, predominantly concrete floors and tiled 
or corrugated-iron roofs, all materials that would age well and be durable. The 
housing was solid and built to last. Detail was added, not by the application of 
extraneous elements, but by being creative with the base fabric of the building. A 
prime example is demonstrated by brick details, where crafted features such as 
arches, window trims, string coursing, sculpted parapet lines, changes in brick 
colour, mortar details or different bond patterns provided a broad scope to add 
visual interest without adding cost. In terms of form, simple architectural 
articulations could assist too, such as stepping walls in and out, or recessing or 
projecting balconies, which could create an impression of depth and cast shadows 
across the face of the building to enliven the elevation. These small gestures 
generally also created what could be called ‘domestic’ associations, making the 
buildings appear more ‘human-scale’ or ‘homely’. Whilst more austere externally, 
the Housing Improvement Board’s Erskineville flats still included features such as 
entry canopies and flower-boxes, to similar effect. Significant design attention 
was also directed at the interiors of these flats, with thought given to hard-wearing 
finishes and easily-cleanable details so that the dwellings could be well-
maintained. Looking beyond the ‘historical’ style of these buildings and designing 
with a contemporary sensibility, there is much to be gleaned from the approach 
taken in putting these buildings together. 
Paving the way 
One of the recurrent themes threading through the history was the pivotal role that 
legislation played in the progress of early Sydney workers’ housing. Parliament 
passed Acts that initiated all manner of changes in housing including 
improvement of standards of construction, sanitation and building amenity, 
allowing for land to be resumed and slums cleared, establishing Government 
 Used in reference to the Sydney Harbour Trust’s Munn Street flats. See Chapter 3.27
 See Chapter 4.28
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housing bodies, providing funding, and even authorising specific projects to be 
built.  Legislation was present whenever change took place. However, without it 29
the status quo was maintained.  Even when new laws were introduced, it was 30
essential that they be framed with strength and clarity, otherwise they would not 
achieve their desired effect.  Law-making occurred at the point in time when 31
need, protest or debate reached a threshold sufficient for an elected government to 
respond. Therefore, given this centrality of legislation to housing and the 
multiplicity of ways in which it can be used, if action or change is desired, 
advocacy is crucial. 
Leaders with the political will to implement change, such as Treasurer John 
Rowland Dacey and Premier Bertram Sydney Barnsdale Stevens, were essential 
to instigating projects. Without these champions, it is unlikely that Daceyville or 
Erskineville would ever have become realities. These individuals used their 
charisma, powers of persuasion and sheer strength of character to push for change 
and usher it through to actualisation. Architects also have a role to play in this 
regard. They are the ones who ultimately give physical shape to policies. Walter 
Liberty Vernon, principled and uncompromising, exemplified this model of 
architect. His position as Government Architect saw him well-placed to interpret 
the impacts of policy and help direct it towards publicly beneficial outcomes. He 
was on record with his insistence on high quality design and dedication to 
constant improvement. His office broke new ground with its Lower Fort Street 
and Gloucester Street tenements, substantially advancing the progress of housing 
design. In a different mould, designers like Walter Edward Adams of the Sydney 
Harbour Trust, improved housing through patient practice, refining the Trust's 
two-storey flat type over time, with every iteration better than the last. The 
Housing Board’s quietly creative William Henry Foggitt managed to both draw 
 Respectively, examples are Sydney Building Act 1837, Water Pollution Act 1875, City of Sydney 29
Improvement Act 1879, Public Works Act 1900, Housing Act 1912, Housing of the Unemployed (Grant) Act 
1934 and Housing (Further Provisions) Act 1937. 
 For example, even though concerns over poor housing standards were first broached in the 1850s, it was 30
not until the City Improvement Act of 1879, more than twenty years later, that actual improvements were 
made. See Chapter 2.
 The Housing Act of 1912 is an example of clear and strong legislation requiring the development of 31
housing, directly resulting in the construction of Daceyville. See Chapter 5. The Housing Improvement Act of 
1936 is an example of weakly-framed legislation as it did not properly consider the reliance on councils’ 
concurrence, which prevented development. See Chapter 6.  
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from the best precedent projects as well as pushing design boundaries in his own 
right. The Housing Improvement Board’s William Ronald Richardson, but 
particularly Morton Earle Herman, were interesting for their precocious embrace 
of the media, with both actively writing articles, giving interviews and delivering 
lectures advocating for their project and arguing for their design approach. It can 
be seen that professional engagement with policy has the strong potential to 
enable affordable housing and direct its delivery. Be it penning newspaper 
columns, providing evidence in inquiries, organising delegations to the minister, 
putting forward speculative propositions, marching in the streets or assisting to 
the write the legislation itself, architects and the design knowledge they bring can 
play a powerful role in paving the way for affordable housing.  
A matter of time 
Crisis causes change. In 1900, the bubonic plague set in train a course of events 
which forever altered the face of The Rocks and led to the provision of workers’ 
housing by the Sydney Harbour Trust, Department of Public Works and the 
Housing Board over the next twenty years. The Great Depression of the 1930s 
was a similar stimulus, which precipitated action on projects by the Housing 
Improvement Board, and later, the Housing Commission of New South Wales. 
What will be the ‘crisis’ that drives the next wave of affordable housing in 
Sydney? Indeed, given the current housing climate, are we not there already? If 
this is the case, how can the affordable housing problem be more clearly defined 
and visualised so that it can be better understood? In 1875, the Sydney City and 
Suburban Sewage and Health Board described their subject matter so thoroughly 
and viscerally that an Act was drafted and passed within the same year to redress 
sanitation conditions.  In 1937, the Housing Conditions Investigation Committee 32
made the case so forcefully that private enterprise was unable to deliver workers’ 
housing that the conservative government of the day was convinced to “assume 
the burden” and engage in the construction of public housing itself.  What would 33
it take for society and the Government to decide today that it must again treat the 
building of new public housing as ‘public infrastructure’, as Premier James 
 See Chapter 2.32
 See Chapter 6.33
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Sinclair Taylor McGowen’s government did in 1912 with the making of the 
Housing Act?  
Much of the workers’ housing produced at the beginning of the twentieth-century 
has provided over one hundred years of constant public service.  This well-34
located, well-designed, well-constructed housing, delivering multi-generational 
public benefit, is something we can still aspire to. Future affordable housing 
could, and perhaps should, follow in these footsteps, whether it be carried out by 
the local, state or federal level of government, or even by the not-for-profit 
Community Housing Providers which are, in recent times, becoming a prominent 
player in the sector.  However, a mature and healthy affordable housing 35
environment would also encourage all other housing models to coexist, including 
home-ownership initiatives, housing provided on a commercial basis and 
philanthropic housing.  Every bit counts. 36
What is clear is that affordable housing takes time. It was eight years after the 
plague before the Sydney Harbour Trust reluctantly built their first apartment 
building in Dalgety Road, and another four years before an official body, the 
Housing Board, was set up by Government to formally provide public housing. 
The Board’s project at Daceyville took yet another eight years and then only 
partially realised its initial vision. The perpetual shortage of affordable housing 
that Sydney endures means that new supply should always be on the agenda. No 
project is too big and no site too small.  Opportunities need to be taken whenever 37
they present themselves. Efforts need to be proactive, diligent and persistent. 
 However, consecutive State governments on either side of Parliament have, in the last ten years, begun the 34
process of selling all extant public housing in The Rocks. 
 Michael Zanardo, “The rise of the not-for-profits” in Architecture Bulletin (Winter 2017), 22-23.35
 Historical examples are, respectively, the Homes for Unemployed Trust houses, accommodation provided 36
above the ‘coffee palace’, ‘restaurant’, shops and public houses of the Sydney Harbour Trust, and the Model 
Lodging House in Kent Street North. 
 The Department of Public Works’ Upper Fort Street project included a building of just three terraces. 37
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Conclusion 
The future shape of affordable housing is an open question. There is no ‘formula’ 
or single answer that can provide a categorical design solution. Every urban 
condition is different, every site unique. Economic and political cycles will 
constantly churn whilst social and cultural perceptions continue to evolve. It is 
axiomatic that the only constant factor will be change. However, an awareness of 
history and the potential to see correlations in contemporary situations, can 
prepare practitioners for change, readying them to be flexible and responsive with 
appropriate design solutions suited to the circumstances of the day. With this in 
mind, Sydney’s pre-World War II State workers’ housing projects can be viewed 
as more than just artefacts of history. They can become a rich inventory of 
architectural knowledge providing insights, ideas, approaches, strategies, 
arrangements and details capable of meaningfully informing the brief for new 
site-specific designs, as well as inspiring possibilities for the future. 
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Further research 
The architectural lens through which the history of pre-World War II State 
workers’ housing in Sydney has been viewed in this thesis could readily be 
applied with advantage to other groups of buildings, other times and other cities. 
The more that public housing is studied in this way, the broader will be the 
repertoire of valuable design knowledge available to be drawn upon for the design 
of future affordable housing. 
A direct and rewarding complement to this research would be the investigation of 
the parallel ‘built history’ of pre-World War II Sydney Municipal Council 
workers’ housing.  A second, though far larger project, would be to then step 38
forwards in time to explore the vast portfolio of the Housing Commission of New 
South Wales from 1942 to 1985.  Between them, these two pieces of work would 39
cover the majority of affordable housing projects to have been produced in 
Sydney over time, filling a significant gap in the city’s architectural history, as 
well as supplementing histories of other kinds. Further extension could then look 
to investigate public housing in other Australian and international capital cities, 
thereby providing potential for comparison and contrast. 
It has been a sincere privilege and pleasure to have had the opportunity to 
undertake this research. My aspiration is to continue my investigation in both the 
professional and academic spheres. I truly believe that the design of affordable 
housing, especially in Sydney, is a significant societal issue deserving of far more 
attention and action. I hope that my efforts here, in some way, come to have a life 
beyond these pages and be of genuine practical benefit.  
 As touched upon briefly at the beginning of Chapter 6.38
 In 1985 the Housing Commission of New South Wales was succeeded by the Department of Housing.39
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